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Editorial 
 
 

Since time immemorial, Nepal, undoubtedly, has been a multilingual country. However, 
until the restoration of democracy, the language policy of the government, especially 
during 1846-1990 AD, was fundamentally guided by the monolingual ideology. As a 
result, many minority speech communities were gradually and unknowingly forced to be 
assimilated into the dominant speech communities. It further resulted in designating more 
than 56% of the mother tongues enumerated by the Census, 2011as unsafe/endangered. 

This situation is further aggravated by the infatuation of all the speech communities 
including Nepali with the growing communicative authority of English. Besides, the 
minority speech communities in Nepal are powerfully magnetized for the use of Nepali, 
the language of wider communication, in the major domains of language use like 
education, mass media and office. Thanks to this, despite the fact that language is equated 
with the ethnic identity and power, the attempts made by the speech communities, 
government and non-governmental organizations till the date have not been practically 
result-oriented. 

The academic advice that cultural values and life-crucial indigenous knowledge can only 
be conserved by preserving the languages embodying them has not yet been seriously 
approved and followed. It is evidently exemplified by the pitiable implementation of 
mother tongue-based multilingual education in Nepal. Unless effective interventions are 
timely and collectively made such speech communities are likely to be assimilated 
globally into English and nationally into Nepali. 

In order to prevent such languages being lost, by far the most important intervention 
comprises motivating to use such languages in speaking and broadening the domains of 
language use such as education, mass media and local government offices. Besides, some 
effective interventions such as detailed language census and survey, orthography 
development for unwritten languages, grammar writing for hitherto undescribed 
languages,  dictionary compilation of indigenous and endangered languages, mother 
tongue textbooks, mother tongue-based adult literacy, language development planning 
and language documentation have to be effectively implemented. 

Since its inception, Central Department of Linguistics, as a teaching cum research 
department, has been involved in documenting languages, conducting sociolinguistic 
survey, writing grammars, compiling dictionaries, preparing mother tongue-based 
textbooks and publishing research journals singly or collaboratively. Gipan is a research 
journal of Central Department of Linguistics. It has been exclusively dedicated to the 
preservation and promotion of endangered languages of Nepal; however, it has been 
solely published in English. This volume, in compatible to the spirit of multilingualism, 
for the first time, has included the papers in Nepali as well. This was further necessitated 
by the motive to uphold the dignity and historicity of the title of the journal, viz., Gipan. 
Such journal naturally demands to be fully inclusive and linguistically multilingual.  
Gipan itself is a word for 'language' in Kusunda, a seriously endangered language of 



 

 

Nepal. It is, indeed, a righteous step for judicious implementation of the language policy 
of Nepal. 

This volume has been uniquely contributed by the senior as well as the young and 
promising linguists of Nepal. It has incorporated16 papers from diverse sub-disciplines of 
linguistics; namely, acoustic phonetics, descriptive linguistics, morphosyntax, 
ethnolinguistics, semantics, contact linguistics, translation, applied linguistics, 
orthography, language policy and linguistic survey. These contributions are hoped to be 
useful for teaching Nepalese linguistics in particular and doing further research in the 
languages of Nepal in general. 

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to the editors, paper contributors and to 
those who directly or indirectly helped to publish this volume. 
 
Chief Editor 
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL TRANSLAT

KRISHNA 

The core components of linguistic annotation 
and free translation. A linguistic annotation incorporates different types of translations 
together in itself. From one perspective
from another perspective; it is very close to translation. Similarly, interlinear glossing is 
linear morpheme-to-morpheme or word
translation incorporates a variety of translations from literal to idiomatic translation.  

Key words: Annotation, transliteration, interlinear, 

1. Introduction 

It has been a normal practice in the linguistic literature to present linguistic annotations in 
an interlinear format. It means that different types o
tires as a result it is a kind of multi
linguistic annotation because as a whole linguistic annotation is a multidimensional 
translation itself. It is multidimensional in the sense that linguistic annotation incorporates 
diverse forms of translation. The most commonly used model of linguistic annotation in 
the literature of linguistics is the three tire model which consists of three major 
components: transcription of the utterance with morpheme break, interlinear glossing and 
free translation as presented in (1).  

(1)   Greedy dog 

 

In the later days, we find a slightly extended form of three tire model of linguistic 
annotation which divides the transcription level into two levels
morphophonemic (text) level. In the utterance level, the exact transcription of the 
utterance is presented and in the morphophonemic (text) level, the base forms of the 
morphemes along with the morpheme breaks are presented. In example (2), 
surface form and in next tire it has been presented in terms of its base form as: ‘

(2) do 
do  

xyungemu 
syung-mu  

dangsu 
dangsu 

 here  sit-INF  BEN 

 ‘Bring the rug here for sitting (= in order to sit down).’
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A linguistic annotation incorporates different types of translations 

one perspective, the transcription is a type of transliteration and 
y close to translation. Similarly, interlinear glossing is 

morpheme or word-to-word translation. In the same way the free 
translation incorporates a variety of translations from literal to idiomatic translation.  
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a slightly extended form of three tire model of linguistic 
annotation which divides the transcription level into two levels: utterance level and 
morphophonemic (text) level. In the utterance level, the exact transcription of the 

in the morphophonemic (text) level, the base forms of the 
along with the morpheme breaks are presented. In example (2), xha is the 

surface form and in next tire it has been presented in terms of its base form as: ‘xhe-a’.

byam 
byam 

xha. 
xhe-a  

rug  bring-2SG.IMP  

‘Bring the rug here for sitting (= in order to sit down).’[Wills 2007:118] 

[Genetti (1994:166)]  

NOTATION 

transcription, interlinear glossing 
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is the 
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2 / Multidimensional... 

Nowadays, because of the availability of different kinds of annotation software like 
Toolbox, ELAN, Transcriber, etc. the job of linguistic annotation has become quite easier
and advanced and the multi-tire annotation with multidimensional information has 
become fashionable as presented in (3).

(3) 

There are two utterance tires, one transcribed
writing system. Similarly, there are two tires for free translation, one English translation 
and another Nepali translation. Apart from the tires for linguistic annotation, there are 
tires for other information like the name of the speaker, beginning and end time of the 
utterance, too.   

2. Translation in the linguistic annotation

2.1 Transcription as a form of translation

In linguistic transcription the transcriber listens to the indi
identifies the phonetic characters of the sounds and represents them in terms of graphic 
characters. It is the graphic/symbolic representation speech. It is the process of one
mapping of sounds into graphemes. So it is t
(speech) into graphic substance (writing) of language. This feature shows transcription to 
be a kind of transliteration. 

But transcription shares some features with translation, too. A speech sound is not a 
single entity but it is a bundle of its phonetic features as a word is a bundle of its semantic 
and grammatical features. In transcription, there is source system (phonetic system) and 
target system (the writing system). The transcriber, like in translation, first sh
perceive the sounds and represent them into graphemes. The perception, as in translation, 
is guided by the sound system of his/her native language. 
no transcription can be regarded as a direct, unbiased representation of a 
is by necessity filtered and influenced by the annotator’s decision, usually according to 
his/her theoretical goals and definitions
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2. Translation in the linguistic annotation 

m of translation 

In linguistic transcription the transcriber listens to the individual sounds in the speech, 
identifies the phonetic characters of the sounds and represents them in terms of graphic 
characters. It is the graphic/symbolic representation speech. It is the process of one-to
mapping of sounds into graphemes. So it is the transformation of phonic substance 
(speech) into graphic substance (writing) of language. This feature shows transcription to 

But transcription shares some features with translation, too. A speech sound is not a 
ty but it is a bundle of its phonetic features as a word is a bundle of its semantic 

and grammatical features. In transcription, there is source system (phonetic system) and 
target system (the writing system). The transcriber, like in translation, first sh

the sounds and represent them into graphemes. The perception, as in translation, 
is guided by the sound system of his/her native language. Edward (2001:321) notes 
no transcription can be regarded as a direct, unbiased representation of a speech event
is by necessity filtered and influenced by the annotator’s decision, usually according to 
his/her theoretical goals and definitions.'  

      

[LEDBL Corpus 011]
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notes ‘… 
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is by necessity filtered and influenced by the annotator’s decision, usually according to 
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2.2 Interlinear glossing 

This is a type of linear translation. In a linear translation, the target language (language of 
analysis) morphemes/words are below the source language morphemes/words in one-to-
one correspondence (Newmark1998:45). In grammatical annotation, the interlinear 
glossing tire is just under the text tire. In the text tire, the speech is presented in terms of 
sequence of morphemes and in the interlinear glossing tire; the equivalent forms in the 
target language corresponding to each of the morphemes in the text tire are presented as 
presented the shaded tires in (4). ‘So interlinear glossing demands some degree of prior 
morphological analysis and some degree of semantic analysis. It is basically needed for 
the identification of morpheme break where morpheme boundaries are blurred by 
morphophonemic process (Schultze-Berndt 2006:240)’. 

(4) Bhote People.001 
 bhotgəi lə nam lə kumbagon nilik  
 bhot -gəi lə nam lə kumba -go -n ŋi-  lik 
 Bhot -LOC  EMP  house EMP stone -GEN -EMP NPST- become 
 The houses also are made of stone in Bhot. [LEDBL Corpus 2011] 

In the interlinear glossing, we find source language to analysis language translation and 
source language to meta-language translation. The translation of lexical morpheme is 
source language to analysis language translation, like the morpheme <nam> (Baram) to 
<house> (English) but <lə> (Baram) <EMP ‘emphatic’> (meta-language).  

2.3 Free translation 

In a grammatical analysis, free translation in the language(s) of wider access is obligatory 
because it makes the other researchers and concerned people able to understand the 
linguistic annotation made by the researcher. In the sense of translation ‘free translation 
reproduces the matter without the manner or the content without the form of original 
(Newmark 1998: 46)’. So a free translation is very closer to the target language rather 
than the source language. But in linguistic annotation, the free translation should be closer 
to the source language because the readers/researchers should understand the source 
language and its structure through the target language. Free translation in the real sense 
can be misleading and problematic in the linguistic annotation so the free translation in 
linguistic annotation is literal translation from the perspective of translation theory. In 
literal translation, ‘the source language grammatical constructions converted to their 
nearest target language equivalents but the lexical words are again translated slightly 
(Newmark 1998:46). Literal translation is very close to the source language as presented 
in (5).  
 

(5) BhotePeople . 014  
 himaŋ jale jedde alu kokaŋ nipi səppəigəi 

 hima -gaŋ ja -le  jedde alu kok-iŋ ŋi- pi səppəi -gəi 
 below -ABL go-COND big potato steam-CONV NPST- give all -DAT 
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 If (you) go from down, (they) give (you) all big boiled potato.[LEDBL Corpus 2011] 

The close grammatical structure and constituent order of translation to its source in literal 
translation is more helpful into understanding of the structure the source language and 
less likely to be misleading (Schultze-Berndt 2006:232-238). 

Still, the language of free translation in linguistic annotation is tried to make natural and 
idiomatic as far as possible to make it more readable especially for the people fluent in 
the target language. The pragmatic effects of the original utterances are tried to be 
incorporated, too. For the purpose they supply the necessary information in parenthesis to 
make the translation more natural. In (5) the words ‘you’, ‘they’ and ‘you’ are missing in 
the utterance because they are understood in the context but in translation they are 
compulsory to make the sentence natural. This technique is very useful because it helps to 
maintain the naturalness of the utterance as well as make the translated sentence readable. 

Some linguists have tried to manage the situation in another way. They give literal 
translation in one tire and fully idiomatic free translation in another tire. Some linguists 
are found to have managed the matter in another way. They provide the literal translation 
just below the individual utterance and give idiomatic free translation of the whole text at 
the last. 

3. Conclusion 

Linguistic annotation is a multitier annotation in which one type of information is 
presented in one tire. Because of the technological advancement and purpose of the 
annotation we find various numbers of tires in linguistic annotations but the obligatory 
components of linguistic annotation are transcription, interlinear glossing and free 
translation. A linguistic annotation incorporates different types of translations together in 
itself. In one perspective the transcription is a type of transliteration and in another 
perspective it is very close to translation. Similarly, interlinear glossing is a linear, 
morpheme-to-morpheme or word-to-word translation. In the same way, the free 
translation incorporates a variety of translations from literal to idiomatic translation. So, 
linguistic annotation is a complex and multidimensional translation. 
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PEXPLORING THE PARAMETERS OF VERB AGREEMENT IN MAJHI 

DUBI NANDA DHAKAL  

 

This paper discusses a number of parameters which trigger verb agreement in Majhi, an 
Indo-Aryan language spoken in Nepal. Like some Indo-Aryan neighbours, Majhi takes 
account of ranges of facts in the verb agreement. The verb is not only marked for 
agreement with one nominal phrase in a clause, but also encodes inflectional features of 
both subject and object simultaneously in transitive and ditransitive verbs by employing 
portmanteau suffixes. The features that control the agreement include person, number, 
honorificity, gender, and case roles of nouns.   

Key words: Verb agreement, inflectional features, ditransitive verbs, honorificity 

1. Introduction  

Majhis are one of the nationalities of Nepal with their distinct language, rituals and 
traditions (National Committee of the Nationalities 1996)1. The language spoken by 
Majhis is called the Majhi language (ISO mjz). This language is distinct from Majhi, a 
dialect of Punjabi, spoken in India. Some ethnic Majhi people also inhabit in Sikkim, 
India (see Gangopadhyay 1993). While a total of 83227 Majhi people live in Nepal, only 
a total of 24422 speakers speak their language as recorded in Census 2011 (CBS 2012), 
showing 29.34% language retention. Majhi is reported as “extinct” language in Sikkim, 
India2. 

Majhis are “dark-skinned, of medium height, with thin wiry bodies and extremely shy in 
nature’. In their physical appearance, they are like Tharus in Terai (Gautam and Magar 
1994:42).  Bista (1967:117) notes that the Majhis, Darais and Danuwars have striking 
physical similarities. He further mentions that these people are also referred to as 
“Kushwar”3. My informant notes that Majhis have five inner groups, viz. Danuwar, 
Kushwar, Kumhale, Bantar, and Thalthalu. He claims that “Kuswar” must be Majhi 
because it is related to one of the groups within Majhi ethnic group.  The Majhi people 
belonging to this group within Majhis outnumber the other groups within the Majhi 
community. Although some scholars regard ‘Bote’ and ‘Majhi’ as the same, the 

                                                           
1
I acknowledge  to Mr. Dhan Bahadur Majhi for his help during the elicitation of the Majhi data. The data 
used in this analysis is based on the variety spoken in Tamakoshi area. In addition to elicited data, we have 
also used examples obtained from various kinds of texts.  

2(http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/the-silence-of-the-last- surviving- majhi speakers- 8782758. 
html, accessed  to May 13, 2015).  van Driem notes that Majhi is at the throes of death (2007:317). 
Similarly, Eppele et al. (2012) notes that Majhi is ‘threatened’.  

3 In many a places, the Majhis and Botes are considered to be a single language. For example, van Driem 
(2001:1172) mentions, “Majhis and Botes are two names for the same population group”. In some parts of 
western Nepal, Botes prefer to call themselves ‘Majhis’. However, Majhi is a distinct language, not a variety 
(or dialect) of any other languages. Majhi (2072 VS) has prepared a glossary of lexical items which includes 
different varieties of Majhi.  
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languages spoken by these two ethnic groups are distinct in grammatical features despite 
the similarity in their traditional profession. 

A very few materials are available on Majhi in general and verb agreement patterns 
related to Majhi in particular. Hodgson (1857) lists some lexical items of ‘Kushwar’ 
which resembles much with Majhi these days.  Dhakal (2013) has noted that the verbs in 
Majhi encode both the subject and object. Dhakal (2014) deals with the grammatical 
description of Majhi, and this also discusses the Majhi verb agreement. Currently, Majhi 
(2015) has prepared a bilingual lexicon of Majhi incorporating three varieties of the 
Majhi language, viz. Bhatauli, Sunkoshi and Dudhkoshi.   

Van Driem (2001:1172) guesses that Majhi might be identical to ‘Kushwar’ or 
‘Kushwàr’. The name ‘Kushwar’ is also mentioned in Grierson (1903a) and Hodgson 
(1992). Eppele et al. (2012) also mention the term ‘Kushar’ while discussing the Majhi 
language. Thus, the earliest linguistic references to it can be found in Hodgson (1857) and 
Hunter (1978 [1868]).   

2. Pronouns and pronominal suffixes 

Majhi is mainly a suffixing language, both in nominal morphology and verb morphology. 
Majhi exhibits both of the features of head-marking and dependent-marking in genitive 
construction. When Majhi nouns appear in genitive phrases, agreement in person and 
number is obligatory between possessors and possessed if the pronominal possessive 
suffixes are present4. The phenomenon is also treated as ‘locus’ of information (Nichols 
and Bickel 2007). These pronominal suffixes are attached only to kinship terms. Table (3) 
contains the pronominal possessive suffixes attaching to the nouns in Majhi.  

Table 1 : Pronominal possessive suffixes 

 Pronominal possessive suffixes 
 Singular Plural 
1 SG -m - 
1 PL - - 
2 SG -r - 
2 PL - - 
3 SG -k -khjan 
3 PL - - 

Table (1) shows that the pronominal possessive suffixes appear only if the possessor is a singular 
pronoun. In addition, the pronominal possessive suffix is also coded if the possessed kin term is the 
plural and the possessor is the third person singular (or noun phrases). The gaps show that the 
pronominal possessive suffixes are absent. Examples follow.  

       
       

                                                           
4 Nichols (1986) discusses the head-marking and dependent marking languages.  
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(1) hokr ə bhaek  
 hjə-r ə bhai-k      
 brother-POSS.3SG›3PL 
 ‘His brother’   
(2) hokr ə bhaekhjan 
 hjə-r ə bhai-khjan 
 he-GEN brother-POSS.3SG  
 ‘His brothers’ 
As we see in (1-2), the pronominal possessive suffixes appear with kinship terms, but these 
suffixes are not used with other kinds of possession. There is a very clear case that the 
suffix -khjan is attached to the plural nouns if the possessor is the third person singular. 
The same phrase may contain the suffix -m with the possessor modifier, such as mor ə bhai-
m ‘my brother’. 

Majhi distinguishes the first, second and third person pronouns. There is no formal 
distinction of gender in the forms of the third person pronouns. Majhi exhibits a split 
ergativity based on nominal hierarchy (cf. De Lancey 1979). The first and second person 
pronouns do not code ergativity (also see Table 2). The third person pronouns and other 
noun phrases code ergativity if the clauses are transitive. The inflection of pronouns for 
accusative-dative, genitive, ablative and ergative is given in Table (2). The third person 
pronouns are based on remote demonstratives.  

Table 2 : Personal pronouns and inflections 

 NOMACC-DAT  ABL  GEN ERG 

1SG muĩ  mi-lai mui-baṭe mo-rə - 

1SG.EMPH  muĩ-ne mi-lai-ne mui-baṭe-ne morəi-ne - 

1PL haĩ haĩ-lai haĩ-baṭe ham-ro - 

1PL.EMPH  haĩ-ne haĩ-lai-ne haĩ-baṭe-ne ham-re - 

2SG tui tui-lai tui-baṭe to-rə - 

2SG.H tora toral-kəi toralə-baṭe toralə-ko - 

2PL tora: toral-kəi toralə-baṭe toralə-ko - 

3SG hoi hoi-lai hoi-baṭe hok-rə hoi-nin 

3PL holə hoi-lai hoi-baṭe holə-ko hol-kin 

We see oblique forms of pronouns when they inflect for some cases. For example, when 
the first person singular pronoun inflects for accusative-dative, and genitive, the pronouns 
have oblique forms. Demonstratives and the third person pronouns are identical in Majhi. 
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3. Verb morphology: A bird’s eye view 

Majhi is mainly a suffixing language, but allows negative prefixes. Majhi makes a 
distinction between past and non-past tense.  While the past tense in Majhi is expressed 
by the tense marker -lə or -nə, the non-past tense marker is -tsh in Majhi. Some 
morphologically coded aspects are habitual -te, progressive -tin, and perfect -lə, which is 
also homophonous with the past tense. Similarly, some moods are morphologically coded 
in Majhi, such as imperative is generally zero-marked, prohibitive prefix is dzun- , 
conditional is -la,  and hortative is -ũ/-əũ.  

The tense markers follow the verb stems, and in turn the agreement markers immediately 
follow the tense markers in Majhi. Typologically Majhi shares some features of verb 
morphology with eastern Indo-Aryan languages. Grierson (1903b:3) states, "Distinction 
of gender is slightly observed in 'Bihari' languages." Grammatical gender is evident in 
adjectives and certain verb forms (see section 5.6.2). 'Eastern' languages are characterized 
by the past tense suffix -lə with Marathi (Grierson 1903a:8; Masica 1991:270). Majhi 
partially shows this feature as it contains -l /-n to code the past tense (see Table 4-9). 
Eastern languages are characterized by 'inflectional synthesis' compared to western 
languages. Several agreement features are suffixed to the verbs (Grierson 1903a:7). As 
we will discuss later, Majhi indexes the information, such as subject and object in verb 
simultaneously. 

4. Verb Agreement 

Majhi only encodes a single, or double arguments in the verbs although some languages, 
such as Maithili (Yadava 1999), and Kashmiri (Raina 1994) also code triple agreement. 
First of all, I discuss agreement patterns related to single agreement and then I move to 
double agreement. By verb agreement we mean “the systematic covariance between a 
semantic or formal property of one element and a formal property of another (Steele 
1987, as cited in Corbett 2006:4).  

4.1 Single agreement 

A single NP is coded in the verbs in Majhi in a number of cases. The features which are 
responsible for the agreement are the person, number, gender, honorificity, and case roles. 
This is common in Indo-Aryan languages (cf. Acharya 1991; Yadava 1999; Kachru 2006; 
Das 2006; Dhakal 2012, 2014 among others). They are outlined in this section.  

4.1.1 Person, number and honorificity 

There are distinct person and agreement markers in Majhi. The agreement markers in the 
non-past and past tense are shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3 : Person markers in past and non-past tense 

 NPST PST 
1SG -ũ -aĩ/-ai 
1PL -e -e 
2SG -əs -əi 
2SG.HON -ə -ə 
2PL -ə: -ə: 
3SG -əi -e 
3PL  -ət -a 

We see that although there are some agreement markers which are identical in the past 
tense and non-past tense, such as -e (1PL), -ə (2SG.H), ə: (2PL), the other agreement 
markers are different in the past tense and non-past tense. In order to illustrate the 
inflectional behavior of consonant-ending and vowel-ending verb stems, inflections of 
two verbs beg- ‘run’ and dza- ‘go’ are shown in Table  4.  

Table 4 : Inflection of intransitive verbs beg-‘run’, dza- ‘go’ 

 beg- ‘run’ dza- ‘go’  
 NPST PST NPST PST 
1SG beg-tsh-ũ beg-n-aĩ (ai) dzai-tsh-ũ dzai-na-ĩ (-i) 
1PL beg-tsh-e beg-l-e dzai-tsh-e dzai-l-e 
2SG beg-tsh-əs beg-l-əi dzai-tsh-əs dzai-l-əi 
2SG.HON beg-tsh-ə beg-l-ə dzai-tsh-ə dzai-l-ə 
2PL beg-tsh-ə: beg-l-ə: dzai-tsh-ə: dzai-l-ə: 
3SG beg-tsh-əi beg-l-e dzai-tsh-əi dzai-l-e 
3PL  beg-tsh-ət beg-l-a dzai-tsh-ət dzai-l-a 

 

The vowel-ending stems also take the epenthetic vowel i before it takes the tense markers.  
The vowel stem dza- is followed by the epenthetic vowel preceding the non-past tense 
marker -tsh. And the past tense marker is -l~-n. In contrast to this, the epenthetic vowel is 
not found with the consonant ending stems.    

Person agreement is also shown in Table 4. In the verb beg-tsh-ũ ‘run-NPST.1SG’,  theverb 
-ũ is the first person singular agreement marker whereas the agreement marker -e is the 
form agreeing with the first person plural subject. Examples follow.  

(3)  tui begtshəs 
  tui  beg-tsh-əs 
  you  run-NPST-2SG 
  ‘You run.’  
(4)  tora begtsh ə 
  tui beg-tsh -ə 
  you run-NPST-2SG.HON 
  ‘You (HON) run.’ 
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(5)  hoi begtsh əi 
  tui beg-tsh -əi 
  you run-NPST-3SG 
  ‘He runs.’ 
Now, let’s look at the verb agreement as seen in both the past and non-past tenses. 
Examples (3-5) illustrate the person agreement in the non-past tense. We see that the 
suffix -əs shows that the verb agrees with the second person singular whereas the -əi 
shows that the verbs agree with the third person singular in the non-past tense.   

Moving to the agreement in the past tense, we see examples (6-7). We may contrast 
example (6) in which the agreement suffix -a agrees with the third person plural subject 
while -ə agrees with the third person singular subject in the past tense (7).  

(6)  madzahilkin mun khaila 
  madzhi-l-kin mun  kha-l-a 
  Mahi-PL-ERG liquor begin-PST-3PL 
  ‘Majhis drank liquor.’  
(7)  dzwãrekin puni mən bitsar gərlə  
  dzwã-re-k-in   puni  mən  bitsar  gər-l-ə    
  son-in-law-POSS.3SG-ERG also soul thought do-PST-3SG  
  ‘Son-in-law also thought for a while.’ [Prince.170] 
When we look at Table 4 we see that the agreement is triggered by the person, number, 
and honorificity. Moreover, the honorificity triggers the verb agreement in the past and 
non-past tense in the second and third person subjects.  While the second person singular 
subject takes the suffix -ə, the second person honorific subject takes the suffix -ə: both in 
the past and non-past tense.  

4.1.2 Gender 

Only two genders, masculine and feminine, are differentiated in Majhi. The gender 
distinction is seen in Majhi in adjectives, classifiers and certain verb forms, viz. in perfect 
aspect, past  tense and prospective form. Examples (8-9) show that the classifiers agree 
with the feminine nouns.  
(8)   duiṭa ghər 
   dui-ṭa ghər 
   two-CLF house 
   ‘two houses,’  
(9)   tinṭi gailə 
   tin-ṭi  gai-lə 
   three-CLF.F  cow-PL 
 ‘three cows,’ 
The gender distinction is also seen in numeral classifiers (8-9). For example, the classifier 
used with the masculine noun -ṭa inflects as -ṭi when it occurs with the feminine subject. 
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Similarly, some adjectives which end in -a, -ə, or -o inflect taking the inflectional suffix -i 
agreeing with the feminine nouns. Some examples follow (10).  

(10) ADJECTIVE    FEM  (SG/PL) 
bãṭha  'clever'  bãṭhi 
bəḍkhə  'big'  bəḍkhi 
burra  'old'  burri  
kupro  'stoop'  kupri 
goro  'white'  gorai   
laṭa  'dumb'  laṭai    

 
We see that the verb agrees with the masculine subject in the perfect aspect with -lə 
whereas we see the verb form -li agreeing with the feminine subject.  

(11) tshõḍari ailə atshə    
 tshõḍari ai-lə  atsh-ə    
 son come-PRF be.NPST-3SG    
 ‘(My) son has come.’     
(12) tshuneni aili atshi 
 tshuneni a-li   atsh-i 
 daughter come-PRF.F  be.NPST-3SG.F  
 ‘(My) daughter has come.’ 
Verb agreement with the feminine subject is also seen in the prospective form of verbs as 
well. Compare examples (13-14) in which the prospective form appears as noun 
modifying clauses. We see that the modifying clause ending in -nari agrees with the 
feminine head noun in (13). By contrast, the prospective form ends in -nar to agree with 
with the masculine subject (14).  

(13) ghərə dzainari buhari    
 ghərə dzai-nari  buhari    
 house go-PROS.F daughter-in-law  
 ‘The daughter-in-law who will go home’  
(14) ghərə dzainar tshõḍari 
 ghərə dzai-nar  tshõḍari 

house go-PROS.M son 
 ‘The son who will go home’ 

Majhi also exhibits the verb agreement owing to gender only in certain verb forms. The 
gender agreement is not coded in non-past tense. We see the same agreement marker (viz. 
-əi) appearing in the non-past tense although the subject of (15) is the third person 
singular masculine whereas the subject of (16) is the third person singular feminine.  

(15)  tshuneni dzaitshəi 
  tshuneni dza-tsh-əi 
  daughter go-NPST-3SG 
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  ‘(My) daughter goes.’ 
(16)  tshõḍari dzaitshəi 
  tshõḍari  dza-tsh-əi 
  son  go-NPST-3SG  
  ‘(My) son goes.’ 
 

4.1.3 Case roles 

Verbs in Majhi agree with the nominative, ergative, or dative subjects. While ergative and 
nominative subjects take the agreement suffixes shown in Table (3), the dative subject, 
and the genitive modifier of a NP takes different agreement suffixes. The subjects may be 
in the nominative case (17-18), in ergative case (19), or in dative case (20).  

(17) muĩ masu khainai  
  muĩ  masu  kha-n-ai     
  I meat  eat-PST-1SG 
  ‘I ate meat.’  
(18)  tui  masu khailəi  
   tui  masu  kha-l-əi      
   you meat eat-PST-3SG 
   ‘You ate meat.’  
(19) hoinin bərdei kinle 
  hoi-nin bərdei  kin-le     
  he-ERG ox  buy-PST.3SG 
 ‘He bought the ox.’ 
(20) milai bhok lagtshəi 
 muĩ-lai bhok  lag-tsh-əi 
  I-DAT hunger feel-NPST-1SG.DAT 
  ‘I am hungry.’ 

We should also remember that Majhi shows the split ergative pattern. The split begins 
between the second person plural and the third person singular pronouns. So, we don’t 
see the ergativity encoded in (17-18) even if they are transitive clauses, but we see that it 
is encoded with the third person pronoun (19)5. Since we have discussed the verb 
agreement with nominative, and ergative subjects, let’s move to dative subjects and the 
genitive modifiers which trigger verb agreement.  

The dative subjects are the ‘experiencer’ subjects (Masica 1991:346). Masica also 
explains that they often include physical sensations, psychological states, need, and 
obligation among others. One of the properties of the dative subjects in Majhi is that it 
also controls the verb agreement although this varies in other languages (cf. Bickel and 
Yadava 2000). Dative agreement is evidenced only in a few cases with the verbs, viz. lag 
‘feel’ viz. verbs ris uṭh- ‘be angry’, pər ‘happen’ḍaha hək- ‘envy’, tsahi- ‘be needed’ etc 

                                                           
5See Dhakal (2014) for the detailed discussion of split ergativity in Majhi. 
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in the data we have collected. In order to explain the dative subject agreement, the 
inflection of the verb lag- ‘feel’, and copular verbs are shown in Table (5).  

Table 5 Inflection of verbs for dative subjects 

  lag- ‘feel’ 
(NPST) 

lag- ‘become’ 
(PST) 

atsh- 
‘be.NPST’ 

PST 
‘be.PST’ 

1SG lag-tsh-əi lag-l-e atsh-ət rəi-l-ə 
1PL lag-tsh-əi lag-l-e atsh-ət rəi-l-ə 
2SG lag-tsh-jas lag-l-jas atsh-jas rəi-l-jas 
2SG.H lag-tsh-ja lag-l-ja atsh-ja rəi-l-ja 
2PL lag-tsh-ja lag-l-ja atsh-ja rəi-l-ja 
3SG lag-tsh-i lag-əl-te atsh-i rə-l-ti 
3SG.H lag-tsh-i lag-əl-te atsh-i rə-l-ti 
3PL lag-tsh-jak lag-l-jak atsh-jak rə-l-jak 
3PL.H lag-tsh-jak lag-l-jak atsh-jak rə-l-jak 

As can be seen in Table (5), agreement suffixes differ in the past and non-past tenses. 
First of all, let’s consider the examples in the past tense which agree with dative subjects.  

(19)  milai bhok lagle 
  muĩ-lai  bhok   lag-l-e 
  I-DAT hunger  feel-PST-1SG.DAT 
  ‘I was hungry.’  
(20)  tuilai bhok lagljas 
  tui-lai bhok  lag-l-jas 
  you-DAT hunger feel-PST-2SG.DAT 
  ‘You are hungry.’ 
 (21)  hjə tshagrilai pãts səe pərəlte 
  hjə tshagri-lai  pãts səe   pər-əl-te 
  this goat-DAT  five  hundred cost-PST-3SG.DAT 
  ‘This goat cost five hundred rupees.’  
We see that the finite verb contains -e to agree with the first person singular in (19) but 
the verb hosts the suffix -jas to agree with the second person singular dative subject in 
(20). The dative agreement is attested mainly with the ‘experiencer verbs’. 

We also see that the dative subject agreement is also attested in the perfect construction in 
which the dative subject agrees with the auxiliaries rather than with the main verbs. 
Examples follow.  

(22)  milai bhok laglə atshət 
  muĩ-lai  bhok   lag-lə   atsh-ət 
  I-DAT hunger  feel-PRF be.NPST-1SG.DAT 
  ‘I have become hungry.’  
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(23)  tuilai bhok laglə atshjas 
  tuĩ-lai  bhok   lag-lə   atsh-jas 
  I-DAT hunger  feel-PRF be.NPST-2SG.DAT 
  ‘You have become hungry.’  
It is not strange to find examples which agree with the dative subjects because some IA 
languages reported to have this feature (Hook 1990). An example obtained from the 
corpus follows.    

(24) hoilai huĩjã kaṭhkərə lau məntsinte kaṭhkərə bəhana tsahilatshjak 
 hoi-lai  huĩjã   kaṭh-kərə  lau    
 they-DAT Huinya   wood-GEN boat 
 məntsinte  kaṭh-kərə   bəhana  tsah-latsh-jak 
 Manchinte wood-GEN oar be needed-NPST-3PL.DAT 

‘They need Huinja wood for making a boat and Manchinte wood for making an oar.’ 
[Wood for boat 25] 

We showed that the verb agree with dative subjects in Majhi. Now let's move to the 
genitive modifiers which trigger verb agreement. In addition to the dative case discussed 
earlier, the genitive case also controls the verb agreement when the genitive modifiers 
precede the nouns. This is seen with ‘possessives’ in which verb agrees with ‘a part of 
complex noun phrases which is not the lexical head’ (Corbett 2006:61). Consider 
examples (25-27). 

(25) morə dzjan bãtstshəi 
 muĩ-rə dzjan  bãts-tsh-əi 
 I-GEN life live-PST-1SG.GEN 
 ‘My life was safe (lit. my life lives).’  
(26)  torə dzjan bãtstshjas  
  tui-rə  dzjan  bãts-tsh-jas   
  you-GEN life live-PST-2SG.GEN   
   ‘Your life was safe (lit. your life lives).’ 
(27)  hokrə dzjan bãtstshi  
  hoi-rə  dzjan  bãts-tsh-i   
  he-GEN  life live-NPST-3SG.GEN   
   ‘His life was safe (lit. your life lives).’ 

We see that the the head of the noun phrases is dzjan 'life' in exmaples (25-27). However, 
we see that the verb agreement pattern is different in these examples. It is so because the 
genitive modifiers which precede the head nouns are different. For example, the genitive 
modifier is morə 'my' in (25), torə 'my' in (26), and hokrə'my'  in (27). We see that the 
agreement suffix -əi agrees with morə 'my' in (25), -jas with torə 'my' in (26), and -i  
withhokrə 'my'  in (27). So, the part of the noun phrases controls the verb agreement in 
this case.  
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Now, let's consider an example obtained from the corpus (28). Although the sentence 
lacks an overt subject, the verb agreement is controlled by genitive modifier. In this 
example, the verb is controlled by the phrase holəko kuro ‘their decision /consultation 
/matter’.   

(28)  helai kaṭəi pərtshəi bhənne kuro həkljak ni 
  hjə-lai  kaṭ-əi  pərtshəi  bhənne   kuro   
  this-DAT stab-INF should said  matter  
  hək-l-jak   ni 
  become-PST-3PL.GEN HS    

 ‘He should be stabbed, (they) decided (it) (it was their decision).’    
[Prince.53] 

We also need to note that if the overt subject was torə kuro ‘your decision/ consultation/ 
matter’ the verb form would be həkljas ‘become-PST.2SG.GEN’. The inflections  of 
genitive modifiers of some verbs, viz.  bãts- ‘live’, and   hurk- ‘grow up’ are shown in 
Table 6.  The copular verbs atsh- ‘be.NPST’and  rəi-‘be.PST’  inflect to agree with the 
genitive modifier as they are given in Table (5).   

Table 6 : Inflection of verbs for genitive modifiers 

  bãts- 
‘live’  

bãts- ‘live’  hurk- ‘grow 
up’  

hurk-  ‘grow up’  

 (NPST) (PST) (NPST) (PST) 
1SG bãts-tsh-əi bãts-l-e hurki-tsh-əi hurki-l-e 
1PL bãts-tsh-əi bãts-l-e hurki-tsh-əi hurki-l-e 
2SG bãts-tshj-

as 
bãts-le-s/ 
(l-e) 

hurki-tsh-jas hurki-l-es (l-e) 

2SG.H bãts-tsh-ja bãts-l-ja hurki-tsh-ja hurki-l-ja 
2PL bãts-tsh-ja bãts- lə-r hurki-tsh-ja hurki-l-ər 
3SG bãts-tsh-

i(ik) 
bãts-əl-te hurki-tsh-i 

(ik) 
hurki-l-te 

3SG.H bãts-tsh-i bãts-əl-te hurki-tsh-
i(ik) 

hurki-l-te 

3PL bãts-tsh-
jak 

bãts-l-jak hurki-tsh-
jak 

hurki-l-jak 

3PL.H bãts-tsh-
jak 

bãts-l-jak hurki-tsh-
jak 

hurki-l-jak 

Table 6 presents the inflections of some verbs (viz. bãts- ‘live’, and hurk- ‘grow up’) 
when they are controlled by the genitive modifiers. Like in the past tense, the genitive 
modifiers also trigger verb agreement in the non-past tense. Examples follow.   

(29) morə dzjan bãtstshə 
 muĩ-rə dzjan  bãts-tsh-ə 
 I-GEN life live-NPST-1SG.GEN 
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 ‘My life is safe (lit. my life lives).’  
(30)  torə dzjan bãtstshjas  
  tui-rə  dzjan  bãts-tsh-jas   
  you-GEN life live-NPST-2SG.GEN   
   ‘Your life is safe (lit. your life lives).’ 
(31)  hokrə dzjan bãtstshi  
  hoi-rə  dzjan  bãts-tsh-i   
  he-GEN  life live-PST-3SG.GEN   
   ‘His life is safe (lit. your life lives).’ 

We see that although the head noun is the same in (29-31), the genitive modifiers differ. 
While the genitive modifier of (29) is morə ‘my’, the genitive modifier of (30) is torə 
‘your’, and hokrə ‘his’ in (31). Like in the main verbs, the genitive modifiers also trigger 
changes in auxiliaries. Examples follow.    
(32) morə ekdzən bhaem atshət 
 muĩ-rə ek-dzən  bhae-m    atsh-ət 
 I-GEN one-CLF brother-POSS.1SG be.NPST-1SG.GEN 
 ‘I have a brother.’  
(33) torə ekdzən bhaer atshət 
 tuĩ-rə ek-dzən  bhae-r    atsh-jas 
 I-GEN one-CLF brother-POSS.2SG be.NPST-2SG.GEN 
 ‘You have a brother.’  
(34) hokrə ekdzən bhaek atshik 
 hoi-rə ek-dzən  bhae-k    atsh-ik 
 I-GEN one-CLF brother-POSS.3SG be.NPST.3SG-GEN 
 ‘He has a brother.’  
We note that the copula agreement is triggered by the genitive subject in (32-34). If we 
replace the modifier hokrə‘his’ by torə ‘your’ the agreement pattern differs. An example 
obtained from the corpus follows.  

(35)  torə kunu isṭə atshjas ki  
  tui-rə  kunu  isṭə  atsh-jas      ki   
  you-GEN who friend be.NPST-2SG.GEN  PRT   
   ‘Do you have any of your friends?’  
We also see that the verb agreement in (38) is controlled by the genitive modifier again. 
Although the head of the NP is isṭə‘friend’, the ‘be’ verb agrees with the second person 
singular. The second person singular is the modifier of the NP rather than the head NP in 
(38).  

Although Majhi have suffixes which agree with dative subjects, most of them either 
resemble to the suffixes in intransitive verbs, or in transitive verbs. Note that the suffixes 
with -tsh appears with the dative subject in the non-past tense whereas the suffixes with -
lə/-nə appear with the past tense suffixes. The suffixes appearing with the dative subjects 
are summarized in Table (7).  
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Table 7: Morphemes appearing with dative and genitive subjects 

TENSE PERSON,  
NUMBER  

SUFFIXES OCCURING WITH 
DATIVE SUBJECTS 

SUFFIXES 
RESEMBLING TO  

NON-
PAST 

1SG/PL -tsh-əi 3SG 
2SG -tsh-jas 3SG/PL.SUB. 

2SG.OBJ 
2SG.H, 2PL -tsh-ja 3SG/PL .SUB. 

2PL.OBJ 
3SG -tsh-i 3SG.SUB .3SG.OBJ 
3PL/3PL.HON -tsh-jak 3SG/PL.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
3SG -tsh-ik - 

PAST 1SG/PL -l-e 3SG 
2SG.HON, 2PL -l-ja 3SG/PL.SUB. 

2SG.OBJ 
3SG/3SG.HON -əl-te 3SG.SUB. 3SG.OBJ 
2SG/PL -l-jak 3PL.SUB. 3PL.OBJ 
2PL -l-ər - 
2SG -l-es - 

Table (7) includes the possible sources of the suffixes because most of the suffixes 
occurring with the dative subjects resemble either to intransitive or transitive verbs. Only 
a few forms which occur with dative subject occur neither in intransitive nor in transitive 
verb paradigms. They are -tsh-ik in the non-past and -l-er and -le-s in the past. Examples 
obtained from the corpus are given in (36-37). 

(36)  aneləkai ḍaha həkəi thalljak 
  ane-l-kai ḍaha  hək-əi   thal-l-jak 
  other-PL-DAT envy become-INF begin-PST-3PL.DAT 
  ‘Other people began to envy him.’ [Manthali and river bank.9] 
(37)  madzhilai dhere pir pərəlte 
  madzhi-lai dhere  pir  pər-əl-te 
  Majhi-DAT much sorrow happen-PST-3SG.DAT 
  ‘Majhi felt sad.’ [Manthali and river bank.14] 

In perfect aspect the agreement suffixes are attached to be verbs which immediately 
follow the main verbs. As expected, the genitive modifier triggers the verb agreement 
(38-40).  

(38) morə bhahem kam gərlə atshə 
 muĩ-rə bhai-m   kam  gər-lə  atsh-ə 
 I-GEN one-POSS.1SG  work do-PRF  be.NPST-1SG.GEN 
 ‘My brother has done work.’  
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(39) terəbhaer terə kam gərlə atshjas 
 tui-rə bhae-r   tui-rə kam  gər-lə   
 you-GEN brother- POSS.2SG you-rə   work do-PRF   
 atsh-jas 
 be.NPST-2SG.GEN 
 ‘Your brother has done work.’  
(40) hokrəbhaikin kam gərlə atshjas 
 hoi-rə bhae-k-in   kam  gər-lə   
 he-GEN brother- POSS.3SG-ERG work do-PRF   
 atsh-i 
 be.NPST-3SG.GEN 
 ‘His brother has done work.’  
As shown before, the case roles affect the agreement suffixes in some Indo-Aryan 
languages (see Yadava 1999 for Maithili; Wilde 2008 for Rajbanshi and Dhakal 2012 for 
Darai).  

4.1.4 Agreement in transitive and ditransitive verbs 

A more interesting feature characterized in Majhi is the double agreement where verb 
agreement is triggered both by subject and object simultaneously. Table (8) summarizes 
the affixes which are attached to the verbs in the past and non-past tenses in transitive, 
and ditransitive verbs.   

Table 8 : Agreement suffixes in transitive and ditransitive verbs 

Objects     
Subjects   

1SG 1PL 2SG 2PL 3SG 3PL 

1SG PST - - -n-ai -l-ai -n-in -l-ai 
 NPST - - -tsh-ũ/ 

-s-ũ 
-tsh-jã -tsh-in -tsh-ai 

1PL PST - - -le 
 NPST - - -tsh-e -tsh-jã -tsh-e -s-ai/-tsh-ai 
2SG PST -l-əi - - -əl-si -l-khən 
 NPST -tsh-əs - - -tsh-is -tsh-əs 
2PL PST -l-ə - - -l-ək -l-khən 
 NPST -tsh-ə 
3SG PST -l-e -l-jas -l-ja -l-te -l-jak 
 NPST -tsh-əi -tsh-jas -tsh-ja -tsh-i -tsh-jak 
3PL PST -n-i/-l-a -l-a -l-jas -l-ja -n-i -l-jak 
 NPST -tsh-ət -tsh-jas -tsh-ja -tsh-in -tsh-jak 

First of all, let’s discuss the inflectional behavior of verbs in ditransitive verbs as given in 
Table (8). The subjects are mentioned in the horizontal column and the objects in the 
vertical column. There are some cases where the agreement suffixes combined with tense 
markers in transitive verbs are identical to the ones which also occur in intransitive 
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paradigms. So, the transitive verbs in which the inflectional forms are decided only by the 
subject are referred to as ‘Only S (Subject) marked’ in Table (8). In other words, only 
subjects are marked to them.  

In order to make the presentation more convenient, let’s summarize the agreement pattern 
described in Table (8). There are two patterns of verb agreement. Firstly, both the 
subjects and objects are coded in the transitive and ditransitive verb patterns. It is to be 
noted that Majhi employs the portmanteau suffixes to code the subject and object 
simultaneously. In fact, we can’t tease apart the subject and object agreement markers in 
the verbs. Secondly, only the objects are coded in the verbs. 

Firstly, let's present the situation in which both the subjects and objects are coded in 
transitive and ditransitive verbs. Since Majhi employs the portmanteau suffix of verb 
agreement, the portmanteau suffixes which appear in the past tense with different subjects 
and objects are given in (41).  

(41) SUFFIXES SUBJECTS OBJECTS 
 -ai  1SG → 2PL, 3PL 

-in  1SG → 3SG 
-si  2SG → 3SG, 3PL 
-khən  2SG → 3PL 
-ək  2PL → 3SG 
-khən  2PL → 3PL 
-jas  3SG → 2SG 
-ja  3SG → 2PL 
-te  3SG → 3SG 
-jak  3SG → 3PL 
-jas  3PL → 2SG 
-jas  3PL → 2PL 
-i  3PL → 3SG 
-jak  3PL → 3PL 

In the same way, the portmanteau suffixes which appear in the non-past tense with 
different subjects and objects are given in (42). Note that some common suffixes 
appearing in the past and non-past tenses which will be discussed later.  

(42) SUFFIXES SUBJECTS OBJECTS 
 -ũ  1SG → 2SG 

-jã  1SG → 2PL 
-in  1SG → 3SG 
-ai  1SG → 3PL 
-sis  2SG → 3SG 
-khən  2PL → 3PL 
-jas  3SG → 2SG 
-ja  3SG → 2PL 
-i  3SG → 3SG 
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-jak  3SG → 3PL 
-jas  3PL → 2SG 
-ja  3PL → 2PL 
-in  3SG → 3SG 
-jak  3PL → 3PL 

Although some portmanteau suffixes appear both with the past and non-past tenses, 
others do not. The suffixes which appear both in the past and non-past tenses are given in 
(43). It is also to be noted that other portmanteau suffixes occur either in the past and 
non-past tenses, however.  

(43) SUFFIXES SUBJECTS OBJECTS 
-in  1SG → 3SG 

 -ai  1SG → 3PL 
-jas  3SG → 2SG 
-ja  3SG → 2PL 
-jak  3SG → 3PL 
-jas  3PL → 2SG 
-ja  3PL → 2PL 
-jak  3PL → 3PL 

The inflection of the verb de- ‘give’ is given in Table (9).  

Table 9 : Inflection of the verb de- ‘give’ in past and non-past tenses 

Objects     
Subjects   

1SG 1PL 2SG 2PL 3SG 3PL 

1SG PST - - Only S 
marked 

di-l-ai di-n-in di-l-ai 
 NPST - - di-tsh-jã di-tsh-in di-tsh-ai 
1PL PST - - Only S marked 
 NPST - - Only S 

marked 
di-tsh-jã di-tsh-e di-s-ai/ 

di-tsh-ai 
2SG PST Only S marked - - di-l-si di-l-khən 
 NPST - - di-s-is Only S 

marked 
2PL PST - - di-l-ək di-l-khən 
 NPST - - Only S marked 
3SG PST di-l-jas di-l-ja di-l-te di-l-jak 
 NPST di-tsh-

jas 
di-tsh-ja di-tsh-i di-tsh-jak 

3PL PST di-l-jas di-l-ja di-n-i di-l-jak 
 NPST di-tsh-

jas 
di-tsh-ja di-tsh-in di-tsh-jak 

Although some verbs are marked only with the subject, there are inflectional slots in the 
paradigm where both subject and object are indexed. We are going to deal with this in 
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this section. Let’s recall that the suffix -aĩ codes the first person singular subject in the 
past tense in intransitive clauses.  When we compare this form with the inflectional 
suffixes appearing to index the verbs in transitive verbs, we find some differences. We 
see that the form -aĩ also appears when the first person singular subject acts on the second 
person singular in the past tense. By contrast, when the first person singular subject acts 
on the rest of the pronouns, the forms differ, viz. -ai, -in. The form -ai indexes the first 
person subject acting on the second person plural (PST.1SG.SUB.2PL.OBJ) and third person 
plural (PST1SG.SUB.3PL.OBJ) in the past tense. Similarly, the suffix -in indexes the first 
person singular subject acting on the third person singular object (PST1SG.SUB.3SG.OBJ). 
Examples follow. 

(44) muĩ tshoḍarilai dzal dinin 
 muĩ  tshoḍari-lai  dzal di-n-in 
 I  son-DAT net   give-PST-1SG.SUB.3SG.OBJ 
 ‘I gave a net to my son.’  
(45) muĩ tshoḍarillai dzal dilai 
 muĩ  tshoḍari-l-lai  dzal  di-l-ai 
 I   son-PL-DAT net give-PST-1SG.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
 ‘I gave a net to my sons.’  
(46) hoinin beṭaklai baləlte 
 hoi-nin beṭa-k-lai   bal-l-te 
 he-ERG son-POSS.3SG-DAT call-PST.3SG.SUB.3SG.OBJ 
 ‘He called his son.’  
(47) hoinin beṭakhjankai baləlte 
 hoi-nin beṭa-khjan-lai   bal-l-te 
 he-ERG son-POSS.3SG›3PL-DAT call-PST-3SG.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
 ‘He called his sons.’  
Examples (44-45) illustrate the verb agreement when the first person singular subject 
acts on the third person singular and plural noun phrases. Despite the fact that the 
subject is the same in these two examples the differences result from the objects they 
incorporate in verb forms. For example, in example (44), the object is the third person 
singular tshoḍari‘son’ whereas in (45) the object is the third person plural tshoḍari-
l‘son-PL’. Similarly, we see that the third person acts on the third person singular 
subject in (46) in the past tense, but the third person singular subject acts on the third 
person plural objects in (47). Now, let’s turn into the agreement in the non-past tense.  

Now, let’s turn to the inflections of the ditransitive verbs in the non-past tense. Consider 
examples (48-49).  

(48)  muĩ hoilai dzal ditshin 
  muĩ  hoi-lai  dzal     di-tsh-in 
  I  he-DAT dzal give-NPST-1SG.SUB.3SG.OBJ 
  ‘I give him the net.’  
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(49)  muĩ holəkai dzal ditshai 
  muĩ  holə-lai  dzal   di-tsh-ai 
  I  they-DAT net give-NPST-1SG.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
  ‘I give them the net.’  
Let’s remember that the first person singular subject takes the verb form that ends marker 
is -ũ in non-past tense. When we compare this with the inflections of verbs in (48-49), we 
notice that the addressee component is also indexed in the verbs. The suffix -in shows 
that the first person singular subject is acting on the third person singular object whereas -
ai codes the first person singular subject  acting on the third person plural object.  

As seen in tables before, a number of markers in Majhiare portmanteau suffixes 
incorporating both the agent and patient components in the verbs. In other words, in 
addition to the subject, the verb also incorporates the addressee components to them. 
Let’s take the suffix -te , which is the suffix appearing with the past tense marker. It is 
obvious that the -l is the past tense marker. It is not, however, easy to tease apart the rest 
of its component into agent and patient markers. Following are some examples (50-52) in 
which both the subject and object control the verb agreement simultaneously as it is 
evidenced in Majhi texts.  

(50)  bərman risaitin dutkai bəlljak 
  bərma-n risa-tin   dut-kai   bəl-l-jak 
  Brahma be angry-SIM messanger-DAT speak-PST3SG.3PL.OBJ 
  ‘As Brahma was angry, he called the messanger.’  
  [Majhi and water.21] 
(51)  madzhilkin tsərilk lagi mãhãlə khõda bənai dini  
  madzhi-l-kin  tsəri-l-kərə  lagi  mãhãlə     
  messenger-PL-ERG bird-PL-DAT for good    
  khõda bən-a-i  di-n-i 
  nest make-CAUS-ABS give-PST-3PL.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
  ‘Majhis make a nice nest for the birds.’ [Wood for boat.33] 
(52)  bihanə səbere uṭʰikəi rati tsərilkin gərlə sebbe kuro sathilkai sunailjak   
  bihanə səbere  uṭh-ikəi  rati  tsəri-l-kin  gər-lə    
  morning early get up-SEQ night bird-PL-ERG do-PRF   
  sebbe kuro  sathi-l-kai   sun-a-l-jak   
  all  matter friend-PL-ERG listen-CAUS-PST-3SG.SUB.3PL.OBJ 
  ‘Having got up early in the morning, he told all the things heard in 
  the night said by the birds to (his friend).’ [Wood for boat.31] 

As we see in (50-52), for example, Majhi employs a number of portmanteau suffixes in 
ditransitive and transitive paradigm. For example, the suffix -ljak is the portmanteau 
suffix which is the third person singular agent acting on the third person patient in the 
past tense (52).  

Now, let’s move to the cases in which only the subjects are coded in the verbs. Reflexives 
are not included in this case either. We have not included the first person subject acting 
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on the first person objects. Similarly, the combinatory cases in which the second person 
subjects acting on the second person objects are not included in this case either. The other 
cases in which only the subjects are coded in the past tense are given in (53).  

(53) SUFFIXES SUBJECTS OBJECTS 
-ai  1SG → 2SG, 2PL 

 -le  1PL → ALL OBJECTS 
-əi  2SG → 1SG, 1PL 
-ə  2PL → 1SG, 1PL, 3SG, 3PL 
-e  3SG → 1SG, 1PL 
-a  3PL → 1SG, 1PL 

The cases in which only the subjects are coded in the non-past tense are given in (53). We 
see that the objects do not control verb agreement when the subjects act on objects 
mentioned in (54).   
(54) SUFFIXES SUBJECTS OBJECTS 

-ũ  1SG → 2SG  
-e  1PL → 2SG 
-əs  2SG → 1SG, 1PL 
-ə:  2PL → 1SG, 1PL, 3SG, 3PL 
-əi  3SG → 1SG, 1PL 
-ət  3PL → 1SG, 1PL 

Although it is difficult to set the criteria why the objects do not trigger the verb agreement 
in this case, we find some kind of pattern in it. When the second and third person subjects 
act on the first person objects, the object component is not included in it. So, we have a 
hierarchy relation like (3>1, 2>1) in this case. Secondly, there are cases in which the 
plural pronouns while acting as subjects do not incorporate the object component in the 
verbs, such as first person plural acting on the second person singular, and second person 
plural acting on all pronouns.  

Indo-Aryan languages present double and even triple agreement. Double agreement is 
reported in Rajbanshi (Wilde 2008), Maithili (Yadava 1999), Darai (Dhakal 2012), 
Magahi (Verma 1991), and Bajjika (Kashyap 2011). In addition, Maithili and Kashmiri 
show triple agreement (see Yadava 1996, 1999 for Maithili and Raina 1994 for Kashmiri) 
which is not characterized in Majhi.   

5. Summary 

The discussion shows that we need ranges of facts to discuss the verb agreement in Majhi 
where the verb is not only marked for agreement with one nominal phrase in a clause. 
The verbs may agree with the nominative, ergative, or with the dative subject, or the 
modifier of a genitive phrase. The agreement triggered by gender, person, and number are 
like in other Indo-Aryan languages of the region, such as Hindi (cf. Kachru 2006, 
Saksena 1981, Das 2006), or Nepali (Acharya 1991). In addition to the features such as 
number, person, gender, honorificity, and case, verb agreement is also controlled by both 
subject and object in ditransitive verbs (and some transitive verbs). Genitive modifier also 
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controls the verb agreement. Majhi mainly employs portmanteau suffixes to encode the 
inflectional values of subject and object simultaneously in transitive and ditransitive 
verbs.  

Abbreviations 

1 first person 2 second person 
3 third person CLF classifier 
DAT dative ERG ergative 
F feminine GEN genitive 
H honorific HH high honorific 
INF infinitive LOC locative 
NEG negative NPST non-past 
OBJ object PART particle 
PL plural PRF perfect 
PROG progressive PROS prospective 
PRT particle PST past 
POSS pronomimal possessive suffix PURP purpose 
REM remote SG singular 
SEQ sequential converb SIM simultaneous converb 
SUB subject 
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LANGUAGE USE AND ATTITUDE AMONG THE SHERPA SPEAKING 
COMMUNITY IN THE KATHMANDU VALLEY 

BHIM LAL GAUTAM  

 

This paper aims to explore the status of language use and attitude among the Sherpa 
speaking community in the Kathmandu valley, the multilingual capital city of Nepal. It 
focuses on language contact situations in different domains viz. social, cultural, personal, 
and official as well as media related activities where the Sherpas make use of   different 
languages along with the use of their own mother tongue. Based on 45 questionnaires 
from different informants, this paper presents interesting patterns of language use and 
attitudes among the Sherpa speaking community in Kathmandu.  

Keywords: Language use, attitude, domains, language contact 

1. Introduction 

This paper explores the status of language use and attitude among Sherpa speaking 
community in the Kathmandu valley. The Sherpas have been migrating to the capital city 
from various hilly and mountainous regions of Nepal namely, Solukhumbu, Dolakha, 
Taplejung, Sindhupalchok, etc. Most of the migrated Sherpas have been living in 
different areas of Kathmandu valley mainly at Chabahil, Bauddha, Jorpati, Kapan, 
Mandikhatar and Gongabu. Based on  the primary data collected by using questionnaire, 
this paper focuses on language contact situations in different domains, viz., social, 
cultural, personal, and official as well as media related activities where the informants 
were found using different languages along with the use of their own mother tongue. The 
questionnaire was administered on 45 informants with various economic, social, cultural, 
professional and academic backgrounds (i.e. housewives, business people, teachers, 
students, government officials, politicians and social activists).  They were mainly asked   
to provide their views on language use and attitudes in Sherpa, Nepali, English, Hindi and 
other languages they use in different domains and contexts. The data were analyzed 
taking into account different parameters such as age, gender, profession and the location 
they live in the Kathmandu valley. Existing political, social and economic factors 
contribute to language use and attitudes for different perspectives. Nepali and English 
have been widely used among the migrated Sherpas. The different language ideologies 
have been contributing to this state of language use and attitudes in migrated Sherpas in 
language contact situation in the Kathmandu Valley. 

This paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 briefly presents the ethno-linguistic 
situation of Sherpas in Kathmandu Valley. In Section 3, we discuss the research 
methodology employed and section 4 deals with the pattern of language use in the Sherpa 
community in the Kathmandu Valley. In Section 5, we examine the language attitude in 
Sherpa community and section 6 summarizes the finding of the paper.  
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2. The Ethno-linguistic situation of Sherpas in the Kathmandu valley 

Nepal is diverse in culture, language, ethnicity and ecology. According to 2011 census, 
Nepal has more than 123 languages. These 123 plus languages of Nepal have been 
classified into four major language families viz. Tibeto-Burman branch of Sino-Tibetan , 
the Indo-Aryan branch of Indo-European , Austro-Asiatic and Dravidian  and a language 
isolate called Kusunda. Multilingualism is a natural and historical identity of Nepal. The 
linguistic, cultural and ethnic diversity are the essences of Nepalese society since long. 

According to the census report of 2068 B.S., the ethnic population of the Sherpas is 
estimated 112,946. They mainly live in the Khumbu and Solu Khumbu regions of the 
south of Mount Everest.  In addition, Sherpas inhabit the valleys of the Dudh Kosi and 
Rolwaling Rivers west of Solu-Khumbu, and they are also found in the Lantang-Helambu 
region north of Kathmandu. Kathmandu itself has a sizable Sherpa population, while 
small numbers of Sherpas can be found throughout Nepal, even in the Terai. Sherpa 
communities are also present in the Indian state of Sikkim and the hill towns of Darjiling 
and Kalimpong.  Sherpas are the newly migrated people living in Kathmandu valley. In 
the beginning they were the seasonal migrating people in the Kathmandu valley. The 
1990 Political movement brought a lot of changes in Nepalese societies, cultures and 
politics. Party less Panchayat System changed into multiparty system and the powerful 
monarchy became ceremonial so that the dominated and minority groups from all aspects 
of society including languages flourished automatically. On the other hand, people started 
migrating to the nearest cities from the villages and to the capital because of job 
opportunity, better education and political opportunities. Many Sherpa people have been 
migrating and living in Kathmandu first as seasonal migrants and then permanently. 
Census 2001 shows that there were 15,537 Sherpa living in Kathmandu valley whereas 
2011 census records 24,778 Sherpa population in Kathmandu valley. Migrated Sherpas 
speak different languages in different domains and purposes. Kathmandu is a 
cosmopolitan capital city because people from different cast, religion and ethnic groups 
live together and shares the common feeling of brotherhood and nationality. It has got a 
very long cultural and political history in Nepal. The major population of Kathmandu 
valley is dominated by different language speakers migrated from the various parts of the 
country. Gautam (2012) states: 

Nepali is the official language as well as lingua franca in Kathmandu. Kathmandu has 
now become a multilingual city where we find people speaking at least 3 or more 
languages. Because of urbanization, a large number of other language speaking 
peoples like Indo Aryan (Maithili, Bhojpuri, Tharu, etc.) and  Tibeto-Burman 
(Sherpa, Tamang, Gurung , Rai, Limbu etc.) are migrating in the capital city day by 
day especially after 1990s political revolution in Nepal . This movement of people has 
offered a lot of possibilities to study language contact and linguistic convergence in 
Nepal. 

The Kathmandu valley has been the politically and culturally dominating part of Nepal. 
Its legendry and documented histories are so inter-related that these are difficult to 
separate. A political establishment of the area is dated to the beginning of Christian era, 
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the Kirati period. This was followed by the Lichhabi Dynasty from the 3rd to 9th centuries. 
Patan is believed to have expanded into a consolidated town by the end of the 7th century. 
The town of Kathmandu was established by a later Lichhabi king. After the 9th century, 
there is a dark period until 14th century and the arrival of Mallas, which was an important 
period for the flourishing of Nepalese arts and architectures. These developed into a 
growing spiritual orientation towards tantrism, making it difficult to separate purely 
Buddhist from purely Hindu art. From the middle of 13th century the city of Bhadgaon 
(Bhakatapur) prospered and became a major training center. The valley was divided into 
three rival kingdoms competing between themselves and bringing the artistic expressions 
to the highest point by the mid-18th century. In 1769 the valley was conquered and united 
by a leader coming from the outside, Prithvi Narayan Shah. Nepali is being used widely 
for official, business and other purposes in Kathmandu valley since the unification 
movement in Nepal. It has very long history and relationship with other languages mainly 
spoken in Kathmandu and other places. Contact Nepali has become the part of daily lives 
of all the people in Kathmandu valley these at present days. 

Multilingualism and language contact in Kathmandu valley is very complex comparing 
the contact situations in the other places in the world. The reason behind is the historical 
connection of Kathmandu valley even before the unification movement e.g., Kirat, 
Lichhabi and Malla kings. 

3. Research methodology 

This is primarily based on the primary data collected with the help of questionnaires 
related to language use and attitudes. The source of data is also based on researcher’s 
informal field study like social talking, business talking, debate and conversations etc. 
rather than written sources. The data are collected from the different areas of Kathmandu 
valley like Boudda (Jorpati), Kapan, Gongabu, Chabahil and some other typical areas 
where Sherpa people are living at present. 

There were 45 questionnaires altogether containing metadata information and questions 
for language use and attitude. The questionnaires were developed in 2014 at Dynamique 
du Langage Laboratory (DDL) Lyon, France and the pilot testing was done in 2014 by 
the researcher himself. The collected data is analyzed by following the recent 
developments of language contact and sociolinguistic studies. The data was collected 
mainly from the different people of Sherpa communities like Housewives, 
Teachers/academician/monks, Politician/language activists, Businessman/Shopkeeper, 
Trekking Guide/Worker/Vendor, and Students. All the informants were selected on A1 
(15-30), A2 (30-55) and A3 (55 and above) group classifying into male/female, 
literate/illiterate when possible. 
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4. Language use in the Sherpa community 

The Sherpa community exhibits different patterns of language use in different domains. 
They are briefly discussed as follows; 

4.1 Patterns of language use in general domains 

Sherpas employ different languages in different domains and purposes. They use 
language according to their need and interest. Table 1 presents the patterns of language 
use in the Sherpa community in Kathmandu Valley. 

Table 1: Patterns of language use in the Sherpa community in Kathmandu Valley 
(N=45) 

 

Domains 
Languages 

Sherpa Nepali Hindi English Others 
1. Joking 68.8% 80% 4.4% 2.2%   
2. Counting 68.8% 75.5%   24.4%   
3., Quarreling 77.7% 84.4%   2.2% 2.2% 
4. Singing inside 68.8% 48.8% 15.5% 11.1%   
5. Bargaining 8.8% 91.1%   13.3% 2.2% 
6. Abusing  57.7% 77.7%   6.6% 2.2% 
7. Praying 91.1% 8.8%     6.6% 
8. Singing outside 40% 84.4% 15.5% 11.1%   
9. Discussing 71.1% 75.5%   24.4%   
10. Family gathering 88.8% 26.6%       
11. Telling stories 

 to children 20% 82.2%   4.4%   
12. Telling stories to others 20% 88.8%   4.4%   
12. Village/community meeting 71.1% 73.3%      2.2% 

Source:  Field study, 2015 

Table 1 shows that Sherpa and Nepali used in most of the domains in comparison to 
Hindi, English and others. The influence of English is much higher than that of Hindi 
because of education, globalization and tourism connected to Sherpa people. 

4.2 Patterns of language use in different cultural and religious festivals and 
ceremonies 

The Sherpa community in the Kathmandu Valley presents a different pattern of use of 
mother tongue and Nepali in different activities related to culture and religion. Table 2 
presents the pattern of language use in different cultural and religious festivals and 
ceremonies. 
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Table 2: Patterns of language use in different cultural and religious festivals and 
ceremonies (N=45) 

 

Specific Domains  
Languages 

MT Nepali English 
1. Religious festivals 44 (97.8%) 4 (8.9%) 2 (4.4%) 
2. Cultural programs 44 (97.8%) 15 (33.3%) - 
3. Death ceremonies 45 (100%) 7 (15.5%) - 
4. Marriage ceremonies 45 (100%) 8 (17.8%) - 
5. Birth ceremonies 45 (100%) 7 (15.5%) - 
6. Cultural festivals 41 (91.1%) 12 (26.7%) - 

Table 2 shows that Sherpas mainly use their mother tongue in most of the religious and 
cultural activities. Only in religious festivals like Lohsar where they enjoy many music 
and cultural foods as well. In this community, Nepali is noticeably used in cultural 
programs and festivals.  English is also used in religious festivals; however, it is not 
significant at all. This pattern of language use in specific domains among the Sherpa 
community in the Kathmandu Valley is presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 : Patterns of language use in different cultural and religious festivals and 
ceremonies 

4.3 Patterns of language use in official and public activities 

The Sherpas in the Kathmandu valley present a interesting pattern of languages use in the 
domains of official and public domains like office and workplace, political and social 
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gathering, funfair and public activities, administration and with strangers. 
presents the pattern of language use in

Table 3: Patterns of language use 

 

Situations 
1. Office/ Workplace 7(15.5%)
2. Political/ Social gathering 1(2.2%)
3. Public activities/ Fun fair 10(22.22%)
4. Administration  -
5. Strangers 1(2.22%)

Table 3 shows the use of multiple languages and multiple activities. Nepali and English 
are dominantly used in almost all the official and public activities. Sherpa is not very 
much used in these domains because of it use and impact. Both Nepali and English are 
official as well as contact languages for national and international relations.
of language use in the Sherpa community 

Figure 2 : Patterns of language use in official and public 

4.4. Patterns of language use in media related activities

The community also presents an interesting pattern of language use in the domains media 
related activities. Such activities include 
news, listening news and programs in radio, reading newspaper, reading horoscope etc. 
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gathering, funfair and public activities, administration and with strangers. Table 3 
presents the pattern of language use in domains of official and public domains. 

Table 3: Patterns of language use in official and public domains (N=45)  

Language use 

MT Nepali English Hindi 

7(15.5%) 35(7.8%) 15(33.3%) 8(17.8%)

1(2.2%) 33(7.3%) 5(11.1%)  - 

10(22.22%) 32(7.1%) 6(12.33%) 2 (4.4%) 

- 42(93.3%) 4(8.9%)  - 

1(2.22%) 43(95.5%) 7(15.5%) 2(4.4%) 

of multiple languages and multiple activities. Nepali and English 
are dominantly used in almost all the official and public activities. Sherpa is not very 
much used in these domains because of it use and impact. Both Nepali and English are 

l as contact languages for national and international relations. This pattern 
rpa community in Kathmandu valley is presented in Figure 
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The community also presents an interesting pattern of language use in the domains media 
related activities. Such activities include watching movies and serial in TV, watching 
news, listening news and programs in radio, reading newspaper, reading horoscope etc. 
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Table 4: Patterns of language use i

 

Activities/ Languages MT
1. Watching movie/ serial 2(4.44%)
2. Watching news 2(4.4%)
3. Listening music 23(51.1%)
4. Listening radio/news 2(4.4%)
5. Listening interview 3(6.6%)
6. Reading newspaper 3(6.6%)
7. Reading horoscope  

This situation of language use among the
clearly presented in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Patterns of language use in Media related activities

5. Language attitude in the Sherpa community

Attitude can be defined as subjective evaluations of both language varieties and their 
speakers, whether the attitudes are held by individuals or by groups (Scotton 2005). This 
study of language attitude can help researchers understand two important relations: the 
relation between particular linguistic forms and social power, and the relation between 
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Language use 

MT Nepali English Hindi Others

2(4.44%) 44(97.8%) 18(40%) 29(64.45%) 1(2.2%)

2(4.4%) 45(100%) 15(33.3%) 7(15.5%) 1(2.2%)

23(51.1%) 36(80%) 13(28.9%) 15(33.33%) 3(6.6%)

2(4.4%) 43(95.5%) 14(31.1%) 6(12.3%) 1(2.2%)

3(6.6%) 43(95.5%) 11(24.4%) 4(8.9%) 

3(6.6%) 37(82.2%) 16(35.5%) 1(2.2%) 

  37(82.2%) 8(17.9%) 1(2.2%) 

among the Sherpa community in the Kathmandu Valley is 

Patterns of language use in Media related activities 

Sherpa community 

Attitude can be defined as subjective evaluations of both language varieties and their 
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language and literacy shows the attitude of speakers. Although the apparent softening of 
attitude towards indigenous languages, i.e., Sherpa among the population as a whole 
might seem a positive development in terms of support for language maintenance 
measures, negative attitude towards indigenous and minority languages and dialects have 
been included and internalized over centuries. Scotton (2005) notes "How personal and 
group beliefs, mindsets and psychological or cognitive orientations affect the decision 
that speakers and even nation states make about becoming or remaining bilingual. 
Condition for a language to spread is that there is a geographical opportunity for one 
language to spread into the domains of another language or other languages." The 
Sherpas of Kathmandu valley have been migrating from different districts thinking that 
Kathmandu and the city centers are better than their previous places in terms of 
employment, education, development and civilization. 

A set of questions were administered to the informants in order to understand the attitudes 
towards different languages including Sherpa. "If there are two people coming to work at 
your place having same skills and experiences, one speaks Sherpa and another speaks 
Nepali, whom would you choose?" around two-third of the informants replied that they 
choose the one with the mother tongues whereas slightly more than one-third of the 
informants prefer either (Nepali or Mother tongue).  

Figure 4 presents the different attitudes of common Sherpa people between Nepali and 
Sherpa. 

 

Figure 4: Attitude towards Sherpa and Nepali 

During the interview we asked people the reasons for choosing languages. The people 
who chose Sherpa said that it is very easy for them to communicate and handle because 
of cultural and ethnic similarity. They said that language makes people to be close each 
other. 

On the other hand, some people responded either and they described that the knowledge 
of the language they know i.e. Nepali or Sherpa creates various difficulties in bargaining 
and working condition. 
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Figure 5 presents the responses to the question "How often do you speak Nepali?" 

 

Figure 5: Frequency of the use of Nepali among Sherpa 

Similarly we asked people about their reasons for using Nepali, the official and contact 
language of Nepal and English, the lingua franca of the world. They responded 
differently. 

Figure 6 presents the responses to the question "Why do you like to use Nepali?" 

 

Figure 6: Reasons for the use of Nepali 

These responses provide reasons for using Nepali language in most of their everyday 
domains and activities. Endangered and minority languages are not spoken in isolation. 
Language shift is a response to a situation which involves contact with at least one 
another community in a unequal power relationship. 

Figure 7 presents the responses to the question "Why do you like to use English?" 
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Figure 7: Reasons for the use of English 

These responses about English suggest that language attitudes and ideologies are of 
course impossible to observe directly, so they have to be inferred using various 
techniques. Market research and opinion surveys assume that attitudes can be deduced 
through direct questions, using standardized questionnaires. Labov (1972) notes “The aim 
of linguistic research in the community must be to find out how people talk when they are 
not being systematically observed; yet we can only obtain these data by systematic 
observation”  

Negative attitudes towards minority languages are common around the world. A 
commonsense assumption can be made that descendents of immigrants are less likely to 
speak the indigenous language. Sherpa living in Kathmandu city have been concerned 
and connected with various professions and academia that reflects their attitude towards 
languages in multilingual setting. On both a societal and an interpersonal level, the 
language that a person is able to speak is an index of that person's position society. A 
person’s linguistic repertoire is source of symbolic power. Giles and Billings (2004) notes 
"Sociolinguistics often wants to understand what people think about the language they 
use or that other people use. People’s beliefs and feelings are related to their linguistic 
behavior; and feelings about language forms impact people who use those forms, beliefs 
and feelings are also interesting in them and have practical implications, for examples in 
language policy and planning.” 

Multilingual institutions, such as workplaces, are prime sites for exploring multilingual 
language use and for examining the processes of second language socialization (Clyne 
and Ball, 1990). The multilingual workplace is increasingly the norm in our evermore 
globalized economy. Nepal is a developing country in south Asia where we can see the 
impact of globalization in education, trade and business and the shifting life style of the 
people in the towns and cities. However it will remain a site of struggle with the 
relationship between dominant and minority language use played out across issues of 
identity, rights and opportunities. Nepali is the official as well as contact language for all 
Sherpa people in Kathmandu. Contact Nepali among Sherpa speakers seems to be a 
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connection of ideas and the feelings among the different ethnic groups who do not speak 
and understand each other’s language i.e. Mother Tongue. 

6. Conclusion 

The data presented above in various questionnaires show that mother tongue is highly 
used in cultural and religious activities. Nepali is dominantly used in social, official, 
ceremonial and media related activities. English and Hindi languages are used in media, 
ceremonial and official activities. The influence of English is much higher than Hindi 
which indicates that Sherpas are motivated towards globalization and western traditions. 
Sherpas have been directly involved in tourism and trekking and the contact with many 
foreigners motivates them towards English rather than other languages. 

Towns and cities are very important factors in achieving language dominance, 
particularly capital cities and trade and commercial centers, towns tend to dominate the 
surrounding rural areas and their influence radiates out those areas. A shift in a language 
often brings about a shift in identity and there may be resistance to adopting a new 
language. The new language and the new identity may be actively promoted or 
persuaded. Migrated Sherpas living in the capital city have been influenced directly and 
indirectly by the globalization and international linkage and communication. Moreover, 
they have been involved in various social, cultural and ceremonial activities with the new 
mixed society which motivates them to shift into new target languages from the ancestral 
source language. In this context, this study is connected with the socio-political 
factors/variables where different language communities/speakers share different contexts 
and situations. So the multilingualism in Kathmandu valley has become an obligatory part 
of people living in this city. Existing political, social and economic factors contribute to 
language use and attitude. Nepali being the dominant language in the capital city, the 
lingua franca of the country and English being the international language of various 
purposes is becoming more valuable and influencing in Sherpa community which is the 
indication of language shift and endangerment. 
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A NOTE ON THE POLYSEMOUS VERB 'TO EAT'  
IN NEPALI AND NEWAR 

 
TEJ R. KANSAKAR 

 
The central idea of the present analyses of the 'eat' verb has to do with polysemy which 
shows diverse meaning relationships in Nepali and Newar.  The multiple meanings that 
can be derived in various contexts have been classified and defined in terms of generative 
semantic rules that can derive a large number of linguistic categories in both the 
languages.  The sources of data from Nepali and Newar also include idioms, metaphors 
and metonymy. These serve to indicate a typological relationship which perhaps can be 
extended to other Indic and Tibetic languages to illustrate the prototypical commonality 
between languages of the same family and those of other genetic affiliations. 
 
Key words: Polysemy, prototype, metaphoric content, idiomatic expressions, metonymic 
concepts 
  
1. Introduction   

The infinitive verb 'to eat' in Nepali and Newar languages is commonly used by native 
speakers to convey multiple meanings in various contexts. These constructions often have 
restricted metaphorical meanings which can express various concepts or processes such 
as specific objects, human activities or symbolic expressions. Lakoff and Thomson 
(1979) in their study on the use of metaphors by speakers of English have referred to such 
usages as 'categorization of speech acts in terms of a set of inherent properties.'  These 
properties can be physical or direct such as consumption of food or drinks, indirect causal 
or abstract notions such as 'to eat money', 'eat punishment', 'eat profit', 'eat bribe', 'eat 
time', 'eat air' etc.  Prof. Madhav Pokharel (p.c.) expressed the view that "such abstract or 
symbolic usages have underlying or prototype meaning which can be extended through 
metaphorical rules."  These extensions of meaning are often based on the pragmatics of 
speech to convey positive or negative attitudes, to hide true human qualities or the need to 
express implicit meanings beyond the reality of the contemporary social / cultural 
environment.  The data collected for this purpose seek to highlight various categories of 
'to eat' verb which express multitude of meanings in formal and informal social contexts.  
This paper will also seek to illustrate related topics on the use of idioms, metaphorical 
and metonymic expressions in the two languages as prototypical linguistic categories of 
social discourse. 

2. EAT Master Data File with examples from Nepali and Newar 

The following data on Nepali and Newar have been classified into various categories to 
illustrate a wide range of functions of the verb 'to eat' which are not related to one another 
in meaning.  Lakoff (1987: 12-13) refers to these expressions as "Generativity of a 
prototype phenomenon which concern categories that are defined by a generator that has 
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the status of a central or 'prototypical' category member."  The central idea of the present 
analyses of the 'eat' verb has to do with polysemy which shows diverse meaning 
relationships. Lakoff defines such usages as "systematic relationships between different 
cognitive relations to one another. Linguistic categories in this sense are kinds of 
cognitive categories."  The following categories (A to G) have headings that define the 
physical or abstract meanings.  The blank spaces for Nepali or Newar indicate that certain 
utterances do not occur in the two languages. 

Category A:   'to eat/consume food (by human or non-human)' 

 Nepali  Newar 
(1) a. us-le  roti   khā-yo  

he-Erg   bread  eat-Pst  
‘He ate the bread.’    

(1) b. wa-a͂         mari       nal-a   
s/he-Erg   bread     eat-Pst 
 ‘S/he ate the bread' 

Category A1:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(2) a.  mai-le     pāni    khā-ye   

I-Erg       water  eat-Pst)          
‘I ate water. 

 (2)b. ji- ı͂      la:         ton-ā   
I-Erg  water    drink-Pst 
'I drank water.' 

Category A2:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(3) a. birāmi-le   ausadhi    khā-yo   

sick.person-Erg medicine eat-Pst   
‘The sick person ate the medicine. 

 (3)b. cha-a͂- wāsa: na    
you-Erg medicine eat.Imp 
'You eat the medicine!’ 

Category A3:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(4) a.  timi-le   curoth     na-khāu  

you-Erg cigarette Neg-eat.Imp 
‘You do not eat the cigarette!’ 

 (4)b. cha-a͂      curoth     ton-e  mate  
you-Erg cigarette   drink-Neg.Imp 
‘You do not drink the cigarette! 

Category A4:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(5) a.  un-le     pān           khā-i   

she-Erg betel.leaf eat-Fem 
'She ate the betel leaf.' 

 (5)b. wa-a͂   gwā         nal-a   
s/he    betel leaf   eat-Pst 
‘S/he ate the betel leaf.’ 

Category B:  'to eat inedible objects' 
Category B1:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(6) a.  tyo  mānche-le   paisā  khā-yo  

 that  man-Erg   money eat-Pst 
‘That man ate the money.’ 
 

 (6)b. 
wa  manu-na͂     dhebā     nal-a   
that person-Erg money    eat-Pst 
‘That person ate the money. 

Category B2:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(7) a.  us-le ghu:s     khā-yeko thiyo   (7)b. imi-sa͂ ghu:s na:-gu ju-i phu  
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 he bribe     eat-Pst.Perfect 
‘He had eaten the bribe.’ 

they-Erg bribe eat-Nom be-Npst.may 
‘They may have eaten the bribe.’ 

Category B3:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(8) a.  āphno āmdāni khā-ye huncha   

 self income eat-Npst is 
‘It is alright to eat one’s own 
income.’ 

 (8) b. 
ji-gu    kamāi   wa-a͂      nal-a          
I-poss income  s/he-Erg eat-Pst 
‘S/he ate my income.’ 

Category B4:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(9) a. yo samasyā-le mero tāuko khā-yo 

this problem-Erg my head eat-Pst 
‘This problem ate my head.’ 

 (9) 
b. 

tho lwāpu-u͂ jigu chya͂: / nhyepu-he nal-a   
 this quarrel my head/brain-Emph eat-Pst 
‘This quarrel ate/has eaten my head/ brain. 

Category B5:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(10) a. āmā-le baccā-lāi   mwāi   khā-yi  

mother-Erg child-Dat kiss eat Pst.Fem 
‘The mother ate a kiss to the child.’ = 
The mother kissed the child. 

(10) b. ji-ı͂  macā-yāta cupā  na-yā 
I-Erg child-Dat kiss eat-Pst 
‘I ate a kiss to the child.’  
=I kissed the child. 

Category B6:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(11) a. bepāri-le        nāphā  khā-yo  

business.man profit   eat-Pst 
‘The business man ate the profit.’ 

(11) b. tho jyā-e        wa-a͂  yeko  laba:      nal-a    
this work-Loc he-Erg much profit eat-Pst 
‘S/he ate much profit in this work.’ 

Category C:  'to eat temporal or abstract concepts' 
Category C1:   
 Nepali  Newar 
(12) a.  (12) b. ji-gu    jyābha   khata͂     nal-a   

I-Poss  tool       rust        eat-Pst  
‘My tool/s ate the rust.’ = My tool has rusted. 

Category C2:   

(13) a. dherai tel khāne motar na-kina 
much oil eat-to motor Neg-buy 
‘Do not buy the motor that eats 
 much petrol.’ 

(13) b. yeko cika͂ na-i-gu        motar  jhi:-ta    ma-jyu     
much oil eat-Npst-Nom motor we-Dat Neg-OK 
‘A motor car that eats much petrol is not good 
 for us.' 

Category C3:   
(14) a. yo sabhā-mā  

this    meeting-Loc  
badhi  samaya     khā-yo 
much  time         eat-Pst      
This meeting ate too much 
time.’ 

(14) b. tho  jyā   cha-gu-lı͂     āpā i:            nal-a    
this work Num-Clf-Erg much time eat-Pst 
‘This work ate too much time.’ 
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Category C4:   

(15) a.  yo   mahinā    bhari-mā  
this   month     duration  
dherai   bijuli      khā-yo 
much electricity eat-Pst 
‘Much electricity was eaten  
during this month.’ 

(15) b. tho mahinā-e   yekwo   bijuli        nal-a            
this month-Loc  much electricity eat-Pst 
'Much electricity was eaten during this month.' 

 

(16) a. hāwā  khān-e    jā-u͂ 
air      eat to     go-Hor 
'Let us go to eat air'=Let us go 
for a stroll.) 

(16) b. hāwā  na:wan-e  ten-ā   
air eat  go-Npst about to-Pst Conj. 
'I am / we are about to go to eat air.' (I am / we 
are about to go for a stroll.) 

Category D:   'to be eaten by physical impact' 
Category D1:    
 Nepali  Newar 
(17) a. us-le  dherai  pitāi  khā-yo 

he-Erg much  beating eat-Pst 
‘He ate much beating.’ 

(17) b. wa-a͂  yeko    kasā        nal-a   
S/he   much  beating  eat-Pst 
‘S/he ate much beating.’ 

Category D2:    
(18) a. tyo keto-le lāt khā-yeko thiyo 

that boy-Erg slap eat-Pst Perf 
‘That boy had eaten a slap.’ 

(18) b.  

Category D3:    
(19) a us-le lathi khā-yeko ho?he-Erg 

stick eat-Pst Cop-evidential 
‘Did he eat the stick?’   
= Was he beaten with a stick? 

(19) b.  

Category D4:    
(20) a.  us-le ghussā khā-yeko  

he-Erg punch eat-Pst  
hunu parcha  
be.may 
‘He may have eaten a slap.’ 

(20) b. wa-a͂     lāt   na:gu   ju-i-phu     
he-Erg  slap  eat-Pst   may 
'He may have eaten a slap.' 

Category D5:    
(21) a. āndolan-mā  uni-le goli  

revolution-Loc she-Erg bullet 
khā-yeki thiyo    
eat-Pst. Perf 
'She had eaten a bullet at the 
revolution.’  

(21) b. wa-a͂  goli   na:-gu kha  
s/he   bullet eat-Nominalizer Evid 
‘It is true that s/he ate a bullet.’ 
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Category D6:    
(22) a. hāmi-le mukkā khā-yeko thiye-na 

we-Erg blow     eat-Pst Perf-Neg 
‘We had not eaten blows.’ 

(22) b.  

Category D7:    
(23) a.  nokar-le     gāli      khā-yo 

servant-Erg scolding eat-Pst 
‘The servant ate scolding.’ 

(23) b. cyah-na͂        kasā     nal-a 
servant-Erg beating eat-Pst 
'The servant ate a beating.' 

Category D8:    
(24) a. bidyārthi-le sajā͂i khā-yo  

student-Erg punishment eat-Pst 
'The student ate a punishment.' 

(24) b.  bwa͂mi-na͂   kasā            nal-a 
student -Erg punishment eat-Pst 
'The student ate a punishment.' 

Category D9:    
(25) a. Kolkatā-ko  garam khān-e 

Kolkatā-of  heat       eat-to 
‘To eat the heat of Kolkatā’ 

(25) b. kalkatā-yā   tānwa    naye-gu 
Kalkatā-of   heat      eat-to 
‘To eat the heat of Kolkatā’ 

Category D10:    
(26) a. himāl-ko ciso  khān-e 

Himalaya-of cold eat-to 
‘To eat the cold of the Himalayas.’ 

(26) b.  himāl-yā      khwāu͂    naye-gu 
 Himalaya-of  cold      eat-to 
'To eat the cold of the Himalayas.' 

 
Category E:'to be eaten by human neglect or parasites' 
Category E1: 
 Nepali  Newar 
(27) a. mero cakku  khiyaa-le   khā-yo 

my   knife   rust-by        eat-Pst 
‘My knife was eaten by rust.’ 

(27) b. tho khata͂  na:-gu cupi ma-jyu 
 this rust eat-Nom dagger Neg-be  
‘This rusted dagger is not alright.’ 

Category E2: 
(28) a. mero kitāb-haru kirā-le    khā-yo  

my book-Plu  insects-by   eat-Pst 
‘My books were eaten by insects.’ 

(28) b. wasa: kila͂:            na-yā      con-a 
clothes insects-by eat Pst stay-Pst 
‘The clothes have been eaten by 
insects.’ 

Category F:    'to be eaten by natural conditions' 
Category F1:     
 Nepali  Newar 
(29) a. yespāli-ko bāli    tusāro-le      khā-yo       

this season-of     crops  frost-by eat-Pst 
‘This season’s crops were eaten by 
frost.’ 

(29) b.  wā-mā phukka khwāu͂-na͂  nal-a  
rice-plants  all    cold-by    eat-Pst 
‘All the rice plants were eaten by  
the cold.’ 
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Category F2:    
(30) a phalphul-haru ciso-le    khā-yo 

fruit-Plu damp/cold-by eat-Pst 
‘The fruits were eaten by the 
damp/cold.’ 
 

(30) b. cheri-yā        aŋga: thacāl-a͂  
ground.floor walls dampness-by  
nal-a  
eat-Pst 
‘The ground floor walls were eaten 
 by dampness.’ 

Category G:'to be eaten by human weakness' 
Category G1 
 Nepali  Newar 
(31) a. us-le mālik-ko     nu:n  khā-i  rahayeko cha  

he-Erg master-of salt            eat-Npst     is 
‘He has been eating the salt of his master. 
(= to be dependent on)  

(31) a.  

Category G2 
(32) a.  (32) b. wa na-sı͂ gulu-mha dhakā  nā͂  jā   

s/he eat-habitual.addicted-Nom Comp-name famous 
‘S/he is well known as one addicted to eating.’(= a 
glutton) 

  (32) c. wa nae dya-yāta sunā-na͂ patyā ma-yā 
s/he eat-god-Dat no.one-Erg   trust Neg-do) 
‘No one trusts a god who only eats.’  (=a greedy person).  

3. Idioms as metaphors 

In Nepali and Newar languages there are also profuse number of idiomatic expressions 
which can be analyzed on the basis of social-cultural, official-unofficial, spoken-written 
interpretations often used informally in politics, business, social interactions and media.  
Lakoff (1967) refers to such expressions as 'metaphorical systematicity' or 'ontological 
metaphors' which serve to highlight or disguise certain common beliefs and practices.  
Some typical examples in the two languages can be cited here to illustrate their socio-
cultural specific meanings.  These are often defined as traditional sayings and 
euphemisms that have symbolic or metaphorical meanings. The data on Nepali idioms are 
from Sakhi Saran Subedi (2071 B.S. / 2015 AD). 

  Nepali 
(32)  a. mukh-mā  tālca  mārnu   

mouth-in lock to kill 
'inability to speak what is necessary.' 

 b. galo   basnu   
throat to stay 
'to experience problems, to be speechless' 
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 c. desh    khānu   
country   to eat   
'to experience a foreign country' 

 d. ghar    khānu   
house   to eat 
'to take charge of household' 

 e. budhi-mā  birko  lāgnu  
intelligence-in lid to place 
'inability to think properly' 

 f. nām  camkanu   
name      to brighten 
'to be popular' 

 g. loppā  khānu   
a blow    to eat 
'to be disgraced' 

 h. parāl-ko  āgo   
of the straw   fire 
'a temporary situation' 

 i. kān   tātnu   
the ears    to become heated 
'to be furious' 

 
  Newar 
(33)  a. mhutu  ka:mi   

mouth carpenter 
'one who only talks but does nothing' 

 b. mhutu tapwā-mha  
one with   a large mouth 
'a greedy person' 

 c. nyi-pwā  mhutu du-mha  
one who has two mouths 
'a habitual liar' 

 d. tuti madu-mha   
one who has no legs 
'a very lazy person' 

 e. lhā:  tāhāka-mha   
one who has long arms 
'a habitual thief ' 

 f. jhaŋgah lāi-mha   
one who catches birds 
'a rascal, cheater' 
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 g. hāwā  sya͂-mha   
one whose air is spoilt 
'a mad, insane person' 

 h. thikae-mha  kāe   
an expensive son  
'a birth of a son after a long wait of several daughters' 

 i. tāpā  khwā:  
a far away face 
'a person not met for a long time' 

  budhā  nawa: mha   
one who smells like an old man 
'a young man who talks and behaves like an old man' 

  nhāe  wone-gu   
for a nose to go 
'to lose prestige, reputation' 

  to land on the nose 
‘be compelled to do something’ 

4. Metonymic expressions 

Lakoff (1987) defines metonymy primarily as a referential function, i.e. "it allows us to 
use one entity to stand for another so as to focus more specifically on certain aspects of 
what is being referred to."  Since the concept of metonymy is directly or indirectly related 
to our topic of multiple meanings in 'eat verbs', it would be of interest to illustrate various 
metonymic categories in Nepali and Newar languages in a typological perspective: 

4.1 Part for the whole/ Place for the Institution 

(34) a. Singha  Durbar-le  yo  samashyā  bisaya-mā  
   Singha Durbar-erg  this  problem  matter-on  
  kehi  bhane-ko  chai-na (Nepali) 
  any  say-Pst   has-not 
  ‘Singha Durbar has not said anything about this matter.’ 
 b. Singha  Darbar-a͂   tho kha͂ -e   chu  dhā-gu  madu-ni  (Newar) 
  Singha  Durbar-erg  this matter-Loc any  say-Inf  not-yet 
  ‘Singha Durbar has not said anything about this matter.’ 

4.2 Producer for product 

(35) a. us-le  ākhirmā  Toyota  kin-yo (Nepali) 
  he-erg  finally   Toyota  buy-Pst   
  ‘He finally bought a Toyota. 
 b. wa-a͂  balla   Toyota   nyā-ta (Newar)  
  s/he   finally  Toyota   buy-Pst 
  ‘He finally bought a Toyota.' 
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4.3 Object used for user 

(36) a. āja  taxi-haru-ko  hartāl  cha-n (Nepali) 
  today  taxi-plu-of   strike  is-plu 
  ‘Today the taxis are on strike.’ 
 b. thau͂    taxi-yā   hartāl  du (Newar) 
  today   taxi-of    strike   is 

‘Today the taxis are on strike.’ 

4.4 Controller for controlled 

(37) a. campus-le  us-lai  niskāsan  gar-e (Nepali) 
  campus-by   s/he-to  expel    do-Pst 
  ‘The campus fired him /her.’ 

b. wai-ta   campus-a͂    likāl-a  (Newar) 
  s/he-Dat   campus-from  remove-Pst 
  ‘The campus fired him /her.’ 

4.5 Place for the event 

(38) a. darbār  kāndā-le  Nepāl-ko  rājniti-mā  parivartan  
  palace  event-by  Nepal-of  politics-Loc  change  
  lyā-yo (Nepali) 
  bring-Pst 
  ‘The palace event has brought a political change in Nepal.’  
 b. darbār-yā  ghatna-ā͂  Nepā-yā  rājniti-i   hyupā   
  palace-Dat  incident-Erg   Nepal-Dat  politics-Loc  change  
  ha:-gu  du  (Newar) 
  bring-Inf   has 

5. Conclusion 

This brief outline of the polysemous verb 'to eat', the metaphoric content of idiomatic 
expressions in Nepali and Newar languages and metonymic concepts in the two 
languages serve to highlight the semantic and pragmatic nature of social discourse.  Such 
uses in many ways may express informal, critical or even sarcastic meanings, and thus are 
normally avoided in polite conversations.  The native speakers of Nepali and Newar are 
intuitively aware of what expressions are appropriate and acceptable in any given context 
and what amounts to taboo.  However, the fact remains that these metaphoric and 
idiomatic expressions continue to be used by speakers in a creative and versatile manner. 

In summary, I would like to acknowledge the seminal works of Lakoff and Johnson 
(1980) and Lakoff (1987) on cognitive semantics which they claim provides a general 
outline of a semantic theory in language communication.  Lakoff in fact maintains that 
the very idea of meaning relations in our use of language asserts the view that "the 
grammar of a language is not independent of semantics or the rest of cognition." The uses 
of indirect meaning relations as shown in our data on the 'eat verbs', idioms, metaphoric 
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and metonymic expressions serve to illustrate the conceptual potentials of individual 
languages.   
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CODING GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS IN DHIMAL 
KARNAKHAR KHATIWADA  

 

Grammatical relations play a vital role not only in the grammar of simple clauses but 
also in major syntactic processes in Dhimal. The overt coding properties of grammatical 
relations include nominal morphology and verb agreement in Dhimal. The nominal 
morphology as coding property presents a consistent nominative pattern of control in 
Dhimal. The pronominal verb agreement and number agreement also follow the 
nominative pattern. The Equi-NP deletion (or the co-referent deletion) in complement 
clauses displays the nominative control in the language.  

Key words: Coding properties, cross-reference, co-referential complement, zero 
anaphora, nominative control. 

1.  Introduction 

This paper deals with the grammatical relations in Dhimal within the framework of the 
functional-typological grammar developed by Givón (2001a, b). Dhimal is one of the 
Tibeto-Burman languages spoken by the Dhimals residing originally in the far-eastern 
Tarai region (i.e., Jhapa, Morang and Sunsari districts) of Nepal. Effort has been made to 
provide the examples drawn from naturally occurring texts. All the examples are 
interlinearized with appropriate free translations in English. In this paper, we deal with 
the formal properties of grammatical/syntactic relations, viz. subject, direct object and 
indirect object in Dhimal; mainly, in response to three problems: What are the 
grammatical relations in Dhimal? How are the grammatical relations encoded in Dhimal? 
And, what pattern of syntactic control do major rule governed syntactic processes tag on 
in this language? Grammatical relations in Dhimal are subject, direct object and indirect 
object. Grammatical relations play a vital role in the structure of both simple and complex 
constructions.1 In Dhimal, grammatical relations are characterized by two major formal 
properties referred to as overt coding properties and behavioral properties. 

This paper is organized into four sections. In section 2, we deal with the overt coding 
properties of grammatical relations in Dhimal. In section 3, we deal with the behavior and 
control properties of grammatical relations. Section 4 summarizes the findings of the 
discussion. 

                                                           
1Cross-linguistically, these relations play a vital role not only in the structure of simple clauses but 
also in major syntactic processes (complex constructions) such as promotion to direct object, de-
transitivization, complementation, causativization, nominalization, relativization, raising, and 
various types of anaphoric reference and agreement (Givón 1997; 2001a). 
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2. Overt coding properties 

Overt coding properties are the properties which may be realized overtly in the basic 
structures of the languages. Such properties, as Givón (2001a: 175) notes, are 
"perceptually discernible features of the grammatical code." Cross linguistically, 
arguments are most commonly distinguished by three types of coding properties:  
nominal morphology (case marking), verb agreement and word order.2 Of such 
properties, verb agreement is morphological, case marking is both the morphological and 
syntactic and word order is syntactic. These overt coding properties remarkably 
determine the grammatical roles of the clausal participants. The relevance of the overt 
coding properties to grammatical relations even in simple clauses varies from one 
language to another, or within the same language from one case-role to the other 
(Givón1997: 8).We examine the overt coding properties and their relevance to 
grammatical relations in Dhimal. 

2.1 Nominal morphology  

The nominal morphology, as one of the overt coding properties, refers to the NPs 
morphological case marking in determining the grammatical relations. In nominative-
accusative languages such as English and Japanese the case marking morphology codes 
the grammaticalized subject in a unified way as nominative and direct-object as 
accusative regardless of semantic role or transitivity. In contrast, in ergative-absolutive 
languages, case marking morphology codes the syntactic distinction between transitive 
and intransitive clauses (Givón 2001: 208). Unlike in many Tibeto-Burman languages 
spoken in Nepal, in Dhimal, the subject of an intransitive clause and the agent of a 
transitive clause, irrespective of the tense, aspect or person, are marked as nominative 
whereas the object of the transitive clause is marked as accusative. Thus, like Garo 
(Burlings 2003b: 396)3, Tani(Sun 2003: 457)4 and Hakhalai5 (Peterson 2003: 409) 
languages, Dhimal is consistently nominative-accusative language. Despite the fact that 
other Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal are ergative-absolutive, Dhimal exhibits 
nominative-accusative pattern. This may be because of the areal influence since the 
languages like Rajbanshi6, Maithili and Bengali (Indo-Aryan) and Santhali7 (Austro-
Asiatic) spoken in Dhimal speaking area follow nominative-accusative pattern. And, 
                                                           
2These properties are termed as overt-coding properties (Givόn 2001a: 155). Overt coding properties, which 

can be perceptually distinguished, comprise word order (i.e., the NP’s position in the clause in relation to 
other GR-bearing arguments and the verb), verb agreement (i.e., the NP’s control of pronominal affixes on 
the complex of verb) and nominal morphology (the NP’s morphological case marking) (Givón 2001a: 175). 

3Garo, a TB language spoken in Northeastern India and in Bangladesh, is a straightforward nominative-
accusative language (see Burling 2003b: 396).  

4The Tani languages are spoken mainly in Arunachal Predesh and Northern Assam. Tani nominal case 
marking follows a nominative-accusative pattern (Sun 2003: 457).  

5Hakha Lai is a Kuki-chin language spoken primarily in and around the city of Hakha in Chin state, Burma 
and in Adjacent areas of India and Bangladesh   (Peterson 2003: 409). 

6Wilde (2008: 108) notes that the case marking system of Rajbanshi is arranged on a nominative/accusative 
basis. 

7See Eppele et al. (2012: 86). 
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Dhimal might have adopted this feature due to an areal influence. Examples in (1a-b) 
exhibit the nominative-accusative case marking pattern in Dhimal. 
 (1) a. Intransitive clause 
  ka dzimgah 
  ka-Φ dzim-gha 
  1SG-NOM sleep-PST.1SG 
  'I slept.' 

 b. Transitive (non-human patient/object) 
  ka um tsagah 
  ka- Φ um- Φ tsa-gha 
  1SG-NOM rice-ACC eat-PST.1SG 
  'I ate rice.' 

In example (1a), the subject of the intransitive clause is encoded by the nominative 
marker -Φ8. Similarly, the agent of the transitive clause in (1b) is marked as nominative 
and the non-human object/patient of the transitive clause in (1b) is marked as accusative.  

However, a human patient/object is marked as dative in Dhimal, as in (2). 
 

(2) Transitive (human patient) 
 ka naseɦeŋ danaigah 
 ka na-seɦeŋ danai-gha 

 1SG 2SG-DAT beat-PST.1SG 
 'I beat you.' 

In example (2), we see that the pronominal argument in object/patient role is marked by 
the dative case -seɦeŋ.Thus, the nominal morphology as coding property follows a 
consistent nominative pattern in Dhimal. 

2.2 Verb agreement 

Dhimal displays the pattern of verb agreement/verb cross-referencing to index the person 
and number in the complex of verb. They are discussed as follows: 

a. Pronominal verb agreement 

In a single-argument clause, only the reference of the first person singular and second 
person singular and plural arguments are indexed in the complex of the verb in Dhimal. 
Following are the examples:  
(3) a. ka leŋgʰa 
  ka-Φ leŋ-ɦi-ka 
  1SG-NOM laugh-PST-1SG 
  'I laughed.' 
                                                           
8Nominative is almost always the functional term in a nominative-accusative system, and may also be 
formally unmarked (Dixon   2010b: 120). 
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 b. na leŋnʰa 
  na- Φ leŋ-ɦi-na 
  2SG-NOM laugh-PST-2 
  'You laughed.' 
 c. wa leŋɦi 
  wa- Φ leŋ-ɦi 
  3SG-NOM eat-PST 
  'S/he laughed.' 

In example (3a), first person singular subject ka is indexed in the verb which is blended 
with the past tense morpheme -ɦi resulting in a portmanteau morpheme -gʰa. Similarly, in 
(3b) the second person singular subject na is indexed in the verb which is blended with 
the past tense morpheme -ɦi resulting in a portmanteau morpheme -nʰa. However, in (3c) 
the subject in the third person is not indexed in the verbal complex at all. 

The first person singular participant reference in the verbal complex is distinctly realized 
in the clause that encodes future tense reference whereas the second person subject 
participant reference is realized in the present and future tenses. Following are the 
examples: 
(4) a. ka um tsaŋka 
  ka um tsa-aŋ-ka 
  1SG rice eat-FUT-1SG 
  'I will eat rice.' 
 b. na ɦate ɦane-khe-na 
  na ɦate ɦane-khe-na 
  2SG market go-PRS-2 
  'You go to the market.' 
 c. nelai ɦate ɦanesukʰena 
  nelai ɦate ɦane-su-khe-na 
  2PL market go-COL-PRS-2 
  'You (all) go to the market.'  

In example (4a), the first person singular subject/agent is distinctly indexed in the verbal 
complex. Similarly, in (4b, c) the second person singular and plural subject participants 
are indexed invariably by -na. The plurality in (4c) is indexed by the collective marker -
su attached to the verb stem ɦane 'go'. 

The first person plural subject/agent is not distinctly indexed in the verbal complex, 
however, the plural marker -nʰa, employed exclusively for the first person, indicates the 
subject/agent reference, as in (5): 

(5) a. kelai um tsanahkh e 
  kelai um tsa-nah-kh e 
  1PL rice eat-1PL-1SG 
  'We (all) eat rice.' 
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 b. kelai um tsanahɦi 
  kelai um tsa-nah-ɦi 
  1PL rice eat-IPL-PST 
  'We (all) ate rice.' 
 c. kelai um tsaŋ 
  kelai um tsa-aŋ 
  1PL rice eat-FUT 
  'We (all) will eat rice.'  

In examples (5a, b), there is no overt agent participant reference for the first person 
plural, however, since the plural marker is employed only when the subject/agent 
participant is in the first person, it is apparent that the subject/agent is first person plural. 
In contrast, in (5c) no number marker is employed in the verb in the future tense. It leaves 
the verbal complex unmarked for the number, along with the person. 

In Dhimal, pronominal agreement on the verb complex is controlled by the grammatical 
roles of the participants. Thus, the pronominal indexation/verb agreement in Dhimal is 
exclusively controlled by the nominative principle, i.e., the subjects regardless of 
transitivity. 

b.  Number agreement 

Dhimal overtly indexes dual and plural number of the subject/agent arguments in the verb 
complex for first person and second person. Duality is indexed by the suffix -niŋin both 
first and second person as in (6): 

(6) a. kid ihnʰemi um tsakheniŋ 
  kid ihnʰemi um tsa-khe-niŋ 
  1DU rice eat-PRS-DU 
  'We (two) eat rice.' 
 b. nid ihnʰemi um tsakheniŋ 
  nid ihnʰemi um tsa-khe-niŋ 
  2DU rice eat-PRS-DU 
  'You (two) eat rice.' 
 c. od ihnʰemi um tsakhe 
  od ihnʰemi um tsa-khe 
  3DU rice eat-PRS 
  'They (two) eat rice.' 

From examples in (6a, b), it may be observed that duality in the verbal complex is 
indexed by the morpheme -niŋ in both the first and second person. In contrast, in example 
(6c), the third person verbal complex is not marked with the dual marker. However, the 
pronoun indicates the dual reference of the participant even in the third person. 

Dhimal does not contrast the verbal complex in terms of inclusivity. Plurality in first 
person is marked by -nʰa. In contrast, plurality in second person is marked by the 
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collective marker -su, whereas the number distinction is not realized in the third person. 
Following are the examples: 

(7) a. kelai um tsanahkh e 
  kelai um tsa-nah-kh e 
  1PL rice eat-1PL-PRS 
  'We (all) eat rice.' 
 b. nelai um tsasukʰena 
  nelai um tsa-su-kʰe-na 
  2PL rice eat-COL-PRS-2 
  'You (all) eat rice.' 
 c. obalai um tsakhe 
  obalai um tsa-khe 
  3PL rice eat-PRS 
  'They (all) eat rice.' 

In example (7a), plurality of the first person is indexed by the morpheme -nʰain the verbal 
complex. Similarly in (7b) plurality of the second person is indexed by the morpheme -su, 
followed by the second person reference -nain the verbal complex. In example (7c) the 
third person verbal complex is not marked for plural number, similar to the dual number 
as exemplified in (5c) above. 

2.3 Word order 

Basic word order in Dhimal is SOV with nominative-accusative case marking pattern. 
Both the subject of an intransitive clause, as in (8a) and the agent of a transitive clause, as 
in (8b) occupy the same clause initial position. However, as in Bhujel (Regmi 2012a: 
119-21), this order is not rigid. For the pragmatic effects, especially in topicalized and 
contrastively focused constructions, the constituents may be permuted within the clause 
to a great extent. In a nominative-accusative language like Dhimal, both subject and 
agent, which are the main clause topic and the direct object/patient, the secondary topic, 
may be permuted from their stipulated places in the clause. Thus, in a language in which 
constituent order is permitted to be relatively free, word order is not a definite diagnostic 
of grammatical relations.  

(8) a. wa leŋɦi 
  wa leŋ-ɦi 
  3SG laugh-PST 
  'He laughed.' 
 b. wa um tsaɦi 
  wa um tsa-ɦi 
  3SG rice eat-PST 
  'He ate rice.' 

In example (8a) the subject of the intransitive clause and in (8b) the agent of the transitive 
clause have occupied the same clause initial position. 
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Of the three overt coding properties that commonly identify the grammatical relations, 
Dhimal mainly exhibits nominal case marking and verb agreement. Of these, nominal 
case marking, which displays a nominative pattern in Dhimal, is the more straightforward 
properties of grammatical relations. Moreover, verb-agreement, i.e., pronominal and 
number agreement display nominative pattern. Word order as a coding property is less 
straightforward in Dhimal, i.e., all NPs in basic transitive and single-argument clauses 
occur in the clause initial position. However, they may be displaced for pragmatic 
purposes. Thus, word order does not encode grammatical coding pattern in Dhimal. 
However, in Dhimal, word order distinguishes between the nominative subject and 
accusative object in the transitive clauses and the nominative NP in single argument 
clauses.  

3. Behavior-and-control properties 

Apart from the overt-coding properties, grammatical relations are also characterized by 
the formal properties referred to as behavior-and control properties (i.e., behavioral 
constraints). Givón (2001a: 177) defines "behavior-and-control properties of GRs are, in 
practical terms, a list of the syntactic constructions or 'processes' whose behavior can be 
governed, at least potentially, by the GRs subject and/or direct-object." Such properties 
are syntactic constructions whose behavior is most likely to be governed either by the 
subject or direct-object grammatical relations. Much like overt-coding properties, 
behavior-and-control properties, are not always applicable across the board. Within the 
same language, some rule governed syntactic processes or constructions may be relevant 
only to the subject or only to the object.9 Moreover, in a morphologically nominative-
accusative language like Dhimal, the morphology does not reveal unified categories of 
subject and direct object.  

We examine the patterns of syntactic control in the light of the cross-linguistic 
underpinnings in some syntactic constructions in Dhimal as follows: 

3.1 Equi-NP deletion and grammatical relations 

Equi-NP deletion is a syntactic process in which the co-referential argument/NP in the 
complement clause is deleted. Brainard (1997: 122) notes "equi-NP deletion takes place 
between a main clause and complement clause: when an argument in the main clause is 
co-referential with one in the complement clause, the co-referential complement 
argument is deleted." Such deletion is controlled by the subject of the main clause. In 

                                                           
9Brainard (1997: 91) presents three patterns of syntactic control attested cross-linguistically: (a) 
nominative pattern (b) ergative pattern and (c) mixed pattern. In nominative pattern, the required 
argument of single-argument clause and the subject of the transitive clause control most of the 
syntactic processes. However, in ergative pattern, the required argument of single-argument clause 
and the object of transitive clause control most of the syntactic processes. In mixed pattern, the 
required argument of single-argument clause combines with the subject of transitive clause to 
control some syntactic processes (following a nominative pattern) and with object to control other 
syntactic patterns (following an ergative pattern). 
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both transitive and intransitive complement clauses, the equi-NP deletion is controlled by 
the nominative subject. Thus, in Dhimal, the Equi-NP deletion (or co-reference) in 
complement clauses displays a nominative pattern of control in modality verb like ki ʔ 
'want' either with indirect object complement (9a) or direct object complement (9b). 
 

(9) a. Indirect object complement clause 

  ka itaŋ ɦili kiʔkʰa 
  kai [Φi ita-ŋ ɦi-li] ki ʔ-kʰa 
  1SG  here-EMPH sit-INF want-PRS.1SG 
  'I want to stay in here.' 
 b. Direct object complement clause 
  ka   um tsali kiʔkʰa 
  kai [Φi um tsa-li] kiʔ-kʰa 
  1SG  rice eat-NMLZ  want-PRS.1SG 
  'I want to eat rice.' 

In example (9a, b), the deleted NPs in the complement clause (enclosed in the square 
brackets) are co-referential with the NPs in the respective main clauses. Regarding the 
equi-NP deletion, Givón (1997: 24) asserts that it applies differently to grammatical 
relations in different types of complement taking verbs within the same language. In 
English modality verbs (want, start, try), the equi-NP is relevant to the subject of both 
clauses. In English manipulation verbs (force, make, tell), on the other hand, it is relevant 
to the subject of the complement and object of the main clause. 

In Dhimal, as in English sentence, 'she told him (0) to leave' the human object of 
manipulative verbs is direct object, so the equi can be formulated in terms of the subject 
of the complement and the direct object of the main clause, as in (10a, b): 
(10) a. ka waseɦeŋ um tsali doʔgʰa 
  ka wa-seɦeŋi Φi um  tsa-li doʔ-gʰa 
  1SG 3SG-DAT  rice eat-INF say-PST.1SG 
  'I said him to eat rice.' 
 b. amai tsanɦeŋ kam pali lagaiɦi 
  amai tsan-ɦeŋi Φi kam pa-li lagai-ɦi 
  mother son-DAT  work do-INF employ-PST 
  'The mother employed the son to work.' 

In example (10a), the equi-NP of the manipulation verb doʔ 'say' is co-referential with the 
subject of the complement and the object of the main clause. Similarly in (10b), the equi-
NP of the manipulation verb lagai 'employ' is co-referential with the subject of the 
complement clause and object of the main clause. 

3.2 Reflexives and grammatical relations 

Reflexivization is another behavior and control property to be applicable to subject 
grammatical relation. Givón (1997: 24) notes "the true reflexive invariably is controlled 
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by the subject, although the co-referentially-deleted argument may be direct or indirect 
object." That is, only the nominative subject NP becomes the reflexive pronoun 
regardless of transitivity. In Dhimal, reflexivization clearly exhibits nominative control, 
as in (11): 
 

(11) a. wa tamiŋ danaiɦi 
  wa taimi-ŋ  danai-ɦi 
  3SG self-EMPH beat-PST 
  'S/he beat himself/herself.' 

 b. obalai tripasa taimiŋ tsumteŋ oleɦi doʔkʰe bas 
  obalaii tripasa [taimi-ŋ] i tsuma-teŋ ole-ɦi doʔ-kʰe bas 
  3PL tripasa self-EMPH bring-SEQ emerge-PST say-PRS that's all 
  'They emerged out taking Tripasa themselves, that's all.' (TBDFSW_95) 
 c. dʌsbarʌ din ɦiteŋ aroŋ kantshi 
  dʌs barʌ din ɦi-teŋ aro-ŋ kantshi i 
  ten twelve day sit-SEQ again-EMPH Kanchhi 
  kalau taiko sita bidarhu:teŋ ɦaniɦi 
  kalau [taikoi] si-ta bida rhu:-teŋ ɦane-ɦi 
  then self house-LOC leave ask-SEQ go-PST 
  'Having stayed for ten to twelve days, the youngest sister went to her own 

home.' (LBDFSW_47) 

Examples in (11a-c), show that the reflexive, in Dhimal, is indexed by the reflexive 
pronoun tai optionally followed by the human classifier -mi. Such reflexive pronoun is 
controlled by the subject NP which is marked as nominative. That is, the nominative 
subject NP can become the reflexive pronoun in Dhimal. 

3.3 Zero anaphora in chained clauses and grammatical relations  

Zero anaphora in chained clauses involves conjoined or adjacent independent clauses that 
share co-referential arguments. The use of zero anaphora, as in English (Givón 2001a: 
177), as a pronominal device to mark co-reference in clause-chaining is confined to the 
subject grammatical relation in Dhimal. The zero in a chained (conjoined) clause could 
only be governed by the subject of the preceding clause as in (12a), not by its object 
(12b).10 Following are the examples from Dhimal. 

(12) a. ka waseɦeŋ dusugah katha pagah 
  kai wa-seɦeŋj dusu-gha Φi kath a pa-gha 
  1SG 3SG-DAT meet-PST.1SG  talk do-PST.1SG 
  kalau ɦate ɦanegah 
  kalau Φi ɦate ɦane-gha 
  then  market go- PST.1SG 

                                                           
10The same pattern is observed in Bhujel, one of the Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal 

(Regmi 2014: 150). 
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  'I met him, talked (to him), then went to the market.' 
 b. * ka waseɦeŋ dusugah katha pagah 
  kai wa-seɦeŋj dusu-gha Φj kath a pa-gha 
  1SG 3SG-DAT meet-PST.1SG talk do-PST.1SG 
  kalau ɦate ɦaneɦi 
  kalau Φj ɦate ɦane-ɦi 
  then market go-PST 
  'I met him, talked (to him), then (he) went to market.' 

From the examples in (12a, b), it is clear that the governed zero (Φ) could only be the 
subject of the chained clause, not the object (see Givón 2001a: 177), i.e., an absent 
argument (zero anaphor), in the subsequent clause is coreferential with the agent/subject 
argument.  

3.4 Relativization and grammatical relations 

In Dhimal, the same zero coding strategy is used in the relative clauses, regardless of 
whether the focus of relativization is subject, direct object or indirect objects. The same 
situation is reported in Japanese (Givón 1997: 14; 2001a: 183).11 In the same way, 
relativization in Dhimal is not governed by grammatical roles because all the grammatical 
relations are relativized employing the same strategy, as in (13): 
(13) a. Main clause 
  bebal wabalɦeŋ paisa piɦi 
  bebal wabal-ɦeŋ paisa pi-ɦi 
  woman man-DAT money give-PST 
  'The woman gave money to the man.' 
 b. Subject relative clause 
  wabalɦeŋ paisa pika bebal… 
  [Φ] wabal-ɦeŋ paisa pi-ka bebal 
   man-DAT money give-NMLZ  woman 
  'The woman who gave money to the man….' 
 c. Direct object relative clause 
  bebal wabalɦeŋ pika paisa … 
  bebal wabal-ɦeŋ [Φ] pi-ka paisa 
  woman  man-DAT  give-NMLZ  money 
  'The money that the woman gave to the man….' 
 d. Dative (indirect object) relative clause 
  bebal paisa pika wabal … 
  bebal [Φ] paisa pi-ka wabal 
  woman   money give-NMLZ  man 
  'The man to whom the woman gave money….' 

                                                           
11 In Puma, one of the Rai-Kirati languages, relativization can be a test for grammatical relations "since A-

arguments, S-arguments and P-arguments are relativized by different strategies" (Sharma 2014: 336). 
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Examples in (13b-d) exemplify that the same nominalizing morpheme -ka is employed to 
relativize different arguments in Dhimal.  

3.5 Co-reference in imperatives 

Imperatives are constructions in which an argument of the clause is co-referential with the 
addressee; thus, the argument can be said to control co-reference (Brainard 1997: 131). In 
Dhimal, the co-referential argument may be present in the surface structure usually as the 
second person pronoun, as in (14a), or it may be absent, as in (14b): 
 

(14) a. na edʌi dzamaleŋ tʰʌpʌkkʌi tsumpu pose 
  na edʌi dzamal-eŋ tʰʌpʌkkʌi tsuma-pu pose 
  2SG this child-DAT immediately bring-AND.IMP rear.IMP 
  'You take this child instantly and take care of it.' (TBDFSW_355) 
 b. te kunu ɦanetsa doʔɦi doʔkʰe 
  te kunu ɦane-tsa doʔ-ɦi doʔ-kʰe 
  okay than go-IMP.AFF say-PST say-PRS 
  'Okay, you go now (he says).' (TBDFSW_512) 

In example (14a), the argument na'2SG' of the imperative verbs tsumpu 'bring away' and 
pose 'rear' is present in the surface whereas in (14b) the co-referential argument of the 
imperative verb ɦanetsa 'go' is covert, however, understandable because the  
co-referential argument for the imperative is always the second person pronoun. 

4. Summary 

In this paper, we discussed the grammatical relations in Dhimal. The grammatical 
relations play a vital role not only in the grammar of simple clauses but also in major 
syntactic processes. Here, we mainly focused on the way the grammatical relations are 
encoded and the pattern of syntactic control in major rule-governed syntactic processes in 
Dhimal. We examined the overt coding properties of grammatical relations, i.e., nominal 
morphology and verb agreement. The nominal morphology as coding property presents a 
consistent nominative pattern of control in Dhimal. The pronominal verb agreement and 
number agreement also follow the nominative pattern. The Equi-NP deletion (or the co-
referent deletion) in complement clauses displays the nominative control. However, in 
Dhimal,  relativization does not play any role for controlling the grammatical relations. 
Dhimal also displays pronominal verb agreement in first person and second person 
pronouns with three numbers in the western variety and only singular and plural numbers 
in the eastern variety. 
 

Abbreviations 

1 first person IND indicative 
2 second person INF infinitive 
3 third person IPFV imperfective 
ACC accusative LOC locative 
AFF affectionate NOM nominative 
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THE SEMANTICS OF THE ERGATIVE IN NEPALI 

TIKARAM POUDEL 
 

The semantics of the ergative in Nepali, a modern Indo-Aryan language spoken in Nepal, 
Bhutan and in some states of India, differs from other New Indo-Aryan languages of the 
region.  In the Western and Central New Indo-Aryan languages (e.g., Hindi-Urdu, 
Panjabi, etc.), aspectual split determines the ergative system (Beames 1872-79, Kellogg 
1893, Hook 1992, Dixon 1994, Peterson 1998, Bynon 2005, Butt 2006). In these 
languages such as Hindi-Urdu, the (agentive) subject in the perfective transitive clauses 
gets ergative marking and the verb agrees with the object. However, Nepali defies these 
prevalent trends of ergative marking of New Indo-Aryan languages. In several contexts, 
the Nepali ergative is typologically unexpected, for example, arguments of participialized 
clauses or nominalizations. Unlike its sister languages, in some contexts, the subjects of 
transitive clauses in non-past tenses get ergative marking whereas, in some other 
contexts, they are marked with nominative case. This split ergative system in non-past 
tenses can be explained in terms of semantic notions of individual-level and stage-level 
predications.  

Keywords: Ergative, aspectual split, arguments, semantic notions, predications 

1.   Introduction 

An ergative construction is one in which the subject of a transitive clause (A) is marked 
differently from the subject of intransitive clause (S) and the object of the transitive 
clause (O) (Plank 1979:4, Dixon 1994:9). But with ergative languages like Nepali this 
definition does not fit properly. Nepali marks subjects of some unergative intransitive 
clauses in perfective aspect like the subject of transitive clause and subjects of some 
transitive clauses in imperfective aspect are marked like the subjects of intransitive 
clauses. In the meantime it is also important to note that the existing literature on 
ergativity does not address the semantics of the Nepali ergative. These features of 
ergative system in Nepali will be evident as we proceed. 

The phenomenon of ergativity in Nepali has been a real and puzzling problem for both 
linguists (Abadie 1974; Klaiman 1987) and grammar writers (Ayton 1820: Pokharel 
1998) alike. Either they elide with passing remarks or try to interpret it from the 
perspective of other New Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi/Urdu, Marathi, Gujarati, etc. 
(Deo and Sharma 2006).  

Turner (1931:560) states that the Nepali ergative marker le always follows the subject of 
a transitive verb. A cursory look at the data shows that Turner is right as in many 
instances majority of the subjects of transitive clauses have ergative marking as in (1a-b), 
but there are many counter examples as in (1c-d). The example sentence in (1c) is 
intransitive but marked with ergative marker and the sentence in (1d) is transitive but 
does not have ergative marking. Therefore, Turner’s mere generalization, that all subjects 
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of transitive clauses in Nepali are marked with ergativity, does not work and we need to 
incorporate data as in (1c-d) for the valid and convincing theory of the ergativity in 
Nepali. 

(1) a. usle mero nām mā ujur garyo (Turner 1931) 
us le mero nām mā ujur gar -yo 
3.SG ERG my name -LOC complaint do -PT.3.SG.M 

 ‘He formulated a complaint against me.’ 
b. jotisi le cinā herchan 

jotisi le cinā her -chan 
astrologer ERG horoscope see -NPT.3.PL 

 ‘Astrologers see horoscopes.’ 
c. goru le mutyo 

goru le mut -yo 
bull ERG urinate -PT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The bull urinated.’  

d. ma shodhpatra lekhchu 
ma shodhpatra lekh -chu 
1.SG research paper write -NPT.1.SG. 
 ‘I will write a research paper/I write research papers.’ 

The study of ergativity in Nepali is usually motivated through the perspective of other 
New Indo-Aryan languages, particularly Hindi-Urdu. The subjects of perfective transitive 
clauses are marked with ergative marker ne in Hindi-Urdu as in (2a) and the subjects of 
some unergative intransitive clauses are marked with ergativity to show the contrast 
between volitionality and non-volitionality as in (2b-c) (Butt 2001). The subjects of all 
the other types of clauses in Hind-Urdu are nominative. Similar generalizations have been 
thought to be operating in Nepali. 

 (2) a. mai ne usko piʈā 
mai ne us ko piʈ -ā 
1.SG ERG 3.SG ACC beat -PT.3.SG 
‘I beat him.’ 

b. mai  khā̃sā (Butt 2001) 
mai khã̄s -ā 
1.SG cough -PT.3.SG.M 

 ‘I coughed.’ 
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c. mai ne khā̃sā(Butt 2001) 
mai ne khã̄s -ā 
1.SG ERG cough -PT.3.SG.M 
‘I coughed (intentionally).’ 

Such eargative-nominative alternation based on intentional and non-intentional is not in 
operation in Nepali. In Nepali, although subjects of transitive clauses in perfective aspect 
are marked with ergativity as in (3a):  

(3) rām le kitāb paɖhyo 
rām le kitāb pa�h -yo 
Ram ERG book read -PT.3.SG.M 

 ‘Ram read a book.’ 

Ergativity is in free variation in non-past perfective aspect as evidenced by the minimal 
pair in (4). The sentences in (4) mean same thing as shown by the English translations 
and they are not because of dailectal variation as they are found in the  standard dialect of 
Kathmandu and in literature.  

(4) a. us le kuwā bāta pāni ubhāi raheko cha 
us le kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi rah -eko cha 
3.SG ERG well ABL water draw stay -PPART  be.NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘He has been drawing water from the well.’ 
b. u kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi raheko cha 

u kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi rah -eko cha 
3.SG well ABL water draw stay -PPART  be.NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘He has been drawing water from the well.’ 

In Nepali all the agentive subjects of unergative intransitive clauses as in (5a) and some 
intransitive verbs that take instrumental NPs as their subjects (5b) are also marked with 
ergativity.  
(5) a. goru le mutyo 

goru le mut -yo 
bull ERG urinate -PT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The bull urinated.’  

b. kalam le lekhyo 
kalam le lekh -yo 
pen ERG write -PT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The pen wrote.’ 

In the imperfective aspect ergativity is determined by the semantic factors such as 
individual level vs. stage level distinction. The minimal pair in (6a-b) illustrates this 
point. In (6), the sentence  in (6a), which has its subject in nominative, has  a stage level 
reading  and the sentence in (6b), which has its subject in ergative case,  has an individual 
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level reading. The sentence in (6a) means the action of teaching takes place after the 
speech time, hence, it has futuristic denotation. On the other hand, the sentence  in (6b) 
refers to essential property of the teacher in general, which is not limited to space and 
time. The sentence is still grammatical even if the direct object is deleted but the sentence 
in (6a) turns ungrammatical if the object NP is deleted. 

(6) a.  guru bidyārthi lāi pa�hāuchan 
guru bidyārthi laai pa�hāu -chan 
teacher student ACC teach -NPT.3.SG.MH 

‘The teacher will teach his students.’ <Stage level reading> 
 b.  gurule bidyārthi lāi pa�hāuchan 

guru le bidyārthi lāi pa�hāu -chan 
teacher ERG student ACC teach -NPT.3.SG.MH 

 ‘The teacher teaches students.                            <Individual-level reading> 

So far we have seen that, in Nepali, the subjects of some transitive clauses in perfective 
aspect, the subjects of unergative intransitive predicates, the subjects of intransitive verbs 
that take instrumental NPs as their subjects and individual level predicates in imperfective 
aspect are marked with ergative marker le. We have also seen that, in Nepali, both 
agentive, for example (5a) and instrumental, for example, (5b) subjects are marked with 
ergativity. Besides, ergativity is also used to make modal distinction of obligation and 
intentionality. Let’s consider the minimal pair in (7). The sentence in (7a) means that the 
speaker has some obligations, say social or related to his job, etc. and he has to go to 
office and, if he does not go there, consequences may be severe. Such meaning is not 
expressed through the sentence in (7b).  

(7) a. mai le a��ā jānu parcha  

ma le a��ā jā -nu par -cha 
1.SG ERG office go -INF fall -NPT.3SG 
‘I must go to office.’  

 b.  ma a��ā jānu parcha 
ma a��ā jā -nu par -cha 
1.SG office go -INF fall -NPT.3SG 
‘I will have to do it.’  

Thus far we have seen that Nepali has a wider range of ergative marking and this feature 
of Nepali makes it typologically distinct from other New Indo-Aryan languages such as 
Hindi/Urdu, Marathi, Gujarati, etc. This wider distribution of ergativity in Nepali has 
been deemed to be an intractable problem and often has been left aside considering it as a 
matter of dialectal variation. However, we propose that a majority of data can be 
explained on semantic grounds such as stage level and individual level predicates.  
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In section 2, we discuss the ergative marking in both perfective transitive and intranstive 
clauses and provide systematic explanations. We also show that the subjects of all 
transitive clauses, particularly a non-finite clause marked with a conjunctive participle 
(converb) are not marked with the ergative. In section 3, we take up imperfective aspect 
and discuss the distribution of ergativity in clauses marked by imperfective suffixes. 
Section 4 develops the tests to distinguish stage level predicates from individual level 
predicates for Nepali data and explain them in relation to ergative marking. Finally, we 
present the conclusions in section 5. 

2.  The perfective aspect 

By perfective aspect, we mean that an action is terminated or the state is over by the 
reference time (usually the speech time) (Comrie 1976). The action or the state may have 
current relevance or not at the reference time. The default reference time is the speech 
time. Languages have different ways of marking it with adverbail clauses, for example 
the sub ordinate clause ma āu�dā... ‘When I came...’ serves the reference time for the 
matrix clause in (7):  

(7) ma āũdā gā�i gai sakeko thyo 

ma āũ - dā gā�i ga -i sak -eko thyo 
1.SG come -CNV train go -COMPL finish -PPART be.PT.3.SG 
‘When I came, the train had already left.’  

Nepali has distinct ways of marking perfectivity and imperfectivity. For example, Nepali 
verb for go has two distinct root forms for attaching perfective and imperfective suffixes. 
The root form ga- ‘go’ gets attached with five perfective suffixes. They are –y (and its 
allomorphs as it is context sensitive) the past perfective marker, -eko past participial 
marker plus copula, –i completive marker, -era sequential converb marker, and -i (kana) 
sequential converb in negation. A more traditional term for converbal construction is 
conjunctive participle (Masica 1976). It functions like an adverbial clause in the clause 
chaining system, marking the sequential or simultaneous event to the event of the matrix 
clause, in many South Asian languages. 

The past perfective marker –y is the only perfective finite marker in Nepali. All the 
transitive clauses, which are marked with –y (and its allomorphs as it is context sensitive, 
for detail see Poudel 2006), and the verbs listed in (9) and (11) below, have ergative 
subjects. Semantically the subjects may be agentive NPs as in (8a) or instrumental NPs as 
in (8b). There are no exceptions. 
 (8) a. ke ʈā le thāl kacyāk-kucukpāri diyo(Turner 1931) 
 

  ‘The boy broke the plate into pieces.’  
 
 
 

keʈā le thāl kacyāk-kucuk pār -yo 
boy ERG plate   into pieces make -PT.3SG.M 
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b. cora lāi ghussai ghussā le piʈe (Turner 1931) 
cora lāi ghussai-ghussā  le piʈ -e 
thief DAT fists  INS beat -PT.3.SG.M 

  ‘(They) blowed the theif with the fist.’ 

Now let’s turn to the intransitive clauses in perfective aspect. Intransitive verbs are 
usually divided in two semantic classes of unergative and unaccusative (Perlmutter 1978). 
Perlmutter’s Unaccusative Hypothesis claims that the underlying sytactic configuration of 
an unaccusative verb is that its surface subject is the direct object in its transitive 
counterpart and the subject of an unergative verb is the subject of underlying transitive 
counterpart. 

Ergativity in Nepali is sensitive to the semantic factor of unaccusative and unergative 
distinction. The subjects of the unergative intransitive verbs listed in (9) below take 
ergative marking but the subjects of the  unaccusative intransitives are usually in 
nominative case. The verbs listed by Davison (1999:186) for Hindi are semantically 
somehow  similar  to the list given below. In Nepali these verbs do not need a cognate 
object to mark ergative on the their subjects as Davison argues for Hindi.  

(9) a. pa�h-‘read’,  dohoryāu-‘revise’,  lekh-‘write’. 
b. gāu-‘sing’, nāch-‘dance’, gar-‘act’,  
c. siu-‘sew’, bun-‘knit’  
d. pakāu-‘cook’, dhu-‘wash’, ba�ār-‘sweep’, 
e. khā-‘eat’, chus-‘suck’, piu-‘drink’,  
f. rop-‘sow’, jot-‘plough’,  
g. khok-cough’, mut- ‘piss’, hag-‘pass stool’, nuhāu-‘bathe’, pasinā kā�h- 

‘sweat’, thuk- ‘spit’, etc. 
All these verbs take agentive subjects. When these verbs are used intransitively, their 
objects are easily recoverable from the context. The explicitness of the direct object 
makes it delete to avoid redundancy. These predictable objects are always non-specific, 
for example pa�h-‘read’ means the agent is involved in deciphering the letters, words or 
sentences from any printed-paper. When we say gāu- ‘sing’, it is understood as a song. 
Similarly, in normal context, the default object of the verb pakāu-‘cook’ is bhāt ‘meal’ 
and so on.  If the direct object is not recoverable from the context, these verbs cannot be 
used intransitively. This means the notion of degree of transitiveness (Hopper and 
Thompson 1980) is correlated to ergative system of Nepali. These verbs have some key 
semantic properties of transitivity such as agency, although syntactically they are 
intransitive. In Nepali, a transitive clause is one: 

• In which the verb takes an agentive or an instrumental NP as its subject and a 
patient as its direct object.  

• The patient must be a direct object in accusative, which is marked by the case 
clitic –lāi if higher in animacy hierarchy and unmarked if low in animacy 
hierarchy, but not an adverb.  
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• The object of the active transitive clause gets raised to the position of subject 
when the clause is passivized and the subject is in oblique case or deleted.  

It is to be noted that unaccusative intransitive verbs in Nepali do not passivize but verbs 
of motion do, for example, the sentence in (10a) has got motion verb go in active form 
and (10b) is its passive form. 

(10) a. ma kāthmān�u gae�, ho ʈelmā base   

ma kāthmān�u ga -e� hoʈel mā bas -e� 
1.SG Kathmandu go -PT.1.SG hotel LOC stay -PT.1.SG 
netāko bhāsan sune� 

netā ko bhāsan sun -e� 
leader GEN speech listen -PT.1.SG 
 ‘I went to Kathmandu, stayed in a hotel and listened to the speech of leaders.’ 

b. kāthman�u gaiyo hoʈel mā 
kāthmān�u ga -i -yo hoʈel mā bas -i 
Kathmandu go -PASS -PT.3.SG hotel LOC stay -PASS 
basiyo netāko bhāsan suniyo  
-yo netā ko bhāsan sun -i -yo 
-PT.3.SG leader GEN speech listen -PASS -PT.3.SG 
‘I got gone to Kathmandu, got stayed in a hotel and got listened to the speech of 

 leaders.’ 

The verbs listed in (9) fulfil these transitivity tests. They take agentive subject and their 
objects are recoverable from the appropriate contexts. That means they have objects in 
underlying structure. Passivization is not limited to transitive clauses in Nepali and when 
the clauses with these verbs are passivized, the object is not raised into subject position 
because the object is not in the surface structure. Hence, they are semantically transitive 
and syntactically intransitive. 

Another group of intransitive verbs, whose subject is marked with ergativity, is the ones 
that take semantically instrumental NPs as their subjects. Here is the list. 
(11) ghoc-‘to pierce’, jot-‘to plough’, khan- ‘to dig’, bagāu-‘to sweep away’, kāt- ‘to 

cut’, bā�dh-‘to tie’, lekh-‘to write’, pakā-‘to cook’, dukhāu-‘to cause pain’, matāu-
‘to intoxicate’, pis-‘to grind’, chinā-‘to cut off’, kic-‘to run over’, �a�a�u-‘to 
burn’, pagāl-‘to melt’. 

Unlike the verbs in (9), these verbs can also take instrumental NPs as their subjects. But 
they are similar to them in many respects. Like the verbs in (9), the subjects of these 
verbs are marked by ergativity. The object can be recovered from the appropriate context 
and, if the object is not recoverable from the context, they cannot be used intransitively.  

The past participial suffix –eko never marks a finite clause. In a finite clause it precedes 
the existential copula cha or its past form thyo. It is not necessary that a situation to be 
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telic to take ergative marking by the subject and the situation need not be terminative. 
The past participial suffix –eko in the main verb is enough to receive ergative subject 
provided the clause is transitive or the clause has any of the verbs listed in (9) and (11).  

(12) a.us le tyo cij kiteko  cha  (Turner 1931) 
us le tyo cij kit -eko cha 
3.SG ERG that thing specify -PPART  be.NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘He has particularly named that thing.’ 

b. guru le āja pā̃c pānā pāh diekā chan (Turner 1931) 
guru le  āja pã̄c pānā pāth di -ekā chan 
teacher ERG  today five page lesson give -PPART be.NPT.3.MH 

 ‘The teacher has set aside five pages of the lesson for to-day.’ 

The sentences  in (12a-b) imply that the action has terminated but the action has current 
relavance at the time of speech. On the other hand, the action in (13a-b) is still going on 
at the time of speech; it has been going on from a fixed point in time in the past. The 
sentences do not imply cessation of the action.  

(13)a. u  kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi raheko cha 
u kuwā bāʈa pātni ubhāi rah -eko cha 
3.SG well ABL water draw stay -PPART  be.NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘He is drawing water from the well.’ 
 b. us le kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi raheko cha 

us le kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi rah -eko cha 
3.SG ERG well ABL water draw stay -PPART  be.NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘He is drawing water from the well.’ 

The past participial suffix –eko also triggers ergative marker of a non-finite clause as in 
(14a). This suffix –eko is also used to mean attributive function in a nominalized 
construction indicated by the subject NPs āphu le pāleko carā‘The bird brought up by 
oneself’ in (14b) and cora le coreko dasi ‘The  stolen article’ in (14c). 

(14) a. maile miʈhāi khāeko dekhera  
mai le miʈhāi khā -eko dekh -era 
1.SG ERG sweet eat -PPART see -CNV 

 tyas le thuk ghuʈukkanilyo  (Turner 1931) 
tyas le thuk ghu�ukka nil -yo 
that ERG saliva gulp swallow -PT.3.SG.M 
‘Seeing me eat sweets made his mouth water. ( lit. he swallowed his saliva with a 
gulp.)’ 
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b. āphu le pāleko carā le āphnai ā�khāʈhungcha(Turner 1931) 
āphu le pāl -eko carā le āphnai ākhā ʈhung -cha 
REFL ERG bring up -PPART bird ERG REFL eye peck -NPT. 
 ‘The bird brought up by oneself pecks out one's own eyes.’ 

c. cora le coreko dasi phelā paryo(Turner 1931) 
cora le cor -eko dasi phelā par -yo 
thief ERG steal -PPART article trace fall -PT.3.SG.M 

 ‘The stolen article has been traced.’ 

This helps us to explain the nominative ergative alternations in the minimal pair of (13). 
The phrase in (13a) kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi raheko was considered to be the nominal 
complement of the copula verb cha as usually done in equative sentences, hence, the 
subject is nominative. The phrase kuwā bāʈa pāni ubhāi raheko in (13a) was considered 
syntactically and functionally equal to the phrases āphu le pāleko carā‘The bird brought 
up by oneself’ in (14b) and cora le coreko dasi‘The  stolen article’ in (14c). But on the 
other hand, in the sentence in (13b) the verbal group was considered as a unit with the 
verb ubhāi‘draw’ as the main verb. The light verb rah- ‘stay’ has lost its progressive 
meaning because of the past perfective marker –eko and through reanalysis the sentence 
was considered as transitive and perfective, hence, the senetence has ergative subject. 

Another perfective marker in Nepali is completive marker –i. A verb marked by 
completive suffix -i is always followed by one of the light verbs listed in (15). 
(15) hāl- ‘to put, to pour’, sak-‚ ‘to finish’, di-‘to give’, rah-‘to stay, to remain’, chā�-

‘to leave’,  rākh-‘to keep’, her-‘to see’, mā�- ‘to ask for, to demand’, ā- ‘to come’. 
The light verbs that combine with the main verb in completive suffix -i do not detemine 
the ergative marking in their subjects. It is determined by the verb that gets completive 
suffix-i, if it is transitive, it gets ergative subject otherwise not. The light verbs should be 
in perfective aspect to receive ergative subject. Consider the minimal pair in (16). 

 (16)a. u yurop gai heryo  
u yurop ga -i her -yo 
3.SG Europe go -COMPL see -PT.3.SG 
‘He tried going to Europe.’ 

b. usle pasal kholi heryo 
us le pasal khol -i her -yo 
3.SG ERG shop opening -COMPL see -PT.3.SG 
 ‘He tried opening a shop.’ 

The remaining two perfective suffixes –era and –i (kana) do not mark ergativity. The 
transitivity status of the matrix clause determines the ergative marking on the subject. 
Such converbal constructions have co-referential subjects to their matrix clasues. The 
subject in (17a) is marked with ergativity because the matrix verb khā- ‘eat’ is transitive 
but the subject in (17b) does not have ergative marking because its verb sut- ‘sleep’ in the 
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matrix clause is intransitive, although the verb khā- ‘eat’ in the converbal clause is 
transitive. Same explanation holds true for –i(kana) constructions. 

(17) a. rāmle ghara gaera bhāt khāyo  
rām le ghara ga -era bhāt khā -yo 
Ram ERG home go -CNV meal eat -PT.3.SG 
 ‘Having gone home, Ram had his meal.’ 

 b. rām bhāt khāera sutyo 
rām bhāt khā -era sut -yo 
Ram meal eat -CNV sleep -PT.3.SG 
 ‘Having eaten his food, Ram slept.’ 

3. Imperfective aspect 

In section 2, we noted that certain verbs in Nepali have different forms for perfective and 
imperfective aspectual suffixes to be combined with. Such one verb is the verb  for go. Its 
ga- ‘go’ form combines with the suffixes expressing perfective meanings and its jaa-‘go’ 
form combines with suffixes expressing  impefective meanings. Nepali has following 
imperfective aspectual suffixes: 
(18) a. jā-dā ‘go-imperfective’ 

b. jā-dai  ‘go-progressive’ 
c. jā-nu  ‘go-infinitive’ 
d. jā-ne  ‘go-potential’ 
e. jā-nā  ‘go-infinive’ 
f. jā-  ‘go-imperative’ 
g. jā-(n)thyo ‘go-habitual’ 
h. jā-(n)cha ‘go-nonpast’ 

The form of the verb in (18a) has ergative marking in its subject if it is transitive and the 
matrix clause has  perfective or past time reference. As it is non-finite form, its temporal 
reference is determined by its matrix clause. The transitive verb and past time reference 
of the non-finite clause, which it gets from its matrix clause, in (19a) are enough 
conditions for its subject to be marked with ergative le. On the other hand, the non-finite 
clause in (19b) has a transitive verb but lacks the past time reference, so it does not 
receive ergative subject. 

(19) a. hāmi le pa�hdā usko bhāi sangai iskul jānthyo  

hāmi le pa�h -dā us ko bhāi sangai iskul 
1.PL ERG study -IMPER 3.SG GEN brother together school 
jā -(n)th -yo 
go -HAB -PT.3.SG 
 ‘While we were studying, his brother used to go to school with us.’ 
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 b.ma MA pa�hdā meri chori pani iskul jānchin holā 

ma MA pa�h -dā meri chori pani iskul 
1.SG MA study -IMPERF my daughter also school 
jā -(n)chin holā 
go -NPT.3.SGF POSS 
 ‘While I will be studying MA, my daughter will possibly go to school.’ 

The progressive verb form in (18b) usually does not take ergative subject except in 
individual level reading. We will discuss it in detail in Section 1.4. The infinitive verb 
form in (18c) gets modal meanings when combined with the modal verb par-, which is 
derived from the lexical verb of the same root meaning ‘ fall, lie’. The sentence in (20a) 
with ergative subject expresses very strong obligation, say social or personal, and it 
means that it is extremely necessary for the speaker that he must go to the office. If he 
fails to go to the  office, he is sure to face severe consequences. On the other hand, the 
sentence in (20b) without the ergative subject even in the past modal simply expresses 
intention of the speaker to go to the office. 

(20) a. maile āja a��ā jānu parcha 

mai le āja a��ā jā -nu par -cha 
1.SG ERG today office go -INF fall -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘I must/have to go to office today.’ 

 b. ma aba a��ā jānu paryo 

ma aba a��ā jā -nu par -yo 
1.SG now office go -INF fall -PT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Now I will go to office.’ 

The potential verb form in (18d) functions as a potential marker and as a present 
participial. If the –ne potential marker occurs with a transitive verb and the subject is not 
a speech act participant (SAP), the subject of the clause is in ergative case. In (20a), the 
speaker is very sure, perhaps by observing the nature of Ram and his way of study, that 
he expresses the proposition with complete certainty. In (20b-c), also have similar degree 
of certainty but the subjects are in nominative because the subjects are SAP.  As a present 
participial, it has ergative subject if it attributes to a patient argument i.e., the head of the 
NP as in (21a)  and nominative subject if it attributes to an agent argument i.e., the head 
of the NP as in (21b). The nominalized construction must be transitive to have a subject 
with an ergative marking.  

(21a) a. rām le dherai pa�hne cha 

rām le dherai pa�h -ne cha 
Ram ERG much study -POT be.NPT.3.SG.M 
‘Ram will study a lot.’ 
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 b. ma cār baje ghara jāne chu 
ma cār baje ghara jā -ne chu 
1.SG four o’clock home go -POT be.NPT.1.SG. 
 ‘I will go home at 4 o’clock.’ 

c. timi yo kām garne chau 
timi yo kām gar -ne chau 
2.MH this work do -POT be.NPT.2.MH 

 ‘You will do this work.’ 
(21b) a. bidyārthi le pa�hne kitāb 

bidyārthi le pa�h -ne kitāb  
student ERG read -POT book  
‘Books to be read by students…’ 

 b. kitāb pa�hne bidyārthi 

kitāb pa�h -ne bidyārthi 
books read -POT students 
 ‘Students, who will study books…’ 

The imperfective form –nā in (18e) is completely deverbal and realized as a nominal. It 
functions like a core argument such as subject as in (22a)or an adjunct expressing reason 
as in (22b). In both cases it is marked by ergativity. Marking a reason clause with 
ergativity is typologically very rare in New Indo-Aryan languages. 

(22)  a. bihān hi��nā le swāsthya rāmro huncha 

bihān hi�� -nā le swāsthya rāmro hun -cha 
morning walk -INF ERG health good become -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘Walking in the morning is good for health.’ 

  b. pāhunā āunā le ma timro bihā mā jāna pāi �na 
pāhunā āu -nā le ma timro bihā mā jā 
guests come -INF ERG 1.SG your wedding LOC go 
-na pā -i �na 
-INF get -PT.1.SG 
 ‘Because of guests’ coming I could not go to your wedding.’ 

The imperative form deletes the subject and there is no question of marking. In Nepali, 
imperative is zero marked. The last two forms listed in (18) will be discussed in next 
section. 

4. Stage level and individual level predicates 

In this section we investigate the distinction between stage level and individual level 
predicates. We will base our discussion on the earlier studies of Kratzer (1995), Chierchia 
(1995), Ogawa (2001), Jaegar (2004).  We will also show that, in Nepali, ergativity has 
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alignment with individual level predicates and nominative alignment with stage level 
predicates. 

Kratzer considers that stage level and individual level predicates differ in argument 
structure. She argues that stage level predicates have an extra position for spatio-temporal 
argument in their inherent semantic structure but individual level predicates lack this 
position. Kratzer’s findings are compatible with the data from Nepali. Nepali makes a 
distinction between individual level and stage level predicates in equative sentences. 
Nepali has two copula verbs ho ‘be’ and cha ‘be’ in non-past tense. In the past, 
thyo‘be.PT.3.SG.M’ substitutes for the both non-past forms. The copula verb ho ‘be’ is 
called identificational and the copula cha ‘be’ is called existential (Sharma 1980). The 
copula verb ho ‘be’ gives the individual level reading and cha ‘be’ gives the stage level 
reading. The sentence with ho ‘be’ is not compatible with a spatial adverb as in (23a) but 
sentence with the cha ‘be’ easily accepts spatial adverb as in (23b):  

(23) a. (*kāthmāndu mā) yo mero ghar ho. 
kāthmāndu mā yo  mero ghar ho 
Kathmandu LOC this my house be.NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘(*In Kathmandu) this is my house.’  

  b. kāthmāndu mā mero ghar cha 
kāthmāndu  mā mero ghar cha 
Kathmandu LOC my house be.NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘I have a house in Kathmandu.’ 

This distinction also holds with event transitive clauses. Carlson (1977) established that 
the verbs ‘know’ and ‘speak’ are prototypical individual and stage level predicates 
respectively. In Nepali, too, the verb jānnu ‘to know’ is individual level whereas bolnu 
‘to speak’ is a stage level predicate as the following sentences show:  

(24) a. rām le  (*āja) angreji jāndacha. 
rām le (*āja) angreji jān -da -cha 
Ram ERG (*today) English know -IMPERF -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Ram know English (*today).  

 b. rām āja angreji bolcha 
rām āja angreji bol -cha 
Ram today English speak -NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘Ram speaks English today.’ 

When the sentences in (24) are changed into perfective or past time reference, the 
individual level vs. stage level distinction does not hold because individual level predicate 
is inherently generic (Chierchia 1995), and generic sentences are always in non-past tense 
in Nepali. The subject gets ergative marking not because of the property of individual 
level predicates but because of the facts discussed in section 1.3. The sentences in (25) 
show this. 
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(25) a. rām le  (*hijo) angreji jānyo. 
rām le (*hijo) angreji jān -yo 
Ram ERG (*yesterday) English know -PT.3.SG.M 
‘Ram knew English (*yesterday).  

  b. rām le hijo angreji bolyo 
rām le hijo angreji bol -yo 
Ram ERG yesterday English speak -PT.3.SG.M 

 ‘Ram spoke English yesterday.’ 

Kratzer also argues that, the transitive protasis of a when-conditional sentence does not 
accept its both arguments as specific NPs if the clause is an individual level predicate. To 
make the sentence grammatical, one of the argument NPs needs to be non-specific for the 
individual level predicates but such restrictions do not hold with the stage level 
predicates. As we have established in (24) that a verb like jān ‘know’ is an individual 
level predicate and a verb like bol ‘speak’ is a stage level predicate in Nepali, let’s test 
this diagnostic of Kratzer with the following sentences from Nepali. 

(26) a.*jaba pallawi angreji jāndache, 
jaba pallawi angreji jān -da -che 
when P English know -IMPERF -NPT.3.SG.F 
u yo rāmrari jāndache. 
u yo rāmrari jān -da -che 
3.SG this fluently know -IMPERF -NPT.3.SG.F 

 ‘*When Pallawi knows English, she knows it well.’ 
 b. jaba pallawi angreji bolche, 

jaba pallawi angreji bol -che 
when P English speak -NPT.3.SG.F 
u yo rāmrari bolche. 
u yo ramrari bol -che 
3.SG this fluently speak -NPT.3.SG.F 
‘When Pallavi speaks English, she speaks it well.’ 

The sentence in (26a) is not grammatical because the verbs jān ‘know’ is an individual 
level predicate and its arguments Pallavi and English are both specific as both of them are 
proper names but the sentence in (26b) is grammatical because the verb bol- ‘speak’ is a 
stage level predicate and a stage level predicate can take any type of NPs as its 
arguments. If we change one of the NPs of (26a) into non-specific or bare plural, the 
sentence becomes grammatical, for instance:  

(27) jaba nepāli le  angreji jāndachan, 
jaba nepāli le angreji jān -da -chan 
when Nepali ERG English know -IMPERF -NPT.3.PL 
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 uniharu yo rāmrari jāndachan. 
uni -haru yo rāmrari jān -da -chan 
3 -PL this fluently know -IMPERF -NPT.3.PL 
‘When Nepalese know English, they know it well.’ 

It is to be noted that definite or specific NPs are semantically in contradiction with 
individual level predicates as specific or definite NPs are bound by spatio-temporal 
limitations. Following Carlson (1977) we call the specific or definite NPs as object 
referring and generic NPs as kind referring NPs. This distinction is important because an 
individual level predicate does not take object-referring NPs as all of its arguments as 
shown in the minimal pair in (26). The NPs the potato and potatoes in (28a-b) are the 
examples of kind-referring NPs and potato in (28c) is an example of object referring:  
(26) a. The potato was first cultivated in South America. 

b. Potatoes were introduced into Ireland by the end of the 17th century. (From 
Krifka et al 1995:2)  

c. The potato I bought yesterday was very cheap.  

A kind-referring NP does not refer to an individual member or object of the kind but to 
the whole of its kind. The notion of kind referring can be expressed by a definite NP as in 
(26a) or by a bare plural NP as in (26b) in a language like English. In these examples the 
potato and potatoes refer to the kind potato irrespective of any particular member or 
members of that kind introduced in the discourse universe of the speaker and listener. On 
the other hand, the object referring NPs refer to an individual member or object of the 
kind.   The speaker and the listener introduce them in the discourse universe as shared as 
illustrated by the sentence in (26c). The verbal predicate of kind referring NPs need not 
be stative as illustrated by the sentence in (26c). 

(27) The panda is dying out. 

Carlson (1977) argues that bare plurals are names of kinds. Kind NPs are prototypically 
default arguments of individual level predicates. They are semantically in contradiction 
with stage level because a stage is the slice of individuals and kinds refer to whole of the 
class. Let’s consider the following sentence.  

(28) rāute le jangal ko kandamul khānchan 
rāute le jangle ko kandamul khā -(n)chan 
Raute ERG forest GEN wild edibles eat -NPT.3.PL 

 ‘The Rautes eat the wild edibles found in the forest.’ 

Individual level predicates do not only take kind NPs, but also take definite generic1 NPs, 
as their arguments, as in (29). 

                                                           
1Nepali does not have similar marker of definiteness to that of English definite article but it seems 

Nepali employs ergativity for the purpose of marking definiteness, other than its sole function of 
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(29) kukur le māsu khāncha. 
kukur le māsu khān -cha 
dog ERG meat eat -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘The dog eats meat.’ 

In Nepali, stage level and individual level predicates show different behaviour with the 
two classes of intransitive verbs―unaccusative and unergative. If the clause is unergative 
intransitive, the stage level predicates have an agent argument, which is specific, and an 
optional locative argument as in (30a). The sentence in (30a) expresses an episodic event 
of Rājan’s activity that he will perform after the time of speech. If the clause is 
unaccusative intransitive, the stage level predicates have a theme argument, which is 
specific as in (30b). The appropriate context for the sentence in (30b) is somehow like 
this. The bull is sick and there is no any sign of its recovery. After this observation the 
speaker makes this prediction about the bull. 

(30) a. rājan  bhittā mā hirkāu�cha 

rājan bhittā mā hirkāu� -cha 
Rajan wall LOC hit -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘Rajan will hit on the wall.’ 

b. goru marcha. 
goru mar -cha 
bull die -NPT.3.SG.M 

 ‘The bull will die.’ 

On the other hand, the individual level predicates have different story with the two classes 
of intransitive verbs. If the clause is unergative intransitive, the individual level predicates 
have an agent argument, which may be specific, but the context provides appropriate 
clues for the inferrability of the patient, which is non-specific and deletable as in (31a-b). 
The sentences in (31a-b) express a kind of regularity in the habit of the subjects and the 
predicates predicate the essential properties of the subjects. The verbs listed in (9) above 
belong to this class. If the clause is unaccusative intransitive, the individual level 
predicates have a theme argument as the subject, which is never specific as in (31c).  

(31) a.āmā le pakāunu huncha 
āmā le pakāu -nu hun -cha 
mother ERG cook -INF be -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘Mother cooks.’ 

 b. māobādi le mārchan 
māobādi le mār -chan 
Maoists ERG kill -NPT.3.PL 

                                                                                                                                                               
marking the clause as individual level predicate, but this hypothesis is not supported by any 
research findings as we are not aware of any research in this line till date. 
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 ‘Maoists kill.’ 
 c. ek singe gai�ā māsidai chan 

ek singe gai�ā māsi -dai chan 
one horned rhino become extinct -PROG be.NPT.3.PL 

 ‘One horned rhinos are becoming extinct.’  

The examples in (30) and (31) show that the semantic factors such as individual level 
predicates and stage level predicates determine the use of ergativity in non-past tense in 
Nepali. But in the same time, it is to be noted that to trigger the ergative marking in the 
subjects, the verbs must have INIT(iator) in its inherent semantic feature (Ramchand 
2006)2. The individual predicates are not enough in themselves to trigger ergativity in 
their subjects, but the verb must contain the INIT feature. The lack of INIT feature of an 
individual predicate gets nominative subject as illustrated by the sentence in (31c). This 
INIT feature of verb in itself does not turn the subject into ergative case; if the clause is a 
stage level predicate, the subject is in nominative case as illustrated by the sentence in 
(30a). The small class of verbs listed in (11) further support this line of argument. All 
these verbs take instrumental NPs as their subjects and can be syntactically transitive or 
intransitive. If they are intransitive, there is a kind of inferrability of their patients through 
the contexts. This property of inferrability makes the patient deletable, turning the surface 
sentence into intransitive. All the verbs listed in (11) above have individual level 
predicates, if they are used with instrumental NPs as their subjects in non-past tense. For 
instance, the sentence in (32a) turns ungrammatical if used with spatio-temporal 
argument as shown in (32b).  

(32) a. kā��ā le ghoccha 
kā ��ā le ghoc -cha 
thorn ERG pierce -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘The thorn/thorns pierces/pierce.’  

 b. kā��ā le(*āja) (*khet mā) ghoccha 
kā ��ā le (*āja) (*khet mā)  ghoc -cha 
thorn ERG (*today) (*in the paddy field)  pierce -NPT.3.SG.M 
‘The thorn/thorns pierces/pierce (*today) (*in the field).’ 

Chierchia (1995) considers individual level predicates are inherently generic. They are 
permanent and tendentially stable. On the other hand, stage level predicates have episodic 
properties. Individual level predicates are aspectually stative and they are not compatible 
                                                           
2According to Ramchand, a verb in natural languages can be lexically decomposed into three 

components of INIT, UND (ergoer) and RES (ult). The INIT component initiates some kind of 
action as common in transitive and unergative intransitive verbs. The component of UND refers 
to those verbs that have the feature of containing the patient of transitive and unaccusative 
intransitive verbs. The component of RES is that semantic feature of verbal decomposition that 
refers to the result state as in ‘He hammered the metal flat’. 
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with progressive. If they occur with progressive, they turn the predicate to stage level or 
ungrammatical. Stage level predicates can be the complement of perception verbs but 
individual level predicates cannot. For instance:  

(33) a. *mai le us lāi budhimāni dekhe� 

mai le us lāi budhimāni dekh -e� 
1.SG ERG 3.SG ACC intelligent see -PT.1.SG 
 ‘*I saw him intelligent.’ 

 b. mai le us lāi birāmi dekhē . 
mai le us lāi birāmi dekh -e� 
1.SG ERG 3.SG ACC sick see -PT.1.SG 

 ‘I saw him sick.’ 

The usual explanation, as observed by Carlson (1977) and Jaeger (2001), for this contrast 
is that an individual level predicate like intelligent codes essential and permanent 
properties and a stage level predicate such as sick codes transitional and accidental 
properties. The adjective in (33a) budhimāni ‘intelligent’ is an individual level predicate, 
which cannot go with a perception verb. Hence, the sentence is ungrammatical. On the 
other hand, the adjective birāmi ‘sick’ in (33b) is stage level predicate. Being intelligent 
is a permanent property of an individual but being sick is temporary quality. One can be 
well after some time. 

Kearns (2001:22) correlates individual level predicates and stage level predicates with 
Ladusaw’s (1994) categorical and thetic propositions. Basing his argument on Brentano 
(1874, 1924) and Kuroda (1972, 1992), Ladusaw (1994) argues that in a categorical 
proposition an entity is presented to the attention and a property is attributed to it. On the 
other hand, in a thetic proposition a state of affair is simply presented all at once. If it is 
the case, it is clear that the subjects of individual level predicates have pre-suppositional 
interpretation and the subjects of stage level predicates have existential interpretation. 
After establishing a correlation between individual level predicates and categorical 
propositions, and stage level predicates and thetic propositions, Kearns argues that the 
subject of an individual level predicate is presupposed and an individual level predicate 
characterizes the entity in a non-eventive way. It is true that the subjects of individual 
level predicates such as proper names, common names, objects, etc. exist in time and 
space but they are not presented as spatially or temporally located because the subjects of 
individual level predicates receive a property as a whole, not in parts. 

Based on the discussion in the previous paragraph, consider the sentences in (34). The 
subject of the sentence in (34a) is marked with the ergative marker le because it is an 
individual level predicate and its subject is presupposed. On the contrary the sentence in 
(34b) is a stage level predicates as it is presented all at once without any prior 
presupposition. The verbal suffix –n in these two sentences is different in meaning. This 
suffix in (34a) agrees with the plural subject and in (34b) it agrees with the subject in 
honorificity, not in number.   
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 (34) a. pradhānmantri le pul ko udghā�an garchan 

pradhān mantri le pul ko udghā�an gar -chan 
Prime minister ERG bridge GEN inauguration do -NPT.3.PL 
 ‘Prime ministers inaugurate bridges.’ 

b.  pradhānmantri pul ko udghā�an garchan 

pradhānmantri pul ko udghā�an gar -chan 
Prime minister bridge GEN inauguration do -NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Prime minister inaugurates the bridge.’ 

These two sentences differ in their meanings. In (34a) pradhān mantri  ‘Prime minister’ 
is a kind NP and it refers to the whole kind of prime ministers and it is inherent property 
of prime ministers that they inaugurate bridges. To put it other way, the speech 
community has the mindset that the activity of inaugurating of bridges distinguishes the 
kind NP prime ministers from kind NP ministers or kind NP general public just like the 
activity of dancing and teaching distinguishes the kind NP dancer from kind NP teacher. 
Therefore usually (34a) does not refer to a particular prime minister of the country, let’s 
say, Girija Prasad Koirala. If it does then, the speech community understands that 
inaugurating bridges is a characteristic feature of Prime Minister Girija Prasad Koirala, 
just like other activities of him such as addressing the House of Representation, 
formulating policies of the nation, etc. This sentence does not refer to a particular event of 
bridge inauguration but generalisations over the series of bridge inauguration events. The 
speech community has observed such events for a long period of time, and has come to 
this generalization. This generalization holds true for most of the prime ministers, if not 
to each and every prime minister. Still the sentence has individual level reading because 
exceptions are usual in this type of generalizations.   On the other hand, the case of (34b) 
is different. Here the prime minister is a particular person and he holds that position at the 
time of speech. The time of event takes place after the time of speech, and the speaker is 
sure the action referred to is a single event and it will take place at a specific time, say 
according the time schedule of the prime minister. The event will take place in a place 
already fixed. Hence, the situation described by the predicate is spatially and temporally 
bound and not permanent and tendentially stable. Therefore it is a stage level predicate. 

Let’s consider Kearns correlation once again. A categorical proposition (individual level 
predicate) has a subject and predicate. If it is transitive, it is possible that the predicate is 
individual level for the subject and stage level predicate for the object argument. 
Agentive nouns serve good examples to make our point more concrete. These nouns such 
as smoker, writer, driver, etc. are typically kind referring NPs and their predicate is also 
individual level. In the sentences in (40) the predicates predicate the dispositional or 
essential properties of gāyak ‘singer’, cālak ‘driver’ and guru ‘teacher’ respectively. 
Hence they are individual level and get ergative marking. But in the same time, it is 
possible that the object NPs can be existentially interpreted. The object NPs git ‘song’ in 
(35a), gā�i ‘vehicle’ in (35b) and the inferable bidyārthi ‘students’ in (35c) can be a 
particular song, a particular vehicle and particular students.  
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(35) a. gāyak le git gāu�cha  

gāyak le git gāu� -cha 
singer ERG song sing -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The singer sings songs.’ 

 b. cālak le gā�i calāu�cha 

cālak le gā�i calāu� -cha 
driver ERG vehicle drive -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The driver drives the vehicles’ 

c. guru le pa�hāunu huncha 

guru le pa�hāu -nu hun -cha 
teacher ERG teach -INF be -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The teacher teaches.’ 

On the other hand, let’s consider the sentence in (36). Unlike the sentences in (35), the 
sentences in (36) do not express the essential properties of the agentive nouns gāyak 
‘singer’ and guru ‘teacher’ hence they are not individual but stage level predicates as they 
express accidental episodes. Writing poems is not the essential property of a singer and 
similarly driving does not define the characteristic feature of a teacher. 

 (36) a. gāyak kabitā lekhchan 
gāyak kabitā lekh -chan 
singer poem write -NPT.3.SG.MH 
 ‘The singer writes poems.’ 

b. shikshak gā�i calāu�chan 

shikshak gā�i calāu� -chan 
teacher vehicle drive -NPT.3.SG.MH 
 ‘The teacher drives the vehicles’ 

Let’s consider a situation.  Mr. Mohan is a principal of a school. The essential properties 
of the principal of a school are different. Therefore, they cannot be predicated with a 
single predicate as in (35). If the speaker means the sentences in (37) to be the essential 
properties of Mohan as the principal of the school, he uses ergative marker but, if the 
speaker thinks they are the accidental activities of Mohan, the subject will be in 
nominative case.  

(37) a.  mohan le bidyālaya ko bārsik pratibedan pes garchan 
mohan le bidyālaya ko bārsik pratibedan pes 
Mohan ERG school GEN annual report submission 
gar -chan 
do -NPT.3.SG.MH 

 ‘Mohan submits the annual report of the school.’ 
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 b. mohan le māsik sikchak sabhā sancālan garchan 
mohan le māsik sikchak sabhā sancālan gar -chan 
Mohan ERG monthly teacher meeting conduct do -NPT.3.SG.MH 

 ‘Mohan conducts monthly teacher meetings. ’ 

The sentences in (37) have ergative marker le and this marking makes the sentences 
individual level predicates. The sentences in (37) have strong presupposition sense as the 
activities described are expected because of the position of Mohan as the principal of the 
school. The speech act participants (SAP) have the knowledge that Mohan is the principal 
of the school, and he is expected to do these activities as part of his duty. If the ergative 
marker le is deleted from the sentences in (37), it is not necessary that Mohan is the 
principal and the presentation of the proposition will be all at once.  

If someone is well known personality in particular area of certain expertise, the subject is 
marked with ergativity to express the activities related to his expertise. For example, Saru 
Bhakta is a well-known poet and novelist in Nepal. Hence, the subject in sentence (38a) is 
marked with ergativity marker le but the subject in (38b) is nominative because Numaraj 
is not a well-known poet. But Numaraj is a well-known teacher, hence the subject of the 
sentence in (38c) marked with ergative le. 

(38) a. saru bhakta le kabitā lekhchan  
saru bhakta le kabitā lekh -chan 
Saru Bhakta ERG poems write -NPT.3.SG.MH 
 ‘Saru Bhakta writes poems.’ 

 b. numaraj kabitā lekhchan 
numaraj kabitā lekh -chan 
N poems write -NPT.3.SG.MH 
 ‘Numaraj writes poems.’ 
c. numaraj le pa�hāuchan 

numaraj le pa�hāu -chan 
Numaraj ERG teach -NPT.3.SG.MH 
 ‘Numaraj teaches.’ 

In the beginning of this section, I have argued that the copula verb ho ‘be’ expresses 
individual level predicate. This test is highly consistent in the distinction of individual 
level and stage level predicates. The sentences, which characterize the well-known 
personality in the speech community as in (38a) and (38c), are always individual level 
and they can be converted into ho ‘be’ equative sentence, which takes agentive NPs as the 
predicate. Such correlation is not possible with the stage level predicates as illustrated by 
the sentences in (38b) and (39b). The sentence in (39b) is only true if Numaraj is a 
celebrated/ well-known poet but such entailment is not possible from the sentence in 
(38b). The sentence in (38a) entails (39a) but (38b) does not entail (39b) but the sentence 
in (38c) entails (39c).  
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(39) a. saru bhakta kabi hun 
saru bhakta kabi hun 
Saru Bhakta poet be.NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Saru Bhakta is a poet.’ 

 b. numaraj kabi hun 
numaraj kabi hun 
N poet be.NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Numaraj is a poet.’ 

 c. numaraj le pa�hāuchan 

numaraj pa�hāu chan 
Numaraj teach NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Numaraj teaches.’ 

Let’s further reconfirm our claim that individual level predicates realign with ergative 
marking in non-past tense. Consider the sentences in (40). Let’s imagine that the school 
inspector visits the school and he asks the student the sentence in (40a) and the students 
reply the sentence in (40b), which entails (40c). 

 (40) a.timiharu lāi physics kas le pa�hāu�cha  

timi -haru lāi physics kas le pa�hāu� -cha 
2.MH -PL DAT physics who ERG teach -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Who teaches you physics?’ 

 b.jivan sir le pa�hāunu huncha 

jivan sir le pa�hāu -nu hun -cha 
jivan teacher ERG teach -INF be -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Jivan teaches (us physics.)’ 

 c. jivan sir physics kā sikshak hun 
jivan sir physics kā sikshak hun 
jivan teacher physics GEN teacher be.NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Jivan is a physics teacher.’ 

Now let the context be like this. Jivan is on sick leave for two days. He asked his friend 
Pramesh to take his class instead and Jivan tells his student that he is on sick leave for 
two days and Pramesh will take his class instead, although Pramesh is not a teacher of 
physics but of mathematics. Then the principal goes to the class and ask the students as in 
(41a). Mark that he does not use the question word with ergative but uses ko ‘who’. The 
students answer this as in (41b). These two sentences do not entail the sentence in (41c) 
as in (40):  
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 (41) a. timiharu lāi dui din physics ko pa�hāu�cha  

timi -haru lāi dui din physics ko pa�hāu� -cha 
2.MH -PL DAT two day physics who teach -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Who will teach you physics for two days.’ 

b.  pramesh sir  pa�hāunu huncha 

pramesh sir pa�hāu -nu hun -cha 
Pramesh teacher teach -INF be - NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘Pramesh will teach (us).’ 

c. pramesh physics kā sikshak hun 
pramesh physics kā sikshak hun 
Pramesh physics GEN teacher be.NPT.3.MH 
 ‘Pramesh is a physics teacher.’ 

Agentive nouns such as smoker, writer, driver, etc. are good candidates for the typical 
subjects of individual level predicates because all of them are kind referring NPs. In the 
sentences in (42) the predicates predicate the essential properties of gāyak ‘singer’, cālak 
‘driver’ and guru ‘teacher’ respectively. Hence they are individual level and get ergative 
marking.   

(42) a. gāyak le git gāu�cha  

gāyak le git gāu� -cha 
singer ERG song sing -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The singer sings songs.’ 

b. cālak le gā�i calāu�cha 

cālak le gā�i calāu� -cha 
driver ERG vehicle drive -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The driver drives the vehicles’ 

c. guru le pa�hāunu huncha 

guru le pa�hāu -nu hun -cha 
teacher ERG teach -INF be -NPT.3.SG.M 
 ‘The teacher teaches.’ 

Ergativity is acceptable even in progressive if it occurs in a predicate that expresses the 
essential properties of such agentive subjects. Consider the sentences in (43). The 
sentence in (43a) expresses that driving vehicle is the essential property of a driver and 
the sentence has individual level predicate as its subject is marked by ergativity. On the 
other hand, the predicate in (43b) is stage level as it expresses an episodic event, which, 
the speaker is sure, will come to an end shortly in future. Hence its subject is in 
nominative.  
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(43) a. cālak le gā�i calāu�dai chan 

cālak le gā�i calāu� -dai chan 
driver ERG vehicle drive -PROG  be.NPT3.MH 

 ‘The driver is driving the vehicle/vehicles.’ 
 b. guru gā�i calāu�dai chan 

guru gā�i calāu� -dai chan 
teacher vehicle drive  -PROG be.NPT.3.SG.MH 

 ‘The teacher is driving the vehicle’ 

5. Conclusion  

Based on the discussion so far we conclude that, the use of the ergative is semantically 
determined in Nepali.  The semantic notions of perfectivity, obligation and individual 
level predication condition the use of ergative marking. Like other New Indo- Aryan 
languages such as Hindi-Urdu, the subject argument of a transitive clause in perfective 
aspect gets ergative marking in Nepali as well. In Nepali, perfectivity is defined in terms 
of high transitivity, telicity, affectedness of the patient argument, intentionality of the 
agent argument, etc. These semantic notions have been cross-linguistically identified as 
decisive in triggering ergative marking. However, the use of ergative marking is not 
restricted to transitivity and perfectivity in Nepali. The subject of unergative predicates 
also get ergative marking. The subject of the predicate of a modal obligation alternates 
between nominative and ergative-nominative aligns with internal obligation and ergative 
with external obligation. Typologically split ergative systems conditioned by perfectivity 
(Dixon 1994), person (Silverstein 1976) have been reported in ergative literature. The 
data presented in this paper show that Nepali has a split ergative system conditioned by 
predication types of individual level and stage level. The ergative aligns with individual 
level predications and nominative with stage level ones.  It is also significant to note that 
ergativity is encompassing wider semantic domains in languages like Nepali unlike the 
earlier claim of its elimination from existing semantic domains (Bubenik 1989).   

Abbreviations 

 1 = First person 
 3 = Third person 
 ABL = Ablative 
 ACC = Accusative 
 COMPL = Completive 
 CNV = Converb 
 DAT = Dative  
 ERG = Ergative 
 GEN = Genitive 
 HAB = Habitual 
 IMPER = Imperative 
 IMPERF = Imperfective 

 INF = Infinitive  
 INS = Instrumental  
 LOC = Locative 
 MH = Middle honorific 
 NPT = Nonpast 
 PL = Plural 
 POSS = Possibility 
 PPART = Past participle 
 PROG = Progressive 
 PT = Past 
 REFL = Reflexive 
 SG = Singular 
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NEPALI VERBS:  SOME PROPERTIES 

BALARAM  PRASAAIN 

  

Nepali verb stems end with i, a, o and ʌ vowels, and voiced and voiceless consonants. 
From transitivity perspective, they are intransitive and transitive/ditransitive. The verbs 
are monosyllabic and polysyllabic from syllabicity point of view. Another feature that 
Nepali verbs have is sound [a] whose presence and absence has direct impact on 
causative stem formation. The causative stem formation is regular with some 
phonological restrictions; however, the passive stem formation is very productive. 
Negativization occurs from both prefixation and suffixation processes. On the basis of 
features and morphological processes, four types of stems, namely, base stem, passive 
stem, causative stem and causative passive stem are found. 
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1. Introduction 

Nepali verbs exhibit various types of features namely, significant verb stem finals, 
transitivity, syllabicity and sound a. First of all, the verbs are illustrated in terms of these 
features and in the second the morphological processes like causativization, passivization 
and negativization are discussed.  

The basic verb stems end with different sound segments. Some of the final segments are 
noteworthy from the morphophological point of view. The morphological processes that 
are under consideration such as passivization, causativization, negativization and other 
affixation processes need the information of the final segment of the verb to produce the 
acceptable surface forms. The stem of the basic verb is identified by removing the past 
tense third person singular marker -jo from the verb forms and then the remaining 
segment is analyzed with reference to various phenomena. Those final segments which 
are significant from our point of view are discussed as follows:1 

2. Significant verb stem finals 

2.1 Vowel final stems 

2.1.1 i-ending verb stems: A set of verb stems which end in vowel i are listed in Table 1. 
The majority of the verb stems in this class are intransitive verbs but some of them are 
transitive also. Some examples of this group are listed in Table 2. The verbs upʰri- 'jump' 
and pʌkri- 'arrest' in (1a) and (1b), respectively end with vowel i.  

 

                                                 
1 Pokharel (2010) has mentioned the various strategies to derive the verb stems. Among them 

imperative singular form as the basic stem has been adopted here for the simplicity, although it 
leaves some exceptions. 
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(1) a.    ket̺o up rhi-jo 
  boy jump-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The boy jumped.' 
 b.    prʌɦʌri-le tsor-lai pʌkri-jo 
  police-ERG thief-DAT arrest-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The police arrested the thief.' 

Table 1: i-ending intransitive verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
up rhi- 'jump' 
kʰumtsi- 'shrink' 
tsoit̺i- 'be pieces' 
bʰʌtki- 'be broken' 

The i-ending intransitive verb stems listed in Table 1 and i-ending transitive stems listed 
in Table 2 look similar in their form. But they differ in their further morphology. 

Table 2: i-ending transitive verb stems 

I Verb stem Gloss of stem 
pʌkri- 'arrest' 
pʌrkʰi- 'wait' 
birsi- 'forget' 
mʌnsi- 'throw away' 
sʌmdzh i- 'remember' 
kultsi- 'tread' 
uĩt̺i- 'spindle' 
di- 'give' 
li- 'take' 

i-ending verb stems listed in Table 2 behave differently. The vowel u is obligatorily 
inserted between the stems and suffix if the suffix that follows the stems begins with n 
and ũ  if the suffix begins with tsʰ and th. 

Table 2: i-ending transitive verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
pi 'drink' 
si 'sew' 
dzi 'live' 

The vowel i at the end of the verb stem optionally drops without change in meaning. The 
verb stem pʌgli-  'melt' in (2a) has retained vowel i and verb stem pʌgl- 'melt' in (2b) 
vowel i is dropped. 
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(2) a.    hiũ pʌgli-jo 
  ice melt-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The ice melted.' 
 b.    hiũ pʌgl-jo 
  ice melt-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The ice melted.' 

This vowel i at the end of the verb stems also is optionally changed to ʌ especially when 
the suffix begining with n, d, and e. For example, when -nu '-INF' gets attached to verb 
stem, i optionally changes to ʌ. Table 3 lists these alternative forms due to change of i to ʌ 
in i-ending verb stems. 

Table 3:  Alternative forms of i-ending verb stems 

-i forms -ʌ froms 
up rhi- up rhʌ- 
kʰumtsi- kʰumtsʌ- 
tsoit̺i- tsoit̺ʌ- 
bʰʌtki- bʰʌtkʌ- 
siuri- siurʌ- 
bigri- bigrʌ- 
sʌpri- sʌprʌ- 
ugh ri- ugh rʌ- 
pʌgli- pʌglʌ- 
ugli- uglʌ- 
ukli- uklʌ- 
pʌkri- pʌkrʌ- 
pʌrkʰi- pʌrkʰʌ- 
birsi- birsʌ- 

2.1.2 a-ending verb stems: Some of the verb stems ending with the vowel a are listed in 
Table 4 and Table 5. Verb stems in this group are of both intransitive and transitive types. 
The verb stem kʌma- 'earn' in (3a) and a- 'come' in (3b) end with vowel a. 

(3) a.   us-le   pʌisa kʌma-eko tshʌ 
  3SG.OBL-ERG money earn-PERF be-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'He has earned money.' 
 b.   ram skul-bat̺ ʌ gh ʌr a-jo 
  Ram school-ABL  house come-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'Ram came home from school.' 
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Table 4: a-ending verb stems (group 1) 
 

Verb stem Gloss 
ʌgʰa- 'satisfy' 
kʌma- 'earn' 
t̺ʌkʌra- 'be broken' 
muskura- 'insert' 
pa- 'get' 
a- 'come' 
tsh a- 'cover the roof' 
ba- 'open (mouth)' 
pa- 'get' 
b jha- 'manage' 
bja- 'give birth' 

Table 5: a-ending verb stems (group 2) 
 

Verb stem Gloss 
kʰa- 'eat' 
dza- 'go' 

The a-ending verb stems are also of two kinds, a set of verbs in which vowel u is inserted 
between stem and suffix if the following suffix begins with n, and ũ with tsʰ, and tʰ as in 
Table 4. Those verb stems as listed in Table 5 do not take u in the condition as stated 
above. In this group n is inserted in the non-past tense and past habitual aspect. 

2.1.3 o-ending verbs stems: There are a few verb stems which end with o. The stem final 
o obligatorily changes to u if the following suffix begins with tsʰ, d, tʰ and n sound 
segments; and n is obligatorily inserted in non-past tense. Table 6 lists some of the o-
ending verb stems and Table 7 shows the change of o to u in the condition mentioned 
above. 

Table 6: o -ending verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
ro- 'weep' 
dʰo- 'wash' 
tsh o- 'touch' 

Table 7: Change of o to u in o-ending verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
ru-nu 'to weep' 
dʰu-nu 'to wash' 
tsh u-nu 'to touch' 
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2.1.4 ʌ-ending verbs stems: There is a small set of verbs which end with the vowel ʌ. 
The vowel ʌ in the end of the vowel stem drops if the following suffixes begining with e, 
i, u and o are attached. Table 8 lists some ʌ-ending verb stems and Table 9 shows some 
dropping of vowel ʌ. 

Table 8: ʌ-ending verb stems 
Verb stem Gloss 
sʌɦʌ- 'tolerate' 
rʌɦʌ- 'remain' 

 

Table 9: ʌ-ending verb stems (ʌ-dropped) 

Verb stem Gloss 
sʌɦ-erʌ 'tolerate-CONJUNT' 
rʌɦ-erʌ 'remain-CONJUNCT' 

In the vowel ending verb stems, except verbs in Table 2 and Table 4, semantically null 
element n is inserted between stem and suffix if the suffix begins with tsʰ or tʰ sounds. 
But, in the case of the verb stems in Table 2 and Table 4, only  ̃dʌ is inserted after u  is 
inserted for some other purpose. 

2.2 Consonant final stems 

2.1 Voiceless consonant ending stems: The verb stems that end with voiceless 
consonants are both intransitive and transitive types. Some examples of the verb stems 
ending with voiceless consonants are listed in Table 10. 

Table 10: Verb stems ending with a voiceless consonant 

Verb stem Gloss 
kʌs- 'tighten' 
kãp- 'tremble' 
gʰʌset̺ - 'drag' 
dzak- 'insert' 
p jhãk- 'throw' 
nats- 'dance' 

In this group of verb stems, semantically null elements tʌ or dʌ are inserted optionally 
between the stem and suffix if the suffix begins with tsʰ and tʰ. These forms are used only 
in non-past tense and past habitual aspect. These alternative forms of the stems are listed 
in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Alternative forms from stems ending with voiceless consonant 

Verb stem form1 form2 
 kʌs-  kʌstʌ-  kʌsdʌ- 
 kãp-  kãptʌ-  kãpdʌ- 
 gʰʌset̺ -  gʰʌset̺ tʌ-  gʰʌset̺dʌ- 
 dzak-  dzaktʌ-  dzakdʌ- 
 p jhãk-  p jhãktʌ-  p jhãkdʌ- 
 nats-  natstʌ-  natsdʌ- 

2.2.2 Voiced consonant ending stems 

The verb stems that end with voiced consonants are of both types intransitive and 
transitive. Some examples of the verb stems ending with voiced consonants are listed in 
Table 12. 

Table 12: Verb stems ending with voiced consonant 

Verb stem Gloss 
bol- 'speak' 
pĩd- 'grind' 
tʰun- 'close' 
pʌtsh ar- 'throw down' 
d̺ub- 'sink' 
tsh am- 'feel' 
kʰodz- 'search' 

In this group of stems also, a semantically null element dʌ is inserted optionally between 
the stem and suffix if the suffix begins with tsʰ or tʰ. These forms are used only in non-
past tense and past habitual aspect. These alternative forms of the stems are listed in 
Table 13. 

Table 13: Alternative forms from stems ending with voiced consonant 

Verb stem Alternative form 
 bol-  boldʌ- 
 pĩd-  pĩddʌ- 
 tʰun-  tʰundʌ- 
 pʌtsh ar-  pʌtsh ardʌ- 
d̺ub-  d̺ubdʌ- 
tsh am-  tsh amdʌ- 
kʰodz-  kʰodzdʌ- 
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3. Transitivity 

Transitivity is the number of argument that a verb takes (Katamba 1993: 256-62; Payne 
1997:171). The transitivity is significant in verbs.  Morphology of the verbs can be 
further analyzed in term of this feature. 

3.1 Intransitive verbs 

Those verbs which take only one argument as subject noun phrase are intransitive verbs. 
In example (4) the verb ut̺ʰ 'get up' has taken only one argument u 'he' as a subject and in 
example (5) the verb bʌs  'sit'  has taken only one argument u 'he' as subject, therefore, 
they are intransitive verbs.  

(4)    u bihan-ʌi ut̺h -jo 
  he morning-EMP rise-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'He got up early in the morning.' 
(5)    u sʌ̃dhʌi gʰʌr-ma bʌs-tshʌ 
  3SG always home-LOC sit-NPST.3SG.MASC 
  'He always stays at home.' 

Some verbs are listed in Table 14 are intransitive verbs and they also take only one 
argument as the subject. 

Table 14: Intransitive verbs 

Intransitive verb Gloss 
ut̺h - 'wake up' 
kud- 'run' 
bʌs- 'sit' 
lʌd̺- 'fall down' 
sut- 'sleep' 
ʌgʰa- 'satisfied' 

3.2 Transitive/ditransitive verbs 

Those verbs which take two arguments are said to be transitive and those verbs which 
take three arguments are said to be ditransitive verbs. Both types of verbs are kept here 
under the same group as they behave in the same way at the morphological level. The 
Table 15 and 16 list the transitive verbs and ditransitive verbs, respectively. The verb kat̺ 
'cut' in (6) has taken two arguments sjam 'Shyam' and rukʰ  'tree' as subject and object of 
the sentence, respectively. And the verb di 'give' in (7) has taken three arguments mʌi 
'1SG', us 'he.OBL' and kitab 'book' as subject, indirect and direct object of the sentence, 
respectively. 

(6)    sjam-le rukʰ kat̺-jo 
  Shyam-ERG tree cut-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'Shyam cut the tree.' 
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(7)    mʌi-le us-lai kitab di-ẽ 
  1SG.OBL-ERG 3SG.OBL-DAT book give-PST.1SG.MASC 
  'I gave him a book.' 

Some transitive verbs are listed in Table 15 which take only two arguments as subject and 
object and some ditransitive verbs as listed in Table 16 take three arguments as subject, 
indirect and direct objects. 

Table 15: Some transitive verbs 

 Transitive verb Gloss 
kat̺- 'cut' 
kʰa- 'eat' 
tsu- 'suck' 
pʌd̺ʰ- 'read' 
t̺ok- 'bite' 

Table 16: Some ditransitive verbs 
Ditransitive verb Gloss 
tir- 'pay' 
bets- 'sell' 
di- 'give' 
lekʰ- 'write' 
sod -h 'ask' 

4. Syllabicity 

Nepali verb stems can be grouped into two classes based on the number of syllables in a 
stem. This feature is significant especially in the causative stem formation. 

4.1. Monosyllabic verb stems 

Those verb stems which have only one syllable are said to be monosyllabic verb stems. 
Some examples are listed in Table 17. 

Table 17: Monosyllabic verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
bol- 'speak' 
kʰa- 'eat' 
pĩd- 'grind' 
tʰun- 'close' 
kʌs- 'tighten' 
d̺ub- 'sink' 
tsh am- 'feel' 
kʰodz- 'search' 
kʰol- 'open' 
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suk- 'be dried' 
kʰa- 'eat' 
dza- 'go' 
di- 'give' 
dʰo- 'wash' 
ro- 'weep' 
si- 'sew' 
pi- 'drink' 

4.2. Polysyllabic verb stems 

Those verb stems which are formed from two or more syllables are said to be polysyllabic 
verb stems. Some examples are illustrated in Table 18. 

Table 18:  Polysyllabic verb stems 

Verb stem Gloss 
up rhi- 'jump' 
kʰumtsi- 'shrink' 
bʰʌtki- 'be broken' 
pʌtsh ar- 'throw down' 
gʰʌset̺ - 'drag' 
muskura- 'insert' 
nitsor- 'squeeze' 
nimot̺h - 'twist' 
tsith or- 'scratch' 
tsh imʌl- 'prune' 

5. Sound a  

The sound a appears in Nepali verb stems in two manifestations, one as a normal vowel 
phoneme /a/; and another as a causative marker -a while forming the causative verb 
stems. The presence and absence of a sound in the base verb stem is very significant for 
forming the causative stems. Therefore, the basic verb stems can be grouped into two 
classes, i.e., stems with a sound and stems without a sound. Some examples of former 
group are listed in Table 19 and of latter group are listed in Table 20. 

Table 19: Verb stems with a sound 

Verb stem Gloss 
kʰãd- 'press down' 
gal- 'melt' 
tsh an- 'choose' 
pʌtsh ar- 'throw down' 
kotsar- 'insert into' 
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d̺ʌkar- 'bulch' 

Table 20: Verb stems without a sound 

Verb stem Gloss 
tir- 'pay' 
bʌl- 'burn' 
kʰop- 'cut deep' 
gʰʌt̺- 'be less' 
tsimʌt̺- 'pinch' 
tsh imʌl- 'prune' 

6 Morphological processes 

6.1 Causativization/transitivization 

In transitivization, an argument is added irrespective of the role of the argument but in 
causativization, the added argument is definitely the causer. The morphological change in 
the verb stem and syntactic make up are the same in both the processes, however, the 
interpretation may differ semantically (Katamba 1993:274-5; Pokharel 2054VS:6-16). 
But, in this study, both are treated as a single process. In sentence (8a), the verb 'slept-
PST.3SG' is non-causative which has taken bʌtstso 'child' as subject of the sentence. When 
it is causativized as sut-a-in 'sleep-CAUS-PST.3SG.FEM.HON' in (8b), it has taken a new 
subject ama 'mother' as a causer and the subject of the non-causative construction is 
demoted to the object of causativized verb. So, in the process of causativization, a 
morphological causative marker is suffixed to the verb stem and is followed by the 
agreement markers. Table 21 lists some examples of such causative verb stems. 

(8) a.    bʌtstso sut-jo 
  child.SG.MASC sleep-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The child slept.' 
 b.    ama-le bʌtstsa-lai sut-a-in 
  mother-ERG child-DAT sleep-CAUS-PST.3SG.FEM.HON 
  'The mother made the child sleep.' 

Table 21: Causative verb stems 

Casuative verb Gloss 
ut̺h -a 'cause to wake up' 
sut-a 'cause to sleep' 
tir-a 'cause to pay' 
lekʰ-a 'cause to write' 
bʰʌn-a 'cause to say' 
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6.1.1 Strategies of causative formation 

a. by -a suffix 

The causativization by a causative marker -a  is the most regular and the bulk of the non-
causative stems become causative stem by this process. The verb stems listed in Table 
4.18 are formed by this method.2 

b. by both -a and -al suffixes 

A small set of verb stems which, instead of taking marker -a, also take marker -al to form 
the causative stems. For example, verb stem kʰʌs 'drop' in (9a), gets causativized by 
maker -a in (9b) and by -al in (9c). Table 22 lists some examples of this type of causative 
stem formation.  

(9) a.    d̺ʰuŋga kʰʌs-jo 
  stone drop-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The stone dropped.' 
 b.    keta-le d̺ʰuŋga kʰʌs-a-jo 
  boy-ERG stone drop-CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The boy dropped a stone.' 
 c.    keta-le d̺ʰuŋga kʰʌs-al-jo 
  boy-ERG stone drop-CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The boy dropped a stone.' 

Table 22: Verb stems forming causatives with -a and -al 

Base stem Gloss Causative stem Gloss 
 bʌs- sit  bʌsa-/bʌsal- cause to sit 
 kʰʌs- drop  kʰʌsa-/khʌsal- cause to drop 
 tsũd̺- snatch  tsũd̺a-/tsũd̺al- cause to snatch 
 tsʰin- chop off  tsh ina-/tsh inal- cause to chop off 

c. by ʌ → a 

A small set of monosyllabic verb stems having the vowel ʌ in between consonants (i.e. 
CʌC structure) form the causative stem by changing the vowel ʌ to a. The verb stem mʌr  
'die' in (10a) is causativized as mar 'kill' in (10b). Some of the verb stems in which 
causative stems are formed by this way are listed in Table 23. 

(10) a.    mrigʌ mʌr-jo 
  deer die-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The deer died.' 
   
   

                                                 
2 Most of the Nepali grammarians believe that the basic causative marker is -au. But in this study, 
-a is assumed to be the basic causative marker since it appears in most of the perfective forms.. 
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 b.    bagh-le mrigʌ mar-jo 
  tiger-ERG deer die-CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The tiger killed the deer.' 

Table 23: Verb stems forming causatives by changing ʌ to a 
Base verb Gloss Causative Gloss 
 mʌr- die  mar- kill 
 sʌr- shift  sar- cause to shift 
 tsʌl- move  tsal- cause to move 
 t̺ʌr- pass over  t̺ar- cause to pass over 
 pʌr- fall  par- cause to fall 
 gʌl- melt  gal- cause to melt 
 bʌl- burn  bal- cause to burn 

d. by  u → o 

Another set of monosyllabic verb stems having vowel u in between the consonants (i.e. 
CuC structure) forms the causative stem by changing the vowel u to o. The verb stem kʰul  
'open' in (11a) is causativized as kʰol 'open.CAUSE' in (11b). Some of the verb stems in 
which causative stems are formed by this way are listed in Table 24. 

(11) a.    d̺ʰoka kʰul-jo 
  door   open-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The door opened.' 
 b.    pale-le d̺ʰoka  kʰol-jo 
  gate-keeper-ERG door   open.CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The gate keeper opened the door.' 

 

Table 24: Verb stems forming causatives by chaning u to o 
Base stem Gloss Causative stem Gloss 
 tsh ut̺- be left behind  tsh od̺- cause to be left behind 
 kʰul- open  khol- cause to open 
 pʰut̺- break  pohd̺- cause to break 
 gʰul- dissolve  ghol- cause to dissolve 

Interestingly, both the verb stems listed in Table 24 can also be causativized with 
causative marker -a as listed in Table 25. The causative verb stems of this set are listed in 
Table 25.3 

 

 

                                                 
3 In Table 25, the change of t ̺to d ̺has not been discussed here (see Pokharel 2054VS).  The 

causativizations shown in Table 24 and Table 25 have slightly different semantics. 
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Table 25: Verb stems forming causatives by suffixing -a 

Base stem Gloss Causative Gloss 
 tsh ut̺- be left behind  tsh ut̺-a cause to be left behind 
 kʰul- open  khul-a cause to open 
 pʰut̺- break  pʰut̺-a cause to break 
 gʰul- dissolve  ghul-a cause to dissolve 
 tsh od̺- be left behind  tsh od̺-a cause to be left behind 
 kʰol- open  khol-a cause to open 
 pʰud̺- break  pohd̺-a cause to break 
 gh ul- dissolve  ghol-a cause to dissolve 

e. by a insertion 

A subset of polysyllabic i-ending verb stems containing consonant cluster form the 
causative stem by inserting the vowel a in between the consonants in the cluster. The verb 
stem pʌgli 'melt' in (12a) is causativized as pʌgal 'melt.CAUSE' in (12b). Some examples 
of verb stems in this process are listed in Table 26. 

(12) a.    ɦiũ pʌgli-jo 
  ice melt-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The ice melted.' 
 b.    gʰam-le ɦiũ pʌgal-jo 
  sun-ERG ice melt.CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'The sun melted the ice.' 

Table 26: Verb stems form causatives by inserting a 

Base verb Gloss Causative Gloss 
 up rhi- jump  up ahr- cause to jump 
 bigri- spoil  bigar- cause to spoil 
 sʌpri- flourish  sʌpar- cause to flourish 
 ugh ri- open  ugh ar- cause to open 
 pʌgli- melt  pʌgal- cause to melt 
 ukli- climb up  ukal- cause to climb up 

Now, it has been clear that the causative stem formation from base verb stems depends on 
various features available in the verb stems such as syllabicity, presence and absence of a 
sound in the stem, transitivity and stem final segments.4 

7.  Passivization 

Passivization is an opposite phenomenon to causativization in terms of syntax. When 
passivization takes place, the subject noun phrase is either demoted to postpositional 

                                                 
4 See Adhikari (2062VS) and Pokharel (2054VS) for detail information. 
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phrase or dropped (Katamba 1993:268-9; Pokharel 2054VS:1-5) In Nepali, passivization 
from intransitive verbs is also possible, but it is restricted only to default agreement (i.e, 
third person singular), and to some other morphology and interpretation as well (Pokharel 
2054VS; Adhikari 2062VS). But the passivization from transitive/causative verbs 
undergoes for full morphological paradigm and in its interpretations. However, in both 
cases, the passive marker is the same, i.e., -i that follows the non-passive stem. The verb 
as sut 'sleep' in (13a) is intransitive and sut-i  'sleep-PASS' is the passive form in (13b). 
The verb lekʰ  'write' in (13c) is a transitive verb and lekʰ-i 'write-PASS' in (13d) is the 
passive form, lekʰ-a 'write-CAUS' in (13e) is causative stem and lekʰ-a-i 'write-CAUS-PASS' 
in (13f) is the causative-passive stem. Therefore, the passive stem of a verb is at least 
theoretically possible to be derived from intransitive, transitive and causative verb stems. 
Table 27 lists some passive forms of the verbs.  
 

(13)  a.  mʌ adzʌ ramrʌri sut-ẽ 
  1SG today nice sleep-PST.1SG 
  'I slept nicely today.' 
  b.  adzʌ ramri sut-i-jo 
  today nice sleep-PASS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  '(Myself) slept nicely today.' 
  c.  us-le eut̺a tsith tʰiː lekh -jo 
  3SG-ERG one.CLF letter   write-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'He wrote a letter.' 
  d.  us-bat̺ ʌ eut̺a tsith tʰiː lekh -i-jo 
  3SG-ABL  one.CLF letter write-PASS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'A letter was written by him.' 
  e.  us-le eut̺a tsith tʰiː  lekʰ-a-jo 
  3SG-ERG one.CLF letter write-CAUS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'He caused to write a letter.' 
  f.  us-bat̺ ʌ eut̺a tsith tʰiː lekh -a-i-jo 
  3SG-ABL  one.CLF letter   write-CAUS-PASS-PST.3SG.MASC 
  'He was made to write a letter.' 

 

Table 27: Some passive verb stems 

Passive verb Gloss 
ut̺h -i- 'be waken up' 
sut-i- 'be slept' 
tir-a-i- 'cause to be paid' 
lekʰ-a-i- 'cause to be written' 
ʌgʰa-i- 'be satisfied' 
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8. Negativization 

Negativization in Nepali is primarily an affixation process which includes both 
prefixation and suffixation. Basically the negative marker is nʌ 'NEG' is used in both 
cases; it is consistent in its form in prefixation process whereas it gets slightly modified in 
suffixation due to morphophonemic changes (Pokharel 2054 VS:40-6).  

8.1 Prefixation 

The negativization by prefixation takes place in moods: potential, optative and 
imperative, aspects: perfect and imperfect and participial forms: absolutive, conjunctive, 
infinitive, purposive, perfective, prospective and conditional as shown in Table 28, the 
negative by prefixation in a verb kʰa- 'eat'. 

Table 28: Negation by the prefixation of negative marker nʌ- 

Grammatical categories Positive Negative 
Potential kʰala  nʌ-khala 
Optative  kʰaes  nʌ-khaes 
Imperative  kʰa  nʌ-kha 
Perfect Aspect  kʰa-eko  nʌ-kha-eko 
Imperfect Aspect  khã-dʌi  nʌ-khã-dʌi 
Absolutive  kʰa-iː   nʌ-kh a-iː  
Conjunctive Participle  kha-erʌ  nʌ-kh a-erʌ 
Infinitive  kʰa-nu  nʌ-kha-nu 
Purposive  kʰa-nʌ  nʌ-kh a-nʌ 
Conditional  kʰa-e  nʌ-kha-e 
Perfective  kʰa-e  nʌ-kha-e 
Prospective  kʰa-ne  nʌ-kʰa-ne 

8.2 Suffixation 

The negativization by suffixation takes place in tense: past and non-past and aspects: past 
habitual and inferential as shown in Table 29 in a verb kʰa- 'eat'. The negative marker nʌ- 
'NEG' always follows the tense marker and precedes the agreement markers.5 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 In non-past tense and past habitual aspect, negative marker is preceded by dʌi, it's status is yet to 
be discovered. 
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Table 29: Negation by the suffixation of negative marker -nʌ 

Grammatical categories Positive Negative 

Non-Past Tense kʰa-ntshʌ  kʰã-dʌinʌ 

Past Tense kʰa-jo  kʰa-enʌ 

Past Habitual Aspect kʰa-nth jo  kʰã-dʌinʌ-tʰjo 

Inferential Aspect kha-etshʌ  kʰa-e-nʌ-tsh ʌ 

9. Stem formation 

As discussed in (6.1) the causativization is very productive in Nepali verbs at 
morphological level. The causative stems are formed from both intransitive and transitive 
verb stems. Thus, from a causativization process, the stems can be divided into two types 
of stems: base verb stems and causative stems. However, there are some verb stems from 
which the causative verb stems can not be formed due to either phonological or semantic 
constraints.  

The passivization as discussed in (7) is even more productive phenomenon in Nepali 
morphology than causative. That means, almost all the verb stems either intransitive or 
transitive verb stems can be passivized. Above all, the causative stems formed from the 
non-causative stems can still be passivized. This means, causative-passive stems have 
also been possible (Prasain 2012). Therefore, it can be generalized that a verb can have at 
least four different forms as shown in Table 30. 

Table 30: Pattern of the stem formation 
Category Form Example 'write' 
Basic verb stem V  lekʰ 
Passive verb stem V-i  lekh -i 
Causative verb stem V-a  lekh -a 
Causative Passive verb stem V-a-i  lekh -a-i 

10. Summary 

Nepali verb stems end with vowels segments: i, a, o and ʌ and consonant segments: 
voiceless and voiced. From transitivity perspective, they are intransitive and 
transitive/ditransitive. The verbs can be grouped into monosyllabic and polysyllabic from 
syllabicity point of view. Another feature that Nepali verbs have is sound a whose 
presence and absence has direct impact on causative stem formation. The causative stem 
formation is regular; however, there are some phonological restrictions. The passive stem 
formation is very productive, ie, most of the verbs can be passivized. Negativization 
occurs from both prefixation and suffixation processes. On the basis of features and 
morphological processes, four types of stems, namely, base stem, passive stem, causative 
stem and causative passive stem are found. 
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Abbreviations 

1 = First person HON = Honorific 
2 =Second person LOC = Locative 
3 =Third person MASC= Masculine gender 
ABL =Ablative OBL = Oblique 
CAUS = Causative PASS = Passive 
DAT = Dative PERF=Perfect 
EMPH =Emphatic PST = Past tense 
ERG =Ergative SG = Singular 
FEM = Feminine gender V = Verb form 
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THE KIRATI RITUAL LANGUAGE:  
EVIDENCE FROM CHHINTANG AND CHHULUNG 

ICHCHHA PURNA RAI  
 

This paper deals with the languages used in the rituals practised in Chhintang and 
Chhulung speech communities. Kirati people have their own culture guided by the 
mundum.  There are four ethnic groups with more than 26 different languages. They have 
their own separate ritual practices and ritual language.  Chhintang and Chhulung have a 
distinct type of ritual language which is spoken to perform any kind of ritual 
performances.  It has a lot of archaic types of nouns which would be interesting for 
morpho-semantic analysis.  Specially, binomials are unique properties of the ritual 
language and too complex structurally.  

Keywords: Ritual, ethnic groups, invocations, binomial 

1. The ethnonym: Kirat 

The term kirat is uttered as kirãt but there are two terms widely used in the written 
practice. They are kirat and kirant. In some writings, nasalization is characterized by /n/. 
It can sometimes mislead to the readers so the community activists refer to use the term 
kirat while writing. This is the reason that I have used the term kirat. The term kirat   has 
received only a little discussion, but there exist a few documents about the kirat and kirati 
which help to understand the term. In Nepalese history, kirati people, who once ruled 
over the then Nepal, perhaps present day’s Kathmandu valley for centuries, were defeated 
by an ancestor of the Licchavi dynasty, namely, Jayadev I in 250 A.D. (Gurung 2006). It 
is suspected that kirati people migrated to the eastern part of Nepal.  

Similarly, the terms kirat and kirati are found in several old texts. They are described and 
documented in the old Sanskrit holy texts, namely the Mahabharat and the Ramayan. In 
these epics, kirat is taken a as 'an infamous warring race inhabiting the mountains of the 
north and northeast. For the most part they were looked upon as uncouth barbarians on 
the border to civilized India, living as gatherers of fruit and tubers, and by hunting and 
fishing. Among other things, their 'golden' skin  colour, the hair knot lying on the top of 
their head, and a knife related to the Nepalese khukuri are cited as being characteristic of 
them' (Levi 1985II:74-78, as cited in Gaenszle 2000:4). It proves that kirati are ancient 
inhabitants of Nepal, even if the epics of the Hindu depict the kirati as an infamous 
warring race and uncouth barbarians, which seems to be a biased documentation towards 
kirati. 

Similarly, the Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist religion, was more or less related to 
Kirat. S.K. Chatarjee in his book 'Kiratko Janakirti' documents that 'Buddha, who is 
considered as one of the greatest leaders and teachers of mankind, was thought to be of 
pure or of mixed Kirat origin" (as cited in Chemjong 2003:1). In this way, we can say that 
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Kirati ruled over the present day's Nepal before the Lord Buddha's birth, whether the 
Lord Buddha himself belonged to the Kirat or not.  

Chemjong (2003) documents (as cited from New Biblical Atlas of London Religious 
Trace) the 'term kirat is a corrupt form of kiriat, kiryat or kirjath, which mean a fort or 
town in Moabite language of the Mediterranean region. When they populated here, they 
built many forts and towns and called them kiriat-hime, kiryat-yarim, kirjath-arba, kiryat-
baal, kiryat-hujro, kiryat-sanna, kiryatsapher, which indicate the meaning of the town 
and fort of the forest, or the town of the god Baal, or the town of books, or the town of 
palm trees'. When we analyze this documentation about kirat, it is far from the facts and it 
seems to be not more than a guess work. The term kirat cannot be derived from the 
Moabite language spoken in the Mediterranean region. This is because there are many 
myths about the origin of kirat. According to some versions of kirat mythology, kirat 
originated in and around Bara Chhetra, a bank of the Arun River, which lies in Sunsari 
District, eastern Nepal. In this way, it is difficult to conclude that whether kirati migrated 
from the Mediterranean region or somewhere else. 

Kirat is a cover term which includes multiple ethnic groups, namely Rai, Limbu, Yakkha 
and Sunuwar. All of these ethnic groups are subsumed under the kirat.  The term Rai was 
not originally an ethnonym, but the Hindu king conferred the title Rai (rāja N <rājan SK) 
to the chieftains of East Nepal. (Gaenszle 2000:3). Their generation started to call 
themselves ‘Rais' offspring’ (rāikosantān N) and the other people also started to call them 
in this way (rāikosantān N). In the course of time, the title Rai metamorphosed into a 
distinct ethnonym. Rai people basically live in different VDCs (Village Development 
Committee) of Solukhumbu, Okhaldunga, Khotang, Bhojpur, Sangkhuwasava, Dhankuta, 
Pachthar, Ilam, Udayapur but they are settling in different places of the world. It is 
interesting issue to say is that Rais speak more than 23 separate languages but most of the 
Rai languages are undocumented to date and are on the verge of extinction (Rai 2011). 
Similarly, Limbu is another ethnic group under the kirat. The Limbus call themselves as 
Yakthung to refer to both male and female. They call Yakthungba to refer to the male and 
Yakthungmato the female (Tumbahang 2007). They are basically living in different VDCs 
of Dhankuta, Terhathum, Taplejung, Pachthar but now they are settling in different 
places. They have their own language with some dialects and culture. Similarly, Yakkha 
people are also another ethnic group under the kirat. Originally, they live in different 
VDCs of Dhankuta, Sangkhuwasava, Terhathum but they are scattering in different parts 
of Nepal and abroad. Yakkha people have their own language and culture like Limbu. 
Similarly, Sunuwar, also known as koich is another ethnic name. Originally, they live in 
different VDCs of Okhaldhunga, Ramechap districts but they are settling in different 
parts of the world. They have their own language and culture. 

2. Mundum and the ritual language 

The term mundum is etymologically still unidentified but it is widely used as a cover term 
for kirati oral tradition. The word mundum is pronounced differently by different 
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language speakers but there are three varieties which are widely used. They are mundum, 
muddum and mundhum (Rai 2009). Variants of pronunciation happen simply because of 
presence or absence of phoneme. In most of the Kirati  languages, there is no aspirated 
/dh/ sound so they cannot pronounce mundhum. But, Limbu people pronounce it as 
mundhum because of presence of aspirated /dh/ sound in Limbu. I have selected the term 
mundum. There are several interpretations of the mundum in different perspectives but the 
term mundum can be glossed as 'oral tradition', 'ancestral knowledge', or - more generally 
-'traditional way of life' (Gaenszle 2002). This interpretation is very much convincible. 
The mundum is really an oral tradition with ancestral knowledge which helps them to 
memorize the traditional way of life. This orality is transferred from generation to 
generation through the rituals and the rituals are performed by wattong 'knowledgeable 
elder'. 

Mundum is an umbrella concept which basically deals with three things. They are myths, 
rituals and specific language (Rai 2011). Myth and the ritual are not one and the same. 
They are very closely related to each other but they are also different to a certain extent. 
Myths and rituals are two folds of a coin. Each ritual may have its own mythology in the 
sense that any ritual originated from a certain event might have turned into myths in these 
days. Myths are really a traditional narrative which may or may not be the real events. 
Nobody knows about the validity of myths because it is an age-old narrative. In the Kirati  
community, there are several rituals, traditions, beliefs and norms which are based on the 
myths. Myth is one of the strong phenomena among Kirati  people. Sometimes, there may 
be confusion about the importance of myth and ritual. Debate is open for all whether the 
ritual dominates the myth or the myth dominates the ritual. Ritual and myth cannot be 
distinguished easily in some cases because they are closely interwoven and interrelated. 
However, ritual follows myth in majority cases. The main feature of the mundum is myth 
because myth is interesting and important in the Kirati community (Rai 2007). 

Similarly, rituals are a series of actions which are always performed in the same way, 
especially as part of the religious ceremony. Ritual is a part and parcel of human life. 
Human beings cannot be separated from rituals. They go side by side. There are several 
rituals found in every community. Kirati  people are well-off in rituals. Rituals found in 
Kirati  are very interesting because of different features like specific language, setting, 
offering, timing, performance etc. Rituals performed by Kirati people are based on the 
Kirati  myths. Myths narrate the origin, setting, timing, offering, performance of all 
rituals. Some of the issues they answer are: What type of setting is needed? At what time 
these rituals are worshipped? What things are offered and what is the style of 
performance? Such issues can possibly address by myths so rituals are closely associated 
with myths (Rai 2007). 

The last feature of the mundum is the specific language. Language used for daily 
communication is not used in the performance of the rituals. The dowa or wattong 'ritual 
experts' who perform the various types of rites and rituals speak the specific language. 
This specific language is broadly called mundum language. This mundum language is also 
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categorized into two varieties. They are the shamanic language and ritual language. The 
shamanic language is only used by the dowa 'shamans' who possess the deity while 
performing the shamanic session during the night and the ritual language which is spoken 
by not only dowa but also wattong  'knowledgeable elders in the rituals'. The fact is that 
for expressing the ritual language, there is not necessary to be a shaman. The ritual 
language can be expressed by wattong 'knowledgeable elder's and in most of the villages, 
knowledgeable elders are speaking the ritual language (Rai 2011). The shamanic 
language is very difficult to linguistically analyze because of lack of intelligibility 
because they speak the language with playing the drum. They express the shamanic 
language in noisy context. There are a number of studies of the ritual language studied by 
some scholars (Allen 1978, Gaenszle 2002, Rai 2007, 2009, 2011). The ritual language is 
one variety of language which is only used on the occasion of the ritual performance. The 
ritual language is different from the ordinary language to some extent. What many people 
think of it mistakenly is that anybody who speaks the ordinary language can understand 
the ritual language. This is not the fact.  For this case, many studies have shown that the 
ritual language and the ordinary language are not the one and the same but there are a 
number of differences between them (Allen 1978, Gaenszle 2002, Rai 2007). 

3. The ritual language 

As mentioned above, the ritual language is one of the varieties of the mundum language. 
It is totally oral but fixed structured type of the language. The ritual language has four 
major types that are ceremonial dialogues, lay invocations, invocations of the elders, 
ritual texts of the initiated ritual specialists (Gaenszle 2002). This paper does not deal 
with all four types of the ritual language but deals with only invocations of the elders. 
This type of ritual speech plays an important role in rituals. The invocations of the elders, 
here, mean the invocations of the wattong. All elders cannot work as wattong. Those 
knowledgeable elders who can perform the rituals and speak the ritual speech are called 
wattong. Similarly, if somebody who is too young knows about the rituals and can speak 
the ritual speech, he cannot work as wattong. That's why all wattongs are elder but not all 
elders are wattong.   

Invocations of the wattongs include many types of ritual texts which are spoken by the 
wattong. In this type of ritual texts, invocations are used to address to various ancestral 
beings. They might be different deities, hearthstones (Gaenszle 2002). In this paper, I 
analyze the data collected from the Chhintang and Chhulung rituals. Both are sub-ethnic 
of Rai group. They originally settle in Chhintang and Askhisalla VDCs of Dhankuta 
respectively. The word Chhintang is phonetically pronounced as chintaŋ and Chhulung is 
also phonetically pronounced as chɨlɨŋ. But I have used the term Chhintang and Chhulung 
for my writing convenience.  

3.1. Sample texts from Chhintang 

This is a real text which was used to worship the Budhahang deity in Chhintang. This text 
was spoken by chambakmaila (Bhakta Bir Tuprihang Rai). This text is taken from Rai 
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(2007) which was collected by a team of Chhintang Puma Documentation Project 
(CPDP). So, I must be thankful to all who involved to CPDP for this data. For linguistic 
analysis, I have named words from ritual language as C-RL, words from Chhintang 
ordinary language as C and words from Nepali language as N.  

Sample_text_1 
he  parmeswora  misreko  haŋma  thakura   alise 
he      parameśvara  misreko  haŋma  thakura   a-lis-e 
ADDR Lord          FILLER   deity   senior    2-be-PST 
N          N               C-RL       C-RL   C/N    C- C   -C 
Oh. Lord, you became deity. 

Sample_text_2 
warila      kundala      ambira     legura    phuwasa   tamphukpa 
warila       kundala      ambira       legura     phuwasa    taŋphusa 
a_samet    a_ sameta_place a_place  noble  noble 
C-RL       C-RL  C-RL  C-RL C-RL  C-RL 
You became a big deity settled in Ambira and Legura (Akhisalla) 

Sample_text_3 
sirjana          gurjana         tubasa            rakpasa 
sirjana  gurjani  tubasa  rakpasa 
creation  creation          grandfather     great-grandfather 
C/N-RL         C-RL             C-RL  C-RL 
sritaŋma          muntaŋma           siriminethami       taŋma            na      alise 
sritaŋma         muntaŋma       siriminethami         taŋma       na        a-lis-e 
lord.of.luck lord.of.mundum    accepted                head           PTCL 2-be-PST 
C-RL                C-RL   C-RL  C-RL        C        CCC 
 (You became) our ancestors, creator, lord of luck, lord of mundum. 

Sample_text_4 
chãya  chuya  taŋma   na  alise 
chãya            chuya            taŋma       na           a-lis-e 
protection protection     head          PTCL    2-be-PST 
C-RL            C-RL  C-RL         C         C- C  -C 
You became a big deity. 

Sample_text_5  
satte  taŋma baca taŋma na alise 
satya          taŋma  baca        taŋma         na         a-lis-e 
truth             head     promise  head            PTCL    2-be -PST 
C/N              C-RL        C/N    C-RL         C           C- C   -C 
You became the deity of truth and promise. 
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Sample_text_6 
batta  misreko  tuplachoŋ berichoŋ garikana 
batta  misreko  tuplachoŋ berichoŋ        gar -ikana 
that.much     FILLER         banana's.leaf banana.leaf    do -SEQ 
C                 C-RL              C-RLC-RL             N 
(He has) offered things on the banana leaf. 

Sample_text_7 
sibicoŋ  meŋmacoŋ garikana 
sibicoŋ  meŋmacoŋ        gar-ikana 
ginger  gingertip           do -SEQ 
C-RL              C-RL                 N 
(He has) offered ginger. 

Sample_text_8 
acheta           pati    garikana 
achetā            pati     gar -ikana 
sacred.rice     leaf    do -SEQ 
N                   N  N 
(He has) offered sacred rice and holy leaves. 
 
3.2. Sample text from Chhulung 

I myself collected this ritual text during my short field work in Chhulung area in 2011. I 
have identified the words from the Chhulung ritual language as Ch-RL, words from 
Chhulung ordinary language as Ch and words from Nepali as N.  

Sample_text_1 
baba parmeswora khan bhonekona ambirahaŋ lo  
baba parmeswora khan bhoneko-na  ambira-haŋ  lo  
Oh Lord        2s      saying-PTCL  Ambira-king  PTCL 
N N  Ch    N                     Ch-RL  
Oh, Lord you became the king Ambirhang.  

Sample_text_2 
rucchehaŋ lo alisachekina 
rucchehaŋ  loa-lis-a-che-kina 
Rucche-king  PTCL 2-be-PST-d-SEQ 
Ch-RL            Ch 
You became the king Rucchehang. 

Sample_text_3 
khan bhonekona naibakna 
khan bhoneko-na naibak-na 
2s saying-PTCL here-PTCL 
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Ch    N                Ch 
You (are) here.  

Sample_text_4 
kãsi dillima uthapanna alisache 
kãsi  dillima   uthapanna  a-lis-a-che 
place_name   origin         2-be-PST-d 
N      N  N Ch 
You originated in Kasi/Delhi. 

Sample_text_5 
alisache na 
a-lis-a-che  na 
2-be-PST-d  PTCL 
Ch  Ch 
You became (originated there). 

3.3. Ritual nouns 

In the ritual speech, the ritual nouns play an important role. There are some words in the 
sample texts which are not found in the ordinary language. The ritual nouns found in the 
ritual speech can be categorized into two types. They are independent nouns and paired 
nouns. Independent nouns occur alone whereas paired nouns cannot occur alone. Such 
paired nouns are called binomial which will be analyzed next topic (Allen 1978, Gaenszle 
2002, Rai 2007). Both of these nouns are strange even for native speakers. Such archaic 
types of noun are found in the ritual speech. In the sample texts, there are a lot of 
independent and paired ritual nouns. For examples, in Chhintang, amibiraandlegura are 
ritual nouns used to refer to left and right part of Akhisalla VDC of Dhankuta, east Nepal 
respectively. Similarly, another example for paired nouns from Chhintang is 
sibicoŋmeŋmacoŋ which means 'ginger'. sibicoŋmeŋmacoŋ is a typical example of paired 
nouns which cannot be separated to each other. They come together and give a single 
meaning. In ordinary language, ginger is called phidaŋ. In this way, ritual nouns are one 
of the important components of the ritual speech. Same case exactly happens to the 
Chhulung ritual speech.  

In ritual speech, there are different types of nouns except typical ritual nouns.  Some 
nouns are from ordinary language and some nouns are from the Nepali language, a 
national lingua franca. There is no doubt that typical ritual nouns are one of the most 
characteristic features of the ritual language but other nouns from different languages are 
also equally important. In the sample text mentioned above, there are several nouns 
borrowed from the ordinary speaking language and the Nepali language. For examples, 
haŋma is a word found in the Chhintang and Chhulung ritual speech which is borrowed 
from the ordinary language. Similarly, there are Nepali words like parmeswora, baba 
found in the Chhintang and Chhulung ritual speech. Nouns found in the ritual speech are 
very much interesting issues to statistically analysis of the code mixing but the fact is that 
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the typical ritual nouns are being replaced by words from the Nepali and ordinary 
language. While analyzing both Chhintang and Chhulung, Chhulung is more influenced 
by the Nepali language. In traditional counting, out of 18 nouns in the Chhintang ritual 
speech, 3 words were from Nepali, 5 words were from ordinary and 10 were pure ritual 
words. On contrary, in Chhulung, 7 words were from Nepali, 7 words were from ordinary 
and 4 words were ritual words. 

3.4. Binomials 

The term binomial was coined by Nicholas J Allen for the first time in the field of ritual 
language analysis (Allen 1978). The binomial feature makes the mundum texts more 
poetical and different from the ordinary language. The basic characteristic feature of the 
binomials is that two nouns come together without any predictable chance and that they 
cannott stand alone. They are stuck up so closely that they cannot be separated with each 
other. If they are separated, then they become meaningless. Technically, binomials found 
in the ritual speech consist of two-three syllabic limbs, the last syllable of each limb being 
identical’ (Gaenszle 2002).  

According to structure makes up of the binomials, they can be categorized into two types. 
They are regular and irregular (Rai 2007). Regular binomials are of typical binomials 
which strictly follows the technical definition of binomials. For examples, 
tuplachoŋberichoŋ 'tip of the banana leaves' is an example of regular binomial which 
follows the technical definition. Here, tuplachoŋberichoŋ seems to be two nouns but they 
are a paired noun and both of them give a single meaning. If we try to separate one from 
the other, they cannot be meaningful. So, they are closely stuck up to each other and 
tuplachoŋ is a first limb and berichoŋ is a second limb. Both of them have three syllables 
and the last syllable of each limb are identical. This is what is typical characteristic of 
regular binomials. 

On the contrary, irregular binomials are different from regular binomials which are 
several kind of deviations from the ideal form (Gaenszle 2000, Rai 2009). The irregular 
binomials are irregularly structured. It refers to that there is no any typical or regular 
feature which helps to predict its structure. For example, acheta pati is also a type of 
binomial borrowed from Nepali but it does not represent the typical struture of binomials. 

3.5. Ritual verbs 

Verbs used in the ritual language are not interesting because all of them are borrowed 
from either the ordinary language or from the Nepali language. There is no typical verbs 
used in the ritual speech. For examples, alise, garikanaare verbs which have been found 
in the Chintang ritual speech. The verb alise is morphologically broken as a-lis-e.Here, a- 
refers to 2, lis- is stem which means be and -e is a past morpheme. alise is glossed as 'you 
became'. This is simply a feature of the Chhintang ordinary language. Similarly, other 
verb found in the Chhintang ritual speech is garikana which is a Nepali verb. Though it is 
a Nepali verb, it has been a property of Chhintang ritual verb. The verb garikana is 
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morphologically broken as gar-ikana which is glossed as doing because gar refers to 'do' 
and –ikana is a 'sequential marker'. Similarly, same case is found in Chhulung. Verbs in 
the Chhulung ritual speech are borrowed from the ordinary language. For example, 
alisache is morphologically broken as a-lis-a-che which is glossed as 'you two became' 
because a- refers to 2, lis- means 'be' and -a- is a past morpheme and –che refers to dual 
marker. In this way, verbs found in the ritual speech are not so different from the ordinary 
language and they are not so interesting for linguistic analysis. 

3.6. Ritual syntax 

Syntactic features are not so complex in Tibeto-Burman languages in comparison to Indo-
European/Aryan language. Syntax in ritual speech is not much difference from the 
ordinary language. In the ritual speech, all sentences are performed in declarative 
sentence. The interesting thing is that they do not use any kind of honorific construction. 
It can be suspected that there should be honorific construction in sentence construction 
because they are addressing to the deities and recalling ancestors. In sentence 
construction, such features are no observed linguistically so far. But, though there is no 
honorific form, there is a honorific function through the use of subjunctive verb forms 
(Gaenszle et al. 2005). In Chintang, the tenseless verb form is a 'subjunctive', as described 
by Bickel et al. (2007), following the proposal in Bickel (1996) on a parallel form in 
Belhare. This form represents a higher level of politeness and thus an honorific function 
in the Chintang ritual language. In the ritual context, instead of using a straightforward 
imperative (which would be intrusive), a person addresses/requests the deities in the 
second person (sg/d/p) using an ordinary verb in subjunctive form (Rai 2007). For 
example, the verb apuĩsum found in ritual speech is morphologically broken as a- puĩs  -u  
-m which is glossed as 2- produce -3P -2nsA. This construction is translated as 'you (all) 
produced it' but in the ritual speech, it would be understood as 'may you (all) produce it 
(i.e. the crops, etc.). Another important issue of the ritual syntax is clause combining. 
There are two type of clause combining. They are non-finite clauses and finite clauses. 
The most common type of clause combining found in the ritual speech is converb and 
sequential which are the same as found in the ordinary language.     

4. Conclusion 
Kirati people have their own culture guided by the mundum. While performing any type 
of rituals, they use a distinct language which is called Kirati  ritual language. There are 
four ethnic groups with more than 26 different languages. They have their own separate 
ritual practices and ritual language. This study is based on the two linguistic groups. They 
are Chhintang and Chhulung who originally settlle in Chhintang and Akhisalla VDC of 
Dhankuta, east Nepal.  

The ritual language is a distinct type of language which is spoken to perform any kind of 
ritual performances. It cannot be spoken by everybody but spoken by only the 
knowledgeable elders. It has a lot of archaic types of nouns which would be interesting to 
morpho-semantically analyze and can help us to find out the tradition way of their life 
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and ancestral knowledge. It is really different from the ordinary language to some extent 
because it is a formal structuredness, a melodic, well balanced and pleasant form of 
speaking and poetic parallelism and follows certain rules (Gaenszle 2002).  

In Chhintang and Chhulung ritual speech, a few elders are using the ritual language but 
they have forgotten many things. As a result, they are mixing many words from the 
ordinary language and the Nepali language. That is sad news for anybody who wants to 
study the oral practice and tradition. In comparison between them, Chhintang is relatively 
safe in maintaining their ritual practices including language than that of Chhulung. In the 
Kirati  ritual language including Chhintang and Chhulung, verbs and syntax are not so 
interesting for scientific analysis whereas nouns are so interesting. Specially, binomials 
are unique properties of the ritual language and too complex structurally. So, it is very 
much interesting to study the binomials morpho-semantically.   
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SOME SOCIOLINGUISTIC AND MORPHOSYNTACTIC  
FEATURES IN DUMI  

NETRA MANI RAI  

 

Dumi is a less described Kirati language of the Rai group. The word order phenomenon 
in this language is of SOV pattern. This language exhibits a consistently ergative-
absolutive case marking system. Including the glottal stop, there are 26 consonants and 
seven phonemic vowels in Dumi. The maximum syllable structure is (C1) (C2) (G) V (X), 
where G is a glide and ‘X’ is a consonant or a vowel. Dumi children are compelled to 
read and write in Nepali or English. However, the Dumi language will survive if the 
Dumi people continue to speak, read and write in their mother tongue.   

Keywords: Pronominalizing, multilingualism, morphosyntax, phonological, literacy 

1. Introduction 

Dumi is a less described Kirati language of the Rai group. Among 27 different Kirat 
speech communities, Dumi belongs to the western Kirati group of the Eastern Himalayish 
sub-branch of the Tibeto-Burman branch under the Sino-Tibetan family. It is a preliterate 
language spoken by an indigenous nationality referred to as ‘Dumi Rai’ inhabiting the 
hilly region of Khotang district. Dumi is one of the pronominalizing Kirati languages of 
the Rai group, carrying person and number indices in the verb root, sometimes for the 
agent/patient participant. In the case of the multilingual setting of the 24 different Kirati 
languages of the Rai group (CBS, 2011), there is a complication in determining where one 
language split-ends and another begins.  

The original homeland of the Dumi spreads over the Northern Khotang district in the 
Sagarmatha zone of the Eastern  Nepal. In addition, there are many Dumi people who are 
living around their homeland, viz., Maheshwori or Ribdung-Raigaun, Sungdel, Patheka, 
Phedi, Kubhinde, Baspani, Diktel, Khartamchha, Nerpa, Haunchur and Lamidanda, etc. 
Dumis are also found to have been living in a small number in different parts of West 
Bengal, viz., Darjeeling, Kalingpong, Sikkim, Kharsang, etc. Likewise, other countries 
like Bhutan, Burma (Myanmar), Hong-Kong, the United States of America, the United 
Kingdom, Canada, etc. 

This paper is organized into the five sections. Section 1 presents general idea about the 
Dumi people and their mother tongue. We present a brief overview of morphosyntax in 
section 2. In section 3, we describe about some phonological issues. Section 4 deals with 
literacy and future of this language. Finally, section 5 summarizes the findings of the 
paper.  
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1.1 The people 

Dumi is an ethnonym and a loconym referring to both the Dumi community and the 
language they speak. Among the multilingual Kirat Rai communities, Dumi is one of the 
minority language groups that belong to the western Kirat of Nepal (Hanβon, 1991:33). 
The resource persons from the Dumi speech community claim that the dialectic meaning 
of the term ‘Dumi’ indicates multi-meanings like ‘meeting together’, ‘association’, 
‘coming into contact’, etc. The Dumi people use Dumi Radu ‘Dumi Rai’ as an endonym 
in their mother tongue, which is the name most exclusively used for both the language 
and its speakers. In citing the chronicles from the Kirat Rai ancestral records, some Dumi 
people claim that the word 'Dumi' signifies a person’s name (or an ancestral) Tumsoli.  

1.2 Distribution 

The Dumi settlements are concentrated in the Rawakhola valley in the Northern Khotang 
district. In the surrounding of the confluence of Rawa and Tap River, around 6,000 Dumi 
people are found, distributed over five distinct areas Kharmi, Jalapa, Baksila, Sapteshwor 
and Makpa, abbreviated as 'Kha.Ja.Ba.Sa.Ma'. Among these main areas, there is a gradual 
order of decreasing numbers in the retention of the Dumi language. Besides, there is a 
minority of Dumi speakers in other certain areas like Maheshwori (Ribdung-Raigaun), 
Sungdel, Patheka, Phedi, Hacheka (Kubhinde), Baspani, Diktel, Khartamchha, Nerpa, 
Haunchur, Lamidanda, etc. The total population of the Dumi people is 12,000 in Nepal 
(Eppele et al. 2012:45). According to the latest CBS report 2011, the total Dumi 
population is 7,638 of which only 2,500 (i.e., 32.7%) of the total population of Dumi 
speak this language as their mother tongue (Ethnologue 2012:45). Hanβon (1993:34) 
mentions the number of Dumi speakers about 1,000 to 2,000, with a strong tendency of 
gradual decreasing.  

Majority of the Dumi speakers are from some villages of the Makpa area, viz., Norung, 
Lumdu-Chhuka, Ilim, Bepla, Bakchuwa, Lewa, Chaintar, etc. whereas a very limited of 
them are from the other areas like Jalapa, Baksila, Kharmi and Sapteshwor in the 
adjoining areas.The sociolinguistic survey report (2014) mentions that among the three 
varieties: (1) Makpa; (2) Jalapa + Kharmi; and (3) Baksila + Sapteshwor, retention of this 
language in Jalapa, Kharmi, Baksila, Sapteshwor and Kubhinde as compared to Makpa 
area is very low. In this regard, Dumi, in all its varieties, is spoken in the territory 
abutting the Rava-Tap rivers and their confluence and upstream from there. All these 
varieties are spoken in the adjoining area to one another, separated by uninhabited hill 
barriers between 1,400 to 2,100 meters in altitude. 

1.3 Multilingualism 

Multilingualism is a common phenomenon in a multilingual country like Nepal. It is 
found in the Dumi speech community that they speak both the Dumi and Nepali 
languages equally well. The geographical boundary of the Dumi speaking area includes 
other Kirat Rai communities like Thulung [tdh], Khaling [klr], Koyu/Koyee [kkt], 
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Sampang [rav], Nachhiring [ncd], Chamling [rab], etc. In the Dumi homeland, other 
Kirati languages are considered as the second languages. For example, Thulung and 
Nachhiring languages are spoken in the Makpa area; Koyu/Koyee and Sampang 
languages are spoken in the Baksila area; and Sampang and Chamling languages are 
spoken in the Kharmi area.On the other hand, lack of an awareness program and due to 
heavy influence, the majority of the Dumi speakers are gradually shifting to the dominant 
language (Nepali). 

1.4 Dialectal variation 

Eppele et al. (2012: 45-46) identify Dumi with the ISO code [639-3: dus] and claim that 
there are three dialects: Kharbari (i.e., Jalapa), Lamdija (i.e., Baksila) and Makhipa (i.e., 
Makpa).On the other hand, Hanßon (1991:34) claims that the most characteristic western 
dialect is the Makpa dialect, whereas the Baksila dialect (also known as ‘Sotmali’) can be 
considered the most characteristic eastern dialect. The ‘Kharbari’ dialect can be 
considered intermediate, whereas the Hacheka seems to have more in common with the 
Lamdija dialect.’ In brief, there seems to be two distinct geographical dialects in Dumi as 
the western (i.e., Makpa and Jalapa) and eastern (Sapteshwor, Baksila and Kharmi) 
dialects. However, this study has identified main three varieties in Dumi: (i) Makpa 
variety: spoken in the north-western; (ii) Baksila variety: spoken in the north-eastern; and 
(iii) Jalapa variety: spoken in the southern part of the Dumi homeland. 

So far as the dialectal variations of Dumi are concerned, van Driem (1993:4) states in this 
way that ‘the main area of Dumi has been found in the Northern Khotang district, in the 
hill area of the Rawakhola valley. He sub-divides Dumi into four dialects: surrounding 
the confluence in Sapteshwor (i.e., identical with the idiom ‘Brasmi’ in the LSN 
materials), south of the Tap and Rawa river (i.e., ‘Kharbari’ dialect that comprises 
Sasarka and Kubhinde) and Kharmi (i.e., the area in which Dumi is said to have become 
nearly extinct). Despite the various Dumi dialects, the term Dumi denotes one and only 
one minority Dumi speech community. The most easily identified differences between 
the Makpa variety versus the varieties spoken further south area are in the lexicon, 
especially in the nouns and adjectives and in the pronunciation as well. 

1.5 Genetic affiliation 

In this section, we first review the attempts made to classify the Dumi language. It has a 
different classification of the Kirati languages, which are classified as Sino-Tibetan, 
Tibeto-Burman, Himalayish, Western Kirati (Koi-Wayu), Western Kirati, marginal 
northern sub-group, Dumi (dumi boʔo, dumi bro), etc. with main three dialects: Eastern 
(with Sotmali), which is also considered as the Baksila and Sapteshwor area; Western 
(Makpa), which is also known as distinct variation in Dumi;  Southern (with Brasmi, 
nearly extinct). Similarly,  Khaling (Khaling bra) and Koyee (Koi boʔo, Koyu boʔ), two 
closed neighbouring Kirati languages of the Rai group.  
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He claims that Dumi’s closest relatives appear to be Khaling and Koyee. Although the 
genetic classification under the Sino-Tibetan family has been done up to the Eastern 
Himalayish group, there is not any clear cut genetic classification among the Kirati 
languages of the Rai group, and so is true for the Dumi language. Linguistically, Dumi is 
closer to Khaling and Koyee though Michailovsky (2012:49) claims that Dumi is closer 
to Khaling, Thulung and Bahing. Based on Bradley (2002:16-19), Dumi has been 
classified as a member of a group referred to as ‘Rai’ Kirati under the Bodic section of 
East Himalayish as in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: Linguistic affiliation of Dumi 

 

Source: Eppele et al. (2012), LinSuN 

1.6 Previous researches and literature 

There are only a few works dealing with the Dumi people, their rituals, culture and 
language. These works describe some aspects of the sociolinguistics, phonology, 
morphology and syntax of the language apart from the other related aspects of this speech 
community. The reviews of the linguistic researches which have been carried out in the 
Dumi language till now are as follows: 

Hodgson (1828) is the first study which provides basic information about two dozen 
Kirati languages. In addition, Hodgson (1857: 351-372, 1880: 194-215) is credited to be 
the first to recognize the separate forms for the dual, and also double sets of the dual and 
the plural of the first person together with inclusive and exclusive distinction.  
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He introduced the ‘Dumi’ word in his grammatical notes and there is also a text labeled 
‘Rai’ in the Linguistic Survey of India, which was collected in Dumi (Grierson 1909, III 
(I): 372-381). Later, he published a comparative vocabulary of 28 T-B languages and the 
sketch grammars of a few languages of the same genetic stock. 

Grierson (1909: 372-381) incorporated several minority languages of Nepal like Dumi in 
the substantial Linguistic Survey of India, though he relied on earlier research and did not 
provide sufficient information about this language. Benedict (1972) is an extensive work 
on the Tibeto-Burman languages like Dumi. It presents comparative phonological 
features of the T-B languages and makes a phonological reconstruction of Proto-Tibeto-
Burman.  

Toba (1973), with the collection of words consisting of the Swadesh 100 wordlist, claims 
that Kharbari (i.e. Jalapa) dialect seems to be more common with the Makpa dialect 
which is absolutely true. Similarly, the Sapteshwor dialect is related to the Jalapa dialect 
in many aspects. Likewise, the Kubhinde dialect seems to be closer to the Baksila dialect. 
Hansson (1991: 33) is an extensive work on the Dumi language that presents a peculiar 
scenario about Dumi.  

van Driem (1993) is the first comprehensive study which provides descriptive 
grammatical categories of Dumi. His analysis of the Dumi language is a traditional 
descriptive model which is the first linguistic-based grammar ever prepared about the 
Dumi language in Baksila Dumi (i.e., Halkhum area) following a systematic linguistic 
tradition.  

Rai and Paudel (2008) is the first study based on Makpa Dumi which provides an 
overview of the Dumi language as the fundamental background to the report of ‘The 
Documentation of the Dumi Language’. Rai and Thokar (2014) present the linguistic and 
sociolinguistic background information about the Dumi language in the survey report 
carried out by ‘LinSuN’. It is found that the Dumi language has been retained in three 
generations only in some villages like Norung, Lumdu-Chhuka, Ilim, Makpa, Bepla, 
Bakchuwa, Lewa, Chaintar, etc. in the Makpa area.  

Rai (2016) is a recent Dumi Grammar based on the Doctoral dissertation that provides the 
detailed linguistic insight from functional typological approach. Eppele et al. (2012: 45) 
categorizes Dumi as EGIDS 7 (shifting) by assessing the level of endangerment. It 
classifies Dumi in the western Kirati Rai language of Himalayan group that belongs to the 
Tibeto-Burman branch under the Sino-Tibetan language family. Thus the available works 
on the Dumi language are Hodgson (1828), Hodgson (1857), Grierson (1909), Benedict 
(1972), Toba (1973), Hansson (1991), van Driem (1993), Toba et al. (2002), Boyd 
(1988), Yadava (2004), Rai and Paudel (2008), Rai (2008), Eppele et al. (2012), Rai and 
Thokar (2013), Rai (2016), etc. These works so far reviewed have assisted the 
understanding of the existing features of the Dumi language.  
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2. Morphosyntax 

In this sub-topic, we concentrate on some morphosyntactic issues like (2.1) constituent 
order, (2.2) grammatical relation and case marking and (2.3) Verb paradigms. 

2.1 Constituent order 

In Dumi, the word order phenomenon is an SOV pattern. The order of the constituents of a 
simple transitive clause, viz., S (Subject), O (Object) and V (Verb) may be permuted from 
their stipulated places as illustrated in (1). 
 

(1) a. najema si tuŋu  (SOV) 
  najem-a si tuŋ-u  
  Nayem-ERG rice drink-3SG.PST  
  ‘Nayem drank tea.’ 
 b. najema tuŋu si (SVO) 
  najem-a tuŋ-u si  
  Nayem-ERG drink-3SG.PST tea  
 c. tuŋunajema si (VSO) 
  tuŋ-u najem-a si  
  drink-3SG.PST Nayem-ERG tea  
 d. tuŋu si najema  (VOS) 
  tuŋ-u si najem-a  
  drink-3SG.PST tea Nayem-ERG 
 e. si najema tuŋu (OSV) 
  si najem-a tuŋ-u  
  tea Nayem-ERG drink-3SG.PST  
 f. si tuŋu najema (OVS) 
  si tuŋ-u najem-a  
  tea drink-3SG.PST Nayem-ERG  

It is to be noted that all the six logically possible clauses (1a-f) are acceptable in Dumi. 
However, we can argue that SOV in (1a) is the neutral/basic constituent order in this 
language. The native speakers have a strong feeling that SOV is the basic word-order. The 
clauses in (1b-f) show the permutation of the constituents in the simple transitive clause. 
However, the change in order generally triggers a change in the meaning of the 
permutated elements from its stipulated place. 

2.2 Grammatical relation and case marking 

In this sub-section, we discuss about the two consecutive topics (2.2.1) grammatical 
relation and (2.2.2) case marking.  
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2.2.1 Grammatical relation 

The nominal case markers mark different grammatical relations. Typically, the nouns 
refer to the notion of the things, places, persons and animals, and the abstract entities like 
love, honesty, willingness, etc. Givón (1984:63) mentions distributionally, the nouns can 
function as the head of the noun phrase and perform the syntactic roles. This condition is 
applicable to Dumi too as illustrated in (2). 

(2) a. lamdubi donpo minua anilai ajirtʰiŋum gʌ 
  lamdu-bi don-po minu-a 
  way-LOC see-GEN man-ERG 
  ani-lai a-jir -tʰiŋ-um gʌ 
  2SG-DAT 3SG-scold-PROG-PRF be.PST 
  ‘The man (whom we) saw on the way was scolding you.’ 
 b. apo duspi lʌsbatsu hʌlʌ 
  a-po duspi lʌsbatsu hʌlʌ 
  2SG-GEN elder son arrive.PST 
   ‘Your elder son arrived.’ 
 c. rʌtepaa rʌbʌ kh itˢi  koksidi 
  rʌtepa-a rʌbʌ kʰitˢi  
  Nanahang-ERG nearly thief 
  jʌm-sid-i   
  hit-kill -3SG.PST   
  ‘Ratipa nearly hit the thief to death.’ 
 d. tˢʰemso tshemso ŋa silpu lupdeti 
  ts ʰem-so tsʰem-so ŋa silpu 
  coax-SIM REDUP EMPH bird 
  lup-det-i   
  catch-AMBL -3SG.PST   
  ‘(He) caught the bird at the spot by coaxing.’ 

Examples (2a-d) show the different roles of the nouns. In (2a), the noun minu ‘man’ 
functions as the head of the noun phrase lamdubi donpo minu ‘the man whom we saw on 
the way’, and the noun phrase apo duspi lʌsbatsu ‘your elder son’ in (2b) functions as the 
subject role in the clause. Similarly, the proper noun rʌtepa ‘Ratepa’ in (2c) plays the 
semantic role of agent, and the noun kʰitˢi‘thief’ plays that of object. Likewise, the noun 
silpu ‘bird’ functions as the object role in (2d).  

The nouns can also have the grammatical relations like subject (S) and object (O) as 
illustrated in (3). 

(3) a. tomaa upelai sikhʌndi 
  toma-a u-pe-lai  
  eldest female sibling-ERG 3SG.POSS-e.brother-DAT  
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  sikh ʌnd-i   
  greet-3SG.PST   
  ‘Eldest female sibling greeted her elder brother.’ 
 b. ad azka umlai lutto 
  adazka  um-lai lut-t-o 
  later on 3SG-DAT tell-NPST-1SG 
  ‘I shall tell him later on.’ 

Example (3a) consists of two noun phrases toma‘eldest female sibling’ and pepe ‘elder 
brother’. In the matrix clause, toma ‘eldest female sibling’ preceding the object upe ‘her 
elder brother’ functions as the subject, whereas upe ‘her elder brother’ preceding the 
finite verb sikh ʌndi ‘greeted’, functions as the object. Similarly, in (3b), the noun phrases 
umlai ‘to him’ preceding the finite verb lutto ‘(I) shall tell him’, functions as the patient. 

2.2.2 Case marking 

In general, case is considered as a syntactic as well as morphological category of the noun 
phrase. In a clause or sentence, case markers establish the functional (or semantic) 
relation of the arguments with the predicate. Dumi exhibits a consistently ergative-
absolutive case marking system. Givón (200:208) notes that system is governed by the 
principle of transitivity which primarily codes the syntactic distinction between the 
transitive and intransitive clauses.  

The subject of the transitive clause displays ergative case marking. However, the direct 
object of the transitive clause shares the absolutive case marking as illustrated in (4). 

(4) Transitive clause 
 a. uma daz kh ipti 
  um-a daz-ø kh ipt-i 
  3SG-ERG rice-ABS cook-3SG.PST 
  ‘She cooked rice.’ 
 b. pwaŋmaa uspu lupuh 
  pwaŋma-a uspu-ø lup -hu 
  snake-ERG rat-ABS catch-3SG.PST 
  ‘The cat caught a rat.’ 

In examples (4a, b), the subjects of the transitive clause um ‘she’, pwaŋma ‘cat’ are 
marked by the ergative marker -a,whereas the direct objects of the transitive clause 
dᶻa‘rice’ and rat ‘rat’ are not marked (or zero marked ‘-ø’) yet.  

The direct object of the transitive and the subject of the intransitive clause share the 
absolutive case marking as illustrated in (5). 

(5) Intransitive clause 
 a. um re 
  um-ø re 
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  3SG-ABS laugh.3SG.PST 
  ‘He laughed.’  
 b. kh liba hukhu 
  kʰliba-ø hukh-u 
  dog-ABS bark-3SG.PST 
  ‘The dog barked.’  

In examples (5a, b), the subjects of intransitive clause um ‘he’ in (5a) and kʰliba ‘dog’ in 
(5b) are zero-marked ‘-ø’. Like other Kirati languages: Bantawa (Rai 1985), Chamling 
(Ebert, 1997) and Koyee (Rai, 2015), Dumi also exhibits other relational functions, viz., 
instrumental, dative, comitative, ablative, genitive, locative, allative, inessive and path. 
These are illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1: Case inflections and their relational functions 

Case inflections Relational functions Label (gloss) 
-a Ergative/Instrumental ERG/INST 
-lai Dative/Benefactive DAT/BEN 
-po Genitive GEN  
-kajo Comitative COM  
-la Ablative ABL  
o-/a-/u- Possessive POSS  
-bi Locative LOC  
-hu Allative ALL  
-gobi Inessive INES  
-la/-lam Path PATH 

2.2.3 Case inflections and their relational functions 

The case inflections and their relational functions are discussed as follows:  

(a) Ergative <-a>  
MORPH: <-a>   
LABEL: -ERG 

Dumi does not exhibit split-ergativity. Irrespective of tense-aspect or person, the case 
inflection, -aexclusively marks the subject of the transitive clause as illustrated in (6). 

(6) (i) Past tense 
 a. uma kʌ dapti 
  um-a kʌ  dapt-i 
  3SG-ERG curry taste-3SG.PST 
  ‘She tested curry.’ 
 b. uma dudu hʌpti 
  um-a dudu hʌpt-i 
  3SG-ERG milk drink-3SG.PST 
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  ‘He drank milk.’ 
 (ii) Non-past tense 
 a. umakʌ kh ipta 
  um-a kʌ kʰipt-a 
  3SG-ERG curry cook-3SG.NPST 
  ‘She cooks/will cook curry.’ 
 b. uma dudu hʌpta 
  um-a dudu hʌpt-a 
  3SG-ERG milk drink-3SG.NPST 
  ‘He drinks/will drink milk.’ 

In examples (6-i), the subjects um ‘she’ of the transitive clauses, irrespective of tense-
aspect or person, are marked by the ergative marker -a. Likewise, in examples (6-ii) the 
subjects um ‘he’ of the transitive clauses, irrespective of tense-aspect or person, are 
marked by the ergative marker -a. 

(b) Instrumental: <-a> 
MORPH: <-a>   
LABEL: -INST 

The case inflection -a is also affixed to the nouns to code implement (i.e., a tool, 
inanimate), by which an agent accomplishes an action as illustrated in (7). 

(7) a. ganpaa pʌndia sɨ: tˢumu 
  ganpa-a pʌndi-a sɨ:  ts um-u 
  Ganpa-ERG axe-INST wood chop-3SG.PST 
  ‘Ganpa chopped the wood with an axe.’ 
 b. nakimaa lopeha grʌnʌm jali 
  nakima-a lop eh-a grʌnʌm jal-i 
  Nakima-ERG ladle-INST nettle press-3SG.PST 
  ‘Nakima pressed the nettle with a ladle.’ 

In examples (7a, b), pʌndia ‘with an axe’ in (7a) andlopʰea ‘with a ladle’ in (7b) the case 
inflection -a marks the instrumental case. 

(c) Locative <-bi> 

MORPH: <-bi>   

LABEL: -LABEL  

The case inflection -biis secondarily used to mark the location of a thing or a person. It 
indicates a place or a destination as illustrated in (8). 

(8) a. betho gatthats obi mota 
  betho gattha-tˢobi go-t-a 
  khukuri shed-LOC be-NPST-3SG 
  ‘The khukuri is on the shed.’ 
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 b. lamdubi biɁ mota 
  lamdu-bi biɁ mo-t-a 
  way-LOC cow be-NPST-3SG 
  ‘On the way, there is a cow.’ 

In examples (8a, b), case inflection -bi in gatth ats obi ‘on the shed’ in (8a), lamdubi‘on the 
way’ in (8b), marks exclusively the locative case. Like Bantawa (Rai, 1985:69), Dumi has 
locative markers in accordance with the direction as in the Table 2. 

Table 2: The directional locative markers 

Directions High Even Low suffixes Remarks 

North + - - -tu higher level 

South - - + -ju lower level 

East/West - + - -ja even (same) level 

Neutral - - - -bi directionless 

The information given in Table 2 can be explained with the help of Figure 2.  

Figure 2: The directional locative markers 

 

Locative at higher level <-tu> 
MORPH: <-tu>   
LABEL: LOC (higher)  

The case inflection -tu, is primarily used to mark the location of the things or entities or 
persons at a higher level as listed in (9). 

(9) suffix /-tu/ ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘at’ (higher level) 
 a. kim-tu/-ti ‘at home (above)’ 
 b. ma-(p)-tu/-ti ‘over there (above)’ 
 c. tˢo-(p)-tu/-ti ‘at the top (above)’ 
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In example (9a-c), the locative case inflection in higher level in kim-tu ‘at home (above)’ 
in (9a), ma-(p)-tu‘over there (above)’ in (9b) and tˢo-(p)-tu ‘at the top (above)’ in (9c) is 
marked by the locative marker -tu/-ti at the higher level. 

Locative at lower level <-ju> 
MORPH: <-ju> 
LABEL: LOC (lower)  

The case inflection -ju, is primarily used to mark the location of the things or entities or 
persons at the lower level as in (10). 

(10) suffix /-ju/ ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘at’ (lower level) 

 a. kim-ju ‘at home (below)’ 

 b. waje-ju ‘in the Terai (below)’ 

 c. pʰar-ju ‘at the bottom (below)’ 

In examples (10a-c), the locative case inflection in lower level in kim-ju ‘at home 
(below)’ in (10a), waje-ju ‘in the Terai (below)’ in (10b), pʰar-ju ‘at the bottom (below)’ 
in (10c) is marked by the locative marker -ju to indicate the existence of any object at the 
lower level. 

Locative at the same (or even) level <-ja> 
MORPH: <-ja> 
LABEL: LOC (even/same level)  

The case inflection -ja, is primarily used to mark the location of the things or persons at 
the same or even level as in (11). 

(11) suffix /-ja/ ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘at’ (even/same level) 

 a. kim-ja ‘at home’ (even level) 

 b. ta-ja ‘this side’ or ‘here’ (even level)  

 c. ma-ja ‘that side’ or ‘there’ (even level) 

In examples (11a-c), the locative case inflection at the same level in kim-ja ‘at home 
(same level)’ in (11a), ta-ja ‘this side/here (even level)’ in (11b) and ma-ja ‘that 
side/there (even level)’ in (11c) is marked by the locative marker -ja at the same level. 

Locative <-bi>(directionless) 
MORPH: <-bi> 
LABEL: LOC (directionless) 

The case inflection -bi, is primarily used to mark the location of the things or entities or 
persons in any direction as shown in (12). 

(12) suffix -bi ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘at’ (directionless) 
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 a. kim-bi ‘at home’ 

 b. del-bi ‘in the village’ 

 c. nu:-bi ‘in mind’ 

In examples (12a-c), the locative case inflection at any direction in kim-bi ‘at home’ in 
(12a), del-bi ‘in the village’ in (12b) and nu:-bi ‘in mind’ in (12c) is marked by the 
locative marker -bi in directionless situation. 

(d) Benefactive <-lai> 
MORPH: <-lai> 
LABEL: -BEN 

Apart from the primary function of coding the locative case, the case inflection -laiis also 
used to mark the nominals which are affected by the action of the agent as illustrated in (13). 

(13) a. uma pihtikoulaisodaz bi 
  um-a p ihtikou-lai 
  3SG-ERG beggar-BEN 
  sodaz  bi 
  money give.3SG.PST 
  ‘He gave money to the beggar.’ 
 b. jumpiautsulai sumupo su bi 
  jumpi-a u-tˢu-lai  
  youngest sibling-ERG 3SG.POSS-child-BEN  
  sumu-po su  bi  
  deer-GEN meat give.3SG.PST 
 ‘The youngest sibling gave pheasant meat to her child.’ 

In example (13a), the benefactive nominal p ihtikou ‘beggar’ and in (13b), uts u ‘her child’ 
are marked by the benefactive case inflection -lai. 

(e) Dative <-lai> 
MORPH/S: <-lai> 
LABEL: -DAT 

The dative case is marked by the inflection -lai. In an ergative-absolutive language like 
Thulung (Allen, 1975:92), Chamling (Ebert, 1997:46) and Bhujel (Regmi, 2007:158), the 
direct objects (i.e., patients) are not theoretically overtly marked. However, the human 
patient nouns or direct object nouns in a transitive clause are marked by the case 
inflection -laias illustrated in (14).  

(14) a. kʰitˢia aŋulai adukho 
  kʰitˢi-a  aŋu-lai a-dukh -o 
  thief-ERG 1SG-DAT 3SG-see-1SG.PST 
  ‘The thief saw me.’ 
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 b. pwaŋmaa uspulai kimgobi sidi 
  pwaŋma-a  uspu-lai kim-gobi sid-i 
  cat-ERG rat-DAT • house-LOC kill -3SG.PST 
  ‘The cat killed a rat inside the house.’ 

In examples (14a, b), aŋu ‘I’ in (14a), uspu ‘rat’ in (14b), all the patients are marked by 
the case inflection -lai. Such marking is referred to as an anti-dative marking. It is, 
however, glossed as the dative case.  

(f) Genitive <-po> 
MORPH: <-po> 
LABEL:-GEN 

The case inflection -po is used to mark the genitive case as illustrated in (15). 

(15) a. pʰũlibi  sisilapo jʌ gʌtʰiŋu 
  pʰũli-bi  sisila-po jʌ gʌ-tʰiŋ-u 
  cave-LOC swallow-GEN nest exist-HAB-PST 
  ‘There was a swallow’s nest in the cave.’ 
 b. mʌjo ŋa sisilapo tsu biri 
  mʌjo  ŋa sisila-po    
  at that time FOC swallow-GEN  
  ts u bir-i    
  baby fly-3SG.PST   
  ‘At that time, the swallow’s baby flew.’ 

In examples (15a, b), the case inflection -po ‘of’ in sisila-po ‘swallow's’ in (15a, b), 
marks the genitive case. 

(g) Possessive <o->, <a-> and <u-> 
MORPH/S: <o->, <a->  and <u-> 
LABEL:-POSS 

The singular personal pronouns: aŋu, ani and umshow corresponding possessive prefixes 
<o->, <a-> and <u->, e.g. o-kʌpʰu ‘my face’, a-kʌpʰu ‘your face’, u-kʌpʰu ‘her/his face’, 
etc. The possessive personal prefixes are well illustrated by the verb dok ‘to see’ as in 
(16). 
(16) a. aŋua okim  doktu 
  aŋu-a o-kim dokt-u 
  1SG-ERG 1SG.POSS-house see-1SG.PST 
  ‘I saw my house.’ 
 b. ania akim adokti 
  ani-a a-kim a-dokt-i 
  2SG-ERG 2SG.POSS-house 2SG-see-2SG.PST 
  ‘You (SG) saw your house.’ 
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 c. uma ukim dokti 
  um-a  u-kim dokt-i 
  3SG-ERG 3SG.POSS-house see-3SG.PST 
  ‘S/he saw her/his house.’ 

In examples (16a-c), the respective case inflection <o->, <a-> and <u-> (i.e., my, your, 
his/her) in o-kim ‘my house’ in (16a), a-kim ‘your house’ in (16b), u-kim ‘his/her house’ 
in (16c) mark the possessive case. 

(h) Ablative <-lamka/-laka> 
MORPH: <-lamka/laka> 
LABEL: -ABL  

The case inflection -lamka/laka marks the ablative case as illustrated in (17). 
(17) a. dʰamrolaka biɁ  th iju 
  d ahmro-laka biɁ tʰi-(j)u 
  cliff -ABL  cow fall down-3SG.PST 
  ‘The cow fell down from the cliff.’ 
 c. uma dusulamka sodᶻa lokkhu hudi 
  um-a dusu-lamka sodaz 
  3SG-ERG friend-ABL  money  
  lokkʰu  hud (*t)-i    
  borrow bring-3SG.PST   
  ‘She borrowed money from her friend.’ 

In examples (17a, b), the case inflection -lamka/laka ‘from’ in dʰamro-laka ‘from the 
cliff’ in (17a), dusu-lamka ‘from her/his friend’ in (17b), has been used to mark the 
ablative case. 

(i) Comitative<-kajo> 
MORPH: <-kajo> 
LABEL: -COM 

The case inflection -kajo is used to express accompaniment (i.e., comitative) as illustrated 
in (18). 
(18) a. um anikajo khusta 
  um ani-kajo kʰus-t-a 
  3SG 2SG-COM go-NPST-3SG 
  ‘He will go with you.’ 
 b. aŋukajo tejo sodaz maŋgu 
  aŋu-kajo tejo sodaz ma-ŋgu 
  1SG-COM now money NEG-be 
  ‘I do not have money now.’ 

In examples (18a, b), the case inflection -kajo ‘with’ ani-kajo ‘with you’ in (18a), aŋu-
kajo ‘with me’ in (18b), has been used to mark the comitative case. 
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(j) Allative <- hu> 
MORPH: <-hu> 
LABEL: -ALL  

The case inflection -hu marks the allative case as illustrated in (19). 
(19) a. tˢu:tˢu kawahu khuts i 
  ts u:ts u kawa-hu kh uts -i 
  child river-ALL  go-3SG.PST 
  ‘The child went towards the river.’ 
 b. buplo daulohu buli 
  buplo daulo-hu bul-i 
  chick hearth-ALL  rush-3SG.PST 
  ‘The chick rushed towards the hearth.’ 

In examples (19a, b), the case inflection -hu ‘towards’ in kawa-hu ‘towards the river’ in 
(19a), daulo-hu ‘towards the hearth’ in (19b), is used to mark the allative case. 

(k) Inessive <-gobi> 
MORPH: <-gobi> 
LABEL: -INES 

The case inflection -gobimarks the inessive case as illustrated in (20). 
(20) a. tˢu:tˢu saulogobi sulsi 
  ts u:ts u saulo-gobi suls-i 
  child  jungle-INES hide-3SG.PST 
  ‘The child hid inside the jungle.’ 
 b. nuru pʰũligobi brusta 
  nuru pʰũli-gobi brus-t-a 
  tiger  cave-INES roar-NPST-3SG 
  ‘The tiger roars inside the cave.’ 

In examples (20a, b), the case inflection -gobi‘inside’ in saulo-gobi ‘inside the jungle’ in 
(20a), pʰũli-gobi ‘inside the cave’ in (20b) is used to mark the inessive case. 

(l) Path <-la> 
MORPH: <-la> 
LABEL: -PATH 

The case inflection -la marks the path as illustrated in (21). 
(21) a.  majala mono tajala khuts a 
  maja-la  mono taja-la 
  that way-through not this way-through 
  kʰuts -a   
  go-2SG.IMP   
  ‘Not through that way, go through this way.’ 
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 b. um khʌmla tambi piju 
  um khʌm-la tambi pi-(j)u 
  3SG where-through here come-2SG.PST 
  ‘Through which way, did he come here?’ 

In examples (21a,b), the case inflection -la ‘through’ in maja-la ‘that way-through’, taja-
la ‘this way-through’ in (21a), kʰʌm-la ‘which way-through’ in (21b), is used to mark the 
path case. Sometimes, the inflection -la is alternativelyused as -lam. 

2.3 Verb paradigms 

To illustrate how subject agreement in Dumi is expressed in the verb system, consider the 
following verb paradigm which is representative of all Dumi verb paradigms: Inflections 
of the verb tˢʌpt ‘write’ is presented in Table 3 as a common example. 

Table 3: verb paradigms tuŋ ‘drink’ 

 PRONOUN  PATIENT   NPST PST 

   
   

   
   

   
   

  A
G

E
N

T 

3SG um-a kʌŋku tuŋt-a tuŋ-u 
3DU unts i-a kʌŋku tuŋt-a-si tʌŋ-si 
3PL unimu-a kʌŋku tuŋt-a-ni tuŋ-ni 
2SG ani-a kʌŋku a-tuŋt-a a-tuŋ-u 
2DU ants i-a kʌŋku a-tuŋt-i a-tuŋ-i 
2PL animu-a kʌŋku a-tuŋt-a-ni a-tuŋ-ni 
1SG aŋu-a kʌŋku tuŋt-o tuŋ-o 
1DUi intˢi-a kʌŋku tuŋt-i tuŋ-i 
1DUe untsu-a kʌŋku tuŋt-u tuŋ-u 
1PLi iŋki-a kʌŋku tuŋt-i tuŋk-i 
1PLe uŋku-a kʌŋku tuŋt-a tuŋk-u 

Table 3 shows the inflectional forms of the verb root tuŋ ‘drink’ (i.e., verb paradigm) in 
Dumi. There will be the same inflections or verb paradigms for all types of verbs (i.e., 
intransitive, transitive and di-transitive) in this language. 

3. Phonology 

In this sub-topic, we will concentrate on some phonological issues like (3.1) Consonant 
phonemes, (3.2) Syllable patterns, (3.3) Vowel phonemes, and (3.4) Diphthongs, etc. 

3.1 Consonant phonemes 

In Dumi, there are 26 consonants (together with the glottal stop /Ɂ/) occurring at only 
three points of articulation: bilabial, alveolar and velar. They show four-way contrasts (or 
oppositions): place of articulation, manner of articulation, voicing and aspiration. In terms 
of place of articulation, there are six types of consonant phonemes: bilabial, dental, 
alveolar, palatal, velar and glottal. In terms of manner of articulation, there are seven 
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types of consonant phonemes: stops, nasals, affricates, fricatives, trills, laterals and 
approximants.  

In the same vein, there are two types of consonant phonemes on the basis of voicing: 
voiceless and voiced. In terms of aspiration, there are two types of consonant phonemes: 
aspirated and unaspirated. The Dumi consonants can be further classified into voiceless 
unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced unaspirated and voiced aspirated (i.e., breathy 
voice).  

Table 4 shows the classification and full inventory of consonant phonemes in Dumi. 

Table 4: Inventory of the Consonant phonemes in Dumi 

 
 

Bilabial 
VL   VD  

Dental 
VL VD  

Alveolar 
VLVD  

Palatal 
VLVD  

Velar 
VL  VD  

Glottal
VL  VD

Plosive Unaspiratedp      b  t     d   k      g           
Aspirated p  h   b  h tʰ d  h   kʰ    g  h  

Affricate  Unaspirated   tˢ     dᶻ   
Aspirated    ts ʰ   dᶻ  h   

Nasal  m  n  ŋ  
Trill    r    
Fricatives    s   h 
Lateral    l    

Semi- 
vowel 

 w    j   

3.2 Syllable patterns  

The maximum syllable structure in Dumi is (C1) (C2) (G) V (X), where G is a glide and ‘X’ 
is a consonant or a vowel. In the syllable, only the nucleus ‘V’ is obligatory. The other 
constituents (C, a consonant), (G, a glide) and (X, a consonant or vowel) are optional. 
There are eight common syllable patterns as in Table 5. 

Table 5:The common syllable patterns 

a. V /e/ ‘oh yes’ 
b. CV /ki/ ‘yam’ 
c. CCV /grɨ/ ‘throne’ 
d. CVX /kʰur/ ‘hand’ 
e. VX  /um/ ‘s/he’ 
f. CGVX /kjap/ ‘sting’ 
g. CCGVX /prjak/ ‘burst’ 

Table 5 illustrates the common syllable patterns, consisting of the maximum syllable 
structure (C1) (C2) (G) V (X) in Dumi. 
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3.3 Vowel phonemes 

Rai (2016: 19-30) establishes the following inventory of seven phonemic vowels in 
Dumi, each having a long and a short counterpart based on the systematic contrasts and 
distribution of vowels in Makpa Dumi. There are forms of a symmetrical and 
typologically common system.  

Table 6 presents the inventory of oral monophthongs in Dumi. 

Table 6: Inventory of the oral monophthongs 

 
Position 

Front Central Back 
unrounded unrounded rounded 

High i/i: ɨ/ɨ: u/u: 
Mid e/e:  o/o: 
Low-mid   ʌ/ʌ: 
Low  a/a:  

Table 6 shows that there are seven oral monophthongs in terms of the height and front-
back position of the tongue. They are: high-front /i/ and /i:/, mid-front /e/ and /e:/, high-
central /ɨ/ and /ɨ:/, low-central /a/ and /a:/, low-mid back /ʌ/ and /ʌ:/ and mid-back /o/ and 
/o:/, high-back /u/ and /u:/, respectively. 

3.4 Diphthongs 

In Dumi, there are some diphthongs, which show the feature of rising ones, gliding from 
low or mid-low to high positions, front or back. The most frequently used 
diphthongsinDumiare /ʌi/, /ʌu/, /ai/, /au/, /ei/, /ou/ /iu/, /ui/, /oi/ and /eu/. The mid-back 
vowel /ʌ/ and the low-central vowel /a/ cluster with both the high vowels /i, u/. All the 
diphthongs occur word-medially, though there are some instances where they are attested 
in the initial and final positions as well.  

Table 7 presents the examples of diphthongs and their distributions. 

Table 7: Some diphthongs in Dumi 

 

Table 7 shows the examples of diphthongs in Dumi. They are as follows: ʌisina ‘to 
return’, kʰʌusi ‘cotton’, taisina ‘come down’, bausa ‘fox’, meisi ‘buffalo’,  muisina ‘to 
wear’, liulima ‘earthquake’, etc.  
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4. Literacy and the future of the language 

Among 24 Kirati languages of the Rai group, Dumi is a less described language. Apart 
from some recent publications, van Driem (1993), Rai and all. (2011), Rai (2016), 
employ Roman, IPA and Devanagari script. Since Roman and Devanagari scripts are not 
particularly well suited to this language, and the choice between Roman and Devanagari 
script is not a priority issue. So far as the matter of native language literacy concerned, 
majority of Dumi children go to Nepali-medium institutions and very few of them attend 
English-medium schools too. Furthermore, most adult Dumi people (both male and 
female) over fifty are less literate, and very few young generations are in higher education 
though the level of education is not as high as one would like it to be. One of the reasons 
behind this fact is that there is no class in their mother tongue, and many Dumi children 
start school in Nepali or English medium. Till the date, there are no classes in Dumi at 
any level, and they have to learn to read and write in the dominant language, which 
causes trouble for them to catch up the subject matters in classes.  

The UNESCO statement (1953) makes us clear that every child has a rightful claim to 
mother-tongue education, which is clearly not applied by many minority children 
throughout the world. In multilingual situation of the Federal Democratic Republic of 
Nepal, the teachers training and producing teaching materials is assumed to be costly and 
is hardly feasible to provide education in each and every language. It is believed that the 
language style in which the child has oral competence and then transfer to the language 
recognized as the medium of instruction in the formal educational system of the region. It 
is quite fair to say that literacy in one's native language facilitates the acquisition of 
literacy in a second language.  The Dumi language will survive if the people continue to 
speak, read and write. 

5. Conclusion 

Dumi is a less described Kirati language of the Rai group. The main three varieties in 
Dumi: (i) Makpa variety: spoken in the north-western; (ii) Baksila variety: spoken in the 
north-eastern; and (iii) Jalapa variety: spoken in the southern part of the Dumi homeland. 
In Dumi, the word order phenomenon is an SOV pattern. The nominal case markers mark 
different grammatical relations in Dumi. This language exhibits a consistently ergative-
absolutive case marking system. There are 26 consonants and seven phonemic vowels in 
Dumi. The maximum syllable structure in Dumi is (C1) (C2) (G) V (X), where G is a glide 
and ‘X’ is a consonant or a vowel. The most frequently used diphthongs are /ʌi/, /ʌu/, /ai/, 
/au/, /ei/, /ou/ /iu/, /ui/, /oi/ and /eu/. 

So far as the matter of native language literacy concerned, there are no classes in Dumi at 
any level, and they have to learn to read and write in the dominant language 'Nepali and 
English as well, which causes trouble for them to catch up the subject matters in classes. 
Obviously, the literacy in one's native language facilitates the acquisition of literacy in a 
second language and it is widely understood that a sound mother tongue competence 
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enhances cognitive development in general. To sum up, the Dumi language will survive if 
the people continue to speak, read and write in their mother tongue.  

Abbreviations 

∅ Null INST Instrumental 
1 First person IPA International phonetic alphabet 
2 Second person INES  Inessive 
3 Third person  LOC Locative 
ABL  Ablative MORPH Morpheme 
ABS Absolutive NEG Negation, negative 
ALL  Allative NPST Non-past 
AMBL  Ambulative PL Plural 
C Consonant POSS  Possessive 
CBS Central Bureau of Statistics PRF Perfect 
COM  Comitative PROG Progressive 
BEN Benefactive PST Past 
DU Dual REDUP Reduplication 
DAT Dative SOV Subject-object-verb  
e.g.  Example SIM Simultaneous  
EMPH Emphatic SG Singular 
ERG Ergative T-B Tibeto-burman 
EXCL/e Exclusive TR Transitive 
FOC Focus V Vowel 
G Glide VD Voiced 
GEN Genitive VDC Village development committee 
HAB Habitual VI Verb intransitive 
i.e.  That is VL Voiceless 
IMP Imperative VT Verb transitive 
INCL/i Inclusive X Vowel or consonant 
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KOYEE VOWELS: AN ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS 

 TARA MANI RAI   

 

This paper focuses on the acoustic analysis of Koyee basic vowels. Koyee exhibits 
basically six vowels. In the acoustic analysis of the basic vowel sounds in the Koyee 
language, the first formant (F2) are identified as the acoustic analysis cues and they are 
measured both male and female Koyee speakers individually and in average. The average 
of F1 and F2 was plotted in F1 versus F2 plane and later compared them plotting them in 
the same acoustic vowel space. The study shows that female acoustic vowel space is 
slightly larger than the male. This is because of the differences of the vocal tract of 
female and male. Although the exact formant frequency values of the vowels produced by 
male and female speakers varied, the ratio of the difference of the formant frequency 
values of the different vowels is similar for both male and female speakers. Further, the 
female voice is more conservative than those of the male speakers because the males are 
very often in contact with other language speakers.  

Key words: Acoustic, formants, frequency 

1. Introduction 

Koyee is one of the Rai Kirati languages of the Himalayish sub-group within Tibeto-
Burman group of Sino-Tibetan language family (Eppele et al. 2012: 57). The term 
'Koyee' refers to the people as well as the language they speak. This language is 
considered to be closer to the neighboring languages, namely, Dumi and Khaling 
(Hanβon 1991: 45-46). Although the Koyee language is mainly spoken in Sungdel and 
Rawa Dipsung VDCs in Khotang district, it is also spoken in some other places of Jhapa, 
Morang, Sunsari, and Kathmandu districts by the migrated Koyee speakers (Rai and 
Budhathoki 2008: 1-2). 

Koyee is one of the pre-literate, endangered and least studied languages of Nepal. The 
latest Census gives the number of mother tongue speakers as 1,271 which is 0.0054 
percent of the total population 26,494,504 (CBS 2012). But the distribution of the 
speakers recorded in the Census 2012 is not reliable which needs more exploration. No 
dialects are traced out in Koyee language1. However, Hanßon (1991: 46) notes that there 
are two dialects: Sungdel and Behere (Byare). In this paper, we have tried our best to 
analyze the basic Koyee vowels from the acoustic perspective. 

This paper is organized into four sections. The first section is the background of the 
study. In section 2, we deal with the methodology that consists of the method of data 
collection and the sample of the speakers.  Section 3 discusses the analysis of the data. 
Section 4 summarizes the findings of the paper. 

                                                           
1Toba et al (2002) has informed that Koyee has no dialects at all. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Method of data collection  

The utterances of the speakers were recorded using Sony ECM-MS908c Electret 
Condenser Microphone and EDROL, R09HR audio recorder maintaining the 
environment as required.   

The formant frequencies of the basic vowels in Koyee have been measured from Koyee 
male and female speakers. The average formant frequency values for both male and 
female have been computed in k-k context.  The target words for three formants (F1- F3) 
are given in the example (1). 

(1) a. [i] /kiki/  'maternal uncle' 
b. [e] /keki/  'non word' 
c. [ʌ] /kʌki/  'know.1PL.incl. PST ' 
d. [u] /kuku/  'maternal uncle' 
e. [o] /kok (tsam)/ 'known' 
f. [a] /kaku/  'filter' 

2.2 The speakers2 

The data were collected from the four fluent Koyee speakers for the experimentation of 
how Koyee vowels are uttered.  The speakers were included from different age groups 
and gender as can be seen in Table 1.   

Table 1: List of the speakers 

 Age group Gender   

1. 21-31 Male JK, AK 

2. 31-41 Female  MK, NK 

Male speakers were from the age group 21-31 and female from the age group 31-41.  

3. Analysis of data  

The recorded data were edited using Audacity, an audio editing software and were 
analyzed using PRAAT, (a software program for analyzing speech sounds in phonetics). 
The techniques used in this paper are based on Ladefoged (2003).  

The relevant acoustic cues for the vowels are the formant frequency values, which 
indicate the prominent resonances of the vocal tract.  O'connor (1997: 57) says, ' vowels 

                                                           
2The data were collected from the Koyee speakers: Archan Koyee Rai (21), Jaya Raj Koyee Rai 
(31), Mila Koyee Rai (31), Menuka Koyee Rai (41) from Sungdel Village of Development 
committee in Khotang district. They were monolingual when they were children. They can speak 
Nepali, English besides their mother tongue. They still use their language in day to day 
communication if they meet the people from their community.  
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generally have more than three formants (e.g., F4, F5) but these higher formants don't 
seem to be needed for specifying vowels and are more connected with identifying the 
voice quality of the particular speaker'.  Thus, the first two formants of the vowels are 
important acoustic cues since the change in the vowel quality is accompanied by the 
corresponding changes in the formant frequencies.  

Formants are the resonances of the vocal tract. The most vivid display of the formants is 
in the spectrogram. In the spectrogram, the horizontal axis represents the time in seconds 
and vertical axis represents the frequency in hertz (Bordon & Harris 1980).   

The formant frequency of six vowels of the Koyee language sampling from male and 
female is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: Individual and average formant frequency values in Koyee vowels (from 
male speakers) 

Formant 
frequency 
(in Hz) 

 V    O    W    E    L    S  

F1  i e ʌ a o  u 
 Jay Raj 284 589 503 700 415 343 
 Archan 328 444 574 697 422 372 
 Average 306 517 539 699 419 357 
F2 Jay Raj 2355 1700 962 1162 987 933 
 Archan 2488 2213 1569 1575 1010 967 
 Average 2421 1956 1265 1370 999 950 
F3 Jay Raj 3436 2966 1985 2544 2757 2947 
 Archan 2751 2686 2534 2429 2526 2473 
 Average 3093 2826 2259 2486 2641 2710 

Table 1 shows that F1 decreases as the tongue height is increased. F1 is inversely 
proportional to the tongue height. F2 is found to have been decreased from the front 
vowels to the back vowels. It has the highest value for the vowel [i] and the lowest for 
[u]. This shows that F2 is associated with the backness of the tongue body.  F2 is directly 
proportional to the articulatory parameter of backness.  F3 appears to be the highest for 
the vowel [i] and the lowest for [a]. F3 does not show much information about the 
quality of the vowels as does F1 or F2 as it is changed as sound quality changes.  

The frequency values of the formants in Table 1 are shown in the stylized figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Average and stylized formant frequencies (F1-F3) of the pure vowels of the 
Koyee language by male speakers 

Figure 1 presents average and stylized formant frequencies (F1-F3) of the pure vowels of 
the Koyee language by male speakers.  

Table 2: Individual and average formant frequency values in the Koyee vowels 
(from female speakers) 

Formant frequency 
(in Hz) 

 V     O    W    E    L    S  

F1  i e ʌ a o  u 
 Mila  322 485 597 827 485 425 
 Menuka 316 549 724 797 497 318 
 Average 319 517 660 812 491 371 
F2 Mila 2411 2111 1363 1562 1025 778 
 Menuka 2378 1839 1350 1383 1019 1027 
 Average 2394 1975 1357 1472 1019 902 
F3 Mila  3241 3031 3237 3162 2970 2842 
 Menuka 3301 3215 3063 1790 3112 3037 
 Average 3271 3123 3150 2447 3041 2939 
 

Table 2 shows the formant frequencies (F1- F3) of female Koyee speakers.  As we move 
from the front vowels to the back vowels, the second formant value is continuously 
decreasing. It means that F2 is the highest for the vowel [i] while it is lower for the vowel 
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[u]. So F2 corresponds to the articulatory parameter of backness of the tongue body. In 
the same way, F1 is lower of the high vowels and higher for the low vowels.  

Figure 2 presents average and stylized formant frequencies (F1-F3) of the basic vowels of  
the Koyee language by female speakers.  

4000          
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3000          

          
 F2         
2000          

          
          

1000          
 F1         

Hz          
      [i]          [e]     [ʌ]    [o]           [u]    [a]  

As can be seen in the above Tables 1 and 2,  the F1 and F2 values for male and female are 
comparable in many ways. The slightly higher F1 of [i] sound for female than for the 
male is accompanied by all other vowels except [u] and [i].  

4. Sample of spectrograms 

The sample of spectrograms with formant counter for each of the vowels in Koyee is 
presented in figure 2-3.  

 

 [i] [e]     [ʌ] 

Figure 2: Average formant frequencies (F1-F3) of the pure vowels of female 
speakers 
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 [u] [o] [a] 

Figure 3:  A spectrogram of the words as given in the examples (20) 

Figure 4 presents the formant chart of the first formant on the ordinate (the vertical axis) 
plotted against the distance between the frequencies of the first and the second formants 
on the abscissa (the horizontal axis) for six Koyee vowels by Koyee male speakers. 
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Figure 4: A formant chart showing the frequency of the first formant and second 
formant for six Koyee vowels by Koyee male speakers 

Figure 4 shows the formant chart of the first formant on the ordinate (the vertical axis) 
plotted against the distance between the frequencies of the first and second formants on 
the abscissa (the horizontal axis) for six Koyee vowels by the Koyee male speakers. 
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Figure 5: A formant chart of the first formant and second for six Koyee vowels by 
female Koyee speakers 

Figure 5 presents average formant frequency values of  the Koyee vowels spoken by male 
speakers (connected lines) and female speakers (dotted lines) which are presented below. 
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Figure 6: Average formant frequency values of Koyee vowels spoken by male 
speakers (connected lines) and female speakers (dotted lines 
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Figure 6 shows the acoustics of male and female speakers. The space of females seems to 
be smaller than those of male speakers. This is because resonance of frequency of female 
vocal tract is relatively higher than the resonance frequency of male vocal tract.  

4. Conclusion 

Koyee exhibits basically six vowels. In the acoustic analysis of the basic vowel sounds in 
the Koyee language, the first formant (F2) are identified as the acoustic analysis cues and 
they are measured both male and female Koyee speakers individually and in average. The 
average of F1 and F2 was plotted in F1 versus F2 plane and later compared them plotting 
them in the same acoustic vowel space. The study shows that female acoustic vowel 
space is slightly larger than the male. This is because of the differences of the vocal tract 
of female and male. Although the exact formant frequency values of the vowels produced 
by male and female speakers varied, the ratio of the difference of the formant frequency 
values of the different vowels is similar for both male and female speakers. Further, the 
female voice is more conservative than those of the male speakers because the males are 
very often in contact with other language speakers.  
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STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF NOUNS IN WESTERN TAMANG 

 AMBIKA  REGMI  

 

Western Tamang (WT), a major dialect of Tamang, exhibits typologically interesting 
structural properties in the domain of nouns in contrast to Eastern Tamang (ET).Like in 
ET, the common nouns in WT are marked for gender, number, classifier and relational 
functions by specific markers. Unlike Himalayish languages and like ET and other Bodish 
languages, WT does not exhibit agreement between the subject and the verb in terms of 
gender and number. However, WT differs from ET, especially, in the domains of number, 
case markings and case syncretism. 

Keywords: Grammatical gender, number, classifier, case inflections and case syncretism 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents a preliminary analysis of the structural properties of nouns in Western 
Tamang [tdg] from a functional-typological perspective. Western Tamang (WT, 
henceforth) is a major dialect of Tamang, other being Eastern Tamang (ET, henceforth) 
(Eppele et al., 2012). Nouns, major lexical categories/major classes in WT, are 
insightfully characterized by semantic, structural (morphological) and syntactic properties 
(Givón, 2001:49). Semantically, the nouns are defined as the most time stable, most 
complex, the most concrete, spatially the most compact and countable lexical category 
(Givón, 2001:51). WT also exemplifies such nouns as yuŋba ‘rock’ doŋbo ‘tree’, la 
‘mountain’, dim ‘house’. Structurally, the nouns (i.e., common nouns) in WT, like in ET, 
are marked for gender, number, classifier and relational functions by specific markers. 
Unlike Himalayish languages and like ET and other Bodish languages, WT does not 
exhibit agreement between the subject and verb in terms of gender and number. However, 
WT differs from ET, especially, in the domains of number, classifiers, case markings and 
case syncretism. 

This paper is organized into seven sections.  Section 2 deals with gender system in WT. 
In section 3, we examine the number whereas in section 4 we discuss classifiers in WT. 
Section 5 deals with case marking in WT. In section 6, we discuss case syncretism in 
WT.Section 7 summarizes the findings of the chapter. 

2. Gender  

Similar to the other Tamangish languages such as Tamang (Paudel, 2006; Mazaudon, 
2003),Gurung (Glover, 1974), Chantyal(Noonan, 2003) and Dongwang (Bartee, 2007), 
WT has a very restricted grammatical gender. Unlike in Nepali, gender is not marked in 
the verbal complex in WT.  However, in a few pairs of generic nouns, WT makes a 
distinction between male and female morphologically. The male/masculine nouns are 
marked by the suffixes such as -wa, -ka, -ga, and -ya and whereas the female/feminine 
nouns are indicated by the suffixes -ni,-ma and -gi in WT as in (1).   
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(1) a. bhǝtu-wa ‘servant’ bhǝtu-ni ‘female servant’ 
  servant-MASC ‘male servant’ servant-FEM  

 b. jogi ‘male hermit’ jogi-ni ‘female hermit’ 

  hermit-MASC  hermit-FEM  

 c. kami ‘male 
blacksmith’ 

kami-ni ‘female 
blacksmith’ 

  blacksmith-MASC  blacksmith-FEM  
 d. na-ka ‘cock’ ma-ma ‘hen’ 

  fowl-MASC  fowl-FEM  
 e. ra-wa ‘he-goat’ ra-ma ‘she-goat’ 
  goat-MASC  goat-FEM  

 f. mǝira-ga ‘he-buffalo’ mǝ-gi ‘she-buffalo’ 

  buffalo-MASC  buffalo-FEM  

 g. yos-ya ‘male thief’ yo-ŋi ‘female thief’ 

  thief-MASC  thief-FEM  
 h. ta ‘horse’ ta-ni ‘female horse’ 

  horse-MASC  horse-FEM  

WT also makes a distinction between male and female lexically in a few pairs of nouns as 
in (2).     

(2) a. apa ‘father’ ama ‘mother’ 
 b. apakola ‘man’ amakola ‘woman’ 

 c. ajyo ‘elder brother’ ale ‘younger brother’ 
 d. memegren ‘maternal grandfather’ mamgren ‘maternal grandmother’ 
 e meme 'paternal grandfather' mam 'paternal grandmother' 
 f. ken ‘father-in-law’ sume ‘mother-in-law’ 

 g. mha ‘brother-in-law’ nana ‘elder sister’ 
 h. babu ‘uncle’ abuasu ‘auntie’ 
 i. ajyo ‘elder brother’ caŋ ‘sister-in-law’ 
 j. ale ‘younger brother’ jǝtacaŋ ‘sister-in-law’ 
 k. aŋa ‘younger sister’ mha ‘brother-in-law’ 
 l. asyaŋ ‘maternal uncle’ aŋi ‘maternal aunt’ 
 m. babu ‘uncle’ abuasu ‘aunt’ 
 n. abren ‘big uncle’ amren ‘big aunt’ 
 o. babu ‘uncle’ abuasu ‘aunt’ 
 p. mha ‘older brother-in-law’ caŋ ‘older sister-in-law’ 
 q. mha ‘younger brother-in-

law’ 
caŋ ‘youngersister-in-law’ 

 r. rhembo ‘husband’ mriŋ ‘wife’ 
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 s. ja ‘son’ jame ‘daughter’ 
 t. kon ‘male cousin’ konyme ‘female cousin’ 
 u. syaŋbo ‘wife’s brother’ asucani ‘wife’s sister’ 
 v. kon ‘grandson’ konyme ‘granddaughter’ 
 w. rawaba ‘he-goat’ ramodom ‘she-goat’ 
 x. glapkola ‘young bull’ myecakola ‘young cow’ 

It is to be noted here like ET, WT does not exhibit agreement between the subject and 
verb in terms of gender. 

3. Number  

In WT, in common with other Bodish languages, the number is also not a grammatical 
category (Noonan, 2003). In other words, the verb does not agree with the number of any 
arguments (i.e., subject in the clause). ET exhibits two morphological categories of the 
nouns in terms of number: singular and plural (Yonjan-Tamang, 2016).  However, WT 
exhibits three morphological categories of the nouns in terms of number: singular, dual 
and plural.  Singular nouns are unmarked as zero but the dual and plural nouns are 
marked by the suffix -ŋi and -ma, respectively as in (3).1 

(3) a. mhi-ŋi man-DU mhi-ma man-PL 
 b. mye-ŋi cow-DU mye-ma cow-PL 
 c. ajyo-ŋi brother-DU ajyo-ma brother-PL 
 d. taŋlo-ŋi pot-DU taŋlo-ma pot-PL 
 e. bu-ŋi field-DU bu-ma field-PL 
 f. apakla-ŋi boy-DU apakola-ma boy-PL 
 g. dim-ŋi house-DU dim-ma house-PL 
 h. amakola-ŋi woman-DU amakola-ma woman-PL 
 i. whoen cloth-DU whoen-ma cloth-PL 

In examples (3a-i) the nouns are marked by the suffix -ŋi for duality and by -ma for 
plurality in WT. 

4. Classifiers 

Numeral classifiers are not the common features of the Bodish groups of the languages 
(Noonan, 2003). WT, like the Himalayish languages, also employs numeral classifiers. 
Moreover, unlike many South-Asian languages including the Himalayish languages, WT 
makes use of numeral classifiers exclusively for human nouns or pronouns.  As in other 
Bodish languages, such numeral classifiers post-modify the nouns in WT (Noonan, 
2003). The human nouns are morphologically marked by the suffix -ma as in (4). 

                                                           
1 In Western Tamang,  ŋi lexically refers to the cardinal number  ‘two’. 

 (4) a. mhi gima khaji 

  mhi gi-ma kha-ji 
  man one-CLF come-PFV 
  'One man arrived.' 
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In examples (4a-c) the human nouns are enumerated by gi ‘one’, som ‘three’, and ŋis' 
seven', respectively. The numeral to which the classifier suffix -ma is attached post-
modifies the human nouns in WT as in ET. The non-human nouns can be modified by the 
numerals; however, such numerals are not marked by the classifier as in (5).   

(5) a. lipce nakagi thajim caji 

  lipce naka-gi tha-jim ca-ji 
  after cock-one kill-SEQ eat-PFV 
  ‘They killed a cock and ate.’ 

 b. huju lipce ragi khrujim sobala 

  huju lipce ra-gi khru-jim so-ba-la 
  that after   goat-one bathe-SEQ do-NMLZ -GEN 
  ‘After that they bathed a goat.’ 

In example (5a) naka ‘cock’ and in (5b) ra ‘goat’ are enumerated as the non-human 
nouns. Thus, they are left unmarked by the classifier -ma. However, in ET both human 
and non-human nouns are marked for classifiers. The human nouns are marked by -
mhendo and non-human ones by -gor (Yonjan-Tamang, 2016: 78). 

Apart from the morphological classifier -ma, WT uses a number of ‘pseudo-classifiers’ 
for mensurality and sortality as in (6).   

(6) a. sya dumbu gi ‘One piece of meat’ 
  meat piece one  
 b. mǝr tuncǝ gi ‘One lump of ghee’ 
  ghee  lump one  
 c. siŋ ga gi ‘One piece of wood’ 
  wood  piece one  
 d. dal dadu gi ‘One morsel of porridge’ 
  porridge  morsel one  
 e. ken pəneu gi ‘One scoop of rice’ 
  rice scoop one  
 f. cata dyeka gi ‘One lump of salt’ 
  salt lump one  
 g. chi mutha gi ‘One bundle of grass’ 
  grass bundle one  

 b. ro somma khaji 

  ro som-ma kha-ji 
  friend three-CLF come-PFV 
  'Three friends arrived.' 
 c. uju mhila ja ŋisma muba 

  uju mhi-la ja ŋis-ma mu-ba 
  that man-GEN son seven-CLF EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘The man has seven sons.’ 
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 h. amba cailoga gi ‘One grain of mango.’ 
  mango grain one  
 i. cini cǝunaŋ gi ‘ One spoon of sugar’ 
  sugar spoon one  
 j. ŋe thoppa gi ‘One drop of milk’ 
  milk drop one  
 k. sunlanǝl nam gi ‘One stalk of straw’ 
  straw stalk one  

The examples (6a-k) show that the ‘pseudo-classifiers’ consist of different lexical 
classifiers. Such classifiers are also followed by the numerals in WT. Moreover, such 
‘pseudo-classifiers’ also post-modify the nouns in WT. 

5. Case marking  

Like ET, WT exhibits a consistently ergative-absolutive case marking system. Such 
system is governed by the principle of transitivity which primarily codes the syntactic 
distinction between the transitive and intransitive clauses (Givón, 2001:208). In WT, the 
subject of the transitive clause displays ergative case marking. However, the direct object 
of the transitive and the subject of the intransitive clause share the absolutive case 
marking as in (7).   

(7) a. Transitive clause 
  ŋaje pukhri secji 
  ŋa-je pukhri-φ sec-ji 
  1SG-ERG snake-ABS kill-PFV 
  ‘I killed a snake.’ 
 b. Intransitive clause 
  ŋa ɲheci 
  ŋa-φ ɲ

he-ci 
  1SG-ABS laugh-PFV 
  ‘I laughed.’ 

In example (7a) the subject of the transitive clause is marked by the ergative marker -je 
while the direct object of the transitive clause in (7a) pukhri  ‘snake’ and the subject of 
intransitive clause in (7b) are zero-marked. WT also exhibits other relational functions as 
well. They are instrumental, dative, benefactive, genitive, comitative, ablative, 
possessive, locative, allative, inessive and path.It also presents case syncretism like other 
Bodish languages (Noonan, 2006). Table 5.1 presents case the inflections and their 
relational functions they mark in WT and ET. 
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Table 5.1:  Case inflections and their relational functions in WT 

Relational 
functions 

Case inflections 
WT 

Case inflections 
ET 

Absolutive -φ -φ 
Ergative  -je~-ce -se 
Instrumental -je~-ce -se 
Dative -da~-ʈa -da 
Benefactive -da~-ʈa -da 
Genitive -la -la 
Comitative -tiŋ~-diŋ -then 
Ablative  -je  -gyam  
Possessive -da~-ʈa -da 

Locative -ri,  and -ʈi -ri  
Allative -kyor -whona 
Inessive -naŋ -nyaŋri  
Path  -cele - 

5.1 Ergative 

The case inflections -jeand-ce, which mark ergative case in WT, are 
morphophonologically conditioned in WT. The allomorph -ceis affixed to the noun stem 
ending in the voiceless sound. The allomorph -jeis used following the voiced soundas in 
(8).2 

 

 

 

In examples (8a-c) the nominals are marked by the allomorph -je because each nominal in 
(8a-c) ends in the voiced sounds. This phenomenon may be formally presented as in (9). 

(9) /-je/→ /-ce/ X___# 

Where, X refers to any voiceless segment at the word final position. These case 
inflections, viz., -je and -ce are used to mark different relational functions in WT. 

WT does not exhibit split-ergativity. Irrespective of tense-aspect or person, the case 
inflections, -ce and -je obligatorily mark the subject of the transitive clause as in (10).  

   
   

                                                           
2In Tipling variety, -ce is consistently used for marking ergative case in WT; however, in Borang 

(Dhading) and Bungtang (Nuwakot) the ergative case is marked by -je and -ce. In eastern dialect 
of Tamang, it is marked by -se only. 

(8) a. mhi -je c. ŋa -je 
  man -ERG  1SG -ERG 
 b. ram -je d. lok -ce 
  Ram -ERG  Lok -ERG 
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(10) a. ŋaje   dim soba 

  ŋa-je dim so-ba 
  1SG-ERG house build-IMPFV 
  ‘I will build/build a house.’ 
 b. theje dim soji 

  the-je dim so-ji 
  3SG-ERG house build-PFV 
  ‘S/he built a house.’ 

 c. hərije  dim soji 

  həri-je dim so-ji 
  Hari-ERG house build-PFV 
  ‘Hari built a house.’ 
 d. lokce ken caji 

  lok-ce ken ca-ji 
  Lok-ERG rice eat-PFV 
  ‘Lokate rice.’ 

In examples (10a-d) all the subjects of the transitive clauses, irrespective of tense-aspect 
or person, are marked by the ergative suffix -je or -ce.  

5.2 Instrumental  

The case inflections -ce~-je are also affixed to the nouns to code implements, i.e., a tool, 
inanimate or not, by which an agent accomplishes an action as in (11).    

(11) a. ŋaje wareje chi breji 

  ŋa-je ware-je chi bre-ji 
  1SG-ERG sickle-INS grass cut-PFV 
  ‘I cut a grass with sickle.’ 

 b. theje tǝrije siŋ kile:ci 

  the-je tari-je siŋ kile:-ci 
  3SG-ERG axe-INS fire wood beat-PFV 
  ‘He cut the fire wood with axe.’ 

 c. ŋongyam gobǝrje syalji 

  ŋongyam gobǝr-je syal-ji 
  first dung-INS rub-PFV 
  ‘At first they rub the house with dung.’ 

In examples (11a-c) the case inflections -ceor -je mark the instrumental case in the nouns 
in WT. The allomorphy rule given in (9) applies in the instrumental case as well. 
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5.3 Dative 

The dative case is marked by the inflection -da/-tain WT.3 In an ergative-absolutive 
language like WT, the patients or direct objects are not theoretically overtly marked. 
However, in WT, the human patient nouns or direct object nouns in a transitive clause are 
marked by the case inflection -da as in (12a-b).  

(12) a. ŋata krenji 

  ŋa-ta kren-ji 
  1SG-DAT hungry.feel-PFV 
  ‘I am hungry.’ 
 b. jaje jameda chekpa 

  ja-je jame-da chek-pa 
  son-ERG daughter-DAT bit-NPFV 
  ‘The son bits the daughter.’ 

In example (12a) ŋa ‘I’ and in (12b) jame ‘daughter’, both human patient pronoun and 
nouns, are marked by the case inflection -da and ta. Such marking is referred to as dative 
and anti-dative marking (Dryer, 1986). 

5.4 Benefactive 

The case inflection -dais also used to mark the nominals which are benefited by the action 
of the agent as in (13).  

(13) a. amaje jada ken waji 

  ama-je ja-da ken wa-ji 
  mother-ERG son-BEN rice feed-PFV 
  ‘The mother fed the rice to the son.’ 

 b. apaje jame daʈa ŋapinji 

  apa-je jame-da ʈaŋa pin-ji 
  father-ERG daughter-BEN money give-PFV 
  ‘The father gave money to the son.’ 

In example (13a) the benefactive nominal ja ‘son’ and in (13b) jame ‘daughter’ are 
marked by the case inflection -dain WT. 

5.5 Genitive 

The case inflection -la is used to mark the genitive case in WT as in (14).  

                                                           
3It is not easy to define the phonological environment of the use of -da or -ta in WT. 

(14) a. jala dim muba 

  ja-la dim mu-ba 
  son-GEN house EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘The son has his house.’ 
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In example (14a-c) the case inflection -la marks the genitive case in WT. 

5.6 Comitative 

The case inflection -diŋ/-tiŋ is used to express accompaniment as in (15).4 

(15) a. ja ŋadiŋ nu:ba 

  ja ŋa-diŋ nu:-ba 
  son 1SG-COM sleep-NMLZ  
  ‘The son sleeps with me.’ 

 b. ŋa apatiŋ yamburi ŋiba 

  ŋa apa-tiŋ yambu-ri ŋi-ba 
  1SG  father-COM kathmandu-LOC  go-NMLZ  
  ‘I go to Kathmandu with my father.’ 
  ŋa rodiŋ dimri ŋiba 
  ŋa ro-diŋ dim-ri ŋi-ba 
  1SG friend-COM house-LOC go-IMPFV 
  ‘I go to the house with my friend.’ 

In examples (15a-c) the case inflection -diŋ/-tiŋis used to mark the comitative case in 
WT. 

5.7 Ablative 

The case inflection -jealso marks the ablative case in WT as in (16).  

(16) a. ŋa nuwakotje yamburi yuji 

  ŋa nuwakot-je yambu-ri yu-ji 
  1SG Nuwakot-ABL  Kathmandu-LOC come-PFV 
  ‘I came to Kathmandu from Nuwakot.’ 

 b. dimje ja ŋiji 

  dim-je ja ŋi-ji  
  house-ABL  son go-PFV 

                                                           
4The phonological environment for -diŋ/-tiŋ  is not  easy to define. 
 

 b. jala dim jeppa muba 

  ja-la dim jep-pa mu-la 
  son-GEN house big-NMLZ  EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘The son's house is big.’ 

 c. jamela dim jida mula 

  jame-la dim ji-da mu-la 
  daughter-GEN house small-NMLZ  EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘Then, the father, in his turn, swore an oath.’ 
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  ‘The son left the house.’ 

 c. nuwakot gyamje ghǝntaŋa laktiba yamburi 

  nuwakot gyam-je    ghǝnta-ŋa lakti-ba 
  Nuwakot road-ABL  hour-five take-NMLZ  
  yambu-ri    
  Kathmandu-LOC   
  ‘It takes five hour from Nuwakot to Kathmandu.’ 

In examples (16a-c) the case inflection -jehas been used to mark the ablative case in WT. 

5.8 Possessive 

The case inflections-da and -taare also used to mark the possession in the clause as in 
(17).   

(17) a. ramda kitap muba 

  ram-da kitap mu-ba 
  Ram-POSS book have-NMLZ  
  ‘Ram has a book.’ 

 b. ŋata kitap  arẽ 

  ŋa-ta kitap a-rẽ 
  1SG-POSS book NEG-have 
  ‘I do not have any book.’ 

In example (17a-b) the case inflections-da and-ta   mark the possessive case in WT. 

5.9 Locative 

The case inflections-riand -ʈiare primarily used to mark the locative case in WT as in 
(18). In Tipling variety, it is exclusively marked by -ʈi. However, in other varieties, -ʈi is 
solely used to mark the surface location. In MagarKaike, such location is marked by -
gə(Regmi, 2013). 

(18) a. kitab ʈebulʈi muba 

  kitab ʈebul-ʈi mu-ba 
  book  table-LOC EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘The book is on the table.’ 

 b. ja dimri muba 

  ja dim-ri mu-ba 
  son house-LOC EXIST-NMLZ  
  ‘The son is in the house.’ 

In example (18a-b) case inflections -ʈi and rimark the locative case.  

5.10 Allative 

The case inflection -kyor marks the allative case in WT as in (19).  
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(19) a. cu gyam nuwakotkyor ŋiba 

  cu gyam nuwakot-kyor ŋi-ba 
  this road Nuwakot-ALL  go-NMLZ  
  ‘This road goes towards Nuwakot.’ 

 b. ŋala ja jame iskulkyor ŋiji 

  ŋa-la ja jame iskul-kyor ŋi-ji  
  1SG-GEN son daughter school-ALL  go-PFV 
  ‘My son and daughter went towards the school.’ 

In examples (19a-b) the case inflection -kyor is used to mark the allative case in WT. 

5.11 Inessive 

The case inflection -naŋ marks the inessive case in WTas in (20). 

(20) ŋa dimnaŋ ʈiba 
 ŋa dim-naŋ ʈi-ba 
 1SG house-INES sit-NMLZ  
 'I stay inside the house.' 
 ŋala dimnaŋ woen muba 
 ŋa-la dim-naŋ woen mu-ba 
 1SG-GEN house-INES cloth EXIST-NMLZ  
 ‘My cloth is inside the house.’ 

In example (20a-b), the case inflection -naŋis used to mark the inessive case in WT. 

5.12 Path 

The case inflection -celemarks the path in WTas in (21). 

(21) cu gyam nuwakotcele yambur iŋiba 
 cu gyam nuwakot-cele yambu-ri ŋi-ba 
 this road Nuwakot-PATH house-LOC go-IMPFV 
 ‘This road goes to Kathmandu through Nuwakot.’ 

6. Case syncretism  

In Section 5, we noticed that a given relational marker may express more than one non-
core relation other than its core relation. This phenomenon is referred to as case 
syncretism Case syncretism is a common phenomenon in Tibeto-Burman languages 
(Noonan, 2003).  Table 5.2 presents the patterns of case syncretism in WT. 
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Table 5.2: Patterns of case syncretism in WT 

Case inflections Relational functions 
 Core relations Non-core relations 
-φ Absolutive  

-je/-ce Ergative Instrumental, Ablative 

-ri and -ʈi Locative  

-ta/-da  Dative Possessive, Benefactive 
-la Genitive  

-tiŋ/-diŋ Comitative  

-kyor Allative  

-naŋ  Inessive  

- cele  Path  

Table 5.2 presents the relational functions broadly classified into two categories, viz., 
core relations and non-core relations. By the core-relations, we simply mean those 
relations which are primarily coded by a given case inflection. The non-core relations 
simply refer to those relations which are secondarily marked by a given case inflection. 
The table shows that the case inflections -je, -ce, -ta, and -damark the core relations as 
well as non-core relations in WT. The inflection -je primarily marks, for instance, the 
ergative case relation. This case inflection, secondarily, marks the instrumental and 
ablative case in WT. The case inflections -da and -ta are primarily used to code the dative 
case. Secondarily, this case inflection may be used to mark the benefactive and possessive 
in WT. In ET, ergative case marker -se does not secondarily mark the ablative case.  

7. Summary 

This paper attempted to analyze some structural properties of the nouns in WT from 
typological perspective. As in ET, gender is not marked in WT nouns across the board.  
Unlike ET, WT exhibits three morphological categories of the nouns in terms of number: 
singular, dual and plural. WT utilizes a combination of numeral plus classifier for the 
distinction of human vs. non-human nouns. In WT, only a human noun is marked. 
However, in ET, both are marked.  Like ET, WT is a consistently ergative language. WT 
and ET both exhibit different functional relations. However, relational markers in WT, 
especially for major functional relations are different from ET. Unlike ET, WT presents a 
bit more complex case syncretism.  

Abbreviations 

1 First person INS Instrumental 
1SG First person singular MASC Masculine 
2 Second person NMLZ  Nominalizer 
2SG Second person singular PFV Perfective 
3 Third person  PL Plural 
3SG Third person singular COM Comitative 
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ABL  Ablative GEN Genitive 
ABS  Absolutive IMPFV  Imperfective 
ALL  Allative INES Inessive 
BEN  Benefactive POSS  Possessive 
CAUS Causative SEQ Sequential 
CLF Classifier SG Singular 
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MULTILANGUAGE ORTHOGRAPHY FOR THE LANGUAGES OF NEPAL 

BHIM  NARAYAN  REGMI 

 

The earliest evidence of writing in Nepal is about 250 BC in Brahmi script and almost all 
the scripts used in present day Nepal—as many as fifteen—are the descendants of Brahmi 
which are built on the same formative principles of 'syllabic alphabet'. The existence of 
multilanguage orthographies as well as multiscripts has been the regular phenomenon in 
Nepal—independent to languages and language families. In the complexity of language-
ethnicity and language-script relations, Nepali and the Devanagari script have been 
bearing the role of linking people in this country resulting from and resulted into a 
medium of education, media, and wider communication. Many scholars, following 
UNESCO 1951 report, have suggested for a standard orthography for the languages of 
Nepal, however, there are other views as well. In this background a Devanagari based 
multilanguage orthography have been proposed.This will fulfill the need of interoperable 
standard orthography in Nepal and benefit various types of users belonging to different 
language communities. The orthography will be shift from syllabic alphabet to alphabet 
as its systemic shift. 

Keywords: Orthography, script, multilanguage, multiscriptal, Devanagari 

1. Introduction 

Orthography,a part of writing system, is a graphical representation of linguistic sounds. It 
is a collective concept which includes aspects of script, alphabet inventory, alphabet 
arrangement, and writing conventions as opposed to the spelling, which is applicable only 
at the word level writing in a particular language (Annamalai et al., 1986: 390). 
Orthography is language independent and there can exist one language many 
orthographies and one orthography many language situations. Nepal has 123 languages 
spoken/used by 125 caste/ethnic communities (CBS, 2012). These languages use more 
than 15 orthographies or more commonly known as scripts all of which are developed 
from Brahmi, at different times from 5th century to 21st century, except Latin and Arabic. 

According to the population census 2011 report (CBS, 2012, CBS, 2013, Yadava, 2014), 
Indo-Aryan languages are spoken as mother tongue by 82.1%in Nepal. Among the 
languages, Nepali has the largest number of mother tongue speakers (44.64%) followed 
by Maithili (11.67%), Bhojpuri (5.98%), Tharu (5.77%), Bajjika (2.99%), Doteli (2.97%), 
Urdu (2.61%), Avadhi (1.89%), and Baitadeli (1.03%). Similarly, Sino-Tibetan languages 
are spoken as mother tongue by 17.3%. Among the languages, Tamang has the largest 
number of mother tongue speakers (5.11%), followed by Newar (3.20%), Magar (2.98%), 
Limbu (1.30%), and Gurung (1.23%). These 13 languages have at least 1% of the total 
population of Nepal and are spoken by 93.37% people. All the languages among these 13 
use the scripts developed from Brahmi except Urdu, thus more than 90% of the total 
population's languages use the scripts of the same lineage. Eighty four languages among 
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the languages of Nepal are spoken as second languages. Nepali has the largest number of 
second language speaker (32.77%) of the total population of Nepal, followed by Hindi 
(4.62%). The remaining languages have less than 1% second language speakers. The total 
number of Nepali speakers who speak it either as mother tongue or as second language is 
77.41% of the total population of Nepal. Literacy rate of Nepal is 65.9% (CBS, 2012: 4). 
As almost all the literacy programs run by government are based on Nepali language and 
Devanagari script, the population mentioned above is literate in Devanagari. These facts 
and figures are the sources which inspired the author to think on the Devanagari based 
multilanguage orthography which could be a standard functional writing system for all 
the languages of Nepal. 

The following sections will discuss writings in Nepal including early writings, scripts in 
Nepal, multiscriptal situation, and lineage of Nepalese scripts followed by orthography in 
the scholarly discussion and publication in Nepal, orthography in Policy documents, 
issues related to orthography and the choice, efforts on orthography development or 
change, formative principle of Devanagari as background, especially in support of a 
multilanguage orthography. At the end a brief proposal for multilanguage orthography is 
presented. Then the paper is concluded. 

2. Writing in Nepal 

2.1 Early writings 

The earliest evidence of epigraphy is the Ashokan pillar of about 250 BC in Lumbini 
which is in Prakrit language and Brahmi script (Malla, 1973: 101). Next was the King 
Mandeva's inscription of 463 AD at Changu Narayan in Kathmandu which is in the 
Sanskrit language and Gupta script (Malla, 1973: 101).The inscriptions found in 
Kathmandu are in the Sanskrit language in local variation of Gupta script. Nepal 
Government decided to name the script as Lichhavi in 2017BS (Regmi, 2060BS: 158). 
Malla (1973: 101) informs that the Lichhavi inscriptions between 5th to 9th century AD 
contain 80% of the place names which are non-Sanskrit and several of these are archaic 
form of Newari. He further notes that the Newari became the language of inscription in 
Kathmandu valley only after AD1207. 

The written form of Nepali—then Khasa or Sinjali as it was the language of Khasa 
dynasty—dates back to 1151BS (AD 1094) with the inscription found in Dullu in the 
Dailekh District of Western Nepal known as 'Bāmu khãḍkāko abhilekh' (Khanal, 2068: 
17, cited in Chalise, 2074BS: 323). The inscription is in Devanagari. 

These evidences show that the history of writing in Nepal dates to 2267 years back. Pali 
was the first written language which is descendant of Sanskrit. However, Sanskrit is 
found in written form only after Pali. 

2.2 Scripts in Nepal 

Yadava and Shakya (2065BS: 61-62) present a list of scripts used in Nepal and the related 
languages as follows: 
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Table 1: Scripts and the languages which use those scripts 

Scripts Languages 
Devanagari Nepali, Maithili, Bhojpiuri, Avadhi, Newar, 

Rajbanshi, Magar, Tamang, Kirati Languages 
Mithilakshar/Tirahuta Maithili 
Kaithi Maithili 
Sambota Tibetan, Sherpa 
Tamhig Tamang 
Ranjana Newar 
Sirijanja Limbu 
Rong Lepcha 
Akkha Magar 
Gurumukhi Punjabi 
Arabi Urdu 
Latin Santhali, Gurung 
Ol Chemet/Ol Chiki/ Ol Santhali 
Khema Gurung 
Bangla Bengali 

Source: Yadava and Shakya, 2065BS: 61-62 

Maithili script was developed in 13th Century, before that local varieties of Nagari and 
Adibangala were used in Mithila (Regmi, 2060BS: 195). The script is known as Tirhuta 
or Mithilākṣar. However, written literature in Maithili dates back to 10th century (Yadav, 
2011: 3). 

Tibetan is used for Tibetan and the languages of Tibetan stock such as Sherpa, Tamang in 
Nepal, which is also related to Buddhism. It was developed by Thonmi Sambhota in 7th 
century (Yonjan-Tamang, 2073BS).  

Rong or Lepcha script is used in Sikkim for Lepcha language which is supposed to be a 
descendant of Tibetan. Limbu has its root in Lepcha. Limbu script also known as Sirijanja 
after its developer King Sirijunga, which was supposed to be ruling in 9th century. 
However, it was revived by Sirijanga II and used widely only after 17th century (Kainla, 
2073BS). 

Tamhig—a Tibetan based orthography developed for Tamang langugae, and Wambule—
a Sirijanga based orthography developed for Wambule language are recent developments 
which have hardly crossed three decades. 

Ol or Olchiki which is used for Santhali in India is developed by Raghunath Murmu in 
1925. The author is not much aware about its system or sources. 

Akkha, as presented in Table 1, is, in fact, the Brahmi script. Thapa (Jhendi) Magar 
(2059BS: 47) claims that original name was "Akkha" and Brahmi is its name given by the 
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Brahmans later. Thapa (Jhendi) Magar (2059BS: 53) presents the 'Akkha' alphabet as the 
script of the Magar language used by ancient Magars. His claim is that the Lichhavis—
rulers of the Ancient Nepal from Kathmandu valley as capital—are Magars. It is not the 
concern of the present discussion whether the Lichhavis are Magars or not, but a question 
is raised naturally why he did not name that script as Lichhavi—which Newar scholars 
have accepted as the lineage of Newari script—instead chose Brahmi as Akkha. 

Other two scripts used in Nepal—Roman and Arabi—are of foreign origin and are 
designed not for Nepalese languages, thus have inherent different guiding principles of 
writing from those scripts which are either developed or localized in Nepal. As the focus 
of this paper is on the scripts of the same system, these two scripts are not the focus of 
discussion. 

2.3 Multiscriptal situation 

The above information on present situation of ortography shows the multiscriptal 
situation in Nepal. It is the situation where one language uses multiple scripts. Singh 
(1986: 407, citing Grierson (1908)) notes that there are two types of multiscriptal 
situation based on the cases of script use in Magahi language and Gujrati language. 
Horizontal multiscriptal situation is result of the spread of codified language across its 
original political and geographical boundries and enters into   another codified language's 
original political and geographical areas. For example, Magahi uses Kaithi in general and 
Devanagari occasionally whereas Eastern Magahi uses Bengali and Oriya scripts. Vertical 
multiscriptal situation is determined by the social classes. For example, Gujarati is 
general script for Gujarati language, however, Nāgar Brāhmaṇas use Devanagari, and 
Vāniō 'shopkeepers' and Sarrāf 'bankers' use Kaithi for the language. Yadav (2011) has 
published a Maithili text in Newari script written in 1713 AD. This attests that the 
multiscriptal situation is not a recent phenomenon. 

There is one more factor in Nepal which leads to multiscriptal situation that is functional 
domain of the language. Devanagari and Tibetan have different functional domains in 
Tamang language where first one is used in normal daily works and relatively modern 
patterns of life where latter one is used in religious and cultural domain. Not only the 
scripts but also the varieties of the same script can have different functions. Newari has 
its three stylistic varieties Ranjana, Pachumol 'straight-top-character' and Bhujimol or 
Golmol 'hook-top-character' (Tamot, 2073BS).  Among these varieties Ranjana is used 
for short, especially produced and socio-culturally important texts such as invitation 
cards, felicitations, acknowledgement letters, certificates of participation or contribution 
in a social function, notice boards, banners, etc. whereas other two varieties are used in 
more general functions. 

2.4 Lineage of Nepalese scripts 

Almost all the scripts used for the languages of Nepal are derived from the Brahmi  script, 
the exceptions are Latin and Arabic. Figure 1 presents a comprehensive connection 
between the major scripts in South Asia. 
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Figure 1: Scripts developed from Brahmi (adapted from Coulmas (ed.), 2003: 53), 
Nepal/Newārī, Rong, and Sirijanga are added.) 

In its history, besides its natural changes from Brahmi to the present descendants, 
Devanagari has also been through conscious or deliberate development efforts. Some of 
the efforts have been discussed in section 6 in detail. 

3. Orthography in the scholarly discussion and publication in Nepal 

After the restoration of democracy in Nepal in 2046BS, following the constitutional 
provisions on the languages of Nepal, Language Planning Recommendation Commission 
(henceforth LPRC) was formed in 2050BS. There have been series of seminars, 
discussions, and scholarly publications on language policy and planning in Nepal in 
which issue of orthography is one of the central issues. The publications, include 
Pokharel (2050BS), Yadava (2050BS), Bandhu, (2050BS), Dahal and Regmi (2058BS), 
Watters and Rai (2005), Pokharel (2071BS), and Pokharel (2074BS)and the LPRC Report 
(LPRC, 2050BS) itself, seems to follow the recommendation of the Report of the 
UNESCO Meeting of Specialists, 1951 (UNESCO, 1953) regarding the issues on 
orthography which mentions: 

where there are several major regional languages in one country or where more than 
one language has official status, it is of value to have relative uniformity in the way in 
which they are written. To the extent that they are similar, the learning of the 
additional language is facilitated (UNESCO, 1953:60-61). 

Brahmi script 

Northern Indian Group Southern Indian Group 

Central Indian Kadamba Kalinga Grantha Gupta/Lichhavi Kusan 

Śāradā Nāgarī Tamil Malayalam Pāli  

Siamese 

Burmese 
Tākrī 

Proto-Bengālī Devanāgarī 
Tibetan 

Nepal/Newārī Old Kanarese 

Kashmiri 

Gurumukhrī 
Nandināgarī 

Maithilī 

Bengālī Gujarati 
Manipurī Oṛiyā 

Sinhalese 

Sirijanga 

Mangolian Rong 

Modern 

kanarese 

Telugu 
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The Report further specifies: 

In so far as possible, unification between orthographies should be sought, especially 
among the languages within a country. If possible, the writing of a local language 
should agree with that of the regional, national or official language, so as to facilitate 
transition from one to the other. In general, care should be taken not to force 
distinctions in the local language because they exist in the second language 
(UNESCO, 1953:62). 

These recommendations of the UNESCO are reflected in the LPRC Report. As the report 
mentions (LPRC, 2050BS: 16-17): 

The following thoughts are relevant regarding the selection of the script: 
(1) To adopt Devanagari script for all languages of Nepal for maintaining 

consistency in language learning. 
(2) To adopt Devanagari script for all languages of Nepal but to preserve the 

conventional script of any language as a cultural heritage. 
(3) To adopt an indigenous script with some modification to make it more suitable. 

There is a need of some modifications of alphabets [sic] based in Devanagari script as 
it will bring simplification for writing and pedagogical purpose. The alphabets are 
[sic] primarily based on the phonology of Sanskrit language which does not have one 
to one correlation with sound system observed in Nepalese languages, and thus can 
not fully represent phonological system of the languages of Nepal. It is therefore 
appropriate to modify the orthographic system according to the sound system of 
Nepalese languages. It is necessary to adopt two kinds of processes: 
(1) To use the letters which represent the sounds of a language. 
(2) To add new letters or appropriate diacritics to represent sounds when there is a 

lack of such letters or diacritics. 

The points in these citations are: (i) unification in orthographies among the languages 
should be preferred in a multilingual country, (ii) writing of a local language should agree 
with that of a regional or official language, (iii) the unification will facilitate the transition 
from one to other, (iv) however, the features of the second (regional or national official 
language) should not impose if these are not present in the local language. 

Consider the points (ii) and (iv). Point (ii) takes the process of unification as 
unidirectional where only local languages should agree with that of regional or national 
languages not the other way around, and point (iv) reminds not to impose the features of 
second language which are not in the local languages but forget to suggest adding those 
distinctive features which are present in the local languages in the unified orthography. 
However, the summary of the discussion on orthography addresses the issues in one or 
the other ways. The Report (UNESCO, 1953:62) summarizes the discussion in the 
following points of preference on orthographic issues and reminds considering the 
attitudes of the population toward their orthographic traditions: 

(1) Spelling in conformity with contemporary pronunciation. 
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(2) Agreement with phonemes of the language. 
(3) Simplicity in typography (available types, limited numbers of characters, etc.) 
(4) Letters without diacritics (if equally satisfactory). 
(5) Digraphs in preference to new characters unless they cause ambiguity. 
(6) Derivation of new characters from prevailing scientific usage. 
(7) Agreement between different languages of the region or country, especially with 

the national or official language. 

However, in the recommendation section of the report (LPRC, 2050BS: 34, 
recommendation numbers 3-5), the language is more abstract and the word "Devanagari" 
is not present there, thus less directly reflected as it is in the citation above.  

Despite the elaborate discussion and recommendations, no serious attempt has been made 
from the government institutions or the scholars in power seems to carry out the 
orthography unification process, neither to develop the orthographies for individual 
languages of Nepal within the period of 24 years since the LPRC Report came out. 
Community's effort for Newari script is the only exception in this regard which is again 
not from any government institution. 

However, one such attempt at individual level, at least as a scholarly discussion has been 
made by Regmi (2008) which tries to address the issues of unification bidirectionally, i.e. 
from both the points of view from Nepali, the official language and the all other 
languages of Nepal which is discussed in detail in section 6.  

4. Orthography in Policy documents 

Article 7(1) of the Constitution of Nepal, 2015 states "the Nepali language in the 
Devnagari script shall be the official language of Nepal." 

According to the article 51(6)  the policies of the Staterelating to social and cultural 
transformation is"to protect and develop languages, scripts, culture, literature, arts, 
motion pictures and heritages of various castes, tribes, and communities on the basis of 
equality and co-existence, while maintaining the cultural diversity of the country" 

Suchanā tathā sanchār pravidhi nīti (Information and Communication Technology 
Policy), 2072BShas some provisions, though there is no direct mention of script, two of 
the strategies are related to orthography. Strategy 12.1.2 mentions: 

Special programs will be formulated to encourage local and indigenous traditional 
content development in collaboration with the major stakeholders. In this regard, 
concept of local language computing will be promoted in order to expand the access to 
ICT service also through other language speakers in Nepal. 

Strategy 12.2.3 is concerned on digital literacy and says "to make communities able in 
meaningful use of ICT a nationwide digital literacy program will be formulated and 
implemented." 
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One of the functions, duties and powers of the Language Commission as provided by the 
Bhāṣā Āyog Ain 2074 (Language Commission Act, 2074BS) is related to orthography as 
it mentions" Carry research on the mother tongues spoken in Nepal in order to get them 
technology-friendly and recommend to the related agency to follow the appropriate 
measures"(Article 3(f)). 

5. Issues related to orthography and the choice 

Orthography has number of issues as it is the base of the graphic form of a language. 
Some of the issues are more technical and fundamental as well as concrete and the others 
more abstract and emotional. The issues attract peoples from the various disciplines such 
as linguists, technologists, education and literacy experts, sociologists, politicians, legal 
experts, and so on. 

The issues are identity and prestige, literacy, education, power, administration, 
information and communication technology (ICT), human right, language preservation 
and promotion, relating to the other communities, phonological representation, and 
economy. When there is a need to choose or develop any orthography these issues come 
to the front and the situation becomes complicated. 

Linguists working in the field in Nepal have analyzed the situation. Turin (2006: 67) 
observed the following situation regarding choice of orthography: 

...Various scripts exist within Nepal, the two dominant ones being the Nepali, or 
Devanagari script, and the Tibetan script. Other languages with pre-existing and 
unique scripts include Newar, Limbu and Lepcha. Indigenous peoples speaking 
languages without a literate tradition generally choose between three options when 
developing a writing system: using the Devanagari script, using the Tibetan script, or 
devising a new script. 

Glover (2002: 27-29) has discussed on the issues of script choice in Gurung language 
regarding choice between Roman, Devanagari, Tibetan and Khema scripts with elaborate 
list of advantages and disadvantages of each of them. 

Linguists have also noticed the problems related to choice of orthography. Yadava and 
Shakya (2065BS: 62) have made following observations on the challenges regarding use 
of scripts in the languages of Nepal:(i) appropriate script could not be developed for 
many languages because of no sufficient study on their sound system, (ii) there is 
problem in many because Devanagari could not represent all the sounds in the language, 
and (iii) there is a debate in some languages such as Tamang, Gurung, etc. because of the 
use of multiple scripts. 

These discussions are on the languages related to Tibeto-Burman family which are yet to 
be written or having writing system recently which is yet to be standardized. However, 
the languages such as Nepali, Newari, and Limbu which have already solved the question 
of script choice and standardization, also have been elaborated to new functions or the 
potential for that. Specially, Nepali has new challenges as there will be other languages 
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introduced to the official function. In this situation, Nepali has to develop at least some 
auxiliary codes in order to accommodate as an intermediate language among the official 
languages of Nepal. It needs to include the symbols which represent the sounds in other 
languages of Nepal but not present in Nepali. Similar kinds of challenges exist for the 
languages like Limbu, Newari, etc., however, at the context of rather smaller areas. 

6. Efforts on orthography development or change with reference to Devanagari 

Surya Bahadur Shrestha has published 3 booklets and an article on Navanagari (Shrestha, 
2045BS – a booklet in Nepali which presents objectives, solutions and guidelines for the 
reform; Shrestha, 2048BS – a Nepali exercise book on Navanagari for lerners; Shrestha, 
1991 – a booklet in English which can be taken as English version of his Nepali booklet 
with minor differences in number of points of suggestions; and Shrestha 1992 – same 
English booklet published as an article). In these works he has observed the following 
problems in Devanagari: (i) Sirorekha 'the top line', (ii) inherent vowel schwa in the 
consonant letter, (iii) ligature , (iv) vowel diacritics on around all the directions, (v) three 
tier presentation of the letters, (vi) consonant letters without vertical line at the right (क, 
ङ, छ, ट, ठ, ड, ढ, द, फ, र, ह), (vii) more letters than the sounds which the letters have to 
represent, and (viii) problem to include the vowel and consonant letter of other languages. 
He has solved the problems by changing the shapes of the letters, placements of the 
diacritics, and reducing the alternatives, except the last one which seems to be beyond his 
knowledge and interest. 

The Navanagari—script resulted from the simplified, systematic and machine friendly 
Devanagari—is as he claims: 

Navanagari system is purly on linear basis and proves to be fully phonetic. Basically it 
needs 33 letters and 11 vowel signs only. A few dicritical marks are required in it. The 
present Devanagari typewriter can easily by [sic] accommodated for Navanagari. As 
there will be no need to type more than two times for a complete letter, this system 
will be faster than Devanagari which needs to type upto four times and Navanagari 
can easily compete with Roman typing. Navanagari has all the phonetic quality of 
Devanagari and technical qualities of linear typing and typesetting of Roman 
(Shrestha, 1991: 11). 

Regmi (2008) has discussed the issues in developing Devanagari based multilanguage 
orthography for Nepal in detail. He has presented the reason for choosing Devanagari 
over other scripts as base, listed the problems of Devanagari—inherent, with Nepali 
language, and with other languages of Nepal, the current practices of adapting 
Devanagari in the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, and presented an alphabet which 
he claims that can be used for all the languages of Nepal. 

He has given the following five reasons for choosing Devanagari as base for a 
multilanguage orthography over other scripts used in Nepal: (i) the languages spoken by 
94.61% of the total population (based on 2001 Census data) of Nepal use Devanagari 
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either primarily or secondarily, (ii) more than 70 languages (a rough estimation) out of 92 
languages are either not written yet all or are started writing recently and have only a few 
publications, and most of the languages which are started writing recently use modified 
Devanagari, (iii) because of the official status given to Nepali language and Devanagari 
as its orthography other linguistic communities had to learn and use Devanagari, (iv) 
Nepali is a compulsory subject in the national education system of Nepal from grade 1 up 
to Bachelors level as well as a medium of instruction, (v) Devanagari is the orthography 
for most of the print media published in Nepal. 

He has listed three inherent problems of Devanagari—(i)  inherent schwa with the 

consonant letters, (ii) use of short i (ि◌) before the consonant which is pronounced before 

it, and (iii) the alternative forms or systems such as many forms of  r (र), half consonant 
and halanta (or virama) system, and simple concatenative forms of consonant clusters and 
ligatures—, two problems related to use of Devanagari in Nepali language—(i) more 
letters in the alphabet than the phonemic inventory of Nepali, and (ii) no one-to-one 
correspondence between grapheme and phoneme—, and the problems of Devanagari in 
using other languages of Nepal—(i) similar problems for the Indo-Aryan languages, (ii) 
no symbols to represent many segments and suprasegments of the languages of Nepal 
which include: Glottal stop (IPA symblol 'ʔ') found in Kirati languages, breathy vowels 
(IPA symblol  ' ̤ ' at the bottom of the vowel symbol) found in Magar, Gurung, etc., 
breathy velar nasal (IPA symblol ŋ) found in Magar, Tamang, etc., long ‘अ’, ‘ आ’, ‘ ए’, 
and ‘ओ’ (IPA symbols: ʌː, aː , eː , oː  respectively) found in Kirati languages, implosives 
(IPA symblols ɓ, ɗ), found in Wambule (a Kirati language), tone (IPA symblols ˥, ˦, ˧, ˨, 
˩,  etc.), found in Sherpa, Thakali, etc., syllabic nasal (IPA symblol ' ̩ ' at the bottom of the 
vowel or consonant symbol) found in Kulung (a Kirati language), voiced alveolar 
fricative (IPA symblol 'z') found in Kaike, post-alveolar fricative (IPA symblols 'ʃ, ʓ') 
found in Sherpa, central, back unrounded and front rounded vowels (IPA symblols ɨ, ə, ɰ, 
y, œ etc.) found in Kirati languages, low-mid vowels (IPA symblols ɛ, ɔ) found in Kirati 
languages. 

He has presented the current practices of adapting Devanagari in the Tibeto-Burman 
languages of Nepal which have seriously lack the interoperability as most of these use a 
diacritic—a dot beneath the consonant letter—to represent whatever new segment or 
suprasegment is there in that particular language.At the end he has presented an alphabet 
arranged in the system of Devanagari alphabet with many additional letters and diacritics 
to represent various segments and suprasegments which he mentioned include following 
properties: (i) based in Devanagari, (ii) provides the symbols for each contrastive sound 
in the Nepalese languages, (iii) diacritic for 'अ' is added, (iv) consonants without vowel is 
the basic form of a symbol, (v) consonants with vowel is same as current Devanagari (vi) 
all the vowel diacritics are placed after the consonant (it may occur at the top, at the 
bottom or at the right but not at the left), (vii) the shape of the new or modified symbol is 
not much different from the original one, (ix) consistency is maintained in representing 
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the features, (x) provision to write tones, (xi) no provision of alternative writing like 
simple/cluster, half/halanta, etc. 

There have been many attempts of modifying Devanagari for individual languages. 
Noonan (2005) has carried a comprehensive survey on the use of Devanagari with 
adaptation among the six Tibeto-Burman languages Chantyal, Gurung, Limbu, Sherpa 
Tamang, Thangmi. These individual works have been summarized in Regmi (2008), 
however, without mentioning individual languages as reference. 

Both of these attempts (Shrestha and Regmi) have many common issues and try to 
address them, however, the orientation is clearly different as Shrestha's main aim is to 
simplify but Regmi's main aim is to create a common orthography. Both of these attempts 
lack the insight to the formative principle of Devanagari, thus count and list the problems 
without penetrating into its underlying system.  

7. The formative principle of the scripts of Nepal 

Despite the fact that the shapes are different in Tibetan or Sambota, Sirijanga or Limbu, 
Newa and Devanagari basic system in which the script is built on is the same. All the 
scripts have following features in common (See Yonjan-Tamang (2073BS), Kainla 
(2073BS), Tamot (2073BS) and Pokharel (2073BS) for the features in particular 
language): 
(a) There are vowel and consonant symbols, and vowel symbols have two forms basic 

and diacritic. 
(b) Close syllable is marked—by (i) dot at the right shoulder of the final consonant in 

Tibetan, (ii) with horizontal line beneath the final consonant in Limbu, (iii) virama or 
halanta (a slanted short line moving downwards) at the bottom right of the final 
consonant, half consonant symbol, and ligature which carries the final consonant of 
the preceding syllable in Nepali, and (iv) Newa utilizes ligature which carries the 
final consonant of the preceding syllable. 

(c) There are ligatures to represent the consonant clusters. 
(d) There is no provision to represent tone. 

These are the inherent features of the writing systems developed from Brahmi. Thus 
Tirhuta, Gurumukhi, Rong, Tamhig and other scripts developed within the same 
framework have differences only in the number of letters/symbols, shape of the 
letters/signs, and the placement of the diacritics not in the system.  

Of course there are some innovations such as addition of low mid vowel letters, glottal 
stop, and vowel length marker in Limbu, vowel length marker and breathy stop marker in 
Tibetan, and length marker, low mid front vowel letter, and breathiness marker in 
sonorant consonants as per the need of the sound system of the particular language which 
uses that script. The puzzling question is why Tibetan does not have tone marking system 
in it though there is tone in the language. 

The concern of this paper at this point is on the question of formative principle of the 
source of the most of the scripts used in Nepal. Regarding the formative principle there 
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are two references available—Coulmas (1999, 2003) and Rogers (2005)—which have 
alternative views.  

Rogers (2005) uses the term 'abugida' to characterize formative principle of Brahmi 
whereas Coulmas (1999, 2003) prefers the term 'syllabic alphabet'. The basic difference is 
that Rogers (2005) lists the features of Brahmi, Devanagari and other scripts—inherent 
schwa, both independent and dependent vowel letters, ligature and concatenations, etc. 
Hall et al. (2014) and Pokharel (2073BS) agree with this view and call Devanagari 
abugida system of writing. This view perfectly captures the structure of the symbols in 
Devanagari (and Brahmi including its descendants), however, lacks to capture the basic 
unit where these structures operate, i.e., the functional unit.  

Coulmas (1999, 2003) separates the functional unit and the analytical structure, and 
assigns Brahmi (and the descendants) to syllabic writing in terms of its basic functional 
unit and to alphabetic writing in terms of its analytical structure. The basis of functional  
unit helps us to understand why short i 'ि◌' is placed before the consonant, why there are 
ligatures, why there are vowel diacritics at the top and bottom of the consonant letters, 
why schwa is inherent in the consonant symbols, and why there are various forms of 'र'—
especially, one as hook at the top right of the consonant letter and another slightly upward 
curved horizontal line between the consonant symbol—which have exactly the same 
pronunciation but different syllable structure. 

Coulmas (1999: 229-230) has made this clear in the following statement: 

The mode of vowel indication defines Indian writing systems as syllabic alphabets. 
They are syllabic in that the unit of coding is a syllable, and they are alphabetic in that 
the unit of the underlying analysis is a segment. Each syllable, no matter whether it 
consists of a single V or a CV, CCV, CVC or VC group, is written as a graphic unit. 
Yet these units, except for those of syllabic Vs, display internal structure reflecting a 
segmental analysis. C graphemes are coded with an inherent neutral vowel, usually 
transliterated as a. Independent V graphemes are used in initial position; otherwise Vs 
are marked by diacritics known as mātrās grouped around the C graphemes. There is 
no need to mark an [a] or [ə] following a consonant, since this vowel inheres the C 
letters and hence has no mātrā. This assumption has the following structural 
consequences for the combination of letters. Mātrās supersede the inherent a. 
Consonant clusters are generally represented by compound ligatures, conjunct C 
letters which, excepting the last of the sequence, lose the inherent a. Another device 
for suppressing the inherent a is a subscript diacritic known as virāma in Sanskrit. The 
virāma indicates the absence of a vowel. Its use is generally restricted to mark final 
consonants, although more extensive use could substantially reduce the number of 
necessary ligatures. Ligatures are often formed by combining elements of two C 
letters, but these graphic compositions are rarely transparent and thus have to be 
learned separately. 
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It needs to be clear that the syllable of writing and the syllable of speech do not 
correspond in one-to-one fashion as they have their own structures. 

8. The proposal for multilanguage orthography 

With the discussion above as background, the aim of this paper is to propose an inter-
operable Devanagari-based multilanguage orthography for the languages of Nepal. 

8.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the orthography are: 
(a) To establish theoretical base or formative principles for the multilanguage 

orthography 
(b) To provide separate symbols-either independent or in the form of diacritic—for 

every contrastive segmental and suprasegmental sounds exist in all the Nepalese 
languages 

(c) To provide a single standard for writing all the languages of Nepal. It will be useful 
in preparing multilingual databases, dictionaries, and comparative linguistic studies 
apart from the means of literacy, education and communication of the language 
communities 

(d) To provide means of reading and writing other’s languages witout using separate 
writing system which will be supporting harmonius multilingual society 

8.2 Scope 

The scope of the proposed orthography covers all the languages of Nepal including any 
kind of language function accomplished through its written form. However, it will not 
substitute the established orthographies such as Tibetan, Sirijanga, Newa, etc. instead it 
will complement those scripts as intermediate script. 

8.3 Process 

The information regarding the number of total contrastive sounds—segmental and 
suprasegmental—are collected, in an estimation we need about 85 separate symbols (see 
Regmi et al. (2012) for the phonemic inventories of 38 languages of Nepal) to represent 
all the sounds of the languages of Nepal. 

The symbols available in the present  Devanagari alphabet are taken, which will be about 
half of the needed number. 

The system will be changed to 'alphabetic' from 'syllabic alphabetic', this will give the 
freedom to change shape of the consonants letters and placement of the diacritics which 
do not fit in the alphabetic system, i.e., to establish one-to-one grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence. 

All the consonant symbols are converted to their half form so that the consonant symbols 
do not inhere any vowel. However, together with vowel the shape of the letters will not 
be very different from the present Devanagari writing. 
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The additional vowel—along with their diacritic—and consonant letters will be created or 
borrowed from any other scripts in Nepal to represent those sounds exist in the languages 
of Nepal but no symbol in present Devanagari alphabet to represent them. 

The alphabet will be prepared with the help of the calligraphers. 

The standard codes (unicode) will be developed for the newly developed alphabet along 
with the input and rendering systems. 

Language specific keyboards will also be customized, thus every language does not need 
all the symbols in the keyboard. 

8.4 Expected outcome 
(a) There will be a standard orthography functional to all the languages of Nepal. 
(b) No language will be left behind because of orthography, thus literacy and 

educational material development program can be begun. 
(c) Documentation and comparative study programs can be begun among the languages 

so that the standard forms of the languages be developed. 
(d) Any languages which are assigned the official function can be used without obstacle 

which will otherwise be created because of the orthography. 
(e) Means of databases and official records will be ready. 

8.5 Beneficiaries 

The unwritten languages will be benefitted as these languages will have means to write. 

The languages which have begun writing based on Devanagari will have standard 
orthography. 

The languages which have their own writing system will have alternative system which 
will support the speakers, especially those who have migrated from the main land or had 
inter-caste marriage, and are in foreign employment, in learning and maintaining their 
language. 

The langauges which have their own writing system and ready to be used in official 
function will have support in developing auxiliary codes and intermediate orthography to 
transliterate their documents into other languages of Nepal. 

The government will have means of record—electronic or print—, and transfer into many 
official languages. 

Nepali speakers will have their language upgraded to the functional language which can 
unify—respecting the diversity—all the linguistic groups through the writing system. 

All the Nepalese people will benefit from the reduced cost on digitizing, maintaining, 
updating, upgrading, and elaborating for the various fields of use and applications in the 
digital world because of the single standard orthography nationwide. 

The other scripts will also be benefitted from the convertability, and technology transfer 
from the multilanguage orthography. 
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This will support in language revival and maintenance as well as in elaboration of the 
functions. 

9. Conclusion 

In the period of about 2300 hundred years since the first writing in Nepal, there have been 
various kinds of developments in writing. Most interesting among these are the 
multilanguage orthographies as well as multiscriptal situations existed through the history 
in Nepal which is independent of languages and language families, and the various scripts 
developed or adapted in Nepal are descendants of Brahmi thus share the same formative 
principle. In spite of these facts, many languages of Nepal lack standard functional 
orthography. Even Devanagari, as it has been assigned official function along with the 
Nepali language, is not free with the limitations, especially for this function regarding the 
various auxiliary codes and record keeping functions, let alone the issues related to other 
languages of Nepal. This phenomenon, though always noticed by the linguists and 
mentioned in their documents, was not handled properly. The present attempt, as based 
on the arguments with detailed background presented in various sections above, is to 
develop a common interoperable functional orthography which can handle the complexity 
of language-ethnicity and language-script relations in present Nepal. As Nepali language 
and the Devanagari script have been bearing the role of linking people in this country 
resulting from and resulted into a medium of education, media, and wider 
communication, it will be easier to realize a multilanguage orthography where all the 
scripts—being the descendants of the same ancestor Brahmi—share the same formative 
principle of 'syllabic alphabet'. It is hoped that the systemic shift in the script in order to 
accommodate all the segmental and suprasegmental sounds in the languages of Nepal 
along with the changes in shapes and placements will realize such an orthography and 
will benefit each and every person in Nepal through a standard means of graphic 
expression. 
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UNDERSTANDING ETHNIC AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY: 
EVIDENCE FROM PUMA 

NARAYAN P. SHARMA  
 
The most significant and most obvious factor behind the growth of ethnic and cultural 
diversity in Nepal, is of course, the country’s multilingual context. Multicultural context, 
in turn, reflects the cultural and linguistic diversity, and social thinking of the period 
during which the context came into existence. We can argue that cultural and ethnic 
diversity has always been a source of strength and unity in Nepali society. This article 
addresses the ethnic and cultural diversity of the Puma people. The future of Nepal will 
be even more ethnically and culturally diverse than it is today. 

Key words: Ethnic and cultural diversity, mythology, ritual rites, ethno-linguistic 
documentation  

1. Cultural background1 

Today, in Nepal, the development of a truly multicultural and multiethnic society is 
continuing. As an illustration of the increasing cultural diversity in Nepal, consider the 
following statistics.  In 1991,Central Bureau of Statistics of Nepal (1991) reported that 
ninety-two languages were spoken in Nepal. Such ethnic diversity is more significant 
feature of life in Nepal as Central Bureau of Statistics of Nepal progresses. The total 
languages spoken in Nepal rises from its 1991 level of 92 languages to 123 languages in 
2012(Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) 2012; Eppele et al. 2012). Opinion polls, for 
example, repeatedly show that large numbers of Nepali believe that multicultural society 
has benefitted the country. In contrast, there is clearly a need for a rational analysis of 
ethnic and cultural diversity in Nepal. This paper demonstrates ethnic and cultural 
diversity of Puma, one of the endangered Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, focusing on 
mythology, people and language, ritual rites, and kinship. 

The Puma language and culture are comparatively more conservative than other Rai 
groups. They have preserved cultural practices and language that have disappeared in 
other Rai communities (Sharma 2014). For example, certain genres of ritual speech, such 
as hopmacham, a kind of song which is sung in many Kirati rituals (mainly in marriage) 
praising the forces of creation like the earth and man, are extinct in Bantawa and 
Camling, the two largest Rai Kirati languages,while it is still well-known and sung in the 
Puma community. Like many Rai-Kirati people, Puma celebrate ũbhaulī ‘the rising time’ 
                                                           
1 The data and information discussed in this paper were made possible by the Endangered 

Languages Academic Programme Bursary (2009), Overseas Research Award (2009-2012), the 
Endangered Languages Documentation Programme, ELDP Grant-IGS0094 (2010-2013) and the 
DoBeS-funded Chintang and Puma Documentation Project (CPDP) (2004-2008) which is hereby 
gratefully acknowledged. I would like to thank my language consultants particularly Mr. Shree 
Kumar Rai and Mr. Premdhoj Rai for their help. 
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(around early August) and ũdhaulī ‘the descending time’(around early February) (cf. 
Gaenszle 2007) and worship ‘nature’ twice a year, once before planting  during the rising 
time and once before harvesting during the descending time. The major festivals that 
Puma celebrate and worship are sāmkhā(ancestor worship; spring festival), 
khaliphenma(worship of ancestral beings to keep them satisfied and make them look 
benevolently on their descendants), canḍī pūrṇimā (cultural dance).  

In fact, the available evidence shows that, when a community loses its language, it often 
loses a great deal of its cultural diversity and linguistic heritage at the same time. In the 
same way, speakers of these languages feel the loss of their language as a loss of their 
original ethnic and cultural identity. Research has shown that there is an urgent need of 
high quality audio-visual recordings of endangered languages of Nepal as many as 
possible to analyze primary data for producing basic grammars, ethnography and 
dictionaries. 

This paper is organized as follows: in §2 I provide a brief discussion of the Puma 
mythological world and describe ethnogenesis and ethnolinguistic analysis of Puma 
clans; in 3§ I discuss about the Puma people, their language and linguistic areas and 
genetic affiliation; in 4§ I describe relatedness of annual ritual and agricultural cycles; in 
§5 I present Puma kinship terms; in §6 I provide brief discussion about the ritual rites 
such as birth, marriage and death; in §7 I explore some interesting sociolinguistic 
observations; and in §8 I provide conclusion and discussion of the facts presented in the 
paper. As a first step in providing such an analysis, this paper identifies multilingual 
situation as the main factor behind the present level of cultural and linguistic diversity. It 
then discusses the justification for documenting languages before identifying the real 
importance associated with the multiethnic and multicultural diversity issue. Finally, it 
offers conclusion on ethnic and cultural diversity focusing on Puma. 

2. The Puma mythological world 

Mythological stories told by the Puma with respect to the origin of the world and their 
ancestors are part of a common Rai mythology, also found among the Bantawa and 
Camling.  Gaenszle (1991), quoted in (Tolsma 2006), describes how Kirati mythology is 
interwoven with the kinship system. In the villages I have heard different versions of the 
same story. The stories were recorded and translated into Nepali. Each telling was 
different, even by the same narrator. There is every reason to believe that it is extremely 
difficult to determine which details are convincing to the story.  

2.1 Genesis 

In the beginning, there was no bakkha ‘earth’, but only a single aqueous orb. Then, the 
stones chetlungma and maklungma were created. After the stones had become visible, 
with the help of termites the water-hunter and serpent queen were created. After the 
creation of the earth and insects, the gods thought of creating human beings. In the 
beginning, they created a human made of iron and tried to call it, but the human could not 
produce a single word. The gods attempted to make a golden human, but this creature 
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also failed to speak. In the end, the gods created a human made of a mixture of bird’s 
dung and ashes, which was able to speak, and in this way humans were created. Prem 
Dhoj Rai (p.c.) says that the proof that humans are made of dung and ashes is given by 
the bad smell emitted by rubbing one’s body (cf. Sharma 2014). 

2.2 Puma ethnogenesis 

It is said that there were parents who were called Patesung. They had three children: 
Tongwama, Khiwama and Hekchakupa. Soon the children became orphans, and they had 
to struggle in order to survive (Sharma 2014). Tongwama and Khiwama were elder and 
younger sisters, and Hekchakupa was the youngest brother. Thus, the sisters raised their 
brother, and used to weave to make clothes for themselves. 

2.2.1 Narrative 

According to the recorded texts folk_tale_01, hekchakupa_01, hekchakupa_02, 
hekchakupa_03, hekchakupa_04, and hekchakupa_05 (Chintang and Puma 
Documentation Project (CPDP) 2004; Gaenszle et al. 2008; Sharma 2009; 2014), one day 
Tongwama and Khiwama were working on their loom. Hekchakupa was very hungry, and 
took one fistful of uncooked rice to his eldest sister Tongwama and asked her to prepare a 
meal for him. She asked him to take it to the other sister Khiwama because she was busy. 
However, Khiwama in turn asked him to take it to Tongwama as she was also busy. 
Again, he took it to this sister. As Tongwama was preparing the meal, Hekchakupa was 
playing and laughing to himself, dancing around the fireplace. Suddenly he leant on a 
burning piece of wood and knocked over the cooking pot. Hekchakupa was so sad and 
started to cry, until eventually he cried himself to sleep. Then after having finished their 
loom-work, Tongwama and Khiwama entered the house and found Hekchakupa asleep. 
They could not wake him up, and thought that their brother must be dead. The girls 
covered him with banana leaves. When they started to trample on the pile and heard a 
stalk break, they thought that their younger brother’s ribs had broken. Next they put one 
banana, one sickle and one piece of ginger under his pillow, and fled to Bhoṭ (Tibet) and 
Madhes (Tarai), having changed into birds. After having had a full sleep, Hekchakupa 
woke up and looked hither and thither, but he did not see his sisters. Then, he started to 
cry again. While crying, he looked at his pillow and found a banana, a sickle and ginger. 
He ate the banana when he got hungry. One day Hekchakupa found a seed of a banana 
and planted it. When he was eating a ripen banana, Cakrangdhipma, a witch, found him 
and took him to her house to kill and eat. The witch had a daughter named 
Congdhongcongma. Cakrangdhipma asked her daughter to kill and cook the lice of 
Hekchakupa (a indirect way of asking her daughter to kill Hekchakupa) and to hang his 
roasted heart and liver on the door. Cakrangdhipma went to invite her brothers.  

Congdhongcongma started to look for lice on Hetchkupa, but she did not find them. She 
asked him how he did not have any filth or lice on his head. Hekchakupa told her that his 
mother poured about half litre boiling oil on his head by having him in an upside-down 
position on a mortar. He had neither lice nor filth in his hair. Congdhongcongma 
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requested him to do the same. Hekchakupa boiled oil and poured it on 
Congdhongcongma’s head. Then, she died and Hekchakupa put on her clothes. He hung 
the heart and liver on the door and cooked the remaining parts. Cakrangdhipma came 
with her brother, dancing around the house. She chewed Congdhongcongma’s heart and 
liver hanging by the door. Hekchakupa greeted Cakrangdhipma’s brothers, having taken 
the elder brother as younger and vice-versa. He served a meal. Cakrangdhipma and her 
brothers ate Congdhongcongma’s meat too much, and they got intoxicated by it and fell 
asleep. Hekchakupa climbed on the roof and started to shout ‘the witch is a child-eater!’ 
Then, Cakrangdhipma chased him. While she was chasing him, they got to Hekchakupa’s 
mother’s parents’ home. They served rice husks and nettle curry to the witch, and rice and 
chicken curry to Hekchakupa. Next day Cakrangdhipma was given a bundle of a tiger, 
bear, and hornets and was asked to unpack her bundle in a dense forest. Hekchakupa, 
their nephew, was given a bundle of domesticated animals, grain and money, and was 
asked to unpack his bundle on a plain area. Then the two of them took to the road. 

2.2.2 Analysis  

As Cakrangdhipma unpacked the bundle into a dense forest, the contents bit and stung 
her, and she died. Hekchakupa unpacked his bundle in a plain area that he liked. The 
cattle, grain, and money came out and he saved money to bring wife. Though he invited 
his sisters, they were ashamed to accept the invitation. According to the version of the 
legend ELDP: hekchakupa_04 (Sharma 2009), Hekchakupa and his wife sent several 
animals to look for the sisters. They sent a flea, which was killed after it had bitten 
Tongwama and Khiwama. Then they sent a ṭangṭupmi, a kind of bird that frequents rivers, 
which did not come back either. They sent a red cock. When sisters heard the cock 
crowing about their brother’s prosperity, the two sisters became afraid and chased the 
cock in order to catch it. As they kept chasing the cock, they reached Hekchakupa’s 
decorated house. The sisters ran off in shame. After Hekchakupa put mahada, a kind of 
sour fruit, salt, rice and roasted pork on a winnowing basket, they ate, and then dropped 
their feathers, one each into the winnowing basket as a sangcep itma calana, a token of 
gift. The ceremonies carried out by Hekchakupa and his wife, and his two sisters in the 
mythical past are nowadays performed by the Puma during their religious ceremonies in 
honour of the ancestors, whom they ask for happiness, peace, health, prosperity and good 
fortune. In this way, today it is believed that Puma people are the offspring of the 
mythical hero Hekchakupa (cf. Sharma 2014). 

2.3. An ethnolinguistic analysis of Puma clans 

According to the oral tradition of the Puma, after the creation of human beings, their 
ancestor had two sons, Dabalung and Palun. The elder brother Dabalung lived in Sobhe, 
Satmara in Diplung and younger brother Palun lived in Bukula, Palun village. Dabalung 
had seven sons, and Palun had five sons. However, one clan Henyongcha was in excess 
when the ancestors distributed the clans. Shree Kumār Rāī says that Henyongcha was also 
Dabalung’s son from his second wife. Similarly, it is said that Palun also had another 
son. Overall, Puma has fourteen clans. Henyongcha perform their ritual themselves and 



they ask only ancestors of their own clan, while the other seven clans invite all ancest
of the seven clans during their ritual ceremonies in honour of the ancestors for prosperity, 
strength, and good health. In addition, while honouring their ancestors, 
‘Dabalung/Diplung Bobbi’, Palun call ‘
tangalung bobbi’ at Pauwasera. Though Puma society is divided into two lineages, all 
Puma have the same samet, namdhungpa
Sharma 2014). This samet is needed in the life cycle rites and ceremonies such as naming, 
marriage and death. 

According to Kamal Bahādur Rāī in his recorded text 
Garaja, Hadira, Limmachit and Thumrahang
sibilisip, citaci and lopali, respectively, in 
the oral ritual texts, general clans are not called. The 
during recitation of ritual texts by shaman at wedding ceremonies to welcome and honour 
ancestors (Rai 2007; Rai & Rai 2007)
the text (DA_satpacha), andRai (2007) and Rai & Rai (2007)
Sharma (2014). The clans below with a shaded area do not have sub
clans without a shaded area have further sub
with different colour to show it is distinct from the other seven clan
mythology. The four clans of Dabalung
and Henyongcha do not have sub
Hadira, Thumrahang, and Yongduhang
respectively. On the other hand, only 
clans such as Tongmalung, Metlongthong
have any sub-clans. 

Figure 1: 
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of the seven clans during their ritual ceremonies in honour of the ancestors for prosperity, 
strength, and good health. In addition, while honouring their ancestors, Dabalung

call ‘Ruthum Bobbi’, and Henyongcha call ‘saksalung
’ at Pauwasera. Though Puma society is divided into two lineages, all 

namdhungpa for males and namdhungma for females 
is needed in the life cycle rites and ceremonies such as naming, 

in his recorded text DA_satpacha, some clans such as 
Thumrahang of Dabalung, have names hangsami

, respectively, in mundum, the ritual language. While reciting 
the oral ritual texts, general clans are not called. The mundum names of the clans are used 
during recitation of ritual texts by shaman at wedding ceremonies to welcome and honour 

(Rai 2007; Rai & Rai 2007). The clan names recorded in Figure 1 are based on 
Rai (2007) and Rai & Rai (2007) which is adapted from 

. The clans below with a shaded area do not have sub-clans, while the 
clans without a shaded area have further sub-clans. The clan Henyongcha is presented 

to show it is distinct from the other seven clans, according to the 
Dabalung, namely Limmachit, Hangthangga, Dumanglung

do not have sub-clans, while the other four clans, namely Garaja
Yongduhang have three, five, three, and two sub-clans, 

respectively. On the other hand, only Mithahang of Palun has three sub-clans, while other 
Metlongthong, Wabihong, Khahong, and Khirihang do not 

Figure 1: Puma clans 
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3. The Kirati people and their languages 

The term ‘Kirati’ denotes both a geographical and linguistic meaning to the Tibeto-
Burman peoples native to eastern Nepal, specifically the Limbu and Rai groups 
(Opgenort 2004:1–2). Thus, it refers to both ‘people’ and ‘language’.  Kirat is the name 
of the eastern part of Nepal, geographically mountainous and hilly region. It is subdivided 
into three distinct regions: Pallo Kirat, Majh Kirat and Wallo Kirat (van Driem 2001). 
The languages spoken in this region are known as Kirati languages, one of the branches 
of Tibeto-Burman corresponding to Benedict’s Bahing-Vayu nucleus (Benedict 1972: 4–
11) and Kirati is one of the important ethnic groups in Nepal. It comprises languages like 
Limbu, Yakkha, and Rai as collective language groups.  

Puma’s close relationship with the languages Bantawa and Camling has been recognised 
from survey research. Hanßon (1991:78) argues that Puma shares the highest degree of 
lexical agreement with Camling whereas most grammatical features are shared with 
Bantawa in the south of the confluence of the Sunkoshī and Dudhkoshī rivers. This close 
relationship of Puma with Bantawa and Camling is obvious and they are classified as 
Central Kirati in all classifications. van Driem (2001:710) notes that the Puma area is 
sandwiched in between Bantawa territory to the east and Camling territory to the west.  

3.1 The Puma people 

The Puma people are one of small ethnic groups of Nepal most affected by migration, 
modernisation and modification. They have their own language, rich cultural heritage and 
tradition. Despite the recent advances in modern science and technology as well as wider 
use of Nepali language as a lingua franca, they have retrained their distinct identities in a 
remarkable way, particularly in rural areas where they have maintained their language 
and kept their tradition with originality (cf. Sharma 2014). According to the CPDP (2004), 
most Puma people older than forty years still have some knowledge of the Puma 
language, but language competence varies considerably from family to family. 

The Puma people are friendly, helpful and very open living in the rural areas of southern-
eastern part of Khotang district. The majority of the migrants are found in Belṭār, Basahā 
and Maḍibās of Udayapur distirict.Moreover, many Pumas also live in urban areas like 
Kathmandu, Dharan, and Itahari. There has also been an increase in their number of 
Pumas who have settled more or less permanently aboard such as UK, USA, Hong Kong 
and Europe. 

The Puma people practise sedentary agriculture and animal husbandry. They are 
educationally, politically and economicaly highly marginalised.Boksa ‘pork’ is their 
preferred meat, while eating sungsa ‘goat meat’ is forbidden for some Puma people. In 
the past, they were not allowed to touch goats either. But now goat husbandry is 
becoming a source of income.  

Drinking alcohol is a common practice among all Rai-Kirati people, and as such they are 
quite different from the higher caste Hindus in Nepal, who did not drink any alcohol in 
the past but now some of them do and who eat castrated goat (Tolsma 2006). Not only 
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lower castes living in Puma villages such as Kāmī, blacksmiths and Damai, tailors, but 
also higher castes such as Kshertī, have largely adopted the Puma way of life in as much 
as they drink alcohol and eat pork. 

3.2 Population demography 

Central Bureau of Statistics of Nepal (2001) reports about 4,000 people speak Puma, 
which is 0.02 percent of the total population of Nepal. However this figure seems too 
conservative. Puma people living in the core areas claim that there should be at least 
10,000 Puma people and among them there should be more than 6,000 Puma native 
speakers (Sharma 2004; Sharma et al. 2005). The total population of Puma by mother 
tongue speaking district wise is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Distribution of Puma(Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) 2001) 

Country 
Development  
Region 
District 

Mother Tongue by Districts 
Total Population Male Female 

Nepal (Total) 4310 2115 2195 
Eastern 4307 2112 2195 
Jhāpā 34 17 17 
Sunsarī 1 0 1 
Dhankuṭā 1 1 0 
Khoṭāng 3762 1852 1910 
Udaypur 502 239 263 
Saptarī 7 3 4 
Central 3 3 0 
Kāṭhmānḍu 3 3 0 

 
3.3 The Puma language 

The Puma language is one of the endangered Kirati languages spoken in Khotang district 
of the eastern part of Nepal. Puma people call their mother tongue rokungla or rokongla, 
in which la denotes ‘language’ and rokuŋ denotes ‘jungle’ (cf. Sharma 2004). The 
Ethnologue (Lewis, Simons & Fenning 2013) has an entry for Puma under ‘Kirati’, with 
the ISO 639-3 code pum. Puma was not mentioned until the 1980s; it was one of the 
discoveries of the Linguistic Survey of Nepal (1991).  

Hanßon (1991:78) mentions that Puma is one of the languages newly found in the 
Linguistic Survey of Nepal field research. He gives further description about the language 
that the verbal agreement patterns in Puma appear to have preserved several archaic 
elements that seem to be found nowhere else in Central Kirati. In Language Vitality and 
Endangerment, UNESCO (2003) states that the extinction of each language results in the 
irrecoverable loss of unique cultural knowledge … speakers of these languages may 
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experience the loss of their language as a loss of their original ethnic and cultural identity. 
Language is closely tied with identity and it is important to survive with own identity.

3.4 Genetic affiliation 

Genetically, Puma can be grouped under the southern branch of the central group of 
Kirati languages, as it shares innovations with Camling, such as voicing of preglottalised 
initials and merger of the back and front rhotics 
noted that not enough is known yet to have a full understanding about the groupings 
within the Kirati languages, and the exact genetic affiliation of most languages within the 
family is still a matter of dispute. 

The past and present of the Himalayas is 
and mutual influences for a long time. Therefore, comparison with geographically close 
languages from the Indo-Aryan, Munda and Dravidian and Sino
also be considered to get a fuller understanding of t
genetic affiliation of Kirati (based on Michailovsky 1994; van Driem 2
2004; Bickel 2011) is presented in Figure 2. 

This division is based on shared phonological innovations in the initial plosives and has 
not been seriously contested. Bradley 
up eight branches of the Kirati group. Opgenort 
analysis, using an innovative method of combining lexical isoglosses, i.e. counting etyma 
that are shared between languages, with phonological isoglosses, i.e. counting shared 
phonological innovations (cf. Doornenbal 2009)
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3.5 Puma linguistic areas 

The Puma people reside mainly in the valley of the Ruwākholā, a western tributary to the 
Buwākholā which flows into the Sunkoshī (or Dudhkoshī) River a little further to the 
south(cf. Gaenszle et al. 2008). The core Puma speaking area is limited to five Village 
Development Committees (VDCs) of Khoṭāng district (Latitude, 27.0167 and Longitude, 
86.8500). These are: Diplung, Mauwāboṭe, Devīsthān, Pauwāserā and Cisāpānī.  

There are also Puma who have moved into some settlements to the south of the 
Dudhkoshī such as Belṭār, Māḍibās, Siddīpur, Basahā and Caudanḍī Village Development 
Committees in Udayapur district, where they also speak their language. Thus, the Puma 
linguistic area extends to the southern foothills of the Himalayas close to the Saptakoshī 
river confluence.  

Based on first-hand information and frequent field visits, the heartland of the Puma 
speaking areas can be identified as Diplung, Mauwāboṭe and Pauwāserā VDCs. It is best 
retained as a mother tongue in Mauwāboṭe, south-west of the Ruwākholā, whereas it is 
most in decline along the trail on the north-eastern side of the valley, through Devīsthān 
VDC up to Cisāpanī. Besides Khoṭāng and Udaypur, Puma also live in other districts of 
Nepal like Pã̄ cthar, Ilām, Jhāpā, Sankhuwāsabhā, Morang, Bhojpur and Kāṭhmānḍu. The 
Puma people living outside Khoṭāng and Udaypur generally have not retained their 
language and speak Nepali (Sharma 2005). 

4. The annual cycles 

4.1 The annual ritual cycle 

The preceding section has demonstrated that the language plays the crucial role in the 
cultural diversity. It is also true that the role of ritual in society is significant as it is tied 
with cultural diversity. For example, the Puma have an extensive number of rituals which 
can be categorized as annual rituals, life cycle rituals, and special kinds of rituals. Like 
many Kirati groups such as Mewahang (Gaenszle 2007), the annual ritual cycle among 
the Puma is also strongly influenced by acquaintance with the Hindu cycle, and farmers 
generally follow the Nepali calendar when planning agricultural activities. According to 
Gaborieau (1982), cited in (Gaenszle 2007: 113), the calendar of the Hindu castes in 
Nepal is formally divided into two halves, the time between the winter solstice and the 
summer solstice, when the sun’s course moves to the north (SKT. uttarāyaṇa), and the 
other six months, when the sun’s course moves southward (SKT. daksināyaṇa). Gaenszle 
(2007) notes that among the Rai there are some striking structural parallels to the 
concepts proposed by Gaborieau, but one has to be careful to distinguish the differences. 
According to Shree Kumar Rai (p.c.), the Puma annual ritual cycle is divided in two 
halves: ũbhaulī (NEP., ‘the Rising Time’) which starts in the month of Māgh 
(January/February) on srī pancamī (NEP) and ũdhaulī (NEP., ‘the Descending Time) 
which begins in the month of Shrāwaṇ (July/August) on the day of nāgpancamī (NEP.) 
(cf. Gaenszle 2007:113–114) and they generally follow the Nepali calendar. These two 
halves are linked to the agricultural cycle as well. Further, Gaenszle (2007) argues that 
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the division appears to have a more pronounced and articulate meaning among the Kirati 
group. 

Like the other Kirati groups such as Mewahang (Gaenszle 2007), the view of the annual 
cycle as an upward and downward movement in both ritual and agriculture prevails 
among the Puma. The annual rituals are performed to pay respect and honour to the 
ancestors and to ask for prosperity for the new farming cycle. According to Shree Kumar 
Rai (p.c.), in Puma the first ritual to be performed is the phagu and no other rituals can be 
performed until it has been completed (cf. Sharma 2014). Each household performs the 
phagu once a year in the month of Baisākh (April/May). The Puma traditionally celebrate 
samkha, manggen and goṭhpuja at least twice a year, once during the Rising Time and 
once during the Descending Time. The ritual samkha is celebrated once in Baisākh 
(April/May) or Jeshṭha (May/June) and once in Āshwin (September/October). The 
mʌnggen should be performed once between Baisākh and Āshāḍh (June/July), and once in 
Mangsir (November/December) or Māgh (January/February). Similarly, goṭhpūjā is 
celebrated once in Mangsir or Māgh by sprinkling water to a pullet (cock) and once in 
Baisākh or Jeshṭha by sacrificing the same cock which has been sprinkled upon in 
Mangsir. 

The ũdhaulī ‘the Descending Time’ nāg pancamī, begins the fifth day of the bright half 
of Shrāwaṇ (July/August). Gaenszle (2007: 116) notes that as among the Hindus, 
Shrāwaṇ is known as the Black Month (Nep. kālo mahinā) during which the gods 
disappear underground and therefore cannot be worshipped. Like many neighbouring 
Kirati groups such as Wambule (Opgenort 2004), ritual ceremonies are preferably 
scheduled in what the Puma consider to be auspicious months. Perhaps inauspicious 
months are the fourth month, Shrāwaṇ (July/August), the seventh month, Kārtik 
(October/November), the ninth month, Paush (December/January), and the twelfth 
month, Chaitra (March/April) because no rituals are scheduled in these months, even in 
case of need. The ũdhaulī season begins with the nuwānggī ceremony, the harvest ritual 
which should be performed in the fifth month Bhādra (August/September) or sometimes 
in Āshwin (September/October). The name of the ceremony is a loan from Nepali nwāgī/ 
nwāī  ‘the first rice harvested dipped in curds and sugar’ (cf. Opgenort 2004:26). As soon 
as there is a new harvest of rice, the nuwānggī season begins, where the ancestors, deities 
and spirits are honoured by offering them a portion of the new fruits/harvest. According 
to Shree Kumar Rai (p.c.), the nuwānggī is an obligatory ritual for the priests, ngapong 
and the people who have only planted rice. Unless the nuwānggī is performed, people are 
prohibited to eat new rice and ginger. If they do, it is traditionally believed that mishaps, 
such as physical and mental illness will be caused by ancestors that have been upset. So, 
psychologically and physically people will be in trouble (infertility of harvest, bad 
harvest, misfortune etc.) (cf. Sharma 2014). The autumn season is also a mix between 
harvest and ancestral rituals, which overlaps with the major national festivals such as 
Dashain and Tihār(cf. Gaenszle 2007). 

By the beginning of eighth month Mangsir (November/December), generally the lewa 
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pūjā, the other harvest ritual, which is also known as ‘the soul raising of millet’, is 
performed. However, it can be performed in the tenth month Māgh (January/February), if 
people do not have time to celebrate in Mangsir. Generally all the harvest rituals must be 
finished by Mangsir because the following month Paush (December/January) is 
considered an inauspicious month and the new season begins in the month of Māgh 
(January/February). 

In Puma, there are also special ancestral rituals, such as khali, monghim, hongma pūjā, 
which are neither harvest nor annual rituals (cf. Sharma 2014). One of the biggest rituals 
of Puma is khali. It is a sacred ceremony which should be performed in the months 
between Baisākh to Ashāḍh or Mangsir to Māgh but not in Paush. The ritual khali is 
celebrated for the ancestors and deities of a particular family to ensure the happiness and 
prosperity of the family after the marriage of a family member or to seek strength, 
protection and fortune for the family either after the death of a relative or an incurable 
illness, accident and mortal fright of a house head. It is the ritual which should be 
performed in both auspicious and inauspicious ceremonies. Hence, the ritual khali is 
primarily performed in three occasions: after the marriage of son or daughter, after the 
death of a relative, and after serious sickness of a house head (Shree Kumar Rai, p.c.) (cf. 
Sharma 2014). 

As has been presented in the section 2.3, the Puma people are divided into two groups 
according to their clans.  The exact date and the month of annual and harvest rituals 
varies between Dabalung to Palun. The description of ritual ceremonies presented here is 
primarily based on Dabalung. However, the ways to perform the rituals are alike. 
According to Shree Kumar Rai (p.c.), the only distinction they make is that people of 
Palun clan begin their rituals fifteen to twenty days later than the people of the Dabalung 
clan do. 

In Puma both the Rising time and the Descending time are marked by rituals (phagu, 
samkha, manggen) for the ancestors and deities, which last roughly three months in the 
month of phagu, and two months in the rest of each season. The ceremonies such as 
samkha, manggen and goṭh pūjā are homologous rituals, one for each of the two seasons 
(the Rising time and the Descending time). All this reflects the Kirati notion of time as 
half-year seasons which are closely linked to the cycles of nature and agriculture. Most of 
the rituals in Puma are related to planting and harvesting.  In the ritual rites oral texts is 
chanted by ngapong, a priest, or a shaman or elder. Tolsma (2006: 7) states that the ritual 
language is used in the same way as Sanskrit is used in contemporary Hindu rituals. 

4.2. The annual agriculture cycle 

In the Puma community, agriculture is the main economic activity. The Nepali New Year 
begins with the month Baisākh (April/May). The first full moon of Baisākh marks the 
beginning of the ritual phagu, which is also known as caṇḍī, the most important Kirati 
ritual (Opgenort 2004; Gaenszle 2007; Borchers 2008), falls roughly in the middle of the 
Rising Time. The phagu ritual is celebrated for a week. About one or two months before 
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phagu, corn is sown. Soon after phagu, the labour-intensive time of the year begins with 
sowing and planting grains and vegetables. Two crops are obtained annually from 
irrigated fields, while only one crop is grown on non-irrigated fields. Except for a few 
fields at Mauwāboṭe, Ward numbers 6, 7 and 9, the fields in the Puma areas are not 
fertile. Corn and millet are the main summer crop in all Puma areas such as Diplung, 
Pauwāserā, Mauwāboṭe, Devīsthān and Cisāpānī and usually cultivated in those fields 
where mustard, wheat and buckwheat are the winter crops. In the forest fields villagers 
cultivate mainly turmeric, ginger and beans (NEP.boḍī) (cf. Sharma 2014). 

There are two varieties of rice and millet: the fast-growing and the slow-growing. 
According to Gaenszle et al. (2008), the fast-growing rice (e.g., taulī and ragadhān) is 
planted in Caitra (March/April) and is harvested in Āshāḍh (June/July), while the slow-
growing rice (e.g., bhaday, ate, cucce) is planted in Āshāḍh (June/July) and is harvested 
in Mangsir (November/December). The varieties ate and cucce are the most popular 
among the Puma because these are suitable for their climate and land. Similarly, the fast-
growing millet is planted in Jesṭha (May/June) and is harvested in Āshwin 
(September/October), while the slow-growing millet is planted in Āshāḍh (June/July) and 
is harvested in Mangsir (November/December). The varieties of millet such as serema, 
angdalung, dipsali, saliong, pungyungwaca, langtenkuca, and pangtenkuca are quite 
popular in the Puma community (Gaenszle et al. 2008). After phagu, rice and millet are 
sown and planted. In Āshāḍh (June/July), soybeans are sown. Corn is harvested in 
Shrāwaṇ (July/August). Buckwheat is sown in the month of Bhādra (August/September). 
Mustard and potato are sown in Āshwin (Septemebr/October) and wheat is sown in Kārtik 
(October/November). Mangsir (November/December) is the month of harvesting of many 
crops such as buckwheat, soybeans, beans, rice and millet. There are no major 
agricultural activities in winter after Mangsir, except that in Paush (December/January), 
ginger and turmeric are harvested. 

Oranges are a major fruit crop in Cisāpānī and Diplung. It is harvested between Mangsir 
(November/December) and Paush (December/January). In addition, fruits such as 
mangoes, guavas, bananas, lemons are also cultivated. Large quantities of oranges are 
produced and they become a main source of income during this period. The other major 
source of income comprises tomatoes, ginger, garlic and sinkauli2(cf. Sharma 2014). In 
Pauwāserā and Mauwāboṭe large quantities of tomatoes are grown, while little is 
cultivated in other Puma areas. Similarly, the other vegetables that are grown in the Puma 
areas include spinach, onion, peas, cauliflower, cabbage and chayote3. 

According to the local villagers, following the harvest, fields are ploughed for the 
preparation of the next crops. If necessary and based upon the nature of crops, fields are 
manured before ploughing. Usually the irrigated fields are prepared and manured in the 
autumn, while non-irrigated and low quality fields are enhanced with manure in the 
                                                           
2Sinkaulī (tejpattā) refers to the aromatic dried leaves of the bay tree which are used in cooking for 

their distinctive flavour and fragrance, particularly in tea and curry. 
3 Botanical name is sechium edule. 



spring as well. The ploughing is performed only by men, while the planting, the 
harvesting and the threshing is performed by both men and women, but the harvesting 
and the threshing is primarily by men and the planting is by women, however winnowing 
is performed only by women, using bamboo fans. Agricultural activities are undertaken 
by household members, sometimes supplemented by hired labour. Like other Nepalese 
groups, the Puma practice reciprocal exchange labour 
Although the Puma produce many of the goods needed by the household, none is self
sufficient and all households have to buy goods and labour. The households, which do not 
produce sufficient grain to meet their requirements, must buy at the market. In addition to 
rice and animal products, the Puma buy salt, sugar, cooking oil, kerosene, tea, lentils,
soap, cigarettes, matches, kitchen utensils, batteries, torch
noodles, milk powder, beaten rice, clothes, footwear and medicine.

4.3 Relatedness of annual ritual and agricultural cycles

The relatedness of annual ritual and agricultural cycles is presented in Table 2 
Sharma 2014) where the signs used for the agricultural activities stand as given below. 
The signs used here are an updated and revised version of 

→ = preparation (ploughing, manuring, irr
^ = sowing 
# = planting 
� = harvesting 

Table 2: Annual ritual and agriculture cycle
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4.4 Animal husbandry 

Animal husbandry also plays a significant role in the subsistence economy of the Puma. 
Cattle and goats are an integral part of the subsistence economy, while fowls are an 
integral part of the rituals, as many rituals need hens and cocks for sacrifice. In addition 
to reproductive purposes, buffaloes and cows are kept for milk and dung production. 
Oxen are kept for ploughing and later they are sold for transport and traction. Pigs and 
sows are also kept mainly for meat and a mother pig must be sacrificed in some rituals 
such as khaliphenma (cf. Sharma 2014). After an animal has been slaughtered the meat is 
dried and later used either for making curry or mixing with vegetables. Cattle are also a 
source of some cash income. Goats and chickens are one of the main sources of cash 
income in Puma areas. Diplung and Pauwāserā are the major goat rearing villages. 

5. Puma kinship terminology and social structure 

Most of the Puma kin terms have the same form for reference and address. Those terms 
which have distinct terms for reference and address are also provided in brackets. Like 
Nepali and Tibeto-Burman languages, Puma diferentiates kin on the basis of generation, 
age within a generation, gender and in-law relationships, kin by sibiling vs. kin by spouse. 
In addition to making distinctions on the basis of generation, Puma differentiates on the 
basis of age within generation in terms of the relative age of the kin with respect to the 
speaker. Table 3 below presents the Puma kinship terms(cf. Sharma 2014). 

The kinship address terms akko ‘elder brother’ and nana ‘elder sister’ are widely used as 
respectful terms of address for male and female strangers of around the same age of the 
speaker4. Nepali and many of the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal distinguish an 
individual’s age within a generation by birth order. Nepali is rich in gendered kinship 
terms such as jeṭho/ṭhūlo ‘first-born male’,  jeṭhī/ṭhūlī ‘first-born female’, māhilo 
‘second-born male’, māhilī ‘second-born female’ kāncho ‘fifth-born male’, kānchī ‘fifth-
born female’, ṭhã̄hilo ‘seventh-born male’, ṭhã̄hilī ‘seventh-born female’ and so on up to 
eleventh-born5. This system is also attested in Italian  (cf. Turin 2012: 145). However, the 
gender principle is not strictly justified in the above Puma sibling terms. No such 
terminological distinction is present. Both younger brother and younger sister are 
classified together under the blanket term nicha which is indifferent as to gender. 

                                                           
4 This also holds true for Nepali, in which dāī/ dāju ‘elder brother’ and didī ‘elder sister’ are 

commonly used as terms of address for strangers of the same age (Turin 2012: 144). 
5 The complete list of Nepali gendered kinship forms includes: jeṭho/ṭhūlo ‘first-born male’, 

jeṭhī/ṭhūlī ‘first-born female’, māhilo ‘second-born male’, māhilī ‘second-born female’, sāhĩ̄lo 
‘third-born male’, sāhĩ̄lī ‘third-born female’, kāhĩ̄lo ‘fourth-born male’, kāhĩ̄lī ‘fouth-born 
female’, sānokāncho ‘fifth-born male’, sānīkānchī ‘fifth-born female’, ṭhūlokāncho ‘sixth-born 
male’, ṭhūlīkānchī ‘sixth-born female’ ṭhã̄hilo ‘seventh-born male’, ṭhã̄hilī ‘seventh-born female, 
rāhĩ̄lo ‘eighth-born male’, rāhĩ̄lī ‘eighth-born female’, antare ‘ninth-born male’, mantare ‘tenth-
born male’, and pānī jantare ‘eleventh-born male’. Note that the feminine terms for the last three 
are not attested in author’s Parbate dialect. 
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5.1 Puma kinship terms 

Example (1) below provides the common ethnological abbreviations (cf. Vinding 1998: 
146; Turin 2012: 132) used for indexing kinship relationships. Abbreviations are 
combined to indicate complex relationships. 

(1) M = mother  F = Father  B = Brother  Z = sister 
 S = son  D = daughter H = husband W = wife 
 E = spouse  G = sibiling  C = child 
 e = elder  y = younger  m = male  f = female 
 m.s = male side f.s = female side 

Table 3: Kinship terms 

GENR MASCULINE  FEMININE  
TERM GLOSS TERM GLOSS 

G+3 sakudippa FFF, FMF, MFF, MMF sakudimma MMM, FFM, FMM, 
MFM  

 
G+2 

dippa FF, FFB, FMB, MF, MFB, 
MMB 

dima MM, FFZ, FMZ, FM, 
MFZ, MMZ 

sayaŋappa SWFF, DHFF  sayaŋamma SWMM, DHMM  
 
 
 
G+1 

papa, pa F mama, ma M 
tuppa FeB, FeZH, MeZH, MBWeB tumma FeZ, MeZ, FeBW 
bʌŋŋa FyB, MBWyB, MyZH, FyZH chʌnna FyZ, FyBW, MyZ, 

MyBW 
dikku MeB dini MeBW 
 
cʌkka 

 
MyB 

chʌnna MyBW, FyZ, FyBW, 
MyZ 

māiju MyBW 
pusʌĩ FyZH phūpu FyZ 
sāno buwā MyZH sānimā MyZ, MBWyZ 
ŋappa SWF, DHF ŋamma SWM, DHM 
chadippa EF, EFB chadima EM, EMZ 

 
 
G±0 

khimhoŋpa H 
khimhoŋma W 
bunnima W (loving term) 

pʌkka eB (reference) nana eZ, HeZ (reference) 
bhāuju eBW 

akko eB (address) nana eZ (address) 
nicha yB (reference) nicha yZ (reference) 

nammet yBW (reference) 
yayo yB (address) simma yZ (address) 
buwa HeB busunima HeBW 
sibe yZH f.s.  
mokcha yZH m.s 
sālā WyB sālī WyZ 
jethu WeB ana WeZ 
bhenā eZH nana eZ  
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5.2 The morphology of Puma kinship terms 

A number of Puma kinship terms yield readily to language-internal morphological 
analysis, where they are formed by reduplication or nearly reduplication, such as mama 
‘mother’, papa ‘father’, nana ‘elder sister’, nicha ‘younger brother or sister’, dippa 
‘grandfather’, dima ‘grandmother’, tuppa ‘father’s elder brother, and tumma ‘father’s 
elder sister’. According to Turin (2012: 145), the strategy of doubling is a common 
feature of kinship terminologies in many of the world’s languages, including the Tibeto-
Burman languages of Nepal. 

The kinship terms thorongchacha ‘son’, marchacha ‘daughter’ are formed by indexing 
form of cha ‘son/daughter, child’ in which thorongcha means ‘boy’ and marcha means 
‘girl, woman’. Perhaps the morpheme cha is also attached to terms such as mokcha 
‘daughter’s husband’, nicha ‘younger brother/sister’, yorumpacha ‘great grandchildren’, 
chadippa ‘spouse’s father’, and chadima ‘spouse’s mother’(cf. Sharma 2014). 

The native gendered suffix -ma ‘FEM’  and-pa ‘MASC’  are found as suffixed elements of 
the noun, such as dima ‘mother’s mother’, dippa ‘father’s father’, tuppa ‘father’s elder 
brother’, tumma ‘father’s elder sister’, khimhongpa ‘husband’, khimhongma ‘wife’, 
yorumpa ‘grandson’,  yorumma ‘granddaughter’, ngappa ‘son/daughter’s father-in-law’, 
ngamma ‘son/daughter’s mother-in-law’, chadippa ‘spouse’s father’, and chadima 
‘spouse’s mother’(cf. Sharma 2014). 

5.3 Puma kinship terms and their Tibeto-Burman cognates 

In this section we compare and contrast the Puma kinship terms with a number of 
cognates in Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal. We deal with the terms in Puma 
which have clear Tibeto-Burman cognates and subsequently a number of kinship terms 
that are related to Tibeto-Burman etyma. The Puma terms ma ‘mother’ and pa ‘father’ are 
identical to the Tibeto-Burman roots reconstructed by Benedict *ma ‘mother’ (1972:148), 
*pa ‘father’(1972: 19). The Puma term cha ‘child’ corresponds to the Tibeto-Burman 
reconstruction *tsa~*za ‘child (offspring)’ (1972: 27) as well as in other Tibeto-Burman 
languages such as Thakali, Tamang and Gurung (cf. Sharma 2000: 16; Turin 2012: 147). 

dewar HyB dewarānī HyBW 
mokcha HyZH nanda HyZ 

G-1 cha S cha D 
throŋchacha S marchacha D 
chodumpa S (abusive) chorumma D (abusive) 
mokcha DH, yZH m.s.  nammet SW, yBW (reference) 

hʌyakpa SWB, DHB  hʌyakma DHZ, SWZ  

chocha GCm chochoma GCf 

G-2 chodum SS choduma SD 

yorumpa CS yorumma CD 

G-3 yorumpacha                       CCC 
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Puma nana ‘father’s elder sister’ corresponds to Tibeto-Burman *ni(y) ‘father’s sister’ or 
‘mother-in-law’ (Benedict 1972: 69), and also to Bantawa nana ‘father’s elder sister’, 
Newar nini ‘the husband’s sister, father’s sister’, Thangmi nini ‘father’s sister, mother’s 
brother’s wife’ (Turin 2012: 147); Limbu nyaʔ ‘cross aunt’ (van Driem 1987: 483); Dumi 
nini ‘paternal aunt’ (van Driem 1993: 402); Yamphu niŋi ‘mother’s brother’s wife’ 
(Rutgers 1998: 560) and Kulung ni ‘paternal aunt’  (Tolsma 1999: 223). 

Puma bangnga ‘uncle’ appears to be cognate to Tibetan a-baṅ = baṅ-po ‘father’s sister’s 
husband, mother’s sister’s husband’, Cepang pang ‘uncle’, Vayu pong-pong ‘father’s 
brother’ and archaic Chinese xiwaŋ/xiwaŋs< *phwaŋ(Davids & van Driem 1985: 136), 
corresponding to which Benedict (1972) posits the reconstructed Tibeto-Burman root 
*bwaŋ ~ *pwaŋ ‘father’s brother’. 

In Puma, kinship terms are employed to address and to consanguineal and affinal 
relatives. Kinship terms in practice often replace an individual’s given name, both as a 
term of address and of reference. Kinship terms are also used metaphorically as terms of 
address and reference for non-kin in which a person’s age and social position with respect 
to speaker determines the choice of kinship term used. For example, an elderly woman 
may be addressed by a younger person as dimo ‘grandmother (VOC)’ or nano ‘elder sister 
(VOC)’, depending on how great she imagines the age difference to be. Such metaphorical 
usage of kinship terms for non-kin is widely observed in many other cultures and is 
certainly prominent among the peoples of Nepal (Davids & van Driem 1985: 139; Turin 
2012: 148). The ordinal terms also are used by non-kin familiar with the family of the 
addressed. For example, the ninth-born son of family is called antareo ‘ninth-born male’ 
(MAS, VOC) by the parents and the neighbours (Sharma 2014).  

6. The life cycle and its rites 

6.1 Birth 

When women become pregnant, Puma say that they feel like vomiting and they prefer to 
eat sour food. As pregnancy advances, women are not allowed to work too hard – 
particularly carrying or lifting heavy loads. During a wife’s pregnancy period, couples 
should not have sex and should avoid killing animals because it is believed that the foetus 
might be damaged during intercourse and harmed if its parents commit sins (Sharma 
2014). 

When it is believed a baby is ready to be born, a house should be cleansed by sprinkling it 
with local liquor. A household may call a midwife because most Puma women give birth 
at home, and do not have easy access to the health posts or hospitals. Sometimes a close 
female relative such as a mother-in-law or a neighbour with prior experience assists 
during delivery. Since they have little knowledge of how to deal with complications, as in 
other Nepalese community, pregnant women occasionally die during childbirth(Sharma 
2014). As pregnant women usually keep doing their daily chores, they occasionally give 
birth while working in the fields or walking on the way.  

As in another Kirati groups, the Wambule (Opgenort 2004:45), in Puma when a baby is 
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born, performance of field labour such as ploughing, sowing and planting is not allowed. 
After delivery the mother and her baby are considered impure (NEP.sutak), and are 
purified at a naming ceremony by slaughtering a rooster; this takes place on the third day 
after the birth (Sharma 2014). A ritually polluted mother is not allowed to touch the 
centre fireplace of the house until after the purification (naming) ceremony. According to 
Manbahadur Rai in the recoded text (birth_death) (Sharma 2009), the mother is not 
allowed to touch water and food until twenty-two days after the birth because it is 
believed that elder people should not eat meals cooked by a woman who has recently 
given birth. This custom is still in practice among the Puma. The period of birth until 
purification is considered inauspicious and other ritual rites such as marriage are not 
allowed. 

6.2 Marriage 

The Puma are ideally endogamous. Clan membership is essential for marriage practices 
because members within the same clan or sub-clans (such as Hadira, Garaja) are not 
allowed to marry. Marriage is usually initiated either by the bridegroom or his parents or 
his relatives. It is also possible for a girl’s parents to take the initiative. Usually in the 
West many people select a spouse with whom they share common interests. This factor 
plays no role among the Puma. However, nowadays, some young boys and girls have 
started to initiate marriages by telling their lover that they would like to marry. 

Marriage in Puma society is of two types, namely arranged marriage (dotmapa biha, 
NEP.māgī bihā) and marriage by theft (khumapa biha, NEP.corī bihā). Marriage by theft is 
the traditional way, but later arranged marriage became popular. Less frequent are 
marriages that involve stealing the wife of another man (NEP.jārī bihā), and marriages by 
capture (abduction) (NEP.gandharva bihā). Marriage by capture is initiated by the boy 
with or without his parents’ consent. Opgenort (2004:48) notes that marriage by 
abduction takes place after there has been a fight between the boy’s and girl’s families 
during which both parties grab at the girl and the winner is the one who in the end 
manages to capture the girl. These two uncommon types are performed without 
ceremonies. 

6.2.1 Arranged marriage 

Arranged marriage, known as ‘begging’ (dotmapa biha), is initiated either by the boy’s 
family or by relatives. In contrast to marriage by theft, the boy cannot proceed without 
informing his parents and obtaining their approval. The term dotmapa biha may be 
composed by the instrument nominalisation -ma=pa on the verb dot ‘beg’ plus biha 
which is a loan from Nepali(Sharma 2014). Rarely do the boy’s parents go to the house of 
the girl themselves. Rather they send a couple of koŋpi ‘negotiator of a wedding’, who are 
usually the boy’s maternal uncle and a relative who is older than the boy. According to 
Shibadhan Rāī and Kalpanā Rāī in the recorded texts (magibiha) and (DA_bihe) 
(Chintang and Puma Documentation Project (CPDP) 2004), respectively, the negotiators 
present a vessel of liquor known as wabup wasup and a one rupee coin to the girl’s family 
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and request their permission to speak. The girl’s father accepts the liquor and the coin, 
and the kongpi present a formal marriage proposal by saying: “We are sent by so and so 
(name). Our son (name) from the clan (name) has reached the age of marriage. Your 
daughter (name) has grown up. We need a bride. Our son (name) would like to marry 
your daughter (name). Our son is like this, having such and such qualifications, social and 
family status. We have therefore come to your house to ask for your daughter(cf. Sharma 
2014).”  

Through the mediation of the negotiators, the girl’s parents, brothers and sisters try to 
determine how the parents are, what their family status is, what the job of boy and his 
father is, how much they earn, what qualifications boy has, and whether the boy is the 
right suitor for the girl. If the marriage is agreed upon, the presents are accepted. If not, 
the gifts will be returned through the kongpi. When the girl’s kinsfolk agree to the 
marriage, several negotiators such as letpakongpi (negotiators between the boy’s and 
girl’s family), phengmakongpi (negotiators of the girl’s family), and khidi (assistants of 
letpakongpi) (cf. ms. Puma marriage, CPDP 2004) are sent to discuss the details of the 
marriage (Sharma 2014). 

6.2.2 Marriage by theft  

Marriage by theft, known as khumapa biha (NEP. corī bihā) is initiated by the boy. This 
type of marriage is also known as bhāgī bihā or elopement. The girl is said to be stolen by 
the boy. However, this type of marriage usually involves love. That is why sometimes it 
is called love marriage as well. A couple are considered husband and wife if they elope 
and spend nights together. Usually they decide to run off to the house of one of the boy’s 
relatives without informing their parents and obtaining their approval because the couple 
fears that their parents may reject their relationship(cf. Sharma 2014). However, 
elopement sometimes takes place with the knowledge and encouragement of the girl’s 
parents, either because their daughter is pregnant and they fear that her lover’s family 
may oppose the marriage, or in order to save the expense of a proper marriage if they are 
from lower class family (cf. Vinding 1998:232). To inform the girl’s family about the 
elopement, the boy’s relatives, usually his maternal uncle and another older relative go to 
the house of the girl’s parents as negotiators. The negotiators also carry presents such as 
wasup ‘liquor’ and a coin. The presents are accepted only if the marriage is accepted. If 
not, the presents are refused and the girl must come back home (cf. Opgenort 2004:49). In 
the case of a corī bihā, kuṭuni is a main negotiator to persuade a girl into marriage (cf. ms. 
Puma marriage, CPDP 2004). 

The marriage ceremony is identical for a dotmapa biha and khumapa biha. The main role 
is played by the kongpi and kutuni ‘negotiators’ who are from each party. The marriage 
ceremony starts when the bridegroom and dakmi, (NEP.jantī) ‘a marriage procession’ go 
to the parental home of the bride, where the bride’s kinsfolk and friends are waiting. The 
bridegroom and jantī are welcomed by the bride’s family who apply a mark (NEP.ṭīkā) to 
their forehead. After a meal, a bronze bowl is taken for rituals in the bride’s kitchen. 
According to Shreedhan Rai, as recorded in the text magibiha, four coins and a vessel of 
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liquor is given to the bride’s parents, and a cock is also sacrificed. The bride’s family 
formally accepts the offer of marriage given by the bridegroom’s family. The bride and 
groom exchange blessings (ṭīkā) and flower garlands (NEP.mālā). Later, the bride is 
dressed in a red sari, wearing jewelry presented by the groom. The groom applies some 
red vermilion powder (NEP.sindur) in the parting of his bride’s hair(cf. Sharma 2014). 
Before the newlyweds take leave, the groom’s party sings and dances in praise of the 
bride’s family. The bride and the bridegroom are carried out by the girl’s brothers. Black 
umbrellas are used to protect the bride and the bridegroom from evil. Then the bride says 
farewell to her own family. At the groom’s house the newly-weds are received by his 
parents. Texts of the oral tradition are chanted, while the bride is entering the groom’s 
house. The groom’s parents present their son and daughter-in-law.  

6.3 Death 

On the day when a person dies, kinsfolk and close relatives of the dead person gather to 
bid farewell and perform several ceremonies. The Puma have a custom of taking and 
burying their dead, preferably on the very day that the death occurs or very soon 
thereafter. Graveyards are generally located at a short distance from the village in the 
jungle. Fellow villagers and relatives are not allowed to perform any field labour such as 
ploughing, planting, sowing and harvesting because it is believed that crops would be 
damaged(Sharma 2014). Besides the members of the household, the close relatives of the 
dead person such as children and siblings and their spouses should be present. The 
attendance of daughter’s and sister’s husbands is considered important as they play a key 
role in the funeral rites. 

6.3.1 Narrative 

Here I present a general description of the death ceremony told by Manbahadur Rai in the 
text birth_death (cf. Sharma 2014). Before taking the corpse to the cemetery, coins are 
placed on the face, mouth and forehead. The legs and hands are knocked down by 
bringing mānā and pāthī6 because it is believed that the deceased should not take any 
good things with him/her.  The body is covered with a white cloth. Lying on its back and 
face up, the corpse is tied to two long bamboo poles and several bamboo rungs which are 
placed at right angles to the long poles (cf. Opgenort 2004:51). This is carried by two 
males, usually the offspring of the deceased. The funeral procession consists of males 
who belong to the family or the daughter’s or sister’s family, close relatives and 
neighbours, and friends. Then the funeral procession starts. It is preceded by a person 
who carries chatala, a bag of white cloth which contains uncooked rice, fried unhusked 
rice, coins, and three black lentils. It is followed by persons who are carrying three pieces 
of burning firewood and a person who carries a bamboo vessel filled with pure water and 
yeast in an upside-down position. However, Manbahadur Rai argues that it varies a little 
among the Puma according to different hamlets and villages. The dead person is taken to 
the graveyard feet first. 

                                                           
6Mānā and pāthī  are measures of capacity which are loans from Nepali. 
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6.3.2 Ritual chant 

After reaching the graveyard, the dead body is sprinkled with the pure local liquor and 
texts of the oral tradition are chanted by the ngapong ‘a ritual specialist’ saying: “You all 
gods and goddess whoever live here, you should leave from today. Though you are older 
residents, you should leave here because now a new resident is coming.”(cf. Sharma 
2014) After having sprinkled the dead body, the mourners start to dig a rectangular hole 
to fit in a way that the body is placed with his/her head pointing towards the west because 
when the sun rises men have to perform field labour (cf. Opgenort 2004:52). The sons of 
the deceased shave off their hair and cover their heads with a white cloth. 

According to Manbahadur Rai, the Puma make a box and bury their dead in it in graves to 
make sure wild animals will not have access on it. The box is cleansed and swept and 
then the corpse is placed inside the grave lying on its back with the arms alongside the 
body; the box is then covered by stones. After having covered it, the cloth over the face 
and the stones are removed saying: “You are becoming a stranger from today, go and take 
yourself from here.” Then all the mourners look at the face to pay their last respects. At 
last, the face is covered again by stones saying: “We are offering you stones and soil. 
May not your heart hurt! The very important persons like rājā māhārājā, king and 
emperor died in this way. The people like horse-riders, elephant-riders, air-passengers 
also died in the same way” (cf. Sharma 2014). After saying ‘man is mortal, and we need 
to persuade our heart,’ the body is buried and covered with several layers of stones and 
soil, making a raised mound. 

6.3.3 Structure 

The mound is fenced by stones. The bamboo poles used to carry the corpse are broken 
into three pieces and left at the feet side on the grave. Similarly, chatala is placed at the 
side of the head, while the bags filled with rice and coins are left at the side of the feet. 
Then, the grave is protected by making a one-sided shed with the help of three bamboo 
poles and thatch. After finishing making roof, the soul is expected to leave just before the 
grave is covered completely. To take out the soul, two ladders are made of bamboo strips. 
One ladder is placed down in an upside-down position for the dead body. The other 
ladder which is in a right-side up position is for living beings and is taken out at last. 
After this it is thrown away, and the handles of spades are taken out and left by the grave. 
It is believed that the funeral procession’s soul goes downward while they bury the dead 
body. So, their living soul should be taken out by ringing these spades. Then, the priest 
and the relatives start to return to the village. After walking a little bit ahead, thorns are 
placed and pressed with stones to stop the dead soul in each of five steps in three places 
which the mourners cross by stepping over them(cf. Sharma 2014). This type of custom is 
prevalent in non-Kirati community as well. After having returned to the village, they 
gather at the house of deceased and are offered food and drink. Family members and 
other relatives abstain from certain food for specific days, which depends on the kind of 
death and whether it is good or bad. 
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6.3.4 Death interpretation  

Like the neighbouring people, the Wambule (Opgenort 2004:51), the Puma make a 
distinction between auspicious and inauspicious deaths. Auspicious or good deaths 
include normal death due to old age and minor illness or heart attacks. Inauspicious or 
bad deaths involve accidents, falling, drowning, murder, and incurable wounds that are 
caused by accidents (Sharma 2014). If the death is believed good, the mourners abstain 
for five days and if the death is believed bad, they abstain for just three days. However, 
the funeral rites last until the ninth day after the death.  

During this period of ritual impurity (NEP.juṭho), the sons of the deceased cover their 
heads with a white cloth. They are not allowed to eat meat and salt. A ceremony of 
purification (NEP.suddāi) is performed on the ninth day after the death. After the death of 
a family member, khaliphenma, a ritual ceremony must be performed very soon thereafter 
(maximum up to two months)(Sharma 2014). 

7. Sociolinguistic observations 

(a) Conversation without lingua franca 

Interestingly, migrant Rai people usually adopt the local Puma language as their mother 
tongue (CPDP 2004). However during my SOAS ELDP fieldtrip on Puma (Sharma 2012), 
the author and Shree Kumar Rai, Puma native speaker, noticed that two close neighbours, 
a Puma speaker and a Bantawa speaker, of Buyāṭār village of Pauwāserā VDC were in 
conversation. It was really interesting that they spoke in their own mother tongue without 
using any contact language or lingua franca, neither Nepali nor Bantawa. Their 
understanding is because of both knowing each other’s languages.Similarly, other 
migrant Rais such as Kulung and Thulung speak Puma in the daily life and their own 
mother tongue at home with their family. They do not speak Bantawa, no Camling either, 
whereas Bantawa and Camling do speak their language at home and in conversation with 
Puma. Bantawa and Camling both understand Puma well; so Puma speakers use Puma 
while the Bantawa speak in Bantawa when turn taking in conversations (cf. Sharma 
2014). 

(b) Asymmetrical use of language 

The other striking thing we noticed is, in Bansilā, Pauwāserā VDC, children speak Puma 
instead of their mother tongue Bantawa or Camling. Perhaps it is primarily due to heavy 
influence from Puma speaking friends and their own father as well. This kind of 
asymmetrical use of language has been found for Australian languages (Peter Austin, 
p.c.) (cf. Sharma 2014).  

(c) Dominant use of Nepali language 

The language situation we found in Dã̄ dāgāũ of Mauwāboṭe VDC was the reverse, 
compared to Pauwāserā. Two Puma adults were in conversation speaking in Nepali 
whereas both of them knew Puma very well (cf. Sharma 2014).  
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(d) Morpheme decline and use of shorter form 

In daily conversation in the village, the use of the genitive marker -bo is in decline, and 
the shorter form of the connective, for example maki ‘why’, is in use instead of nammaki 
or nammakinan (cf. Sharma 2014).  

(e) Reverse use of ritual language 

Ritual performance in ward number 6 and 9 of Cisāpānī VDC is also interesting. In ward 
number 6, Bantawa perform rituals in the Puma language, though they claim that they are 
using their own Bantawa language (Sharma 2014). In contrast, in ward number 9, Puma 
perform rituals is Bantawa, but they also claim that they are using the Puma language. 

(f) Language shift  

In Siddīpur VDC of Udayapur district, we found that Puma adult speakers use their mother 
tongue to talk with Bantawa adult speakers; however, they use the Bantawa language to 
talk with Bantawa children. Likewise, in Āhāle, Pauwāserā VDC, parents use Puma with 
their elder daughter who can understand Puma but cannot speak it fluently (Sharma 2012; 
2014). In return, she uses Nepali with her parents. On the other hand, parents use Nepali 
with their younger daughter who has no knowledge of Puma. Research on language shift 
shows that first-generation migrants may continue to use their native languages but that 
their children or grandchildren will be native speakers of Nepali. 

8. Conclusion 

Multilingual situation is the most important determiner of ethnic and cultural diversity in 
Nepal. However, it would be a mistake to assume that cultural diversity is problem-free. 
The truth is that cultural diversity, as well as being of long-term benefit to Nepali society, 
has the potential to create its own immediate problems or to worsen existing ones. 
Diversity raises complex issues that must be considered and brings real challenge that 
must be addressed. Every society has unique ethnic and cultural diversity. For example, 
the Puma people have preserved cultural practices that have disappeared in other Rai 
communities. The mythical characters Tongwama, Khiwama and Hekchakupa are quite 
popular in Rai-Kirati mythology with different name. Puma has altogether fourteen clans, 
descending from Dabalung and Palun. The annual rituals are performed for paying 
respect and honour to the ancestors and asking prosperity for the new farming cycle. To 
analyse cultural diversity of the community in this way like Puma, documenting of 
endangered languages and producing and training of researchers to effectively undertake 
language documentation works is inevitable. And overall the loss of any language is a 
loss of linguistic and cultural diversity but most importantly, a loss for its speakers. As a 
result, when a language is lost, a unique diversity is lost. By making ethnic hostility less 
likely, the comprehensive linguistic and ethnic documentation help produce conditions in 
which understanding and acceptance can replace ignorance and intolerance. The result 
should be a more fully integrated multiethnic society in Nepal. 
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TOTEMISM IN MANANDHARS: AN ETHNOLINGUISTIC STUDY 

OMKARESHWOR SHRESTHA 

 

This is an ethnolinguistic study of Mananadhars of Kathmandu. Manadhars ‘the oil 
pressers’ locally called them Saemi, are the chunk of Newar society in Nepal. They are 
scattered in  seven major oil pressing mills in Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, Kabhre, hence 
called them Nhaesah saemi (the oil pressers of seven mills). Besides, they play the 
traditional musical instruments. They are identified or differentiated with totems, which 
are based on their profession, physique, nature, locality, which is called Kunam or 
Binamin short for kulnam (clan name) and bishesnam (special name). Among the seven 
mills, only three mills (Pakopukhudyami, Nhusahmi, and Casandomi) practice totemism.  

Key words: Totemism, Kulanaam, binaam 

1. Introduction 

This paper attempts to analyse the totems of Manandhar with an ethnolinguistic 
approach. The vestiges of forms of Newar social organization which are based, not upon 
the ideology of hierarchy along the poles of the pure and polluted likecastes,  nor upon 
the rivalry and privilege as the classes, but simply on the principle of identity and 
difference. In Newar society some families from Shresthas of Patan and the peripheral 
area of Kathmandu valley, Jyapu of Kathmandu and Bhaktapur, and few families of 
Manandhars from Kathmandu and Banepa have a system of classification, which in 
Newar is called Kunaam[kunã] कुनां in short for Kulanaam कुलनाम (lineage name) or 
Binaam [binã] िवनांfor Vishesnaam िवशेषनाम (special name). These names are of animals, 
birds, insects, flowers, artefacts, physical features, and so on, which are descriptive in 
nature. Among many primitive tribes divided into sibs (clan or gentes). The sib name is 
derived from an animal, plant or natural object. The sib members display special attitudes 
towards these creatures or things which are their totems. The institution which comprises 
the sibs, their totems, attendant beliefs, costumes and rituals is called totemism. Totemic 
syndrome, in brief, involves: (i) clan organization; (2) clans taking animal or plant names 
as emblems; and (iii) belief in a relationship between groups and their totems (Malla; 
1996, 2015:368). 

Manandhar is one of the groups of Newar society, traditionally known as the oil pressers, 
hence they are colloquially known as Saalmi सालिमor saaemi साएिम.They are divided 
into seven major oil mills, known as Nhae-saa: हएसाः.At present theyintroduce 
themselves as nhae-sa:[nh

ε-sᴧ:] हएसः (seven hundred), which is a mal-pronunciation of 
the word saa: साः and sa: सः.Saal साल stands for oil mill, pronounce with low vowel 
sound, whereas sa: सः stands for hundred pronounce with mid low vowel. The word saa: 
is the derived from Saar सार. The process of derivation can be traced as saar सार>saal 
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साल [lateralization] >saa: साः[loss of ultimate letter]. Mi िम is an archaic word used as 
suffix means person.That is Saalmi is a skilled person related to oil pressing.  

The word Manandhar, parallels for saaemi:in official documents, is derivation 
ofMaanadhari [manᴧdh

ᴧri] मानध र (NS357). Maandhur[manᴧdhur] मानधुर (NS485). 
Maanadhar is a compound word formed with two different Sanskrit words maana मान 
‘standard’ and dhar धर‘the holder’. The implied meaning of maanadhar[manᴧdh

ᴧr]is the 
standard mark or the measurement holder, the skill holder, skilled person 
(Apte;1984:504). 

The term Saalami is used in NS594 (1474AD) (Panta; 1999:11) during the reign of Yaksa 
Malla. However, the lexical meanings of these two words connotes the same meaning, 
hence the terms Maanandhar and Saaemi are synonyms.   

Maanadhari is mentioned in a facsimile related to land and deeds in 13th century AD 
(NS357/1237AD) (Rajvamshi; 2040:53). The word was used for a lady Manandhar. -i 
suffix in the word Manandhar indicates feminine gender according to Sanskrit grammar. 
The word Manandhar found in Gopal RajVamsavali (Malla, Vajracharya; 1985:64.112, 
158).  

The word salami was appeared in official documents since the end ofsixth century of 
Nepal era (NS594), i.e end of the 15th century (1600AD) (Manandhar1114:11, 1121:8-9). 
During Rana regime Saalmi was prevalently used in official documents (Pageni: 2012) 

Besides, the Manandhars are addressed as tusya तू या (त ू tuu-siya िसया mustard-drier 
NEW) (Bajracharya; 1989:108), cekankarmiचेकनक म oil-worker, NEW-SKT), taila-
kaarतैलकार (oil-worker SKT) (Sharma; 1997:164), taili  तलैी (oil worker NEP) 
(Bajracharya; 2045:11). All of these four words convey the same meaning ‘oil worker’. 

Besides, the Manandhars were/are famous for their skill of making the scaffold. They are 
credit for fine and strong scaffold till the date. In Kathmandu they prepare the chariot of 
the living Goddess Kumari and erect the ya:simयः स, the cultural wooden pole 
symbolizes the proclamation of the commencement of the annual festival of the Kumari 
at Hanumandhoka Palace, Kathmandu Durbar square. These are the skills they hold 
culturally,for which they have an organization called Guthi गुिथ. 

Manandhars are scattered in Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, Kabhre, Nuwakot (Nyaa-ga:-mani), 
Ramechhap, Rautahat, Parsa and Kaski. Traditionally they were confined in the core area 
of Kathmandu city; 1) Dai-saa, 2) Phalcaa-saa, 3) Nhuu-saa, 4) Paa-ko pukhu-dyaam, 5) 
Casaa-dwam, 6) Watu,7) Tham-hiti. Now they are extended to outside Kathmandu 
valley.According to Gyan Kazi Manandhar (2012), a Banepa based Manandhar and 
culture expert, 284 families of Manadhars are in Bhaktapur, 150 Families in Pakrabas, 
and 250 families in Rupakot of Ramechap,300 families in Banepa, 25families (156 
persons) in Panauti. According to Suresh Kiran Manandhar, editor of Nepalbhasha daily 
Nepalbhasha Times, 90 families of Manandhars are reside in Hetauda. At Ipa tole 
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(locality), and Sanglam of Sankhu there are 50-50 families (400 persons) of Manandhars 
reside. In Nyagahmani, Okharpauwa, and Phedi there are 30 families (180 persons). 
According to Central Organization of Manandhars 2266 families have enrolled in the 
organization.  About the same ratio has not registered in the organization. However, in the 
country there are approximately 23,000 Manandhars (Saemi; 1130:5). 

2. Methodology 

This paper is organised into four sub headings namely Introduction, Methodology, 
Analysis and Conclusion. 

For this study Saemi  (2000:30) and Manandhar (2004: 60-61)’s data from Kathmandu, 
Bhaktapur, Thimi and Banepa have been used as resource material. The collected data are 
analysed with an ethnolinguistic approach. The collected data are grouped in Bhaktapur 
and Kathmandu groups. Bhaktapur group consists of Banepa, Thimi, Panauti and Sanga 
follows the rule of Bhaktapur Newar (BN), whereas Kathmandu follows the rule of 
Kathmandu-Patan Newar (KN) variety. 

Domainwise the available data were categorized into10 groups. Total 125 totems were 
found in four major cities.  Banepa fulfils all the categories, Kathmandu fills 9, Bhaktapur 
does 7 and Thimi fills only 6. Banepa and Kathmandu supply 48 totems whereas 
Bhaktapur does 20 and Thimi 9. The domains fill by the respective localities indicate the 
domination of the group and nativity of the Manandhar society.  The coverage of the 
domain of the respective localities is shown in Table No 1. 

Table No 1: The coverage of the domain by the localities 

Domain BNP 
(48) 

% BKT 
(20) 

% THM 
(9) 

% KTM 
(48) 

% 

Architecture 7 5.6       
Beast and Animal 11 8.8 2 1.6   5 4.0 
Demon and deity 3 2.4 3 2.4 1 0.8 3 2.4 
Dignity and profession 7 5.6     18 14.4 
Food items 5 4 4 5 2 1.6 3 2.4 
House 5 4   2 1.6 4 5 
Location   1 0.8   4 5 
Ornament     1 0.8   
Personal Name  1 0.8     1 0.8 
Person   2 1.6 2 1.6  5 
 Tool(Musical) 2 1.6 2 1.6     
Habit and State 7 5.7 6 4.8 1 0.8 6 4.8 
Total 48 38.4 20 16 9 7.2 48 38.4 

Source: Field survey2017 
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5. Data analysis 

Though the Manandhars are homogenous in nature of work, cultural rite and physique, 
some of them have tendency of classifying with different features which we called 
totems. These totems are examined in two groups consisting four steps; Text, its syllabic 
structure, syllabic meaning and implied meaning. Some the word are explained in terms 
of morphophonemics and additional cultural and social information.  

1) Animal, Bird and Insects  

In this category animal, bird and insects are included, which are found near by the human 
shelter. –ca is a diminutive (DIM) suffix in the object where as it works as proximal suffix 
in human relation. e.g. Babu-ca (boy-PRX) ‘dear boy’.  

 Text  Syllabic structure Syllabic meaning    Implied meaning  

 Bakhun   ba-khun pigeon   pigeon 
 Boha   boha  crane   crane 
 Byaan   byaan  frog   frog 
 Cakhun   ca-khun  sparrow   sparrow 
 Coleca   cole-ca  goat-DIM   goat 
 Dhom   dhom  jackal   jackal 
 Gainda   gainda  rhinoceros  rhinoceros 
 Giddha   giddha  vulture   vulture 
 Ikhumca  ikhum-ca nightingale-DIM  nightingale 
 Imaa   imaa  eagle   eagle 
 Sulu   sulu  nightingale (?)  nightingale (?) 
2) Architecture 

The shelter and its related architectural structures and things positioned in classifying a 
person. The person and his or her family is recognized with the same name. In this 
category such architectural structures and things are included. 

 Asan pha:  asan-pha: fixed-plinth  fixed plinth 
 Bahi   bahi  courtyard  courtyard  
 Dabuuca  dabuu-ca stage-DIM   a small stage 
 Dhwaakhaasi  dhwaakhaa-si gate-edge  near the gate 
 Nanica   nani-ca  square-DIM   small square 
 Pukhuca  pukhu-ca pond-DIM   pond 
3) Deity and demon 

The human belief, aspiration, reverence play a vital role in human psychology which 
reflects in their practice in the form of Totems. 

 Bhaila:   bhaila:  Bhairava  Bhairava  
 Bhakku   bha:-ku  Bhairava-pond  Bhairava pond  
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Bhakku is a combination of two different words bhala and kunda. Bhala is derived from 
bhara ‘weight’ [lateralization]. It further undergoes the processes of disyllabification 
(bhal), loss of ultimate letter and remains bha:.Bha: in contemporary Newar used as a 
slang means vagina. Kunda ‘pond’ > kund [desyllabification] >kun [loss of ultimate 
letter] > kun: [compensatory length]. When these two words bha: and kun: combine, 
again undergoes the process of morphophonemic; bha:-kun:>bhakkun: [progressive 
assimilation] >bhakku [loss of ultimate sound].The word generally convey the meaning of 
the old ladies’ vagina. In Newar there are different synonyms of vagina according to the 
age group of the ladies; like maasi for general, pisi for teenager, naasi for infant, tisi for 
child (below teenage), bhakku or bhaku for old lady. However the word conveys the both 
of the meaning vagina as well as bhairava kund. Kund ‘lake’ represents vagina. During 
the paddy plantation the Newar use to chant the vulgar rhymes in the field even the 
presence of the ladies known as bha: kaegu or bhau puigu (chanting the vagina),  

like dyam koe waa pi: nyaa:, maincaayaa maasi: imulin nyaa:, pae:::: ho ‘it is happening 
paddy plantation beneath the sloppy area, an ant stinks in the vagina of a damsel…be 
fucked…’. This (bha: kaegu) is performed by the male farmer, as they believe, for regular 
and smooth monsoon rain. One of the professions of the Manandhars is agriculture. So 
the term bhakku may denote for vagina as well as bhairavi (Goddess Bhairavi).Bhairavi 
is supported by sawal ‘attendant of a horse’ male counterpart of bhakku (character) in 
devipyaakhan ‘dance of Goddess’ of Kilagal, Kathmandu. 

 Bhuu   bhuu  ghost   ghost 

Bhuu is derived from bhuut ‘the ghost’, under the morphophonemic process. The process 
runs like bhuut>bhuu (deletion of ultimate sound)  

4) Dignity and decorum 

 Dwaa:   dwaa:  Leader   Leader   

Dwaare is the combination of Dwaar ‘gate’ and –e ‘person’. Dwaare ‘gate keeper or 
leader’ becomes dwaa:, when it undergoes the morphophonemic process. Dwaar-e> 
Dwaar [desyllabification]> Dwaa [loss of ultimate letter]. 

 Laahu   laa-hu  ‘hand (ARC)-clean’   clean hand 

Lahure ‘one recruited in Lahore of Pakistan’is borrowed to Newar society, which later 
changes into laahu. It is supposed that laa-hu‘hand(ARC)-clean’ is the action performed 
whilecooking is happen, one of the main characteristics of the Manandhars. Between 
these two interpretations the later one is more akinto the ethnological interpretation.  

 Paalaa   paa-laa  turn-falls  authority holder 

Paalaaor Palais derived from Tibetan Newar merchants (TBN). Prior to 1960, in Tibet 
Newar merchants have a group, which manages extra business activities that is called 
Pala. Some of the Manandhars were engaged in the business of Tibet. So the word might 
be derived from the same group. 
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 Ka:mi   ka:-mi  work-person  worker 
 Sa:mi   sa:-mi  oil mill-person  oil presser 
-mi suffix connotes archaic form for a person. The word karmi ‘worker’ is derived from 
Sanskrit which undergoes the process of morphophonemic alteration as follows: 
karmi>kalmi [lateralization] >ka:mi [loss of ultimate consonant]. 

Bhaktapur Newar (BN) has a tendency of converting the sound /a/अ of Kathmandu-Patan 
Newar (KN) into /aa/आ and vice versa. Thus Saa:mi (साःिम) from KN became Sa:mi 
(सःिम). Banepa, Thimi, Panauti and Sanga are the varieties which coincides with 
Bhaktapur Newar (BN) 

 Gaatha   gaatha  gardener  gardener  
 Vaidya   vaidya   physician 
 physician 
5)Food items 

 Chhoelaa  choe-laa burnt-meat  a Newar dish 

The wordChuyaalaa(छुयाला)[chu-ja-la] consist three syllables. First syllable is verb root, 
second is self-past(SP) suffix and last one noun. The word undergoes the process of 
morphophonemics syllablewise.The upper back vowel of the syllable chu(छु)[chu] ‘burn’ 
alters into cho(छो)[cho] with a process of vowel lowering.With the contact of first 
syllable, the glide of second syllable loses and remains /aa/ (आ) [a]. The last word laa(ला) 
[la] ‘meat/flesh’ remains constant. Now the word chuyala (छुयाला) becomes (छुआला) 
[chu-a-la]. Because of vowel lowering in first syllable affects second syllable too and 
alters into same category that is mid front vowel. Hence the process is known as vowel 
fronting and vowel rising and forms choela (छोएला) [cho-e-la]. Again the process of 
vowel rising continues in second syllable and becomes choila (छोइला) [choila] ‘burnt 
meat’ for non-Newar speakers. Now it became special mutton dish of Newar community.   

 Chucummarhi  chhu-cum-marhi flour-powder-bread flour bread 
 Haamca  haamo-ca sesame-DIM   Sesame 
Haa-mo-caa becomes Haam-caa, when it undergoes the process of disyllabification in 
the middle syllable. Hamo ‘as same’ is the main source of oil know til  in Sanskrit 
language, hence the extraction of til  is called taila (ADJ),later changed into tela 
[monopthongization]. Tel is noun, one of the totems of manandhars is tailkaar ‘oil 
worker’.  

 Khaiguli  khai-guli  Acacia catechu –ball Acacia catechu ball 

Khai is the short form of khayar i.e guli Acacia catechu. Guli is the classifier of round 
object.The process of morphophonemics in Khayar (Acacia catechu (खयर)) can be 
display as follows:Khayar>khaya [loss of ultimate letter] >khaya: [compensatory length] 
>khay [loss of ultimate sound] >khai [deglidation]. The same totem is owned by one of 
the Shrestha from Bhaktapur, who performs as a herbal trader. 
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This group of Manadhars, in Banepa, are known as lhasha-khom (Tibet-weird), that mean 
habitual to Tibet. This group is usual to travel Tibet. On the way to Tibet people suffered 
of cold wave and the skin of an individual was ruptured, bruised. For the protection of 
skin people used to paste of Acacia catechu on the face. Hence they were named as 
Khaiguli. 

 Ta:bwa   ta:-bwa  big- CLF heavy dish 

Bwa: as a classifier (CLF) convey the meaning of part, whereas as a word convey the 
meaning of cultural feast in the Newar community. It consists of each variety of food 
items in huge amount, to make one complete dish. 

6) House 

Chem stands for residence. After combine the word with, the category of house changes, 
like kot (fort) and chem (house) gives the meaning Palace or forte. Ta:-kha-chem (big-
CLF-house) stands for big and large house. 

 Dhalam chem  dhalam-chem acceptance-house accepted house 

A house where people gather to worship the god and accept the good omen of god or 
dhaarini, hence the house is called  Dhalamchem, and the people of that particular house 
is known as dhalamchem. 

 Kotchem  kot-chem fort-house  palace 
 Libichem  li-bi-chem passage-house   back pass  
 Manaachem  manaa-chem yeast tablet-house  yeast house 
 Ta:khaa chem  ta:-khaa-chem  big-CLF- house  a big house 
7) Personal Name  

 Baasu   baasu   Baasudev Krishna 

This is the personal name of someone.Baasu is the short name for Lord Krishna. One of 
his name is Bashudev, since he was the son of Basu. Baasu is the name derived by his 
spring offs after his name. 

8) Tool (Musical) 

 Bansuri   Bansuri  flute   flute 
 Khim   khim  drum   Nepali drum 
Khim means tactile musical instrument. Maga:-khim ‘drum played by the Magars’komca-
khim,‘pitcher shaped drum’damo:-khim ‘hunched drum’. Probably khim may derived 
from khaga ‘sky (SKT)’ so on who play blowing sound instrument like conch called 
khaagiin Bhaktapur. The famous Nepali poet Siddhicaran Shrestha’s totem is khaagi in 
Bhaktapur. 

9. Habit and state (Physique)  

 Bataase   bataas-e (NEP)  wind-person of Bataase 
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Bataas (air) is a word from Nepali language. /–e/ is suffix denoting the status and locative 
marker in Nepali language. This word is used here because of aerial or neighbouring 
language influence. Bataase is the place near Namobuddha, where Buddha fed the tiger 
his own body flesh, the person belong to same place is called Bataase. Another implied 
meaning of the word Bataase is used to one who flirts, or lean and thin person. 

 Bhuyu   bhuyu  grey   grey  
 Chyaakam  chyaa-kam surplus- nail  wooden extract 
 Purkya   purkya (NEP) dwarf   dwarf 
 Khatri   khatri  hybrid   hybrid 
 Pulaam   pulaam  old   old 
 Saen   saen  Tibetan   Tibetan 

 Tyaapaa  tuu-yaa-paa mustard-POS-CLF mustard cake 
 
3.1 Bhakatapur group 

3.1.1 Banepa  

Banepa in Newar called Bhonta, hence the denizen are called Bhomi. The Manandhars of 
Banepa called as Bhonta Saemi (BSM), have proverbial rhyme about the totems of 
Manandhars of Banepa, goes like: bhuyuphasi pale, dwaale kaale, chyaakan duye, 

soeyaata kubiye, bhuyaata hacyaake, imam daaeke. भुयूफिस पाले, ाले काल,े ाकं दयेु, 

सोँएयात कुिबये, भुयात ह याके, इमां दाएके। (It is a white gourd to be split,dried it onto the 
pan, wooden extract be burnt, the brave man be loaded, disc should be served and the 
eagle will fly over the man ). This proverb includes almost the major totems of BSM. 
Bhonta Newar (BTN) has a tendency of converting the sound /ᴧ/अ of KN into /a/आ and 
vice versa. Saa [sa:] साः from KN became sa:[sᴧ:]सः in KN. 

1) Animal, bird and insects 

In this category animal, bird and insects are included, which are found near by the human 
shelter. –ca is a diminutive (DIM) suffix in the object where as it works as proximal suffix 
in human relation. e.g. Babu-ca (boy-PRX) ‘dear boy’. 

 Bakhun   ba-khun pigeon   pigeon 
 Boha   boha  crane   crane 
 Byaan   byaan  frog   frog 
 Cakhun   ca-khun  sparrow   sparrow 
 Coleca   cole-ca  goat-DIM   goat 
 Dhom   dhom  jackal   jackal 
 Gainda   gainda  rhinoceros  rhinoceros 
 Giddha   giddha  vulture   vulture 
 Ikhumca  ikhum-ca nightingale-DIM  nightingale 
 Imaa   imaa  eagle   eagle 
 Sulu   sulu  nightingale (?)  nightingale (?) 
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2) Architecture 

The shelter and its related architectural structures and things positioned in classifying a 
person. The person and his or her family is recognized with the same name. In this 
category such architectural structures and things are included. 

 Asan pha:  asan-pha: fixed-plinth  fixed plinth 
 Bahi   bahi  courtyard  courtyard  
 Dabuuca  dabuu-ca stage-DIM   a small stage 
 Dhwaakhaasi  dhwaakhaa-si gate-edge  near the gate 
 Nanica   nani-ca  square-DIM   small square 
 Pukhuca  pukhu-ca pond-DIM   pond 
3) Deity and demon 

The human belief, aspiration, reverence play a vital role in human psychology which 
reflects in their practice in the form of Totems. 

 Bhaila:   bhaila:  Bhairava  Bhairava  
 Bhakku   bha:-ku  Bhairava-pond  Bhairava pond  
 

Bhakku is a combination of two different words bhala and kunda. Bhala is derived from 
bhara ‘weight’ [lateralization]. It further undergoes the processes of disyllabification 
(bhal), loss of ultimate letter and remains bha:.During the paddy plantation the Newar 
farmers of the peripheral area use to chant the vulgar rhymes in the field even the 
presence of the ladies known as bha: kaegu or bhau puigu (chanting the vagina), like 

dyam koe wa pi: nya:, maincaayaa maasi: imulin nyaa:, pae:::: ho.ां कोए वा पी याः, 
मैचाया मासी इमु ल याः, पएएए हो ।‘ it is happening paddy plantation beneath the sloppy 
area, an ant stinks in the vagina of a damsel…be fucked…’. This (bha: kaegu) is 
performed by the male farmer, as they believe, for regular and smooth monsoon rain. One 
of the professions of the manandhars is agriculture. So the term bhakku may denote for 
vagina as well as bhairavi (Godess Bhairavi).bhairavi is supported by sawal ‘attendant of 
a horse’ male counterpart of bhakku (character) in devipyaakhan ‘dance of Goddess’ of 
Kilagal, Kathmandu. In Banepa, Manandhar families with bhakku totem have a tradition 
of inviting the married daughters from their husbands’ house with a special honour, i. e 
playing the musical instruments during their   dipuja ‘clan deity worship’. This happens 
in the month of Baishakh (last of April) on either Sunday of Thursday. The daughter 
should worship the deity, which is not allowed in other Manandhar families. Generally 
the digu dyo: ‘clan deity’ is recognized as Lord Shiva (symbol of phallus). This worship 
of digudyo by the daughter is defined in spiritually the union of Shiva (Bhairava) and 
Parvati (Bhairavi), who bless the Parents’ family for their wealth and prosperity.   

 Bhuu   Bhuu  ghost   ghost 

Bhuu is derived from Bhuut ‘the ghost’, under the morphophonemic process. The process 
runs like bhuut>bhuu (deletion of ultimate sound)  
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4)) Dignity and decorum  

 Dwaa:   Dwaa:  Leader   Leader   

Dwaare is the combination of Dwaar ‘gate’ and –e ‘person’. Dwaare ‘gate keeper or 
leader’ becomes dwaa:, when it undergoes the morphophonemic process. Dwaar-e> 
Dwaar [desyllabification]> Dwaa [loss of ultimate letter]. 

 Laahu   laa-hu  ‘hand (ARC)-clean’   clean hand 

Lahure ‘one recruited in Lahore of Pakistan’is borrowed to Newar society, which later 
changes into laahu. It is supposed that laa-hu ‘hand (ARC)-clean’ is the action performed 
during food cooking, one of the main characteristics of the Manandhars. Between these 
two interpretations the latter one is more kin to the ethnological interpretation.  

 Paalaa   paa-laa  turn-falls  authority holder 

Pala is derived from Tibetan Newar merchants (TBN). Prior to 1960, in Tibet Newar 
merchants have a group, which manages extra business activities that is called Pala. Some 
of the Manandhars were engaged in the business of Tibet. So the word might be derived 
from the same group. 

 Ka:mi   ka:-mi   work-person worker 
 Sa:mi   sa:-mi   oil mill-person oil presser 
-mi suffix connotes archaic form for a person. The word karmi ‘worker’ is derived from 
Sanskrit,which undergoes the process of morphophonemic alteration as follows: 
karmi>kalmi [lateralization] >ka:mi [loss of ultimate consonant]. 

Bhaktapur Newar (BN) has a tendency of converting the sound /a/अ of Kathmandu-Patan 
Newar (KN) into /aa/आ and vice versa. Thus Saa:mi (साःिम) from KN became Sa:mi 
(सःिम). Banepa, Thimi, Panauti and Sanga are the varieties which coincides with 
Bhaktapur Newar (BN) 

Gaatha   gaatha   gardener  gardener  
Vaidya   vaidya   physician  physician 
5) Food items 
 Chhoelaa  choe-laa burnt-meat  a Newar dish 
 Chucummarhi  Chhu-cum-marhi flour-power-bread flour bread 
 Haamca  Haamo-ca sesame-DIM   Sesame 
Haa-mo-caa becomes Haam-caa, when it undergoes the process of disyllabification in 
the middle syllable. Haamo ‘sesame’ is the main source of oil knowntil in Sanskrit 
language, hence the exraction oftil  is called taila(ADJ), later changed into tela 
[monopthongization]. Tel is noun. One of the totems of Manandhars is tailkaar ‘oil 
worker’.  

 Khaiguli  Khai-guli Acacia catechu –ball Acacia catechu ball 
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This group of Manadhars, in Banepa1, are known as lhasha-khom (Tibet-weird), that 
mean habitual to Tibet. This group is usual to travel Tibet. On the way to Tibet people 
suffered of cold wave and the skin of an individual was ruptured, bruised. For the 
protection of skin people used to paste Acacia catechu on the face. Hence they were 
named as Khaiguli. 

 Ta:bwa   ta:-bwa  big- CLF  heavy dish 

Bwa: as a classifier (CLF) convey the meaning of part, whereas as a word convey the 
meaning of cultural feast in the Newar community. It consists of each variety of food 
items in huge amount, to make one complete dish. 

6) House 

Chem stands for residence. After combine the word with, the category of house changes, 
like kot (fort) and chem (house) gives the meaning Palace or forte. Ta:-kha-chem (big-
CLF-house) stands for big and large house. 

 Dhalam chem  Dhalam-chem acceptance-house accepted house 

A house where people gather to worship the god and accept the good omen of god or 
dhaarini, hence the house is called  Dhalamchem, and the people of that particular house 
is knownas dhalamchem. 

 Kotchem  kot-chem fort-house  palace 
 Libichem  li-bi-chem passage-house   back pass  
 Manaachem  manaa-chem yeast tablet-house  yeast house 
 Ta:khaa chem  ta:-khaa-chem big-CLF- house   the big house 
 

7) Personal Name 

 Baasu   baasu  Baasudev  Krishna 

This is the personal name of someone.Baasu is the short name for Lord Krishna. One of 
his name is Bashudev, since he was the son of Basu.Baasu is the name derived by his 
spring offs after his name. 

8) Tool (Musical) 

 Bansuri   Bansuri  flute   flute 
 Khim   khim  drum   Nepali drum 
Khim means tactile musical instrument. Maga:-khim ‘drum played by the Magars’ 
komca-khim,‘pitcher shaped drum’damo:-khim ‘hunched drum’. Probably khim may 
derived khaga ‘sky (SKT)’so on who play blowing sound instrument like conch called 
khagiin Bhaktapur. The famous Nepali poet Siddhi Caran Shrestha’s totem is khaagi in 
Bhaktapur, who was migrated to Okhaldhunga district in his childhood with his father in 

                                                           
1Personal conversation with Gyan Kazi Manandhar(83), a Banepa based Manandhar and culture 

experton 2016.10.18. 
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due course of his father’s service tenure. The poet is credit for the famous lyric mero 
pyaaro Okhaldhungaa. 

9. Habit and state (Physique) 

 Bataase  ba-taas-e (NEP)  wind-person  of Batase 
 Bhuyu  bhu-yu   grey   grey  
 Chyaakam chyaa-kam  surplus- nailr  wooden extract 
 Purkya  Pur-kya   dwarf   dwarf 
 Khatri  kha-tri   hybrid   hybrid 
 Pulaam  pu-laam  old   old 
 Saen  saen   Tibetan   Tibetan 
 Tyaapaa tuu-yaa-paa  mustard-POS-CLF mustard cake 
 

3.2.2 Bhaktapur  

The Manandhars,in Bhaktapur city are scattered at Saakolaan, Tinachen (150F), 
Tapaalaachi (27), Tekhaadoh (43),Golmadhi (67) tole. They are in total 287 families. 

1) Animal, Bird and insects 

 Cole   co-le  she-goat  she-goat 
 Maakhaa  maa-khaa chicken   chicken 
2)Demon and deity 

 Bhakuju  bha-ku-ju bhariavi-HON  Bhairavi 
 Mahaa-dyo  ma-haa-dyo great-deity  Lord Shiva 
 Maan-dyo  maan-dyo  great- deity   Lord Shiva  
Man and mahaa are derived from mahaan.The morphophonemic process of these three 
words are as follows: Mahaan>maaan [devocalization] >maan [assimilation] 

3) Food items 

 Khau-pa  khau-pa  mustard cake-CLF Mustard cake 
 Khyae-gulli  khyan-gulli piece of gourd-CLF slice of gourd 
 Maltaa   maltaa  chilly   chilly 
 San-khosya  san-kho-sya soft walnut   soft walnut 
4) Location 

 Cibaakosa  cibaa-kosa stupa-beneath    beneath a stupa 

4) Person 

 Saako-mi  saako-mi Sankhu-person    of  Sankhu 
 -syo   syo-syo  marrow-DUP   bone marrow 
 

5) State 

 Datdhasya  dat-dhasya  mid- sunken  sunk in mid 
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Dhaan   dhaan   drum   drum 
Nhepam maru  nhepam-ma-du   ear-NEG-COP  Deaf 
/ t / / d / > / r / --- /v/ 
/t/and /d/ becomes /r/ before vowel. cha-ta-kaa becomes charaka and again it alters into 
char-kaa (one rupee) because of disyllabification, po-taa-si becomes po-ta-si,which 
furtherchanges into por-si (steamer).in the same manner madu becomes ma-ru (have not). 

 Nhetu   nhetu  dirty hair  dirty hair 
 Pityaa   pityaa  hungry    hungry 
 Waen   waen  mad   mad 
6) Tools 

 Kuu  kuu  spade    spade 
 Potaasi  potaasi   steamer   steamer 
 

5.1.3 Thimi  

Mulamkhel-Jalakhu and Sibaha are the localities of Manandhars in Thimi, where 50-55 
families reside. 

1) Demon and deity  
Laakhe   laakhe   demon   demon 
 
2) Food item  
 Nibwona:  ni-bwo-na: two-CLF-eat (ST) eats two parts 
 Hyaamglaa  haamu-guli sesame-ball  sesame ball 
Hyaamuglaa is the blending of hyaamu andglaa.Hyaamu> hyaam [desyllabification] 
>haam [deglidation]. Guli>gali [vowel loweing] >gala [regressive assimilation]. Thus 
hyaamglaa is derived from hamoguli ‘sesame ball’.  

3) House 

 Bhimchen  bhim-chem good-house  good house 
 Hapaachen  hapaa-chen support-house  supportive house 
 

4) Ornament 

 Sikha:   sikha:-cum brick-powder  brick powder 

Sikha:conveys the meaning of chain at present. But sikhah-cum conveys the meaning of 
brick powder. One of the Manandhars’ duty is to wash the wall with lime and make the 
wall sound, for which in those days they used to make brick powder. This ‘sikhah’ is the 
short form of sikhahcum. 
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5) Person  

 Dhaukhya:mi  dhau-khya:-mi  curd-plain-person  of Dhulikhel 
 Thaatumsaami   thaatum-saa-mi  upper-oil mill-person  mill owner 
In Kathmandu it is pronounced as Thatu-saa-mi,that is upper-oil mill-person. This is 
because of geographical variation a becomes aa in Bhaktapur variety. Besides this m is 
insertedat the ultimate position of the word thatu. 

6) Habit and State  
 Waae   waae   mad   mad 
Waae ‘mad’ of BNis pronounced as wae in KN, since /a/ of KN changes into /aa/ inBN. 

3.2 Kathmandu 

Majorirty of Manandhars live in Kathmandu.Traditionally they were confined in the saa 
‘oil mills’ at the core area of Kathmandu city, like Dai-saa, Phalcaa-saa, Nhuu-saa, Paa-
ko pukhu-dyaam, Casaa-dwam, Watu, and Tham-hiti. Among themPaa-ko pukhu-dyaam 
and Tham-hitihave no oil mills. Now they are extended to outside Kathmandu valley. 
Besides some of the Manandhars are fled away in the peripheral vicinity of Kathmandu 
city like Phasku, Bhuimdhunga from Swayambhu (Pukhgudyami),whereas some are from 
Tawalachi, Ason to Nyagahmani, Phedi, and Ranipauwa. At Nyagahmani there are 30 
families (200persons) from Surti (tobacco seller) family. At the same time the 
Manandhars of Daisaa and Thanhiti, cassdwam have no totemic practice.Pukhgudyamis 
practice a lot of totems. 

1) Animal, bird and insect 

 Cirikusi   ciri-kusi  minor flee  a small flee 
 Dhom   dhom  Jackal   Jackal 
 Kusi   kusi  flee   flee 
 Maaka:   maaka:  monkey   monkey 
 Maa-khaa  maa-khaa mother-chicken  hen 
 

2) Demon and deity  

 Balkrishna  Bal-Krishna child- Krishna  Little Krishna  
 Bhalamdyo  Bhalam-dyo Bhairava- god  God Bahirava 
 Laakhe    laakhe  Demon   Demon 
The man works in a giant manner, or the man with giantly appearance called Lakhe, later 
it was converted as a family name. 

3) Dignity and Profession  

 Dhan   dhan  erect   established one 
 Dhebaa luphinhaa dhebaa-luphin haa  money-stumbled  Dashed against  
 Hukhe   huk-kae  hukka-holder  hukka server 
 Jhinchyaado:  jhin-chyaa-do: eightteen thousands 18,000 holder 
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The manandhar who holds eighteen thousands rupee is called Jhinchyaado:. In course of 
time as the Newar used to shorten the syllable of the word, the word is clipped and 

remained into a single syllable word िझन (jhin). Pageni (2015: 314) quotes this word into 
two different totems [झ  (jhin), and ईन (In). actually it was misspelt by the scribe in the 
manuscript,from which he had transcribed. 

 Kajikhala:  kaji-khala: coordinator-group coordinator’s family 
 Kanchaa  kanchaa youngest  youngest 
 Kutu-paam  kutu-paam fort- guard  fort ground 
 Maltaabhaansin maltaa-bhaa-sin chilly-rate-know Chilly merchant 
 Master   master  teacher    teacher (ENG) 
The word Master is used for a teacher except the subject Nepali and Sanskrit, after the 
Rana introduced English education as an influence of English rulersruled over the India 
for more than 100years. Previously a teacher is called Guru. 

 Matyam  ma-tyam NEG-stuff  non stuffed 
 Naaya:   naaya:  leader   leader 
 Pradhan  Pradhan Chief of the army Chief 
 Pa:maa   pa: -maa  chief-army  chief of the army 
Pradhan  and Pa:maaare the same, former one is Sanskrit term whereas the latter one is 
localized Newar term. The same totem is used by the Shrestha Newars as a surname. 
Pradhan in Sikkim, Dajeeling, Kurseong, SiligudiofIndia is used as an identifying status 
of a Newar. 

 Saahu   saahu  merchant  merchant 
 Sakhaa-paa  sakhaa-paa lime-paint  White washer 
 Sincaa   sin-chaa vermilion-slope  Sagital line 
The lexical meaning of sincaa is medial line on the head made for hair styling.This very 
word Sincaa, as the informant informed, is derived from Mohan Sing. In Mananadhar 
society there are somany hearsays about Mohan Singh. According to Devamala 
Vamsavali (chronology) as quoted by Wright (1989), ‘during the reign of Rana Malla 
(NS622/1501AD) Mohan Singh Manandhar of Banepa was blessed with a golden head of 
a buffalo by Kumara Kunda (Goddess Candeshwori) and subsequently  a few days later a 
hermit  gifted single lined bead fruit Rudraksh. Because of the goddess’ blessing Mohan 
Singh became rich. Then he offered the golden crown to the lord Pashupati and lit the 
Akhanda Dip (incessant lamp) of 36Pathis (180litres) of Mustard oil at the Pashupati 
Temple on Jestha Shukla Saptami (7th day of Waxing moon of the month of May) The 
tradition is till the date existing. The Mannadhars get the receipt for the same from 
Pashupati Bhandar (store) office each year. The same Mohan Singh Manadhar’s 
descendants migrated to Kathmandu, who named themselves as sing ‘lion (symbol of 
king)’but other people named sing-ca khalah (Singh- DIM- group) ‘the family of Singh’. 
They are 11families at out tole locality of Kathmandu (29).      

Surti   surti   tobacco   tobacco seller 
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The manandhars of Tamlachi, Asan usually deal with the tobacco. Hence they were called 
surti.  
Beside this (Pageni, 2015: 314) quotes a new totems [थ ु (Thu)] among the Mananadhars 
of Pako pokhaldyang (simply: Pako). 

Thu   thu   owner   owner  
4) Food items  
 Coki   co-ki  edge-rice (ARC) broken  rice 
 Paalu   paalu  ginger  ginger 
 Salim   salim  earthen pot earthen pot seller 
Sali lexically means a small earthen pot,but here stands for sieve, used to filter mustard 
paste in the oil mills of Manandhars. 

5) House 

 Kasaachem  kasaa-chem bronze-house bronze smith’s house 
 Ka:sichem  ka:si-chem balcony-house a house with balcony 
 Ta:khachem  ta:-khaa-chem  big-CLF- house  a big house 
 Mina:sata  mi-na:-sata: fire-eat-inn  a gutted inn 
6) Location 

 Galko   gal-ko   shelter-beneath   near the city 
 Kwaakcaa  kwaa:-ko-co Fort-beneath-edge below the Palace  
Kwaakcaa is a locality beneath the Hanumandhoka palace. Kwath means palace ko means 
beneath, co means edge and hill. This locality is a small hill beneath the Hanumandhoka 
palace. Just opposite to this hillock there is another locality that is ca-swan-dom means 
hillock of ca flower. Both of these hillock or high land  are border of the palace as well as 
the marker of security measure of city building, known as nagar nigamsurakshay 

 Maaga:   maa-ga:  Mother-shelter  Maaligaaun 
 Lubi   Lu-bi  rise-serpent  raised serpent 
Lubi indicates four options; a) the raised serpent, b) rise and set, like sun rise and set c) 
gold donor, and an avenue of back side. Among these four options considering the social 
and economic status option (c) is not seems appropriate. Geographically option (a) is not 
considerable. Option (b) is somewhere considerable. According to the locality (nearby) 
nhusal‘new oil mill’ the avenues which is in rare side is much more possible.    

7) Person 

 Baakaademi  baakaa-de-mi  half-country-person of Baakade 
 Wanlaaemi  wan-laa-e-mi east-ST-EP-person  The eastern man 
Wanlaaemi is provided by Prof Dr. Tri Ratna Manandhar in a personal conversation (pc) 
on 2016.8. 11). The word is of three syllables. In Newar the deictic markers are Wantaa 
‘East’, Yautaa‘West’, Yantaa‘North’ and Yetaa‘South’. First syllable indicates direction, 
second syllable situation, third epenthesis and forth syllable indicates archaic word for 
person. The Thahitimi (denizen of Thahiti) Manandhars performs wahla some 35years 
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back in BS2038/ 1981AD (personal conversation with Jitendra Mandhar on 
2017.2.36.50PM at Balaju), whom are called wa:laami. The first one is till the date not 
justifiable whereas latter one is so.   

 Sako-mi  sako-mi  Sankhu-LOC  of Sankhu 
 Gorkhaa-li  gorkhaa-aali gorkha-LOC  of Gorkha 
Gorkhaa is a locality from where the great king Prithivi Narayan Shaha, the conquerorof 
Kathmandu valley. The locality is not Newar word, which takes Nepali locative suffix.In 
Nepalithe loconymslike Banepa, Dumja, Gorkha, Pokhara, Syangja, Palpa, Rolpa, ends 
with/aa/आcombines with /–ali/ आली,suffix,the localities like Bhaktapur, Patan, Parbat 

ends with /a/अ  take /-e/ए,whereas the loconyms likeLubhu, Bhadgaun, Sakhu, Thimi, 

ends with/-i/  इ and/-u/उtakes /-le/ ल ेsuffix for detail see (Shrestha;2016:14). 

8) Personal name 
 Kaalusing  kaalu-sing black-horn  Personal Name 
9) Habit and State 
In Newar habit and state are symbolized with vowel length. ta: symbolizes big and its 
synonyms whereas ci indicates small and its synonyms. The context distinguishes with 
the help of the classifier (CLF) attached with. 

 Ci:dhi:   ci:-dhi:  small-CLF  small one 
 Ta:-dhi:  ta:-dhi:  big-CLF   bigger one  
 Ta:-ja:   ta:-ja:   big- members  a large family 
 Tan-ga:   tan-ga:  big- shelter  a large shelter 
 Na:si:n   na-si:n  eat-habit  A gourmand 
 Si-syaa:  si-syaa:  louse- pain(HAB) miser 

4. Conclusion 

Kunaam (Totems) in Manandhars are mainly found in Banepa, Bhaktapur, Thimi, and 
Kathmandu. The Manandhars of peripheral area do not have a practice of totemism. 
There are 121 to tems practiced by the Manandhars. Locality-wise in Banepa they 
practice 48, Bhaktapur 20, Thimi 11 and Kathmandu 44. Domainwise in Banepa they 
cover 8 domains where as in Kathmandu it is 11 domains. In Bhaktapur it is 7 and in 
Thimi it covers only 4 domains.The practiced totems in Banepa cover the domain of 1) 
Animal and Birds, 2) Super natural elements, 3) Personal Name,4) Architecture, 5) 
Musical instrument, 6)Food items, 7) House, 8). Dignity and profession, 9) Physique, 10) 
Deity whereas in Bhaktapur covers the domain of 1) Deity, 2) Location, 3) Animal, Bird 
and insects, 4) State,5) Itenary, 6) Tools, 7) Person. At Thimi, it includes1) Residence, 2) 
Mental state, 3) Food itenary, 4) Object. In Kathmandu 1)locality, 2) Demon and deity, 3) 
Animal, bird and insect, 4) Size, 5) Position, 6) Food, 7) House, 8) Profession and status, 
9)Personal name, 10) Nature, are the areas of totemism. The Manandhars, in Bhaktapur 
city are scattered at Saakolaan, Tinachen, Tapaalaachi, Tekhadoh,Golmadhi tole. They 
are in total 287 families. Majorirty of Manandhars live in Kathmandu. Traditionally they 
were confined in the saa ‘oil mills’ at the core area of Kathmandu city, like Dai-saa, 
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Phalcaa-saa, Nhuu-saa, Paa-ko pukhu-dyaam, Casaa-dwam, Watu, and Tham-hiti. 
Among themPaa-ko pukhu-dyaam and Tham-hitihave no oilmills. Now they are extended 
to outside Kathmandu valley. Besides some of the Manandhars are fled away in the 
peripheral vicinity of Kathmandu city like Phasku, Bhuimdhunga from Swayambhu 
(Pukhgudyami), whereas some are from Tawalachi, Ason toNyagahmani, Phedi, and 
Ranipauwa. At Nyagahmani there are 30 families (200persons) from Surti (tobacco 
seller) family. At the same time the Manandhars of Daisaa and Thanhiti, cassdwam have 
no totemic practice.Pukhgudyamis practice a lot of totems. Mulamkhel-Jalakhu and 
Sibaha are the localities of Manandhars in Thimi, where 50-55 families reside. 

Abbreviations 

ADJ Adjective ARC Archiac 
BKT Bhaktapur BN Bhaktapur newar 
BNP Banepa BS  Vikram samvat 
CLF Classifier DTX Deitics 
DIM  Diminutive  ENG English 
HON Honorific KPN Ktm-patannewar 
KTM  Kathmandu LOC Locative 
NEG Negative NEW Newar language 
NS Nepal samvat PRX  Proximal  
SKT Sanskrit language SP Self-past 
TBN Tibetan newar   THM Thimi  
ST Stative 
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�� �a���, �a�X .� � ������� ���; 0;�-K !L�* 
W�� W��%��� 
 6  

�*$% PQ�
�: ��b $%�% WU���, ��=���=�� �E!(X, � �B� �^��, ���	� ���(���, ���	� �����  

c. � +e� YO� 

�
���� ��B�� 0����� � ���� ���	�, ����% ��� ��a�� ��� ����X�� �)� � �P 
 6 � Y� .-��� [� 
�E�� ::> ��.O�. �E!�@ � Hf�-�"�� cgh ���O�,� i�� [SK�@ �
 �� � c,jk,c:c �; . ��.O�. 
� �MJ��� J2 "�)� ��� � �P � ���� �S;"�� ��� � 2��� ����X��� � �-� HZf�2 �=�Z[� 5 (%���, 
788h @.) 6 )n��; ()-�"� � 0�, 78c7) � � � ������ c7j ��	����	��
� �
 �� �n%�# � ��� .�-�� 
;� �� 5  6 ��.�a. 789: ����� �E�o � ����� ���+p% ��;���� � �E�� [�� ��	� �=������ c7h 
��	� � c7> ������� �
 �� ����� 3��P� ;� �� 5 6 2 �S;"�� ����X��O�M� ���,��, ��[ ����� 
��� ��� ������ ��+, � R%��
�=�� ��% .����� 0��� ���� ����� � 
���E� �-� � ������ !"�� � 
��	�, !�!�� ;� ��� ������� � X�.-�a�� ���� !�� ��� � 2G�-�� ��� ����q �n%�# �� 0��� 5 6 012 
�-� ����X �����P ��
� B�� ���	� ��*��%�� ��	�� � ���+p% ��
[�� ��%� ;� . ����� 52�� C �� � ��
� 
H
� ��	�
�� � O�o O�o ����� ��(%�� ��)� 0���� 5 6 � ���� �����, ���+p% %��� W%;� 
���� ���� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;r��� ��.�a. 789> ���� �AB �s[��� ;=�U� 2 W)� � ����� ���	� 
����� �%� .4� !� �,� 0����� ����� � ������	�� 2G�-�� �����!�
 �� ����� 3������ 3������ 0� 
HI ��%�J.  �� �(]� 
*� ���� 6 ��	��E!(X� t%�� 2 ��O�� 3�������� WX���� �E�o ;=�)�� ���+p% 
��;���
�� � � ������ !"�� � ��	�
�� �#$%� -�X� .���� �� �� )����� ��%� ;� . ����� 52�� C 6 
0�q�J.  ��;����� u��� 3�4� �%��� ��� �#$%�� � ���+p% ����� ��	��U; �E!�(X� ���� -��� .� ;� . 
�* � 2 e� ��; .-�� �P ;� . �v� � 0������ 52�� C 6 � ������ ��	���D ����% ��
[���� WX�� �w% �� )� 
3�*B WX�� ��-�)�� ����� � �-� ��	�� �#$%��� u�P: � �^ 
*U� 2 ;@�
 �� 5 6 ���	� ����X�� 

                                                 
1 78k8 ��� W	�< 7> ;� � (���*��� �*��D c8, 78ch) � ���� �����, OP�� �(M��% � � ���� 3G�3��+e��� � �a%*' ���� 

W%��� ;� �� � ����� ��	� ���� ����� �E!(X� ���+p% ��% .P��� ;+ex�� 3��*� ;� �� ��% .�M��D ��%��� �� �*X�� ;�/ 
% � �B �%�� ��=�)� 
6 

2 789: � ��;���� � � ������ 3�*B ���� c8 3����� X�� .��E!�
� (�
(� Y, !Sw�, @����, �����, @��D, 3� ��-� Y��, 
!�, � 2�, !
�@ � Z�B) �
 �� �* �� ���)� 56 
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���%�� ��M ��)� ���+p% �E��� �-� 
 �o � ��%��D W����� C ;� . 012 ���)� 52� 6 0�q�J.  
����X��� ����� ��� ;�E��% .���� !�� ��� �-� ������/� 0��� 5 6 )v��@�| P��Q���� ��@�� 
, �v���E� �-� � ������ ��	� ������� ���; 0� �"�� e� 3%��
� �)�� 52�� C 6 �%� 2 �=�3 �}%�� 
� ������ ��	�
�� ������� !�� ��� 5,��/�� ����� ;� _ � ����� ���	� ������ 3;��� �������� 
���� �	� ;�* . %� � �B� �*$% HI ��% 
 6  

%� � �B��D [�� B~K�� ������ ;=�)� 5 6 ��
� B~K�� � +e� YO�, �� B~K�� � ������ 
��	�
�� �����, � �� B~K�� � ������ ��	�
�� ������ 3;��� �������� ���� �	� � [S� 
B~K�� H��a
�� 3��*� ;=�)� 5 6  

7. ��	�
�� ����� 
� ������ � �����, ���*�/, � 2����, 0�X�, � ���� ���� ��
� ��	�!�
 �� 0� ��	�
�� 0���� �%��% � 2 5 
6 � ������ ��	�
�� ������ ����� ;�� . ��b $%�% WU���, ��=���=�� �E!(X, ��	�
�� 
0w%%�/0�*�(X�� �����, � �B� �^��, ��	� � ���� � ���	� ���(���� ����� ���� ��
��� !�� ��� 
[[� . ;�* .�� � 
*(5 6 ���� H�B~K�� �%� 2 ��
�� !�� ��� 5,��/�� [[� . ;� � 3%�� ;=�)� 5 6  

7.c ��b �$%� WU��� 

� ������ ��� ��	��� ���� !"�� � ��	�
�� ��
[�� ��� �#$%�� WU��� ;� � 3%���� W�� 2 ���� � 
����/ 
*U��
*� 2 �-� � ������ ���+p% ��;���
�� e*� � YO��� �
U� 2 W)� 5 6 ��.�a 788g/cc� 
���+p% ��;���� �AB ��	��� �#$%��� !�� ��� �-� -�%O�� ���� ������/ \���� ���; ����� �)� 
3%����D ��.�a 789: � ��;���� � �-� -��(���� \�)� 5 6 ��"��� c � � ��.�a 788g/cc � �AB 
789: ����E��� ����,� ��;���0�*��� � ������ ��� ��	��� ���� !"�� � ��	�
�� �#$%� 
� �B�)� 5 6  

��"��� c: ��O�o ��;����� ��	�� �#$%�� WU��� 

��;��� 788g/cc 78c: 787: 78h: 78j: 78>: 789: 
�#$%� jj h9 ck c8 hc g7 c7h 

��: ;*F� (7887:hk) � � ������ ��O�o ��;��� (��.�a 788g/cc-789:) 

��"��� c 0�*��� 78j: ���� ��;����E� ��	�
�� �#$%� J�� J�� 
*U� 2 jj (788g/cc), 
h9 (78c:), ck (787:), c: (78h:) � hc (78j:) �
 ���� ��P �	�: 3���(M� �*�:������ ��5 
W\����� �;�%� 0���#$%� ���	� ��*��%
��� W�� ��� ��	�3��� ��;���� -��(�� ! �^ �)�� 
����� � 78>: � ��;����� ��	�� �#$%� �;�; ��� ;*�� !< �� g7 �*� % 6 78>: ���� 
��;���� � ��
� [�, !���/!���*, �*� ��/B���, 5(�%��/5(� ��, � *��, �� �, ��@��, �����, �* � *(K�, 
�(����, ��H,�, !�t���, 0#  �;��, ���, B-K%�, �
��, � *����� � ��]� �� �X���, � ����� ������� 
��	�, ��
� ��� �P� ��	�
� (0#` ���, �# B�, � Z[-�%�U !�
 �� 0ZX��aP ������ !"�� � ��	�
� ��� 2 

=�%�(��, �;
�, �*�V, O��, ��;���, Z�(X�, W����, H-K%�, �* �� .�� � � �[ �) ��D � ������ 
��� ��	�
�� � Y[��� ���� �P ;� �� ��% (� ����� ���	� ����� 3����, 789>)3 6  

                                                 
3 !�t��� � 0b �;����D u�P� ���*�/ � � 2������ ���	�� e�-�)� ��%6 
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� ����� ������ W)� ��;���� -��(����, ������	�� 2G�-�� ������ ����� � �# ��% ��t%�� 
���	� ��*��% � �#$%�� WX���� ��
[�� � 0ZX��� �*-���[� 
*� � 3[���� ����� � �-� 789: � 
��;����� hc �,� ��	�
� �-�)� c7h �*; ��� 5� C 6 4 789: ���� ��;����� ��
� � � ����� 
��	��� ���	���� ���� ��-�)�� K, ���, ! 2�K ���, W5���, !1��/, !��*� ���, ��[* .� ���, � 2� �B�, �*E��, 
KK ��X*�/ � ;<������D ���(M ��	��� ���� ���� �P ;� �� 5 6 %� ��;����� �����-��D �� Y
�� 
���(M ��	�
� � Y[��� �
U�� �
U� 2 �-� ��D��D 5*� 2 � Y[�� � ;=��* % ��;����� t%�� 2 ���� �� 
 6 
� ������ ��� ��	��� ���� !"�� � B�� (�;�), ����*=�%�, We�=�%�, ;(;�@, �
��, B�, K�����, 
��"��, ! ��
�� �, ���
�, �����, X*� ���, J�#� *����, �*� ��, �����UK � � !��=�%� ���� ��	���D %� 
��;���� � ���� �P ;�* . �� � ��
���% ��� 
 6 �� � ������ B�� 2 �!"�� � ��(� ���, �Z�%���, �� �� ��� � 
0�!� ���� ��	�
� �-� � ������ ��� ��	��� ���� �� 
*�* � � ������ ���(M ��	��� ���� !"�� � 
���� ��� ���� ��	�
� 5*��* %� ��;������ ���� �� � 2 
 6 %��� ���� �P ;=�)�� X �� 2 
��	�
��� PQ��P � ���
�%�� �* �� 5K|, ����(% R%�������� ����� �-� ��@U� 2� 6 5 ��E�� �B c 
�� 788g ���� �AB 789: ����E��� ��;����� � � �B�)�� ��	�
�� �#$%���D 01 ��+, ���� 
� �B�H� � 3%�� ;=�)� 5 6  

 
 

��E� � �B�Z[M c: � ������ ��O�o ��;������ ��� ��	�� �#$%� 

� ������ ��� ��	��� ���� 3%; ;=�� � ��	�
�� ��
[�� ��� �#$%�� WU��� ;� � 3%���� 
)n��;� �-� e*� � YO��� �
 �� 5 6 788> @. �� 3��OP� )n��;� � � ������ ��	�� �#$%� c79 
\�)� ��% 6 �� 78c7 @. � ����� ���	� �����, ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����; � ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J 
"�b �����,v�, � ���� ()�W@)�, � ����) � � � ������ ��	�
�� �� ��/�� (��������) ;�/ 3��OP� 
;� �� )n��;� � �� � � ������ c7j ��	�/���	��
� �
 �� �n%�# � ��� .�-�� ;� �� 5 ()-�"� � 0�, 
78c7) 6 ��� (cg:g @.) � �!� (cgg7 @.)� � k8 �,� ��	�
� H�� �B ;� ����� �*�� (788>@.:7) 
� � � ������ c8g �,� [��-��Q!�� ��
� cj8 �,� ��	�
� �
 �� 0�*��� ;� ��� 5� C 6 %� 0�*���!�
 �� 
� ������ ���	� ������ � �M��% .� u��� �-� �*3 2 ��	� ���	��
�� ��
[�� �)� 5 6 R%�����, 
                                                 
478>: � ��;����� ��	�� �#$%� !L�*� ������ ��
� ��� ��;���
��� ��D������ P�	 .��� ��AB)�� ��	�
���D 

77 �,� 5*��5*� 2 ��	�
�� � Y[��� ��$ �* �-� 
6 
578>: � 789: �� ��;���0�*��� � ������ ��	� ��� �'��#$%� � Y[� �=�OP+, c �� \�@)� 56 
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� 2G�-�� � ���(M ���	� ;��� ;=�)�� � ������ ��� ��	��� ���� !"�� � ��	� ���	��
�� �#$%� 
c>8 �(�� �� �
*� � �E����� 5 6 �@U�� , � ��� , �*�� , �e=�%�, ������F, Z[�S-�%� ��F, �w%� Y�� .%� ��� 
���� ��	�
� ���(M ��	��� ���� WH� � �E����� 5 6 � ����� �=�3 �}%�� ��	� � ���	�� -�X� .��� 
�*$% ��� �����=�� !X;E%�� 
@� 6 %���D WX�� ��o � 
 �� � � � ������ ��	�� �#$%� �*�: 
78j: ���� ��;���� 
���
��/�� WHU5 6 �������	� ��
[����D � 2 �*$% WX�� !��@�* �� .5 6  

7.7 ��	�
�� ��=���=�� �E!(X 

��=���=�� �E!(X�� WX���� �* � *(K� ��	���D 5�K �� 78>: � 789: ��;����� H�� �B �)�� � ������ 
��	�
���D [�� ��	� �=������ !�U�� ���(5: ���� ���, [��-��Q!��, W�� �Z�%��� � ]�!K 6 ��"��� 7 
(�) �� 78>: ���� ��;���0�*��� ��	�
�� ��=���=�� �;����, ��	� � �'� �#$%���D 
� �B�@)� 5 6  

��"��� 7(�): ��	�� ��=���=�� �;����, ��	� � �'� �#$%� (78>:) 

 ���	� �=���� ��	� �#$%� �'� �#$%� �'� 3��P� 
c. ���� ��� h8 c,:7,jg,j8: :8.79% 
7. [��-��Q!�� >: j7,j:,9jg c:.9:% 
h. W�� �Z�%��� 7 jc:h> 8.cg% 
j. ]�!K c 7:,9c> 8.ch% 
>. )�� ��	�  c :k 8.88% 
 H�� �B ��)�  c,9:,hj8 8.kj% 
 �*� �E�� g7 7,7k,h9,ghj c88% 

��: ���+p% ��;��� (78>:) 

��"��� 7 (B) � � 789: ���� ��;����� H�� �B �)�� � ������ ��	�
�� ��=���=�� �;����, 
��	� �#$%� � �'� �#$%���D � �B�)� 5 6  

��"��� 7(B): ��	�
�� ��=���=�� �;����, ��	� � �'� �#$%� (789:) 

 ���	� �=���� ��	� �#$%� �'� �#$%� �'� 3��P� 
c. ���� ��� jg 7c,k,>>,h88 :7.cc% 
7. [��-��Q!�� k0 j>,:9,>h: ck.hc% 
h. W�� �Z�%��� 7 >88g9 8.cg% 
j. ]�!K c hh,9>c 8.ch% 
>. )�� ��	�  c 7: 8.88% 
 0(%  7c,ckh 8.8k% 
 H�� �B ��)�  jk,kc: 8.c:% 
 �*� �E�� c73 7,9j,gj,>8j c88% 

��: ���+p% ��;��� (789:) 

��"��� 7 (�) � (B) � �![�� �*��� ;�� . ��	�� �#$%�� WX���� [��-��Q!�� �=���� (�,!���� 
�� Y
) �� ��	�� �[ .�� �
 �� ��@(5 6 �� �'� �#$%� �� � ���� ��� �=����� � 2 :8% �(�� !<� 
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� �AB(5 6 % �#$%� 01 !L� 2 ;)� 5 6 �'�� �#$%��� WX���� �* � ���#$%�� :7.c78% 
(��;���,789:) � � ���� ��� �=������ ��	�
��� �*$% ���� �����% W%. ��	�
� !�� � ;� �� ��@(5 
6 78>: � ��;����� �* � ���#$%�� c,9:,hj8 (8.kj%) ��-��� � !�� � ��
� ��	�
���D 0G�� 
P�	 .�O�M ��AB)� 5 �� � 789: � ��;������ �Y� ���#$%�� 7c,cck (8.8k) � 
jk,kc:(8.c:%) u�P: 0(% � H�� �B ��)� P�	 .��� ��AB)� ��@(5 (� ����, 78k8 ) 6  

���� � 0w%%�� 0����� � ������ ���� ��� ��� 2 [��-��Q!�� ��	� �=������ ��
� ��	�
�� ��=���=�� 
�E!(X �� � 012 ��+, �@���� 52� 6 �* � *(K� �� � 0�
� ��E� ��=���=�� �E!(X -���[� �@ ����� 
)�� ��	� ��-�(5 6 [��-��Q!�� ��	� �=������ ��	��� �'�� �#$%� 78h: �E��� ��;���
��� 
-��(�� ��� ������� � �AB)� 5: 7c.: (788g/cc), cg.79 (78c:), ck.c9 (787:) � c7.89 
(78h:) 6 �� �%���5�� ��;���
��� �� � u�P� !< ��:c9.k9 (78j:) � cg (78>:) � �AB)� 5 
(� ����� ���	� ����� 3����, 789>) 6 ��� �'� �#$%��� 78>: � ��;����� �(�� 789: � 
��;����� ��
� � �^ �) �-� �'� 3��P��� WX���� ��� ������� � �AB(5 6 W�� �Z�%��� �=����� 
�*(K� P�B� (Hf�/ �*(K� �� Y
� �(���� � �"��� �*(K� �� Y
� B-K%�) � ]��K �=������ ��	� (H��U�/ 
1�U;K/X�U;K) �� ��� �'� �#$%��� 789: � ��;����� ��
� � �^ �) �-� �'� 3��P��� B�� 2 
� �^ �)� ��@U� 2� 6 6 

788g/cc � ��;���� �AB � 2 �(���� ��	��� �'�� �#$%��� !�� ��� ������/ \�@U� 2 W@)� 5 6 
��0�*��� �'�� �#$%� u�P� 8.78 (788g/cc), 8.hc (78c:), 8.7c (787:), 8.cg (78h:), 
8.c: (78j:) � 8.c: (789:)  �
 �� 5 6 78>: � ��;���� � ��
� [�, �� �� W�� ��� 
�=����� B-K%� ��	�� �'� (c>k> (8.8c%)) �#$%� 789: ���� ��;����� �,�� 7h: 
(8.88%) �� �*; �� 5 6 )�� ��	� (language isolate) �� ���� Z[-�� � �* � *(K� ��	�� 78>: � 
��;����� �* � �'� �#$%� :k �
 ����� 789: � ��;����� �* � �'� �#$%� 7: � �B�@)� 5 6 
�%� 2;�/ �;� ��@�� ��	� 78>: � ��;����� �* � �'� �#$%� kgj �
 ����� 789: � ��;����� 
�* � �'� �#$%� ������ ;� . � 2 ����� � ���� >8 ��M � �B�@)� 5 6 789: ;=�)� ��@�� ��	�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ������� ��� ��	�� �#$%� )� 
��� �(�� !<� ��@)� ��% 6  

7.h ��	�
�� 0w%%� 0�*�(X��  

� ������ !"�� � �� 2 ��	�� ��M ���� � ��	�� 2G�-�� 0w%%� �)� 5 6 ��"��� h �� 789: � 
��;����� ���� �P �)�� ��	�
��� ;=�)� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� (����), 0O�� �B���� 
(0O�� �), PQ��P -��� .� (P�-�), �a"�4� �� � Y� . R%���� � �B� (R%��� �) ��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� 
WX��� Y� �
�� ��T %�*��� -��� .� (����-�) � ������ 3���E�� 1�� � �B�@)� 5 6  
  

 

 

                                                 
6 787: � 78h: �� ��;���
��� H�� �B �;=�)� �� 0(% ��;���
��� �'� u�P� j,:h7 (788g/cc), g,cj8 

(78c:), c>,ck> (78j:) � 7:,9c>(78>:) � �B�@)� � ������ ]�!K �=����� ��� ��� � Y� . 1�U;K � ��� ��� 
���[� X�U;K ���� � �-� Z[-�� � )H,� ��M H��U� ��	�� �-� 789: ���� ��;����� ��� �'�� �#$%� (hh,9>c 
(8.ch%) \�@)� 56 
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��"��� h: � ������ ��	�
�� 0w%%� 0�*�(X��� ������ 3���E�� 1�� 

   ����  0O�� � P�-� R%��� � ����-� 
c. ���� ��� hh k k c7 9 
7. [��-��Q!�� >9 c9 7> hh c: 

h. W�� �Z�%��� (�(���� � B-K%�) 7     
j. ]�!K ( H���U) c     
>. )�� ��	� (�* � *(K�) c    c  
  gh 7h h7 j9 7j 

��: � ����� ���	� �����, �!� (788j @.) � � ���� (78c7@.) 

��"��� h 0�*��� ���� ��� ��	��=����O�M�� �;�; hh ��	��� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� (����) 
�@���� ��@(5 6 �� ��	�
��� � 2����, � �����, !, �, �������, K;S�� ���, ���
�, B��
�, K� %���, 
!1�# ;�, !��*� ���, ! 2�K ���, 05���, ��[* .� ���, ���*�/, 0�X�, �* ���, ���!aP�, ����*=�%�, �[ �, ;(;�D, 
�����, �����
UK �, ��1�, !�t���, �e=�%� ���, ��*���, ���D, Z[�S-�%� ���, �;
�, 0#  �;��, �*E�� 
� �����, �Z[�� ��� � � ���� ��D �� .5� C  6 % �=���� O�M�� k ��	��� 0O�� �B���� (���!aP�, ��*���, 
��1�, �* ���, ���D, !, �, �����), k ��	��� PQ��P -��� .� (� �����, � 2����, ���*�/, 0�X�, ���, 
K, ���, ���!aP�); c7 ��	��� �a"�4� �� � Y� . R%���� � �B� (� �����, � 2����, ���*�/, 0�X� ���!aP�, 
��*���, �;
�, �* ���, ���D, ����� (��]�), !1�# ;�, 05���); 9 ��	��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� WX��� Y� 
�
�� ��T %�*��� -��� .� (� 2����, ���*�/, 0�X�, �������, ���!aP�, !, �) ��% . �)�� 5�C 6 [��-
��Q!�� �=���� O�M�� >9 ��	��� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� (� ����, ��4[�, [ ���� , %�vB�, �*� ��, �;� 
��@�� , 5*�*�, A�� ��, �;� (<*,), Q%�U��, ����, ��H,�, B��, 5(�%��, ;*F�, � *��, �%�, ZX���, �[ �, 
���*�, �* �*�, ��*�, ��E���, B�"��, ��E!*� �, ���5=��, � *��, ���D, � ���
��, ����, � *# ����, We�
� �, 
J�#� *����, �*�*���, !�(����, [��E��, �� �/;*F�, "�E!*, �����, X*� ���, � ��/� �F�, 
�%*, �*� ��, P ��� ., 
�
��, � Y�� �����, ! ��
�� �, �*��, �5(���, %�EJ* , �
F�, ��;� �, � Y�� �;�, ���[�� �����, 
*E�� 
��Q!�� � ���*# ; �), c9 ��	��� 0O�� �B���� (�*� ��, �*��, A�� ��, � �[ �, 5(�%��, ����, �5(���, �5"��, 
�
�/, � *��, 
�%*, Q%�U��, J�#� *W�� (�*;���), !���, !��=�%�, ��@��); 7> ��	��� PQ��P -��� .� 
(�����, � ����, �;�, "�E!*, ; *F�, !�(����, P ��� ., [��E��, [ ����, �*�*���, B��(�;�), ��# ��, %�vB�, 
ZX���, ��E���, B�"��, �
��, %�EJ* , � *��, A�� ��, 5(�%��, 
�%*, �%�, Q%�U��, !���); hh ��	��� 
�a"�4� �� � Y� . R%���� � �B� (�����, � ����, �;�, "�E!*, ; *F�, !�(����, [��E��, [ ����, B�� (�;�), 
��# ��, �*� ��, %�vB�, ZX���, ��E���, B�"��, ��E!*� �, !��
�, �
��, %�EJ* , � *��, We�=�%�, � �[ �, 
5(�%��, �
F�, �
�/, �[ �, 
�% *, ! ��
�� �, Q%�U��,  �����, !���, !��=�%�, ��@��); c: ��	��� 
��� ��	��� WX�=�� WX��� Y� �
�� ��T %�*��� -��� .� (�����, � ����, �;�, "�E!*, ; *F�, !�(����, 
[��E��, [ ����, �*�*���, �*� ��, %�vB�, P ��� ., !���, ��4[�) ��% . �)�� 5�C 6 W�� �Z�%��� ��	� 
�=����� �(���� � B-K%� ��� ]�!K �=����� H���U ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �@���� 5 6 
)�� ��	� �* � *(K��� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������� ��� 2 3���E�� R%���� � �AB)��� %��� �� 0w%%� 
�-� �@�
 �� 5 6 %� !�
 ���� ��	��� �* � 2 ��% . �)� � Y[�� 52� 6 
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7.j ��	� � "�-� 

� ������ ��
� ��	�
�� ��M �� ̂  � �$% ��E��� �
 �� 5 6 ����� � �����, � 2����, ��Q!��, P ��� ., �
��, 
� ����, "�E! Y, ���*�/, 0�X� � � �4[� �*$% 5�C 6 � ������ X �� 2 ��	�
�� � �$% ��E��� 52� 6 ��
� 
������� W�� ��	�� "�-�� 0�*�(X�� � ����� ;� � u��� � �AB(5�C 6 ��
� ��	�
��� ��� ��	��� 
��T %�*���
� -��� .� ;� � 3%���� ���; � ����;�/ "�-���D W��%��� 0�*��� 0�*�Y�� ;�/ 3%; 
;=�)� 5 6 ��"��� j �� � ������ ��	� � "�-� 3%;� �������D 3��*� ;=�)� 5 6  

��"��� j: � ������ ��	� � "�-� 3%;� ����� 

u. �a. "�-� ��	� 
c. � ����;�/ � �����, � 2����, ���*�/, 0�X�, � ����, 

����aP�, �;�, �����, ������ ��	�
� 
7. O�������/���
*�� � 2���� 
h. �2�� � 2���� 
j. �E!,� ��Q!��, P ��� ., �����, �
��, � ��� 
>. ����
; ����� 
9. �s��� � ���� 
k. Z�=��# �%� "�E!* 
:. �� � �4[� 
g. 0vB� �;� 
c8. ;*F�*B� �(��!� 
cc. 0�!� H� *. 
c7. �%��,�/��� �(����, ;*F� 
ch. �� [ �� ��/�� Z[�V/�� �(���� 
cj. B ��� ;*F� 
c>. !�#�� !# �%��� 

��: � ����� ���	� ����� 3����, 789> � ���;� 0w%%� 

7.> ���� � ��� ��	�  

� ����� ���	� �������D ����, ��	� � X�. �![� �����=�� 0(���u%�!�, -�O� .� ����%-X�O� .�-
���	� �M���% �a�[���� ���� 
 �=�)� ��@(5 (� ����� ���	� ����� 3����, 789>) 6 ��.�a. 789: 
���� ��;��� 0�*��� �=�! c8 ������� (� �M�, !�
*� (�
�K), ����, e�* �/, ����, �(%���, ;�@� �, 
!���, B���, ����/<��)� � � �������D )� ��1� ��� ��	��� ���� 3%; ;� �� ��@(5 �� � �=�! >h 
�������� � W-W�� 2 ��� ��	� !�� � ;� �� 0���� 5 6 ��"��� >�� � ������ ������� � ��	�� 
�������D � �B�H� � 3%�� ;=�)� 5 6  
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 ��"��� >: � ������ ������� � ��	� 

u.�a. ���	� �����/���	� �a�[�� �����#$%� ��� ��	� 
c. X �� 2 ���� )� ��1� ��� ��	� c8 � ����� 
7. )� ���� )� ��� ��	� >h  
h. )� ���� )� �(�� !<� ��� ��	� >  
j. )� ���� �� ���� 0�*��� O�o ��� ��	� j8 � 2����, ���*�/,  

0�X� 
>. ������	�� ��
[�� ;� . ����)��  ck  

��: ���+p% ��;��� (789:) 

��"��� >0�*��� )� ���� )� ��� ��	� �)�� ��������� �����, � ����, �*�����, "�E!*, P ��� ., 
���/�*� ��, �* ���, ����aP�, �*�*���, ��1�, ��*���, �����K/, ����/ �(���, 1�U;K/X�U;K, ;(;�D, 
����, ZX���, !, �, %�vB�, ���@, ����=�%�, �����,  �E
*/!���, A�� ��, � �[ �, � �4[�, �(��!�/Z�B, 
�����, ����, Q%�U��/�S��, 
�%*, �[ �, ���*�, �*(K�, ��H,�, ���, �* � *(K�, �
��, �* �*�, �� �, 
���5=��, %�EJ* , [��E��, We�=�%�, !�(�!�, K��, �*�*�, !��
�, �
��, ��#���, B�"��, �4��;��, 
�
F� �� .5� C 6 �=�! > ��������� )� �(�� !<� ��� ��	� �
 ��� 5� C 6 �� ������ �;� (B��, 
��@�� , �¡@�� , �;� (<*,)); [ ���� ([ ����, !��=�%�); ;*F� (;*F�, �� �) ��� (���� ���, K;|�����, 
B��
�) � ��D �� .5� C 6 )� ���� �� ����0�*��� O�o ��� ��	� (� 2����, ���*�/, 0�X�) �)�� 
������ %���, � ���, [���, �@�//�* P�
�, �* ��, X��*�, �*�
�, � *��
�, ���,, !�
*�(���D), ��e!-�%�, 
���
�, �����, 
���/e��* �, ���*, �*X�, �
��, 
���@, ����*�, ��%��, !�U��, !�
�, �
��, �X, 
������, �!�, ;< ��/, Z[-<���, ����, K�, ����, ����, �,*��, X�U��, X(���, ���X!, ��/, ��!=�%�, 
0��, � �� �� .5� C  6 ��
� ��������� 
��� �� � ��	�� ��
[�� ;� . ����)� 0���� 5 6 � ������ 
K��, �4��;�� ������ !�
 �� 0(%�� ����(% ���� ���� � ��	�� )H,2 ��� �)� ��@(5 6 �� 
� ���� ��� !
*���	� � � ����� ��	���� �*3 2 ���	� ��*��%
� u�P: 0�P�� 
*U� 2 ;)� 0������ 
�������� �� ��
[���� ¢�+,� � �*B� .� ��	���D ��� ��	� � 2 �� � �-� 3��%� .��� ���� � ����� ��	���D 
� 2 ��� ��	��� ���� 3%; 
*U� 2 W)� ��@(5 6  

7.9 ���	� ���(��� 

�*@ � ��@�� (78c8@.) � � ������ � �=���� .� ;� �� �����=�� £ ���� � �*���(��� ���,� ���u� 
(Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) ���� ��	�
�� ���(���� 
������ � Y�%�# �� ;� � �K ��� WX���� � ������ c7h ��	�
�� ���(���� �������D ���� �	� ;�� . 
�=�! h8 �,� 3��, >c �,� �a�,��o, cc �,� 0����P��, 9 �,� � �3�%, c �,� �*	 *4�, c �,� 
�� �@����� 0������ �*; �� � �AB(5 6 � ������ �E�� >h(jh.8g%) �,� ��	�
���M �*�"�� � �AB(5�C 
6 ��"��� 9 �� � ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� ����� � �B�@)� 5 6 7 
  

 

 

                                                 
7 � ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� ������ ����� �=�OP+, 7 \�@)� 56 
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��"��� 6: � ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� ����� (� ����, 78ck @.)  

���(���� �
 �*�"�� �a�,��o 0����P�� � �3�% �*	 *4� ��  
��	�� �#$%� >h >c cc 9 c c 
3��P� jh.8g% jc.j9% :.gj% j.:k% 8.:% 8.:% 

��: )n��; ()-�"� � 0�, 78c7) � %*� ��� (78c8) 

� ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� �������D ��E� � �B�Z[M 7 !�, �-� � �B�H� ���(5 6  
 

 
 

��E� � �B�Z[M 7: � ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� ����� 
 

h. ���	� ����� 
h.c ��;��� 3%�� 

� ������ �a���;� )�a R%Z';� ����� ��	�
�� ����� ;� � ��
� 3%��
� �)�� ��@(5 6 Ho�@�| 
P��Q����  �%� 
���� � �� .3�� � ������ ��
� �,-!���� ��	�
�� �*������ PQ� � Y[�
��� ��� 2 
��	�
��� ��	%�� X �� 2 � �B
� �� .� 0J )Z�%��,� ���@,� 0J !# �%���� 0� �� 0# �
��� 
5��)� ��@(5 6 �`%� .� (c:g:-cg7k@.) � � �����% ��	�� ������� u��� � ������ �(����, 
B-K%�, ��,%�, ��;� �, Q%�#��, [S�#��, ZX���, ����, "�E!*, %�vB�, ��%*, [ ����, �* � *(K�, ¥��* 
(!���), �
�/, �� (� �4[�), ,,, !��
�, !����, ��#���, �
��, ���E!5�, ��"��, �5(���, 
F#5�(!*�, � *# ����, ��� �� [��E��, ���5=��, �* �*�, �*�*�, [S��%� �� HE!*� �, B�"�� , � *��, ; *F�, 
�*�� �� �����, ��v�%�, �*�*���, �;�, � ����/, !K �� � �[ �, �* K* UB �� H��HU, � 2����, ��F � 2����, �;
�, 
���*�/, ��F ���*�/, ����aP�, 0�X�, B� �* �� �� � ����� (���� � �������) ���� ��	�
�� ����� 
;� ��� ��) 6 H�� � ������� �� ��� ��	�
��� �'�
�� 5, ����% �=�[%, �S;"�� �����, ����� 
O�M� ��� � !��
�/ ���, �'�
�� �#$%�, ��;���� �n%�# �, "�-� �� � �B� �^��, WZX��=�� 
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3�'�
� 0��� ��r�� C 
�, �*$% 3��P�� �����, �� .����, H�[���� �����, R%�������� �,�,, 
�u%��� ������
�, ��	� (�� ���	��
�), ���	��� ��*�� ��e � ������ 0�*���, ���
�% �� "�AB� 
���`�� !%��, �! 2 ��	�
�� �;�� � � Y[�, c9: PQ�
� �)� �*������ PQ�����, ��	� 
�=������ �� ���H� � §��
�Z�� �;���� ���� ����� \�)�� ��) 6  

��� @�(�,�%*, 0J "�b �����,v� ()�W@)�) ���� 0(��� .�+p% �a���� � cg9> @. � �AB cgk> �E�� 
�P �	 .�� � ������ 7c �,� ��	�
�� 0w%%� ;��H�*�� ��� 2 �� ��	��� PQ�� Y[�, �� .� 2G�-�� ����aP, 
��e
�, 5,��/ R%���� � ������	� � 2G�-�� �n%�# �
� !��
� �%�)� ��% 6 0(��� .�� ., PQ�� Y[�, 
R%�������� � Y[��, ������, ��
� WX��� Y� ��v%
� � ������	�� 2G�-�� 3��
��� WX���� 
!��� +� �B� �� � PE�*[(] [SX�/� � �
����� � � ��� 0s[��� 0� �� ��	� � ���	��
�� ���;� 
����� ;� �� �* �� � ����� ���	� ������ 3������ H�� �B ;=�)� 5 6 %� 2 ������� WX���� 
� ������� ��U[�,� ���	�� -�X� .�� ;=�)� ��% 6 [ YK��A� !(X*� � �� ���� ��ex� �P�� 0(�%��� 
������ � ����*� 0s[��� ����, A�� ��, ��1�, ��*���, �
�/, ����� � ��B� � ���� ���� cc �,� 
��	�
�� ����� ;=�)� ��% 6  

cgkc @. �� ��� �� ����� � �-� ���K �P� PQ� � Y[��� WX���� h8 �,� �, !���� ��	�� �*������ 
;��� ;�* .�� ��� 2 �����/ �� Y
�� ��	�
��� ���K �� c88 PQ������ �*��� 3��OP� ;� ��� 5� C 6 ��� �� 
���� � �� �� . �%�(K�� � 0��� �P�� 3��E��� ;*F� ��	��� ���	��
�� ����� ;� ��� ��) 6 
�� .� ��(,�� � �� ���� PQ� � Y[� (7>8 PQ�), ��v% R%����, PQ� R%���� � ��
� ������	�� 2G�-�� 
� Y[��
���J. � ��.� =��[ . ��H�(��� W�� .� �
%;�� � Y�� .s[� ����� � �M!�, �*F �)� � ����� 
���	� ������ � ���D � �
�K � *� 2 ����� j: ��	�
�� ����� cg:c � �AB cg:j @. �� �![�� ;� �� 
��% 6 �%�� 2 ;�/ !@K O�B�@�¨��V (cg:: @.), ��X� �B� ��, 0��,� 
 �� � �*%�� �!�� %;��� 
�-� H�� �$% 5  6 ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;�� �����f� �
�� ���; �%�� ��=�)�� PX�M
�, 
�5(���-�*�� 0O�� �B���� �=�%���, !��� 0O�� �B���� �=�%��� � ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J 
"�b �����,v��� �J. !�, ;=�)�� � ������ ��
� ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� �����
� � ����� ���	� 
������� 0# ;�� ���� �
©�� Y� . 5� C 6 �� %� �* � 2 �-� 3%�� �� .��� � ������ ���	� [*�S��
�� 
����� ;� . �
%; �*�� � B���� ��)�� C 6 %� 3%���� )���J.  � ������ �! 2 �������� ��	�
� 
�� ��,)�� ��)�� C �� � 0�� .�J.  �%� .4� 0O�� �B���� �
*��� � �%��
� -��� .%� )�a H�%;� 
*� �v� � 
0������ ��)�� C 6  

h.7 � ����� ���	� �����  

3���(M� �*���� .��� ��5 � ����� ��,� ���	� �=�������D �w%��� ;�/ 78>8 ����� ���+p% 
��	����� �*1�� W%; ;e� ;=�% 6 %�� � � ������ !"�� � ��	�
�� ��+, ��
[���� ���; � 2G�-�� � 
R%����� ���	� ����� ;�* .�� � �*1�� \�% 6 %�!�
 �� 78>: � ��;���� � � ����� ���	� ����X�� 
� ��,��� � *� 2��D �� �*�+, ;� �� ��@% 6 � ����� 0(�=�� �a��X�� (789h) � � � ����� ��;=����D 
�S"�� 0ZX����� ���� ���	� 0ZX�����D ��(%�� \�% 6 � 0ZX�����D �*-��[�� 3��� ;�/ �� .��� 
� ������ ���	� [*�S��
�� ����� ;� . �
%; �*ª %�H� � ������ ���	� ����� �*F ;�* . �� � ,���� 
W��%��� �
�*� ;=�% 6 789> ����� ���+p% %��� W%;, � ���� �����!�, � ������ ���	� 
����� �E!(X�� B*�� ���� 3���� W«��� ;=�% 6 � W«���!�A�� �M�*�� 
������¬��%0(�; .�� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;� � � ����� ���	� ����� ;� . �a"�4� 3���� � �� 
;� ����� � ����;��D ���� � 3���� �%�� ��� � A�E�� \�@% 6 0"�AB� ��	�
��� ���; � �B� �^��� 
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�����, 3��O�� � 3S< OP���� ��	�� � YO��� -�X� .��, �� 
*� � 0������ �
 ��� 0���#$%� 
��	�
�� ��
[�� ��� 0O�� �B���� � ������ ����A�� ���� �P����� 3��X�� ��;* ;�* . �� � ���� 
3�*B �*I���D 3����� ��(]��(� *�� ���� ��B� ���� � 3���� ���+p% %��� W%;�� � �� ;=�% 6 � 
W%;!�, 3���� ���� � �)��5 789> ��� [ 2M 7: � �M0�*��� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;��D 
� ������ ��	�
�� ����� ;� � A�E� ����/ \�@)� ��% 6 789> ���� J��;*� 7h (���*��� 788g 
��[ . ��
��� 9 ��=�B) �� \�� � ����� ���	� ����� �=�%���� H��,�  ;=�)� ��% 6 %� 
����;� � � ����� ���	� ����� �=�%�����J. � 789> ���� [ 2M� �AB � ������ ��	�
�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ��% . ;=��
 �� ��@(5 6  

h.7.c ������� �}% ��� HI ��% 

�*��*�2 ���	� � +e� YO��� �! 2 � ����� ��;=����D ��+p� ��` !�,�� ���� �P ;� � ;�/ ���	� 0ZX��� 
3��� ;� . WX�� �%�� ;�* . � ����� ���	� ������ �}% �
 �� ��@(5 6 % �}% 3��4��� ���; 
� ����� ���	� ������ � �*$% ��U[�,� HI ��%
� ��B �� ��% 6 �� HI ��%
� %� 3��� 5�C: 

(�) � ������ �! 2 ��	��� ��	� � ���	��� �v���� �� ���� �P �)� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �%�� 
��� �; 

(B) �E���� �P�,� ��	�� R%��
�=�� � �B� �^��, R%���A�� 0����, �M��	� PQ��� .� Y[� � 
�����
�� 3��P� ���� WX��� Y� �� .� �%�� ��� �; 

(;) � ������ ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� � Y[��, R%���A�� � Y[��, �SAB� ��� "�AB� ��e
� � 
PQ����� ���� �* �� ���� �P �)� � Y� . K �,�! �� -��� .� ��� �s[��� ;� �; 

(�) ���+p% OP�� 3������ ��� ��	� ��T %u�� ����� ;� . 01 ��®�/ !*̄ � � ��w%��� ���� ��� ��	� 
(i�[�=�� ��� 0�S�[�=��) OP��� 3%;!�� � ���� � ����� �%�� ��� �; � 

(�) ������� 
� �� ;����ZX�� ;*����/% "�AB� ��� ��¬*��% ���`� 3��OP� ;� � 6 
  
h.7.7 ������� ��% .���� � �^�� 

� ������ ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �*F�� � 2 ;� � ��% .���� 0���@% 6 ������ 3%���� 
���; � ������ ��	�
���D [ ����-�*� ��, �����, B�� �;�, ���� �;�, � ����, � ����� � %��� ���	��, 
��Q!��, ����� ([�� H��� Y
), ���D ([�� H��� Y
) ;�/ �S �� Y
�� ������ ;=�)� 5 6 �%�� 2 � �����, 
� 2����, ���*�/, � ���� ���� ��	�!�
 �� � ������ W\����� ������� � !�� � 0ZX��aP ��	�
�� 3%; 
� �M� ������� 0����� ��(�*B 0������ 5� C 6 �%� 2� � ����E� �! 2 ��	�-�� Y
� 3��-�ZX�� 
*� � 
;�/ 0����(�*B � ��(�*B ��	�
���D 3��O������ ��B �� ����� ;� � ���� 0��E!� ;=�% 6  
� ������ ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������� ���; � Y��: [�� 3����� 0�*�(X���� ��X�
� ��� 2 
������	�� 2G�-�� 3������, PQ�� Y[�, � ��K. ;=�)� ��e ��/�� (RTT), ��v% �*���� Zf ��/�� 
(SRT) [%� ;=�)�� 5�C 6 ������	�� 2G�-�� 3��������D ��� B~K�� ������ ;=�)� 5 6 B~K 
‘�’ � 3%; ��	�� Y[�� W�� ��	��� �)�� ���	� ���`�, ��� ��	��� ����/!
*���	���, ��	�� 
3%;, ���	� ���(���, ���	� -��(���� � ���	� 0O�� Zf ���� � Y[�� �# ����� ���; ;=�(5 6 
B~K ‘B’ �
���;��� Y�� ��ZX�� WX�=�� 5 6 ��	�� 3%;, ���	��;� ���� -�X� .��, !
*���	��� � 
3Pa��� Y�� �XB� ���� � Y[�� �# ����� ���; B~K ‘B’ 3%; ;=�(5 6 %� 2;�/ W�� ��� ��	�� 
�a��� � �E!X .��� ���; ���	� 0O�%(�� (���	� W(����� 0;*��) � ;�HU�� �*AB%��� ��[�� ��o 
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B~K ‘;’ 3%; ;=�(5 6 ��� ��	� �'�
�!�, "�@)� ���� PQ�� Y[��� WX���� ��	� � ���	�� 
�� Y

���D ��O�o 3��P� ����� )�V� � ;� �� P��Q�� ������� WX�� ��(� * -�X� .�� ;� . PQ�� Y[�� 
3%; ;=�(5 6 ���	� �� Y
�![ �
 �� !X;E%��� ��� -�X� .���� ���; � ��K. ;=�)� ��e ��/�� 
(Recorded Text Test) 3%; ;=�(5 6 ��v% �*���� Zf ��/�� (Sentence Repetition Test) 
WJY� � �!*1�� ��� � ��,� H�[��� �� 2� � �-� P*̂ �U; �
ª %�H� �v� 2� �o � ��(%�� WX�=�� 5 6 
��	� !�� � � �M��D � Y���!�, �*� Y� � Y� ., �*� Y� ���[�, �*� Y� Hf� � �*� Y� �"�� ;�/ ��U[ ��;�� !�UK �� 
����� ;=�)� 5 6  

h.7.h ������ R%������ 

� ����� ���	� ����� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;��D ���+p% %��� W%;!�, \�� � �v���v�V 
�@�����5 789> ��� ���� c8 ;� ��� \�� � ����;0(�; .� 3�. K�. %; �(]3��� %��� -�� �P�, 
3�.K�. [ YK��A� !(X*, 3�.K�. � ����� �a �����, 3�.K�. ��X�3��� �B� ��, 3�.K�. �����P� ��D, K�. 
��� �� 0����, K�. ���.̀ �, £� ��,J�� ��,� . ���% � 3�. -�� .���� �*��X� ���%-�Z[� �
 �� 
� ����� ���	� ����� R%������ �O��� ;e� �)� � �AB(5 6 ��5 7899 ��� � �+e 7 � R%������ 
�O���� -�� .%0�*��� � ����;�� �
-3�w%��� K�. ������ � ������D ���%�� ���%� ;=�% 6 �*F�� 
\��� �AB � ����� ���	� ������ -�� �P��� ���� ��% .��� �E
��� 2 WH�*�)�� 3�.K�. %; �(]3��� 
%���� � 7899 ���� .�� �AB H� ���� 
�� � 0-���% . 0���P ��H�*�% 6 7899 ��� ���� .� c9 ;� �� � 
R%������ �O���� ! 2e�� � � ����;�� ����;�% 3�*B� A�E� ����/ �
� ;� ��� K�. ������ � ������D 
� �O���� �
--�� �P� !��H� � -�� .% ;ª % 6 3�.K�. %; �(]3��� %���� � -�� �P�� A�E� ����/ �
� ;� _ 
WH�* �)��� �
� ���� ��� ��
���� ��P �	 �����P -�� �P�!�, ����� 2 ��A����� \�)��5 ��
� 
��% ���	� ����� \�P���
�� 
*� �*�% 6 �� C 78c8 � ��[ . c �� !� �� R%������ �O���� ! 2e�� � 
K�. ������ � ������D � 2 -�� �P� !��H� � -�� .% ;� ���5 ������ � �*�: ;�� "�U� 2 W��� \���E� W)� 5 
6 789g ��� �S	��5 3�.K�. %; �(]3��� %���� � ���%�� ��!�, ��A����� \�)� � �AB(5 6 R%������ 
�O����� ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v��� �J. !�, 3��-�ZX�� ;� � ���%� 3���ZX� ����� � 
J� �!��!�
 �� 0� �! 2 %���� C � 2 �
� W�� A�E� ����/ -���)� ��@(5 6  

h.7.j !� �,� R%���� 

���+p% %��� W%;, � ���� �����!�, ������ 3���� ���� � ;�� . ������ 0�ZX ��� �	 .� 
*� � � 
�* � !� �, � �.F. jj,>:,jg,788 ([��"�� ��K 0(e�Ho ��B H�([�� 
��� � *D �%) 3���� ;=�)� 
��% 6 � ����� ���	� ������ �E� Y� . ���O��� � ���� �����, ���+p% %��� W%;� "�� � � 3��E��� 
!� �,� R%���� �-� � ���� ������ � � 2 ;��@\�� � �SAB� ��1���/ �)� ��% 6 � ���� ������ � 
W(�=�� ���� R%���� ;� . ����� ��� ������2 �
��� ��� �P� ��M� �a���!�, �
%; �*,�@\�� � 
��1���/ �-� �)� �* �� � ������� �*F�� \��� �AB ���%-�Z[��� ���� A�E� ����/ -���H�* �)�� 
3�. -�� .���� �*��X�� � ������/ ;��H�* �)� 5 6  

3���� -��� .� ;� .!�
 �� � ���� �����!�, �a�� �� �(M��%��J. � ��
� �,� �S ��B � �� �,� �² 
��B� !� �, R%���� ;=�% 6 ������� �*F�� ��� �	 . W\����� ������ ���+p% H���� 3��+e����J. � 
���	� �������D ��� [�, ;�/ �=�! �[
f� ��B H��QX ;��@)� ��@(5 6 �%���5 � 
3��+e��!�, �* � 2 ��� WH� ���� 6 ������� �*F�� �	 .�� OP�� �(M��%!�, � *D W�� .� �	 .�� ;�/ 
�=�! �!� ��B H��QX ;��@)� ��% 6 ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v� (Summer Institute of 
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Linguistics) !�, ������ �*F� �AB � 2 3���ZX�, W�� .� �;�%� ��O�o B���� �A���,� �
%; 
3�4� �@�
 �� 5 6  

W.�.789>/99 � �AB W.�. 78k7/kh �E� W\����� ������ H���� ���+p% 3��+e��, ��� 
@�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v�, �a�� �� �(M��%, OP�� �(M��% � �M�*�� ������¬��%!�, � ����� 
���	� ������� ���; 3�4� �)� ��� � W.�. 78kj/k> �E�� B[ .� ����� ��"��� k �� 
\�@)� 5 6  

��"��� k: � ����� ���	� ������ � 3�4� ;� ��� ��� � B[ .� ����� 

W.�. ��� 3�4� (WE����) B[ . 
89>/899 >j,7k,78g 6 k> 7j,>>,7>h 6 h8 
899/89k >k,k>,k:k 6 j> >:,j8,gj8 6 h> 
89k/89: jk,j9,gk> 6 k> hg,jh,kkh 6 jg 
89:/89g j>,g9,9>k 6 88 h9,c>,jjg 6 >8 
89g/8k8* 78,88,888 6 88 >7,kh,>9> 6 98 
8k8/8kc* 78,88,888 6 88 h8,9>,g>j 6 j8 
8kc/8k7* 78,88,888 6 88 g,98,h8k 6 88 
8k7/8kh* g,gck88 6 88  :,hgh>> 6 j8 
8kj/8k>   c7,kc,j9g 6 :c 

�E�� 7,k>,h:,h7g,h7g 6 g> 7,kh,99,89: 6 :> 
*��� @�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v� ��M 

h.7.> ������ 3;�� ����� 

��.�a. 789> � �AB 78kj ��� ���� .��E� �=�! �S �	 .� 0�ZX�� � ������ �=�! g9 �,� ��	�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �n%�# � �# ���,  :: �,� ��	�� � Y� . ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� 3��� ���, 
j �,� ��	��� � �B� �^��� 3����, k �,� ��	��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� ��T %�*���� -��� .� � 
�����, c7j �,� WX��� Y� ��	�� 2G�-�� ������/ ���� �P ;=�)� )n��;: �%�#��� �� 0J � ���� 
���� �*��� 3��P�, �*� �� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������� !�� ��� �*��� 3��P�, 
������	�� 2G�-�� ������� ���; c8 ��� �(�� !<� �� ��PZ'� ����� ;=�)� 5 6 78>: 
���� ��;����� 5*, ��� � ������ ��
� ��	�
�� � ������	�� 2G�-�� ������ 3��� ����� WX���� 
789: � ��;����� ���+p% ��
[�� ��)� 0���� 5 6  

(�)  ���� ��	�� 2G�-�� ����� �n%�# � �# ��� 

� ������ !"�� � ��	�
�� ��
[�� ;�/ ����
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� 0����� -�v%q� ;� � �}%�� ��� 
789> ���� [ 2M ��
��� 79 � �AB 1��� A������ ��@�, (��/��) ����� �*F ;=�)� ��%6  
�%�!�, W)�� � +e�	��� WX���� 0�*�(X���� ��X�
���D W��%� �=���� .� ;�/ 7899 �� 
� �����, � ����, � 2����, [ ���� � ��4[� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;=�% 6 �� ��	�
��� 
�n%�# ���D �E4%*,� K �,�! ���� 3���+, ;�/ �n%�# �� ����aP �%�� ;=�% 6 ��;��� �	 .� � �M;� 
0w%%�� 0�*���� WX���� 0�*�(X���� ��X�
���D 01 �=���� .� ;�/ 7899 �� 0w%%� ���4� 
��)�� � ����� � � ������
� �� �%�U � *D ��	�
�: �*� �� � %�vB� ��	�� ����� ;=�% 6 �� ��	�
��� 
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�n%�# ���D �E4%*,� K �,�! ���� 3���+, ;� � ��% . �-� �E�o �D �n%�# �� ��� (data summary) 
�%�� ;�/ 3��� ��� � �B�� ��% .��D 0;�-K !<�)� ��� ��	�
��� ��� 2 �*� ��, [ ����, !, �, ��4[�, 
%�vB�, � ���� � � 2����� ��	� 3%; � ��	�3��� �'�� 0O�� Zf�� WX�=�� 3���E�� 3��� ��� �%�� 
;=�)� ��% 6 ��� 2 "�-�� ����� ��)�� �*� ��, [ ����, !, � � %�vB� ��	��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� 
!
*���	� OP���� ���; ��T %����`� �%�� ��� � 3%���� ���; � �B� �^��� 3����� 3��� ��� �-� 
�%�� ��=�)� ��% 6 "�-�� ����� �@����� ��4[�, � ���� � � 2������ �-� ����E� � 2G�-�� � �B� 
�^����D 0;�-K ��=�% 6 %� ��	�
��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� !
*���	� OP���� ���; ��	%� ��� 2 
��w%��� ���� ������ ��T %u�� WX���� 3��O�� �
�� ���; ��	�, ����, �a�� �� 0�*�Y��� 
��*�� ��T %�*��� ��� ��T % ���`� �%�� ;� � 3%�� ;=�% 6 789: ����� ��@�� , 5*�*�, �(����, 
A�� ��, !, �, �;� (<*,) ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �E�o ;=�% 6 789g� � �e-0	�<�� 
�*� *� ���[��s[��� !"�� � �������, K;S�� ���, ���
�, B��
�, Q%�U��, K�,%���, !1�# ;�, !��*� ���, 
! 2� �K ���, W5���, ��[* .� ��� ���� � ��H,� ���� ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �E�o ;�/ 3��� ��� 
�%�� ;=�% 6 789g � 0��-���� .��� ���*�/, 0�X�, B��, 5(�%��, ;*F� � �* ��� ��	�
�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �E�o ;�/ 3���E�� 3��� ��� �%�� ��=�% 6 78k8 ���� W	�< ��
���� 
� *��, �%�, ZX���, ���!aP�, ����*=�%�, �[ �, ;(;�D, � �[ �, H��U�, �����, �����
UK �, B-K%�, ��1� � 
���*� ;�/ cj �,� ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �E�o ;�/ 3���E�� 3��� ��� �%�� ��=�% 6 
78k8 ��� �*�-����� !�t���, �e=�%� ���, �*�*�, �*�*�, ��E���, B�"��, ��E!*� �, ���5=�� ;�/ : 
�,� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;=�)� ��% 6 �%� 2;�/ 78kc ���� 0��-���� .��� ���D, 
� ���
��, � *# ����, ���� � ��*��� ;�/ > �,� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;=�% 6 �%� 2;�/ 78k7 
��� �*�-����� Z[�S-�%� ���, We�
� �, J�#� *����, �*�*���, � �;
� ;�/ > �,� ��	�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;=�% 6 �%� 2;�/ 78kh ��� 0��-���� .� ��
���� 0#  �;��, !�(����, 
[��E��, �� �/;*F�, �*E�� � ����� � "�E!* 9 ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;=�)� ��@(5 6 
�%� 2;�/ 78kj ���� � �e-W	�< ��
���� �����, X*� ���, � ��/� �F�, 
�%*, �*� �� � P ��� . � 78kj 
����2 0��-���� .� ��
���� �
��, � Y�� �����, ! ��
�� �, �*�� � �5(��� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� 
����� ;=�)� ��@(5 6  

% !�
 �� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;� �
��% .�� !���, �5(��� � �*�� ���� ��	�
�� �������	� 
0O�� �B���� ��% . �@���)� 5 6 
�� 2 � *�� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �-� ���)� 5 6 %��/ 

���E� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;0(�; .� � ����� ���	� ������ � :> �,� � ����;� �
��% .�� ��� 
@�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v�� � cc �,� ��	� (%�EJ* , �
F�, ��;� �, ; *F�, � Y�� �;�, ���[�� �����, 
�Z[�� ���, K� %���, 
*E�� ��Q!��, K;S�� ��� � ���*# ; �) ;�/ �E�� g9 �,� ��	�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �@���� 5 6 ��@�, ����� � �AB K�. 0�E!�� � ���� � ��� �(] e��� � 0(� 
�E� � 2 0�*�(X���� ���� ��� ;� �� ��@(56 ��"��� : �� ��@�, �����
� 
���E� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �E�o �)�� ��	�
�� ����� \�@)� 5 6 8 
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��"��� :: ��@�, �����
� ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �)�� � ������ ��	�
� 

u.�a. ����� ��� ��	�
��  
�#$%� 

����� �)�� ��	�
� 

c. 789>  hc  1����� ��@�, ��� (� �[ �, �(���, �F��, �����, 
�����
UK �, ��*���, !�#��, H� *., ���, ���*�/, 
��E���, � �����, �*(K�, � 2����, �
(��, ; *F�, 
�����K/, B-K%�, [��E��, !�(����, ZX���, "�E!*, 
����*=�%�, ����aP�, �*�*���, H��U�, �;�, �* �*�, 
�;
�, � ���� � �# B�) 

7. 7899  > � 2����, � ����, � �����, ��4[� � [ ����  
h. 789k j � ����, � �����, %�vB� � �*� �� 9 
j. 789:  9 �;� ��@�� , 5*�*�, �(����, A�� ��, !, � � �;�(<*,)  
>. 789g(�) cj �������, K;S�� ���, ���
�, B��
�, Q%�U��, 

K� %���, !1�# ;�, !��*� ���, ! 2� �K ���, W5���, 
��[* .� ���, ���� � ��H,�  

9. 789g(B) 9 ���*�/, 0�X�, B��, 5(�%��, ;*F� � �* ��� 
k. 78k8(�) ch � *��, �%�, ZX���, ���!aP�, ����*=�%�, �[ �, 

;(;�D, � �[ �, H��U�, �����, �����
UK �, B-K%�, ��1� 
� ���*�  

:. 78k8(B) g !�t���, �e=�%� ���, �*�*�, ��*�, ��E���, 
B�"��, ��E!*� �, ���5=�� � � *�� 

g. 78kc > ���D, � ���
��, ����, ��*��� � � *# ���� 
c8. 78k7 > Z[�S-�%� ���, We�
� �, J�#� *����, �*�*��� � 

�;
� 
cc. 78kh 9 0#  �;��, !�(����, [��E��, �� �/;*F�, �*E�� 

� ����� � "�E!* 
c7. 78kj(�) 9 �����, X*� ���, � ��/� �F�, 
�%*, �*� �� � P ��� . 
ch. 78kj(B) > �
��, � Y�� �����, ! ��
�� �, �*��, �5(��� 
cj. ������ �
��% .�� 

��� @�(�,�%*, 0J 
"��#����,v�, � ���� 

cc %�EJ* , �
F�, ��;� �, ; *F�, � Y�� �;�, ���[�� 
�����, �Z[�� ��F, K� %���, 
*E�� ��Q! ���, K;S�� 
���, \��� ��D, ���*# ; � 

 
(B)  ���� ��	�� 2G�-�� ����� 3��� ��� � �B� 

� Y� . 3��� ��� � �B� ��% . ��%, Z�� � G��� ���� �
��!� � ��,� ��% . �)��� � �*F�� ����� �)�� 
��	�
�� 3���E�� ����� 3��� ��� �%�� ;=�% 6 �%���5 � Y� . 3��! ��� � �B� ��% .��D 0;�-K !<�)� 
��@(5 6 
���E� � ����, [ ����, � �����, �*� ��, �;� ��@�� , A�� ��, �(���, !, �, �;� <*,, �������, 
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K;S�� ���, Q%�U��, ����, ��H,�, K� %���, 05���, ! 2�K ���, ��[* .� ���, !1�# ;�, !��*� ���, 0�X�, 
5(�%��, �* ���, ���*�/, �;� B��, � *��, �%�, � �[ �/!K, ZX���, ���!aP� � ����*=�%�, !�t���, 
�e=�%� ���, H��U�, �����, B-K%�, %�vB�, �* �*�, �*�*�, 5*�*�, ;*F�, ��1�, ���
�, B��
�, � 2����, 
��*���, ��E���, B�"��, ��E!*� �, ���5=��, ���D, � ���
��, ����, � *# ����, We�
� � � J�#� *����, 
Z[�S-�%� ���, �*�*���, �;
�, 0#  �;��, !�(����, [��E��, �� �/;*F�, �*E�� � �����, "�E!*, X*� ��� � 
����� ��	�
�� � Y� . 3��� ��� � �B���% . �E�o �)� 5 �� � � ��/� �F�, 
�%*, �*� ��, P ��� ., �
��, � Y�� 
�����, ! ��
�� �, �*��, �5(��� ��	�
�� � Y� . 3��� ��� � �B� ��% . �@�
 �� 5 6 10 

(;) � �B� �^��� 3���� 

"�-�� ����� ��)�� �*� ��, [ ����, !, � � %�vB� ���� j �,� ��	��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� !
*���	� 
OP���� ���; ��T %���`� �%�� ��� � 3%���� ���; � �B� �^��� 3����� 3��� ��� �-� �%�� 
��=�)� 5 6  

(�) ��� ��	��� WX�=�� ��T %�*���� -��� .� � ����� 

"�-�� ����� ��)�� �*� ��, [ ���b, !, � � %�vB� � "�-�� ����� �@����� ��4[�, � ���� � � 2������ 
��	��� ��� ��	��� WX�=�� !
*���	� OP���� ���; ��	%� ��� 2 ��w%��� ���� � ���� ������ 
��T %u�� WX���� 3��O�� �
�� ���; ��	�, ���� � �a�� �� 0�*�Y��� ��*�� ��T %�*��� ��� ��T % 
���`� �%�� ��=�)� 5 6  

(�) )n��;: �%�#��� �� 0J � ����� �=���� .� ��� 3��P�  

��� @�(,�%*, 0J "�#  �;��,v� @(,� ���� � � ����� ���	� ����� ��� ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;� 
�a% *' 3%���� � ������ !"�� � �=�! c7j �,� ��	�
�� WX��� Y� ��	�;� ������/ �U; ��,)� 
)n��; �%�#��� �� 0J � ����� �E���� ��� �=���� .� ;=�% 6 �%���D 0#` ��� � � ����� � *� 2 ��	��� 
� ����� �a������ ���� �� C 78c7 �� 3��P� ;=�% 6  

([) �*� �� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������ !�� �� �*��� 3��P� 

�*� �� ���� � ��� �O���, ��(]�% �O���� 3%�� � W\����� ������ H���� ���+p% 3��+e��� W�� .� 
�
%;�� �� C 78c7 �� �*� �� ��	�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������ !�� ��� �*��� 3��P� ;=�)� 5 6  

(5) ��PZ'� ����� 

� ����� ���	� ����� ��� !
*���% �=�%�����D R%����� 3���� � �s[��� ;� . [��
� � W��%� 
��PZ' H����� ;� � w% �%� � �=�%���� ������ �AB � 2 ���	� ������� 0�*�(X��� ��� ��	� �� Y
 
3�*B�� ���� ��% . ;� � OP��
���D � ����� ���	� ����� � ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J "��#����,v�� 
�a% *' �����X���� ��P �	 ��"�� � �*�����;������ ���; ��O�o ��%�� ��O�o 3������ ��"�� ��� 
��% .P��� ;+ ex� W%��� ;=�% 6 ��"��� g �� ��O�o ��%�� W%��� ;=�)�� ��
� 3�*B ��% .P��� 
;+ex ��� ��"��� ����� \�@)� 5 6  
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��"��� g: ��% .P��� ;+ex ��� ��"��� ����� 

u.�a.  �"��/ ��% .P���  ���  0�ZX  
c.  ���� ��	�� 2G�-�� �^��  788g @.  cg-7c �����/  

7.  w�-�� 2G�-�� ��"��  788g @.  cc-c> � �  

h.  ��	� ������� ���;� ���� ��*��%�� ���; 
�
���;��� Y�� �^��  

788g @.  c:-77 � �  

j.  ���� ��	�� 2G�-�� 3������: 0�*�(X�� ��� 
���� �	�  

788g @.  79-7: � �  

>.  �K.�� . ��"��  788g @.  7g � �  
9.  ��e ��/�� (RTT) � ��v% �*���� Zf 

�=���(SRT)��"��  
788g @.  c9-ck �*�  

k.  �X� Y5 (Debriefing)  788g @.  c9-ck 0;+,  

:.  �
���;��� Y�� �^��, �n%�# � ���� �	� ��� 
3��� ��� � �B�  

788g @.  h8 �� �E!�-j-K� �E!�  

g.  ������	�� 2G�-�� 3������: �n%�# � ���� �	� 
��� 3��� ��� � �B�  

78c8 @.  7h-7: �����/  

c8.  ���� ��	�� 2G�-�� 3������: �n%�# � ���� �	� 
��� 3��� ��� � �B�  

78c8 @.  7h-7: �����/  

cc.  �=���A� .� ���� ��	�� 2G�-��  
3������!�� � 0(��u.%�  

78c8 @.  cg 0-3�  

c7.  �n%�# � ����aP 3����  78c8 @.  9 � �4,E��  
ch.  �K.�� . ���;���� ��"��  78c8 @.  h-j �� �E!�  
cj.  ��e ��/�� (RTT) � ��v% �*���� Zf ��/�� 

(SRT) ��"��  
78cc @.  7c-7>��[ .  

c>.  ��	�������� ���; \�; 3%; �K �� ( h u� -K, 
�(,��) 

78c7 @.  h8 �����/-J� *0�/ c8  

c9.  � �M;� w�-���G�� � ������	�� 2G�-�� �^��  78ch @.  g- ch �*�  

ck.  3��� ��� � �B�  78cj @.  7:- 7g �*��D  
c:. �
���;��� Y�� 0¨%��, ���	�� E%�-�� ���� �	�, 

!
*���	����, 3������� ���� �	��� )v� ��� 
3%; 

78c> @.  h8- hc �*��D  

cg. ����� 3��� ����� ���; �v�� � � 2��� 3��, 
3������� ���� �	��� )v� ��� 3%; � � �M;� 
w�-���G�� 

78c9 @. ch- cj � �4, �E!� 

78.  3��� ��� � �n%�# �� W�� .@O�� 78ck @. 9 �� �E!�  
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%� !�
 �� � ����� ���	� ����� ��� !
*���% �=�%�����D R%����� 3���� � �s[��� ;� . [��
� � 
W��%� ��PZ' H����� ;� � w% �%� � �� C 788: �� ����;�� ��% .�� ������ OP����D �a% *' ��t% 
0� �=���� v%�"�J-� .%� ��t%� ��(�� !�!� .�� ���� %*-��Z� .,� 0J v%�"�J-� .%��� @�(J�K: � �M 
��	���G�� � ��	�
�� 0O�� �B���� !�� �� ��"���� �e�@% 6 %� �E� Y� . ��% .P��� ;+ ex, ��"�� � 
��P �	 �� .!�, �=�! h8 ���� � ���	� ����� ���; [��
� � W��%� G�� 3�4� ;=������ 5� C 6  

(�) ���	� ��
[���� �
%; 

� ���� �����, �a�� �� �(M��%� W�� .� �
%;�� �*� *� ���[��s[��� !"�� � 3�*B ��	�
�� 
������	�� 2G�-�� ����� 789g ����� ;=�% 6 %� 2 ������ 3��� ����� WX���� �%� � �M�� !"�� � 
K� %���, ���
�, 05���, !1�# ;� � ! 2�K ��� ���� ��	�
���D 789: ���� ���+p% ��;���� � 
���(M ��� ��	��� ���� ��(%�� 3��� ;� �� 0���� 5 6  

(1)  �,-!���� ��	�
�� W�*��aOP� �;���� 

� ������ !"�� � �,-!���� ��	�
�� 0�*��aOP� �;������D � ����� ���	� ����� � ��� @�(�,�%*, 
0J "��#����,v�� �a% *' 3%���� 0¬��ZX� ;=�)� 5 6 %���D � ����� ���	� ������� 3��� ��� 
� �� C 78c7 �� 3��OP� )n��;: �%�#�� �� �� 0J � ������ 3%; ;=�)� 5 6  

(µ) ��	� W%; � ����; �![ �
��% .�� ���; ��1���/ 

� ������ ��	�
�� �a��� �a�X .��� �(�� .�� ���	� 0w%%�, 0�*�(X�� � 0O�� �B������ �
��% . ;� . 
��	� W%; � ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;�� �![ 78kj ��� ���� .� ck ;� � ��1���/ �M�� 
����� 
�)� 5 6 �%� 20�*�� � ����� ���	� ������ � ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;� . !�U�V �
 ��� c> ��	�
� 
(�
��, �
��, !��
�, �*�����, � 2� �B�, �
�/, K�����, �����, !��=�%�, �@U�� , �����K/, � ��� , 
�* �� .��, �*�� � �* �) � ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ;� � A�E�� ����;��D ��	� W%;� � \�)� 5 6   

h.7.9 ������ � �; ��� [*�S��  

� ����� ���	� ������ � 3��E�� �AB � 2 ��O�o 3����� [*�S��
�� ����� ;� _ W)� ��@(5 6 �� 
[*�S�� �� ���%�
���D 5,��/�� [[� . ;� � 3%�� ;=�)� 5 6  

(�)  !� �,� 0��� 

� ����� ���	� ������ � �; �� �! 2 �(�� e*� ���%� �� �� !� �,� 0��� 
 6 ��� !�� ������� 
���; 3������ �*� !� �, � �.F. jj,>:,jg,788 ��% 6 
���E� � ���� �����, �a�� �� �(M��%, OP�� 
�(M��%, W\����� ������ ���+p% H���� 3��+e��, �����% ����� �(M��%, �M�*�� ������¬��%!�, 
����� �s[��� ;� . ��
� ��M W�� .� �
%; 3�4� �)� ��@(5 6 �%� 2;�/ ��� @�(�,�%*, 0J 
"��#����,v� (Summer Institute of Linguistics) !�, ������ �*F� �AB � 2 3���ZX�, W�� .� � 
��O�o B���� �A���,� �
%; 3�4� �@�
 �� � �AB(5 6  

(B) ��[ ����� ��� � -���P� 

� ������ X �� 2 ���	� ��*��%�� 012 �-� OP��� ���� ����� � ���	� ������ �
©��� !�� ��� 
������/ ;��H� t%�� 2 ;�² �% 6 ��H,� ���� W\����� ������!�, ���	� � Y[�� 3�4� ;� . t%�� 2 
�¶e��@� ����� ;�* .�� �� ��% 6 �����/ ���� H��Z���� �� ��P �	 ��% .����� 0����� ���� )����� 
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���	� ��*��%��D ������ H��� �%�� � 0-���% .��!�� � [ ���� �;�H� ;�² �� ��,� !(� 2 ;)� ��% 
�� � 0�q�J.  ���	� ������� 3���� � �B�� �AB � 2 �a��� ��P �	G ��� ��@�, ����� � �AB � 2 �a��� 
0�*�(X���
��� u�P: � 2���% 5�)� ��@(5 6 �E!�(X� �� (�����, ��	��U; �E!�(X� ��% . ;� � 
�����/ ��� ; 2�-�����/ �a�-�a��� � ���	� ��*��%� � � 2̂ ��(�� ���� ���	� ������ 0-���% .����D 
���� . ���� �-� ����;� -�� .% �@���� 0
� C �* ����D �-� ��%� .(�%��� �%�H� W�,�� ;� � �� 
H������� � �B�H� � �� �
%; ;� . �
[��[�H� � ;� ��� ����� � � ����� ���	� ����� WP���� ;�� "�� 
���� 6  

(;) �S;"�� ���,��  

� ������ X �� 2 ���	� ��*��%
� �
���� ��B��, �# ;�� ��1�� � WX*-�� %��%��� � �5)�� 
������ 5=�)� �
 ���� � ����� ;� . ;�² �% 6 � ����� ��	� �S;"�� 0����� � �������D !<� 
BZ[ .� !��)� �-� ��@(5 6  

(�) !��@U-���@ 

� ������ X �� 2 ���	� ��*��% ��;��/ � 0(% 0����� ���; !��@-���@ ;� � ��% .� � ;�� . � Y��� 5��� � 
u� !< �� 5 6 �%�� � �-� �������D 0�� ��� �� ��@(5 6  

(�) ���� 2��� 0������ 
����� ����� � �P�� ���� 2��� 0������ �« % 6 %�!�, �-� ���	� ������ � t%�� 2 �+, �
�* �=��
 �� 
�* �� ��� ��% 
 6 
� �� W�� .� �	 .�� !� �,�� �������D ���� �P ;��H��� ���; -���%�� 
���ZX���/�� <�� �[�[�@ �
U�� �-� -�%O�� !� �,�� ����� �� . ���� 6 ���+p% %��� W%;� � 
������ ���O��� `
� ;� � �-� W��%� !� �,� R%���� -��(�� ���� ;��H� ���� � �AB)� 6  

([) �������� X����� 0��� 

���+p% ��;���� u��� ;=�� � ���	� ;��� � ���	� ������ �![� O�o���� !�� ��� ��®�U; 
�� .��X��� � 3�OG� �;��� [[� . ;� . ����)� ����� � ������ � �������� X����� ����� ;� . ;�² 
�� �� ��% 6 ��
� ���	� ��*��%� � � ���	� ������ � ;� ��� ���3�� ���X � 2 ;� � 6 %��� . �* ��� 
������/ �)��5 ��M �E!(X �*·� ;)� ��% 6  

(5) 3������/ i���� -��� .� ��� K �,�! ��� R%�������� �¶e��@ 

� ������ �! 2 ��	� �=������ ��	�
��� �
� 2 3%; ;� . ���� � 3������/ i���� -��� .� ;�* . �-� 
�A�� 52� 6 ������� �E� Y� . � Y[����D �
� 3�4% K �,�! ���� 3���+, \�� � R%����� ;� . �� �#`
 
;� . �-� ����X ����� � ;�� . ;�² �)� 0�*�� ������ �
 �� 5 6  

(�) ���	� ��*��% �![ �*�X*� �E!(X ��%� ;� . ���%� 

���	� ��*��% �![ �*�X*� �E!(X ��%� ��)�E� ��	�
�� �������D 3������/ <# ;� � 0;�-K 
!<�H� ���U � 2� 6 X �� 2 �������	� ��*��%
� ����% ��
[��� �*I���D ��	��U; ;�U� �� 0;�-K !-<�
 ���� � 
���	� ������ � �� 2��D �������� � �� 2��D �������� 3��� ��� � K�� � �-� ���	� ��*��% �![ 
�*�X*� �E!(X ��%� ;� . ;�² �� �� ��% 6  
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h.7.k ������� ����
�  

� ���� ��� �# ��%���J.  H(�*B �*�*��� �-� ���	� ����� ��� �
©�� Y� . �=�%���� � ���+p% 
3��O���� ��)� � �AB)� 6 uO�� ���� !� �,�� ���� �P �;=���� � ��² 2 (% Y� !� �,� ����� � ������ 
3������ �% ;� ��� �! 2 HI ��%
� � Y�� ;� . ���)� 6 3������ H�� �B ;=�)�� �! 2 HI ��% ��� ���;� 
��
� HI ��%��D ����E� � Y�� ;� � ��� ����*�� � !�w%�� � ��� 
*� �*�% 6 �%� 2� � ������	�� 2G�-�� 
�������D H��QX !� �,� � ¨%�)�E� O��R%�%��� Z�^�(� 0U;��� 0;�-K !<�@)� ��@(5 6 %� !�
 �� 
������� 0� ����
� �-� 5�C 6 ��
� �*$% ������D -�E���*��� H�� �B ;� . ���(5: 

(�)  -�%O�� � H�%*' !� �,� 0����� ����� � ������ ��@�, ������ �AB -��(�� ���� ��� 
;� ��� 0�*�(X�����D �-� -�%O�� ������ ��B �� ��� ;��H� ������ � ���� 6 ������ 
�
©���D ��� ;�/ (% Y� ��=�£O���� �) �-� 0�*�(X���
�� � ������ � �M��% . � 3��� ��� 
� �B���D 0;�-K !<�H� �I� ;� �� ��@(5 6  

(B) ��	�0�*��� ���(���� �����, �'� �#$%� � 3%;� �������D 
 �� �� ������� ��X�
���D 
0�*�Y�� �;�/ � ������ �! 2 B�� � ��	�
���D )H,2 B���� ������� ��X�
� 0���@% 6  

(;) ���	��
�� �-� ����� �)�� ��	�
��� ���; !<� ��% � ��PZ'� W��%��� �� � �) 
�-� ���� e*�� �! 2 ��	�
���D �;�; H�� 2 ��% � ��PZ'� 3%; ;=�)� ��@(5 6 

(�) � ������ ��	�
�� ������	�� 2G�-�� ������� ���; [�� 3����� 0�*�(X���� ��X�
� 
��� 2 ������	�� 2G�-�� 3������, PQ�� Y[�, � ��K. ;=�)� ��e ��/�� (RTT) � ��v% 
�*���� Zf ��/�� (SRT) [%� ;=�) �-� )� � *D ��	��� !�
 �� 0��� ��e ��/�� (RTT) � 
��v% �*���� Zf ��/�� (SRT) ���� ��X�� 3%; ;� . ���)� ��@U� 2� 6  

(�)  ������	�� 2G�-�� 3��������D ��@�, ����� ��5 �=���� .� ;� � 3%�� ;=�) �-� 
������	�� 2G�-�� 3������ (�) �� �
 �� 0(��� .��% ����
�E!(X� 3��
� � ������ ��D-
������ ��*��%�� !�
 �� 0� ��*��%�� ���; B�� 2 H�%;� ��) �-� 3%; ;=�U� 2 W)� ��@(5 
6  

([) 7c8 WX��� Y� PQ�� Y[��� ��P �	�: �����/ � J�JY��� ��� � ������ �;�; �! 2 ��	��� 
���/% � ������� � 2 �
 ���� � �� PQ�
�� 3%;� 0� . B�� 2 � �AB)� 6 �*F�� ������� 
�# �"�� PQ�
���D � ��K. ;=�� � ;=�)� �) ���-� ��5�� ������� �� � w�-����©�� 
�� .������ WX���� W� �B� ��M ;� . ���)� ��@(5 6  

(5) �; ���� 3��ZX� ����� �)��5 ��M � �AB)�� 3��� ���
��� 7c8 PQ�� Y[�� ���� �	�!�, 
PQ�;� ��� w�-�;� O�o���� !�� ��� ������/ \�� ���)� ��@(5 6  

(�) �� �'� �#$%� � OP��� ��� �� �)� ���	� ��*��%�� �! 2 �
���;��� Y�� �^����D 
3������/ ���� 3%; ;� . ���)� � �ABU� 2� 6  

(1) ���� ��	�
��� �n%�# � �# ����� "�# ;, H� �� � ������ ���� �! 2 WX��
���D ����� 
���� ���� ;� . ���)� 52� 6   

(µ) 0(��� .�+p% ��*��%��D �-� � ������ ��	�
�� ������� !�� ��� ������/ \�� � � ��	�� �a��� 
� ������� �
%; �*,�H� � HI ��%� � 3��� ��� � �B�� ��	� � ����� ��)� 0#` ��� �
� ;)� 5 
6  
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 >. H��a
�� 

� ���� ���	� ���� X�� �*�*� �) �-� \�� 3��\�� ��P �	�: W\����� ������� � !�� � ��	�
� � ����� 
��	���� 0���� 
*U� 2 ��(�*B 0������ �*; ��� 5� C 6 ��	� � ���	��� �#$%� � ����
�� 
���(���� �����!�� � -��� .��� ������/ 012 3�4� 
*� ���� 52� 6 � ������ �=�! >9% ��	�
�� 
���(���� ����� �%��% 5 6 � ������ �*3 2 ��	�
� 0"�AB� 0������ � 2 5� C 6 !
*���	���� 
��.0�*��� ����� � ���	� ��*��%� � 0;�-K !L� ���� 52� 6 ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� !�
 �� 
� ������ �*3 2 ��	�
��� R%���� � �B�, PQ��P �E���� � ��� ��	��� ��T %����`�� -��� .� ���� 
���
� �)�� 52�� C 6 ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� ��	� �E!(X� 0w%%� 0�*�(X��� � Y� WX�� 
 6 
��;��� ��O�o 0w%%� � 78>: ����E��� � ������ ���+p% ��;���
�� � � �B�)� ��,� ���	� 
�=������� %��� . �n% !��
� �%�H� � ������ ��	�
�� ����� ;�* . �� � ,���� W��%��� ��% 6 � 
�* ����D ��� ;�/ � ���� �����, ���+p% %��� W%;� � ��	���G�� ��(]�% ����;��D � ������ ��	�
�� 
����� ;� � A�E� ����/ \�) 0�*��� %� ����;� � �������	�� 2G�-�� �������D ,*# �%�H� � 0������ �*; �� 
5 6 ��O�o [*�S�� � ����
� �
U�� �
U� 2 �-� %� ������ � � ����� WX��� Y� �������	� Z[M �� � 
3%�� ;� �� 5 6 ��O�o ��	�
��� �%�� �)�� -3-J�@�� �������	�� 2G�-�� 3��� ���
���D ����;� 
� �!��@, www.cdltu.edu.np ��AB)� 5 6 %� 3��� ���
�!�, ��	� W%; �;�%� �E!�(X� 
�! 2��D ��	� � ���	��� ��
[��, 0���#$%� �'� �)� ��	��� ��	�� 2G�-�� ��
[��, �a���, 
�a�X .� � ����� ��� 2  �������	� ���+p% ��
[����D �
����� ;� � ����� �I� �*�� �v5 6 ��+p� 
������ 
� �� � �M�� �! 2��D �
� ���� ���� �P ;��D � �P��D P��(� � ������� !�,��� 0`�� 
;��H��� ���; ��� .����� )� ���+p% ��	� %���� B�U[ 5 6 %��� ���; ���	� ������ � H��� �� 
� ����� WX��� Y� �������	� Z[M�� � \�P�!X ;� ��� �* ��
���D ���	� ��*��%, ��	���G�� ��(]�% 
����; � ��	� W%; ���� �E!^ -���%� � ��� ;� _ ��E���;� G��� B��� � ����% ��
[��� 
X�
��� ���� �
 ��� � ������ ��` ��	�
�� �a���, �a�X .� � ������� ���; 0;�-K !L�* W�� 
W��%��� 
 6 

�
%;� ����`� 

���+p% %��� W%;, � ���� ����� (789>): � ����� ���	� �����: 3����, ��	���G�� ��(]�% 
����;, �M�*�� ������¬��% 6  

� ����, ������ (789:): � ����� ���	� �����: )� Z�a
�����, O�O� .� �, ��	� ��P �	�# �, �	 . �	 . j8, 
0# � c, � Y�� .# � h8: 6  

� ����, ������ (78k8): � ����� �� .��� ���	� 0����, ;=���, ��; . (78k8���), � Y�� .# � hk7 6  
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�=�OP+, 
�=�OP+, c: 78>: � 789: �� ��;��� 0�*��� � ������ ��	� � �'��#$%� 

 
 ��;��� (789:) ��;��� (78>:) 
��	� �=���� ��	�  �'� �#$%� ��	�  �'� �#$%� 
���� ��� � ����� cc:79g>h � ����� cc8>h7>> 
 � 2���� h8g7>h8 � 2���� 7kgk>:7 
 ���*�/ c>:jg>: ���*�/ ckc7>h9 
 ��� c>7g:k> ��� chhc>j9 
 !�t��� kghjc9 !�t��� 7hkgjk 
 K, ��� k:k:7k   
 H� *. 9gc>j9 H� *. ckj:j8 
 0�X� >8ck>7 0�X� >98kjj 
 ! 2�K ��� 7k7>7j   
 W5��� cj7k:k   
 ���!aP� c777cj ���!aP� c7g:7g 
 �
(��  kk>9g �
(��  c8>k9> 
 !1��/ 9k>:c   
 ��*���  j>:7c ��*���  hc:jg 
 �;
�  h>9cj �;
�  h8 
 �������� 7>hgj ��������/���!�K/ 779hk 
 ��1�  7jj77 ��1�  7c:jc 
 !�#��/!# �%��� 7c89c !�#��/!# �%��� 7h987 
 ����*=�%�  c::cc   
 0#  �;��  c:>>> 0#  �;��  c>:g7 
 �* ��� c7777 �* ��� 9>hh 
 ���D cc9kk ���D c87c8 
 !��*� ���  c8k8j   
 !, �  :k99 !, �  7:7h 
 ��[* .� ���  >g7:   
 ������� ��	�  jjk9 ������� ��	�  >kjh 
 ;(;�@  h9c7   
 � 2� �B�  hc87   
 0#` ���  78h7 0#` ���  c8hk 
 B�  ckjk   
 �a�� � c99g �a�� � :7h 
 ����� cck: ����� j:g 
 �*����� c8k> [*�S,� j8: 
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=�%�(�� ::g 
=�%�(�� hh 
 �*E�� :>c   
 �(��!� :8: �(��!� cc9> 
 H-K%� >:j H-K%� c>g 
 ���
� >kg   
 Z�(X� >c: Z�(X� k7 
 KK ��X*�/ j::   
 W���� j9k W���� h 
 �����UK � 7jk   
 �* �� .�� 77k �* �� .�� ch 
 �X��� c77 �X��� 7 
 ;<���� h:   
 ��s[/��(� ��� hj   
 �Z�%��� ck   
 �� �� ��� c9   
 0�!� :   
[��-��Q!�� ����� ch>hhcc ����� cckgcj> 
 � ���� :j9>>k � ���� :7>j>: 
 �;� k::>h8 �;� kk8cc9 
 "�E!* hjh98h "�E!* hhh9hh 
 ;*F� h7>977 ;*F� hh:g7> 
 ��D c>gccj   
 !�(���� ch7>:h !�(���� hkc8>9 
 P ��� . ccj:h8 P ��� . c7gkkc 
 [��E�� k9:88 [��E�� jj8gh 
 [ ���� j:jh9 [ ���� h9:8k 
 �*�*��� hk:g: �*�*��� 799cc 
 �*�*� hhck8 �*�*� c:9:9 
 B�� (�;�) 7kcch   
 ��# �� 7hc>c ���� c:ggc 
 �*� �� 7ckck �*� ��/B��� c8khh 
 �*�*� 789>g �*�*� cj8hj 
 %�vB� cg>>: %�vB� cj9j: 
 ZX��� cgh88 ZX��� ckh8: 
 ��E��� c:7k8 ��E��� c8:c8 
 B�"�� cjj9k B�"�� g7:: 
 ��E!*� � chjk8 ��E!*� � jjkc 
 !��
� cc9>: !��
� 7k9> 
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 �
�� c8c9k �
�� hg:9 
 ��5� =�� c88jc ��5� =�� h>>h 
 %�EJ*  g78: %�EJ*  ck77 
 �� � :8g7 �� � c9jg 
 � *�� k9h: � *�� >7kc 
 ��4[� kjgg ��4[� 7:79 
 �*�� 99:9 �*�� jhc8 
 � *# ���� 9798 � *# ���� 77c 
 We�=�%� >>h8   
 ����� >7j7 ����� 9jjc 
 A�� �� j:7g A�� �� jgcg 
 � ���
�� j9>8 � ���
�� g8j 
 ��Q!�� jjj> ��Q!�� >7kk 
 � �[ � jhk> � �[ � hh8c 
 5(�%�� j7:h 5(�%�� >gc7 
 ���� hk>: ���� 7jch 
 �
F� hkc9 �
F� c78k 
 �5(��� hkc7 �5(��� : 
 �
�/ hj>: �
�/ 7gg> 
 �
�� h87g   
 � *�� 7c>9 � *�� hhgk 
 �[ � 78:8 �[ � >j 
 �5"�� 78j9 �5"�� chcj 
 � ��/� �F� ck9h � ��/� �F� 7kc 
 K����� c99k   
 
�%* c>78 
�%* ckjh 
 ���*� cj7j ���*� hc8 
 �%� c7kc �%� 79jc 
 ��"�� cc9g   
 �
�� :8: �
�� j 
 ! ��
�� � >gg   
 Q%�U�� j:8 Q%�U�� ckhj 
 B�E[� (��H,�) j9c ��H,� >c: 
 ��� j8c ��� 7h 
 ����� hg7   
 X*� ��� hjk   
 J�#� *W�� 7g8   
 �*� �� 7:k   
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 Z[-�%� 7j7 [�@-�� cc8c 
 !��� c>> !��� hj7 
 "�b AB� c7g "�b AB� gk 
 ��;� � gg ��;� � c8 
 �# B� :8 �# B� g 
 !��=�%� 9g   
 ��@�� >8 ��@�� kgj 
 O�� h7 O�� : 
 �*�V २९ �*�V g 

 ��;��� c8 ��;��� 9 
W�� �Z�%��� �(���� jg:>g �(���� j8798 
 B=�%� 7h: B=�%� c>k> 
]�!K H��U� hh9>c 1�U;�/X�U;� 7:9c> 
)����	� �* � *(K� 7: �* � *(K� :k 
 c7h 7,9j,gj,>8j g7 7,7k,h9,ghj 

�=�OP+, 7: � ������ ��	�
�� ���(���� ����� 

�
 � �!� �=���	� 789: �� ��;������ 
��	� 

�2 -J%�  

0. 0(��� .�+p%  
9(j.g%) 
 

���� � 3����� �������� ���; 
0(��� .�+p% ����� 3%; 
*� � ��	�  

Z[-�%�, 0#` ���, 
�� �� ���, �Z�%���, 0�!� 
� ��(� ���  

�*�"�� 

c. ���+p% 
c(8.:%) 
 

OP��, �����/ ������, W� 
�a[���� ���+p% ����� 3%; 
*� � 
��	�  

� �����  �*�"�� 

7. � �M�% 
7(c.9%) 

�����% ��� � �M�% �
�� W��a[�� 
� �����/ � ����� 3%; 
*� � ��	� 

 �*�"�� 

h. ���X(��/ 
R%��� �s[�� 
7(c.97%) 

O�M � !��
��� � *! 2� � �����% ��� 
� �M�% ����� �������� 3%; 
;� � ��	�  

�
(��, � ����   
�*�"�� 

j. P 2"�� 
:(9.>8%)   

�������� ���; ��w%� �� 
��	%�� ���� 3%; 
*� � ��	� 

� 2����, 0�X�, H� *., 
���*�/, K, ���, 
��Q!��, !b ;���,  
�(����  

 
�*�"�� 

>. � �$%/ 
�����P�� 
9(j.:k%) 

�! 2 H� �� �� Y
�� R%Z'� � 3%; 
;� � � ��*��%�� 3������/ 
��Z��� � "�AB� ���� 3%; 
*� � 
��	�  

�����, ���,  
��������, ���!aP�, 
�
��, P ��� .  

�*�"��  
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9(�) 3��  
h8 (7j.hg%) 

�! 2 H� �� ��*
�� R%Z'� � �SAB� 
���� 3%; ;� � � ��*��%�� 
!��!"���� � ��
� ��	��� ���� 
Z�v� � ��	� 
 

�@, ��@�� , ��;� �, 
�����, �*�V, B��, 
B�"��, � ����� ������� 
��	�, �*E��, ;(;�@,  
���
�, Q%�#��, ��H,�, 
�
��, �*�*�, �
��, 
��E!*� �, ! 2�K ���, 
W5���, !1�# ;�, 
����=�%�, !��*� ���, 
��[* .� ���, � 2� �B�, B�, 
�*�����, �(��!�, 
KK ��X*�/, !�t���  

�*�"�� 

9(B) �a�,��o 
>c 
(jc.j9%)       

�SAB� ���� �! 2 H� �� ��*
�� 
R%Z'� � 3%; ;� � � �� !�[� 
�(��H� � H� ���� ��
�� � ��M 
W��� !��!"�����D �% ��	� 
!�� Z���H� � 

0#  �;��, H��U�, �* �*�, 
B-K%�, ;*F�, �� �, 
[��E��, [ ����, 
5(�%��, A�� ��, � �F�,  
��# ��, ���D, � *# ����, 
ZX���, �*��, !�(����, 
! ��
�� �, !, �, �;�, 
�����, ��1�, � �[ �, 
� ���
��, %�vB�, %�EJ* , 
����, "�E!*, �
F�,  
��#���, �*�*���, 
��;���, O��, 
!��=�%�, �*� ��, X*� ���, 
K�����, �
�/, 
�5(���, We�
=�%�, 
�����, 
=�%���, 
H-K%�, Z�(X�, W����, 
�����UK �, �* �� .��, 
;<����, ��@, �;
�, 
�[ �  

 

k. 0����P�� 
cc(:.gj%) 

!�[� �(��H� � H� �� ��*
�� 
WJY
� �![ �* �� ;� .�� ���; 
��	�� ��® G�� �)� �� �� 2� � 
�-� W��� !��!�"�����D �% 
��	� !�� �Z���H� � �� ���� � 

�* ���, 5*�*�, �����, 
��*���, � *��, ��5� =��, 
J�#� *����, �*� ��, 
��4[�, 
�%*, ���
�  

 

:(�) �����o ��u% �'��� ���� 
�*�!*!� � 

�*�W��� � ��M 3%; ;� � ��	� 
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:(B) � �3�% 
9(j.:k%) 


�*�!*!� � 
�*�W�� �� 
!*<������ � �-� 3%; ;� . 0��� 
t%�� 2 �� ��M��� 3�4� ;� � ��	� 

���*�, � *��, �* � *(K�, 
!���, "�¶¸�, ���  

 

g. �*	 *4� 
c(8.:%) 

3������� ���� �
 �� � 
��*��%� ����% ��
[��� F��� 
��M P �	 �
 �� ��	� 

�a�� �   

c8. �� �@���� 
c(8.:%) 

3������� HI ��%�� ���; ��M 
�-� ��	��a; ;�UZ�)� ��
[�� 
;*��@ ���� ��	� 

��"��   

   c7h  
 

�=�OP+, h: ������	�� 2G�-�� ������� �a��� R%Z'
� 
 

u.�a. ��	� �a��� R%Z'
� 
1.  � ���� �*�[�� ����,�, P�� �* ���/ �
�, ����%� ;S��, ��P� ��D � 

3�. K�. � ���� � �a �����  
2.  [ ���� �*� �� ����,�, ��� ���*� H��U�, �¹� ��O������ � K�. ������ � ���� 

3.  � ����� 0�E!�� � ����, ��� !
�� *� B���, �[�� �SK ��, Hf� !�;�� � 
3�.K�. [*K��A� !(X* 

4.  � 2���� � �� ����%� %���, @(] �P e��* �, 3�� ��
, ���(] 3��� ��� � � +� 
��
  

5.  ��4[� � �M�A� ��D, ��� �(] e��, ���(] �* ��� "�E!*, ��P� ��D � 3�.K�. 
��� ��P� ��D 

6.  �*� �� 0�E!�� � ����, ��!(] 3��� ���, �� �P BM� � K�. ������ � ���� 

7.  %�vB� � �M�A� ��D, ��� �(] e��, ��P� ��D � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

8.  �;� ��@�� 0�E!�� � ����, ������ ;S��, 
�� �
�,�, ! �(��O�� �
�,� � K�. 
������ � ���� 

9.  A�� �� K�. � *!��(� <��� � �*� �� ����,� 

10. �(��� P�� �* ���/ �
� � � +� ��
 

11.  !, � �*�[�� ����,� � ���(] 3���� ��� 

12.  �;� <*, @(] �P e��* � � �� �P BM� 

13.  5*�*� � �M�A� � *��, ��� �(] e�� � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

14. ������� 0�E!�� � ����, ;��� e��* �, � �� ����%� %���, � Y% . 3��� %���, 
@(] �P e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

15.  KU;S��  
��� 

0�E!�� � ����, ;��� e��* �, � �� ����%� %���, � Y% . 3��� %���, 
@(] �P e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

16.  Q%�U�� � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� 
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17.  ���� ��� .B� B���K� � ��!(] 3��� ��� 

18. ��H,� � �B��� P�� . ��e�, �����A� ��D � 3�.K�. [*K��A� !(X* 

19. K� %���, 
05���, ! 2�K ���, 
��[* .� ��� 

�*� �� ����,�, 
�.  !
�� *� P�
� � 3�.K�. ��X�3��� �B� �� 

20. !1�# ;�., 
!��*� ��� 

� +� 3��� [�"�� � � K�. �}����� �a-K� 

21.  ���
�, B��
� 0�E!�� � ����, ;��� e��* �, � �� ����%� %���, � Y% . 3��� %���, 
@(] �P e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

22. 0�X� @(] �P e��* �, ������ ;S��, ;��� e��* �, 0�E!�� � ���� � 3�.K�. 
������ � ���� 

23.  5(�%�� � �� ����%� %��� � �*�[�� ����,� 

24. �* ��� � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

25. ���*�/ @(] �P e��* �, ������ ;S��, ;��� e��* �, 0�E!�� � ���� � 3�.K�. 
������ � ���� 

26.  �;� B�� �*� �� ����,� � �� �P BM�, ����� ���� £ �+e, � Y% . 3��� %��� � 
3�.K�. ��X�3��� �B� �� 

27. ;*F� � +� 3��� [�"�� � � �����A� ��D 

28. � *�� � �M�A� ��D, ��� �(] e�� � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

29. �%�, ���*� �����A� ��D � ����� ���� £ �+e 

30. H���U ������*� H��U� � �*�[�� ����,�  

31.  B-K%� �!�� ��
��, � ������%� %���, 0�E!�� � ����, ������ ;S�� � 
@(] �P e��* �, ;��� e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

32.  � �[ �/!K �*� �� ����,� � -K������ 0ZX���/ 

33.  ZX��� ��� .B� B���K�, 0�E!�� � ���� � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

34. ��1� � +� 3��� [�"�� � � K�. �}����� �a-K� 

35.  ��]�/ �����, 
�����U
�K �  

P�� �* ���/ �
� � ��� �* ��� %��� 

36.  �[ �, ;(;�@ �!�� ��
��, � ������%� %���, 0�E!�� � ����, ������ ;S�� � 
@(] �P e��* �, ;��� e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

37.  ���!aP�, 
����*=�%� 

�!�� ��
��, � ������%� %���, 0�E!�� � ����, ������ ;S�� � 
@(] �P e��* �, ;��� e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

38. !�t��� @(] �P e��* �, ������� B���, 0�E!�� � ����, ;��� e��* � � 3�.K�. 
������ � ���� 

39. �e=�%� @(] �P e��* �, ������� B���, 0�E!�� � ����, ;��� e��* � � 3�.K�. 
������ � ���� 

40. �*�*� � Y% . 3��� %��� � -K������ 0ZX���/ 
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41. ��*� ������ ;S�� � �*� �� ����,� 

42. ��E��� � �M�A� ��D, ��� �(] e�� � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

43. B�"�� �����A� ��D � ��� �* ��� %��� 

44. ��E!*� � � +� 3��� [�"�� � � �}����� �a-K� 

45. ���5=�� ���� ��
�� � �� �P ��
 

46. � *�� �����A� ��D, �*� �� ����,�, 0�E!�� � ����, � Y% . 3��� %��� 

47. ���@  0�E!�� � ����, @(] �P e��* � � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

48. � �!�
�� � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� 

49. � *# ���� �����A� ��D � � Y% . 3��� %��� 

50. ���� ;��� e��* � � ��� �* ���/ �
� 

51.  ��*��� � +� 3��� [�"�� � � ���(] ��� 

52. Z[�S-�%� ��� K�.0�E!�� � ����, ������� B���, � Y% . 3��� %���, ������ ;S�� � 
3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

53.  We�
� � K�. 0�E!�� � ����, ������� B���, � Y% . 3��� %���, ������ ;S�� 
� 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

54. J�#� *���� K�. � �M�A� ��D, ��� �(] e�� � 3�.K�. ��� ��P� ��D 

55. �*�*��� � +� 3��� [�"�� � � -K������ 0ZX���/ 

56. �;
� @(] �P e��* � � ;��� e��* � 

57. �*E�� � ����� -K������ WZX���/ � K�. �}����� �a-K� 

58. 0#  �;�� K�.0�E!�� � ���� � � Y% . 3��� %���  

59. �� �-; *F� � +� 3��� [�"�� � � 3��G� � ���� 

60. [��E�� K�. �����A� ��D � Z���� ����� 

61.  !�(���� K�. � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� 

62.  "�E!* ������ ;S�� � @(] �P e��* �, 

63.  ����� K�.0�E!�� � ���� � � +� 3��� [�"�� � 

64. X*� ��� ������ ;S��, K�. �}����� �a-K� � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

65. �*� �� K�. � *!��(� <��� � 3��G� � ���� 

66.  � ��/� �F� K�. � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� 

67.  
�%* K�. �����A� ��D � Z���� ����� 

68. P ��� . ��P� P ��� . � � Y% . 3��� %��� 

69. �
�� ������ ;S��, K�. �}����� �a-K� � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

70. � Y�� ����� 0� � %s�� ����� � � Y% . 3��� %���  

71.  ! ��
�� � K�.0�E!�� � ���� � � +� 3��� [�"�� � 

72. �*�� K�. �����A� ��D � Z���� ����� 

73.  �5(��� K�. � �M�A� ��D � ��� �(] e�� 
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�=�OP+, j: ������	�� 2G�-�� ����� �)�� ��	�
�� 3��� ��� � �B�� ����� 

u.�a. ��	� 3��� ��� � �B� -�� �P� 

1.  � ���� � ���� � �a �����  3�.K�.� ���� � �a �����  

2.  [ ���� �*� �� ����,� � ������*� H��U� 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

3.  � ����� @(] �P e��* � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

4.  � 2���� @(] �P e��* � � � Y% . 3��� %��� 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 

5.  ��4[� @(] �P e��* � 3�.K�. ������ � ���� 
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